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Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit widmet sich einer wichtigen Aufgabenstellung, die im Umfeld verteilter und dienstbasierter Architekturen auftritt: Die korrekte, zuverlässige und
effiziente Ausführung softwarebasierter Dienste. Im Zentrum dieser Arbeit stehen dabei zwei Ansätze die jeweils die Flexibilität bei der Umsetzung dieser Aufgabe steigern.
Erstens eine neuartige Methode zur automatisierten Vorwärtsbehandlung von Dienstfehlern zur Ausführungszeit, genannt Control Flow Intervention (CFI). Zweitens eine
in sich geschlossene Ausführungstechnik die die Migration laufender Ausführungsinstanzen zwischen verfügbaren Ausführungsmaschinen gestattet. Beide tragen den spezifischen Anforderungen neuartiger internetbasierter und mobiler Anwendungsgebiete
Rechnung. Wesentliche Merkmale dieser Anwendungen sind (i) Inhärenz entfernter
Aufrufe, (ii) ad-hoc-Dienste um dynamisch sich verändernden Umgebungen und Benutzerpräferenzen gerecht zu werden und (iii) eine hohe Fehleranfälligkeit bedingt
durch drahtlose Verbindungen und Volatilität angebotener Dienste.
Die zugrunde liegende Theorie für alle in dieser Arbeit angestellten Untersuchungen sind Semantische Dienste, insbesondere basierend auf deduktiven und entscheidbaren Beschreibungslogiken. In einem ersten Schritt greifen wir bisherige Arbeiten aus
diesem Bereich auf und entwickeln diese weiter hin zu einem kohärenten formalen Systemmodell welches wesentliche Dimensionen in der Semantik von Diensten vereint.
Basierend auf diesem Systemmodell liegt anschliessend das Hauptaugenmerk auf
CFI. Ziel dieser Methode ist es, Dienstfehler durch geeignete Ersetzungsstrategien nach
vorn zu korrigieren, so dass das geplante Gesamtziel eines Dienstes in äquivalenter
oder zumindest vergleichbarer Form trotzdem erreicht werden kann. Dies wird durch
dynamisches Ausweichen auf semantisch äquivalente oder ähnliche Alternativen ermöglicht. Hierbei wird davon ausgegangen, dass konkrete Alternativen nicht Bestandteil der Dienstspezifikation sind. Es wird lediglich angenommen, dass sie in der Anwendungsdomäne vorhanden sind. Da Alternativen somit nicht vordefiniert sind, wird
im Fehlerfall dynamisch nach ihnen gesucht.
Da das vorgestellte Systemmodell zwei Arten von Nebenläufigkeit bei der Dienstausführung zulässt, und da die Repräsentation des Zustandes verschiedener Ausführungsinstanzen in einer gemeinsamen Wissensbasis erfolgt, wird ausserdem der korrekte und inferenzvermeidende simultane Zugriff auf solche Wissensbasen untersucht.
Diese Arbeit stellt dazu ein neuartiges Zugriffsmodell zur Koordination von nebenläufigen Transaktionen auf einer Web Ontology Language Wissensbasis vor. In diesem
Zusammenhang werden dessen Leistungs- und Isolationseigenschaften diskutiert.
Um die praktische Anwendbarkeit der entwickelten Methoden untersuchen zu können, wurden diese prototypisch in unserem verteilten und dezentralen Ausführungssystem OSIRIS N EXT implementiert. Wir beschreiben den grundlegenden Aufbau dieses Systems. In diesem Zusammenhang stellt diese Arbeit dann die verteilte Ausführungstechnik vor, die insbesondere für (semi-)automatisch zusammengefügte und nur
wenige Male ausgeführte ad-hoc-Dienste optimiert ist.

x
Schliesslich wurden die vorgestellten Verfahren durch verschiedene Experimente
hinsichtlich ihres Laufzeitverhaltens quantitativ evaluiert. Die dabei gemachten Erfahrungen und Resultate zeigen das Potential der Verfahren für deren Einsatz in der Praxis.

Abstract
This thesis deals with an important task in the context of distributed and serviceoriented architectures: the correct, reliable, and efficient execution of software-based
services. In the center of this work are two approaches that increase the flexibility in
this task. First, a novel method for automated forward recovery of service failures at
execution time, called Control Flow Intervention (CFI). Second, a self-contained technique that allows for migration of running execution instances among available execution machines. Both address requirements specific to novel Internet-based and mobile
applications. Characteristic for such applications are (i) inherent remote invocation, (ii)
ad-hoc services to cope with dynamically changing environments and user preferences,
and (iii) frequent errors due to wireless connections and volatility of offered services.
The underlying theory for all investigations made in this thesis are Semantic Services, based in particular on deductive and decidable Description Logics. In a first step,
we take up prior work in this area and develop it further towards a coherent formal
system model that combines essential dimensions of service semantics.
Based on this model, the focus is then on CFI. The goal of this method is to correct service failures by appropriate replacement strategies in a forward-oriented way,
meaning that the overall goal of a service remains attainable, though in a semantically
equivalent or at least comparable form. This is achieved by dynamically shifting to semantically equivalent or similar alternatives. Alternatives are however not pre-defined
as part of the service specification. Rather, it is assumed that they exist in the application
domain and that they are searched for on demand in the presence of a failure.
Since the system model allows for two types of concurrency in the service execution,
and since the state of execution instances is represented in a shared knowledge base,
we also investigate the problem of ensuring correct concurrent access to knowledge
bases so that inferences are avoided. Specifically, we present a novel concurrency control model for transactions operating over a Web Ontology Language knowledge base.
Efficiency and isolation properties of the presented approach are furthermore discussed.
In order to investigate the practical applicability of the presented methods, they
were prototypically implemented in our distributed and decentralized execution system OSIRIS N EXT. We describe the architecture of this system. In this context, the
distributed execution technique is presented that is particularly optimized for ad-hoc
services that are usually (semi-)automatically composed and executed a few times only.
Finally, the presented methods were evaluated quantitatively by various experiments with respect to their runtime behavior. The results and the experiences gained
show the potential of the methods for their application in practice.
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Introduction

I

to name major advancements and breakthroughs regarding systems, hardware, software, and information management technologies within
the last two decades, one might frequently get the following answers. At systems level,
methods that enabled pervasive and decentralized infrastructures. At hardware level,
mobile devices and wireless communication technologies. At software level, the new
paradigm of Service-oriented Computing where applications are built by combining reusable building blocks rather than being monolithic entities. And finally, methods and
data models that enabled data and information management to scale up to the global
level.
One particular example where all this went together is certainly the Internet with
its prevalent application the Web. While in the early days of the Internet the main applications were electronic mail, instant messaging, and file transfer, it has evolved into
a multi-purpose application platform with applications of various kinds. Notably, it
is used today as a platform to build service-oriented applications. Around the millennium, however, it was found that methods used at that time for information representation in the Web (and other application areas) generally lack the ability to make the
meaning – the semantics – of information understandable to machines. The goal of
semantic technologies – which are being researched much longer – is to facilitate automation based on formal frameworks allowing machines to interpret and reason about
the concepts, objects, and their relations within a given domain. The vision of the Semantic Web [BLHL01, FWL02] is to (i) bring these semantic technologies to the global
level of the Web and other applications built on top of the Internet, and (ii) to enable
the interlinking of information from diverse heterogeneous sources. These technologies
therefore play an important role to information integration.
This thesis cannot be viewed independent of all these fields, as it is the progress in
these fields that spawned novel application forms that call for appropriate methods to
realize them. In fact, we see this thesis situated in the intersection of the following areas. First, pervasive and often decentralized infrastructures. Second, applications that
are built based on the paradigm of Service-oriented Computing. Applications in which
information technology is more and more integrated into everyday activities, with mobile users and mobile as well as embedded devices. Finally, methods to make the seF WE WERE ASKED TODAY
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mantics of information and resources – most notably services – available for automated
interpretation and reasoning by machines.
Having illuminated the general context of this thesis, we will now introduce it in
more detail. In the remainder of this chapter we describe the envisioned application forms, outline the problems addressed, summarize the contributions made, and
overview how this thesis is structured.

1.1

Service-based Applications

In this work, we consider applications that are built based on the paradigm of Serviceoriented Computing (SOC) [Pap03]. In this programming and computing model, single
services are re-usable pieces of software, designed to achieve intents of some sort either
by physical transformations in the real world or information processing on data. We
expect services to be available at a large variety of stationary, mobile, and embedded
devices. Also, we expect services to be accessed mainly by users via mobile devices.
Table 1.1 summarizes the characteristics of service-based applications considered in this
thesis. These characteristics reflect features sought in today’s and future Internet-based
applications [CS06, SGA07].
Table 1.1: Characteristics of applications considered in this thesis.
Dimension

Explanation

Methodology

Applications are composed out of a set of pre-existing, reusable, and
loosely coupled components – the services – each contributing certain units of functionality required by the application.

Creation

Not necessarily pre-defined and manually created by software engineers. Rather, they may be synthesized ad hoc using (semi-)automated service composition methods [RS04] in order to take into account dynamics of various origins such as user preferences or environmental and contextual properties.

Machinery

Services are deployed to a large variety of hardware, not only on
stationary, but particularly on mobile or embedded devices of diverse computing, storage, and communication capabilities.

Operation

Services process data or information and might as well create effects
in the real world. Regarding the data processed, we focus, however,
on discrete services in contrast to stream-based services.∗

Interaction

Remote interactions between services themselves and services and
client devices in an asynchronous manner. Applications form (complex) interaction patterns over their constituting services.

∗

The difference between discrete and continuous operation mode is clarified in Section 4.1.1.
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Applications may be built solely by combining pre-existing services. Such a combination of a set of services that altogether make up a value-added “larger” one is referred
to as a composite service (CS) [MBE03].1 Notably, a CS may represent a workflow or business process. In fact, the SOC paradigm together with composite services is increasingly
adopted by IT-supported Workflow Management (WfM)2 and Business Process Management (BPM)3 . The underlying assumption is that the tasks of workflows or activity
units of business processes can be realized using software services and their operations.

1.2

Problem Description

An important task is the automated coordination of service execution. Analogous to
automated workflow and processe execution [AH02], service execution comprises all the
activities that need to be carried out at runtime by a system in order to (i) invoke the services and operations of which it is composed in a coordinated manner as specified, (ii)
to correctly manage (store and access) data that is processed unless execution finishes,
and (iii) to detect, handle, and recover from runtime failures (see Figure 1.1). These
activities also include initiation, control, and validation of service invocations, and invocation of services in parallel where possible. Typically, this task is carried out by a
dedicated execution engine4 acting on behalf of a user or software agent. Such an engine
is responsible for correct service enactment and it should also include means to achieve
a sufficient degree of reliability and efficiency. It may come stand-alone or can be an
integral part of comprehensive service-based workflow management systems (WfMS)5
or service-based business process management systems (BPMS)6 .
When invoked, services create effects of some sort in the real world and/or process
data of some kind. This is the functional dimension of services. On the other hand,
they consume different resources at runtime (e.g., electric energy, disk space for data
being processed, CPU cycles for computations). This is the non-functional dimension
of services. As a matter of these two, both service users and service providers are interested that certain properties can be ensured in the course of execution. Regarding
the functional dimension, the most important properties are correctness, reliability, and
1 The technical concept can be compared to mashups, a term coined more recently to refer to content ag-

gregation technologies [BDS08]. Mashups, however, aim at combining data and presentation in addition
to functionality. Mashups therefore target a broader spectrum of composite applications.
2 WfM is commonly viewed as including concepts, methods, and technologies to support the design,
administration, configuration, enactment, and analysis of business processes [Wes07].
3 According to [AHW03], BPM can be considered an extension of WfM that originates from office
automation [JB96].
4 Note that the singular form used here shall not imply any system related property. Such an engine
may be a centralized (and autonomous) system. On the other hand, multiple engines may cooperate in a
distributed (and decentralized) manner for accomplishing the execution task.
5 In [Law97], a WfMS is defined as a system that defines, creates and manages the execution of workflows through the use of software, running on one or more workflow engines, which is able to interpret the process definition, interact with workflow participants and, where required, invoke the use of
Information-Technology (IT) tools and applications.
6 In [Wes07], a BPMS is defined as a generic software that is driven by explicit process representations
to coordinate the enactment of business processes.
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Figure 1.1: Integral parts and important requirements of the service execution task.
efficiency (see Figure 1.1). While the latter two should be clear, the former refers to
preservation of a consistent state upon termination (assuming that one started from a
consistent state) even in the presence of failures or exceptional situations. Apart from
failures caused by errors made at design time of a system, failures can occur because
systems are subject to various phenomena of a stochastic nature. Also, one of the eight
golden rules of process management [Dvt05, Chapter 15] states that exceptions should
be considered the rule because not everything can be determined beforehand.
The aspect of system-supported failure handling and recovery is important for the
service execution task, especially when it comes to service execution in distributed environments such as the Internet where multiple systems (software, hardware) as well as
humans can be involved. In general, one wants to ensure that once execution of a service
has been started it will not arbitrarily halt somewhere before its end, caused by a failure
or an exceptional situation. If this would happen, the final outcome of the service would
be achieved only partially, up to a level where the outcome has not been achieved at all.
This would displease service users as well as service providers. Moreover, resources
that have been used may remain in an undefined state, possibly resulting in inconsistent data seen on subsequent use. Also, subsequent use of resources may be impeded in
case they were not properly released. Consequently, failure handling for service execution aims at two things. First, ensuring consistency regarding data and resources. This
is achieved, second, by methods that ensure that one can recover from an error either by
rolling back to the previous correct state of the system as if nothing was done or by rolling
forward to a new consistent state. These two approaches are commonly categorized as
backward and forward recovery, respectively [LA90, ALRL04].7 Among prominent methods in this regard are transactional ones (e.g., [GMS87]). Their basic principle is that a
service execution or a part thereof is understood as a transaction. Backward recovery
then either reverses effects of a partial execution (due to an error) by applying the in7 It

should be noted that the term forward recovery is understood in a very general way in the field of
dependable computing, meaning that the system reaches some new state without an error (i.e., there are
no further requirements on what particular state this is).
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verse or compensates for these effects. From a semantic point of view, compensation
does not necessarily directly undo the effects but may be done in a countervailing way
(e.g., issuing a credit note and mark an order as canceled instead of completely deleting
it). In contrast, forward-oriented recovery aims at achieving either the original outcome
or a semantically equivalent final outcome. The latter – methods for forward-oriented
failure handling and recovery by achieving semantically equivalent or similar outcomes
– is the first and major dimension of flexibility for the service execution task subject to
be systematically studied in this thesis.
Another aspect belonging to the non-functional dimension is efficiency. One is likely
interested in keeping costs low, both resource usage costs and costs of the service execution task itself (e.g., in terms of time, space, money). For instance, having the option
to choose from a set of execution engines that are all able to execute a certain service but
varying in terms of costs to do so, one would likely want to choose the one that induces
lowest costs. One may even want to migrate from one execution engine to another in the
course of execution if it turns out that another one can do better; for instance, because
it is faster or consumes less energy. This applies in a similar way to services. Having
determined that a set of services are functionally equivalent or similar, one may want
to choose the one that provides the best value regarding some non-functional property
(e.g., shortest time required for a computation). In a heterogeneous and large scale setting such as the Internet it can often be assumed – in fact, it is usually the case – that
different options exist to choose from semantically equivalent or similar services, from
resources of different capacities, and from devices that may be better suited to execute
a particular service than another.
These two features – (i) forward-oriented semantic service failure handling and (ii)
the ability to migrate an ongoing execution to an engine at runtime that best fits a set of
context and situation specific criteria – are what we consider as constituting flexibility
for the composite service execution task. The main focus is put on a novel approach
to forward-oriented semantic service failure handling which we call Control Flow Intervention (CFI). The general idea of CFI is to allow an execution engine to intervene in
the default control flow of a service in the presence of an invocation failure and allow
it to replace one or several failed services or operations by a semantically equivalent
(or similar) one. Rather than being pre-defined as part of the service specification, a
replacement is dynamically searched by the engine at failure time. To achieve this, CFI
essentially proposes a combined Description Logic and Petri-net based approach to formalize and reason about the semantics of services.
In order to implement (i) and (ii) in practice so that computers handle them mostly
in an automatic way, a couple of issues need to be solved:
• How to determine whether services or single operations of them are equivalent regarding their functional and/or non-functional properties. Essentially, this comes
down to formalizing a decidable notion of equivalence. In addition, this formalization should be compatible to also allow representing a broader notion of similarity.
• How to represent functional and non-functional properties of services and how to
store these representations such that one can (efficiently) find candidates for the
purpose of forward failure handling.
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• How to ensure that a replacement that has been selected also preserves executability of the service and that it complies with its data flow.
• How to ensure consistency of data especially for concurrent execution of multiple
services and concurrent execution threads within a service. These two types of
concurrency are an essential requirement as they exist in many practical application scenarios.
• How to determine whether there are other execution engines available that can
take over an ongoing execution as they can do it in a more efficient way (i.e.,
whether it would be beneficial to migrate an ongoing execution to another engine).
• How to ensure consistent execution state migration at runtime from one engine
to another so that it can be seamlessly resumed at the new engine from the state
where it was paused.

The next section outlines each of the contributions made on how we address these
questions.

1.3

Thesis Goals and Contributions

The overarching goal of this thesis is to further the research into Semantic Services and
the service execution task in particular. Our work builds upon the state-of-the-art in
Semantic Service research. From this perspective, our work should be seen as one step
towards integration with other research areas, namely, Process and Workflow Management and Transactional Information Systems. While many of the visions of Semantic
Services have been described in detail at a conceptual level, we also see this work as a
valuable step towards implementing this vision in practical systems.
The main contributions that result from theoretical work are:
• A formal system model that provides precise semantics for the execution of Semantic Services. It combines, first, the description of the functional and nonfunctional properties of services and representation of their semantics based on
Description Logics. Second, the behavior of services by viewing them as processes. This includes the flow of control and data, allows for concurrency within
and among service instances (intra- and inter-service concurrency), and captures
how a world state representation in a knowledge base evolves in the course of
execution. The system model furthermore includes distributed environments.
• A novel method to semantic forward-oriented failure handling for the service execution task, called Control Flow Intervention [MS08, MS10b]. CFI proposes the
integrated use of Semantic Service matchmaking and composition with processbased execution [MSGK06]. More specifically, we (i) analyze failure types that can
be covered by CFI, (ii) define different types of replacements and requirements on
how to find or create them, and (iii) describe requirements to preserve executability under a replacement.

1.4 Thesis Outline
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• A general concurrency control model and protocol that provides transactional
read and update access to shared Web Ontology Language [W3C09] (OWL)
knowledge bases. This model jointly considers (i) data level consistency properties
according to serializability theory in databases and (ii) consistency requirements
at Description Logic level. This is achieved by transferring the notion of transactions from databases to read and update access over knowledge bases. Second,
transactions consist of read and update operations that directly operate over OWL
axioms, assertions, and annotations rather than at the lower physical data level.
This allows to analyze and control conflicting access at both the semantic and data
level.
Furthermore, the main contributions that result from practical work are:
• A distributed and peer-to-peer style execution system for efficient semantic service
execution, called OSIRIS N EXT [MS07]. This system is the platform in which most
of the experimental work has been carried out.
• An implementation of CFI in OSIRIS N EXT and an empirical evaluation of its
runtime performance [MS10b]. The evaluation demonstrates the practical applicability of CFI. For the implementation and evaluation, we have also developed a
simple service repository based on an RDF triple store that can be queried using
SPARQL.
• An execution technique that allows for migrating ongoing service executions
among execution peers in OSIRIS N EXT [MS07]. The migration process is selfcontained and optimized for ad hoc services, as it does not require additional system services.
• Two optimization techniques that are used in our implementation of a service execution engine [MS10a]. The first one is used to speed up repeated precondition
checking. The second one is a caching technique that provides rapid access to frequently reused parts of a service specification. We present speedup results for an
empirical performance evaluation. Moreover, these techniques are applicable beyond the service execution task to efficiently read information from graph based
RDF triple stores.
• An implementation of the concurrency control model and protocol together with
a main memory OWL store. We present a detailed empirical performance evaluation for which a benchmark for OWL updates has been defined that mimics
typical access patterns of practical applications.

1.4

Thesis Outline

This thesis is organized in ten chapters that can be grouped in five parts. The introductory part consists of this chapter and Chapter 2. In this chapter we have started by guiding the reader to the place in the Service-oriented Computing research field where this
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thesis is located. This included a description of the service execution task and its main
activities. Based on characteristics of service-based applications, we have highlighted
the problems that this thesis addresses and have summarized the main contributions.
The problem description is further set forth in Chapter 2 where we present two such
service-based applications taken from the e-commerce and e-health domain. We show
how the methods presented in this thesis contribute to these applications. Throughout
this thesis, we will often refer back to these applications for the purpose of illustrative
examples.
The second part is made up by Chapter 3. In this chapter, we give a rather detailed
introduction to the fundamentals on which this thesis builds. This includes the theory of Description Logics, the Web Ontology Language, and the Resource Description
Framework. Additional foundational information that is relevant to our work, namely
the theory of Petri nets and principles of service matchmaking and planning, is intentionally provided in situ throughout subsequent chapters.
The conceptual part of this thesis is divided into Chapter 4, 5, and 6. Chapter 4
takes up the current state-of-the-art on Semantic Service research. In this chapter, we
present a formal system model for the Semantic Service execution task. It combines
representation of the semantics of functional and non-functional properties with the
behavior of services by viewing them as processes. The model also includes a formal
notion of executability. All methods introduced in subsequent chapters will be applied
to this model. In Chapter 5 we present in detail CFI for optimistic and semantic forward
failure handling, describe the types of failures that can be covered, and discuss its properties. Chapter 6 is then entirely devoted to a model for concurrency control on shared
knowledge bases so as to avoid different types of inferences. We apply this approach to
OWL knowledge bases, show that it is compatible with representation of OWL axioms,
assertions, and annotations as RDF triples, and provide two architecture blueprints for
efficient integration of reasoning engines.
The fourth part is devoted to the practical work of this thesis. In Chapter 7, we describe the implementation of CFI in our peer-to-peer style distributed service execution
system called OSIRIS N EXT. We also describe techniques for efficient semantic service execution that have been implemented in OSIRIS N EXT. First, two techniques to
speed up repeated access to the same information of a knowledge base. Second, a technique that allows for dynamic migration of ongoing executions among execution peers,
which was especially designed for ad hoc services and mobile environments. Finally,
Chapter 7 also presents how the concurrency control model introduced in Chapter 6 has
been implemented. Chapter 8 then describes how we have evaluated our methods and
techniques. We present and discuss experimental results.
The final part is divided into Chapter 9 and 10. The former reviews the most important related work and discusses qualitative differences. The latter summarizes the
results of this thesis and discusses possible future work.

2
Motivation

I

N THIS CHAPTER ,

we describe two exemplary, albeit simplified, practical application
scenarios to further illustrate the potentials of having flexible semantic service failure
handling using CFI and the possibility of dynamically migrating ongoing executions.
The scenarios are chosen from diverse domains. One from the e-commerce domain, the
other from the e-health domain. We will refer back to them throughout this thesis for
illustration purposes. Finally, advantages of the CFI approach are summarized and put
into relation to rollback and compensation based approaches.

2.1

E-Commerce Scenario

This application scenario describes a simplified book ordering and shipment composite
service. Typically, online book sellers would provide such a service in the Internet for
(prospective) customers that want to order some book(s). Apart from interactions with
the customers, this CS shall integrate an additional online shipper service to deliver
ordered book(s) to the customer. Figure 2.1 shows the structure of this CS, depicted as
an control flow graph that specifies the local execution dependencies among the single
services it consists of. The nodes represent the enclosed services find book, order &
pay, and shipment. The connecting directed arrows specify a precedence – the order in
which they need to be invoked. Figure 2.1 also shows data items processed and their
flow. This is depicted by enumerated item names inside the right-copped rectangles.
The first service is an atomic service provided by a third-party online library. It is used
as the first step to retrieve the unique ISBN number (7) for a book searched by the
customer based on its title (1), author name (2), and publisher information (3). The
second service order & pay would be provided by the book seller. It is used to place
an order of one or more items (4) of the book identified before (7) as well as to handle
payment by credit card or the like (5). This service may be a composite service itself; its
decomposition is not illustrated here. Upon completion this service produces an order
and payment acknowledge (8). The acknowledge shall include information about (i)
how many items of the book were actually ordered and (ii) the actual value charged to
the credit card account. Finally, the service shipment, provided by a third-party shipper,
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is used as the last step to request delivering the ordered book(s) (4,7) to the customer’s
address (6). Since this may involve a fee charged by the shipper, the credit card number
(5) is required again to debit the fee. Upon completion, this service also produces an
acknowledge (9) informing about whether it actually accepted the request and if so, the
expected delivery date and the value charged to the credit card account.
1:title
2:author
3:publisher
4:amount
5:credCardNo
6:address

8:orderAck
9:shipmentAck

7:isbn

1,2,3

find book

4,5,7

order & pay

8

7,4,5,6

9

shipment

Customer

Figure 2.1: Example e-commerce scenario: Book Seller.

If this CS is executed in an automated way by a system on behalf of a customer, the
customer certainly expects particular guarantees. Apart from correctness guarantees
(e.g., the correct book is ordered, the credit card is not charged incorrectly), this also
includes guarantees concerning the overall goal that the CS is supposed to achieve.
From a transactional point of view, this basically refers to the atomicity property: either
the expected result is achieved upon completion or a state is preserved as if it were
never executed. This is commonly referred to as the all-or-nothing rule. For instance,
once the book was ordered and payed it should be asserted that it will be delivered (e.g.,
by issuing a shipment acknowledge). Likewise, if the book would not be found or if
placing the order failed (e.g., because it was not on stock or the service was temporarily
off-line for maintenance), the CS should terminate as if it were never executed.
On the other hand, under some conditions, it would still be possible to achieve the
overall result. For example, the customer might be fine with buying the book from
another book seller. There might be other online book sellers available offering their
own online book selling services. Also, the book seller might run multiple order &
buy services for different sites. If the services provided by the other book sellers or the
additional site services qualify as semantically equivalent, the system executing the CS
can recover in a forward-oriented way instead. After having determined a semantically
equivalent alternative service, the system would intervene by modifying the “default”
execution flow. In the example, the original order & pay service would be replaced by
an alternative. Finally, the system would resume execution from its current position
with invocation of the replacement; thus, allowing to complete in a way that would still
satisfy the user’s needs. This is the basic idea underlying the CFI approach.

2.2

E-Health Scenario

In this scenario, we consider an emergency medical assistance application scenario. It
was subject to the design, implementation, and evaluation in the EU-funded interna-
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tional research project CASCOM [BLF+ 06]. The scenario starts from a person that faces
a situation where she/he needs to request (immediate) medical assistance because of a
sudden disease or emergency. Further actions triggered to handle the case include (i)
the selection and activation of a local ambulance, (ii) the gathering of (recent) medical
data from the persons medical record, and (iii) the submission of this data to a mobile
device carried by the emergency physician who is in charge of giving primary care. The
latter aims at providing the physician with relevant medical information about the person in order to gain prior insight in its past and current health state, current medication,
allergies, or drug intolerances.
Considering a service based coverage of this scenario, specialized services would
have to exist that provide assistance in identifying the person that issued the request,
to discover, select and trigger a local ambulance, to query the person’s medical record
for relevant information and documents, and to transfer them to the physicians mobile
device. For this purpose, a CS like the one shown in Figure 2.2 may have been created.

1:ssn
2:location
3:time
4:symptoms

8:docRefs

4,5

7:activationAck

query
medical record
activate ambulance

1

5:details

identify person

2,3,4,5

6:ambl

select
ambulance

2,3,4,5,6

trigger
ambulance

7

6,8

transfer
documents

Operator

Figure 2.2: Example e-health scenario: Emergency Assistance.
This CS may be invoked by a telephone operator in a local emergency dispatch center. In a more visionary setting, it may also be an intelligent agent running on a mobile
device carried by the person in need of emergency care, that automatically triggers the
service by placing the request. No matter how it gets invoked, as a first step a service
identify person is used to identify and to retrieve personal details. This may be done
based on the social security number (1) or other personal data. Afterwards, the service splits into two paths that can be performed in parallel; that is, a precedence order
exists only for subsequent services within a path but not between paths.1 The lower
path consists of another composite service activate ambulance whose decomposition is
also shown. Typically, it would be provided by a local emergency center. This embedded CS is responsible for selecting a local ambulance and to activate it subsequently.
The selection would typically be done based on criteria supporting the decision such
as the location of the person (2), the time when the request was received (3), symptoms
that were reported (4), and personal details (5); the latter two being optional. The service trigger ambulance actually triggers an alarm signal on a mobile device used by the
crew of the selected ambulance (6) accompanied by submitting the mission information
1 Note

that this statement looses its generality as soon as synchronization primitives between parallel
paths would be introduced.
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(2-5). Its output is a positive or negative acknowledge (7) confirming whether the activation was successful or not. The second parallel path consists of the service query
medical record. Imagine this service as being able to retrieve document references (8)
to (relevant) documents from various sources of the medical record of some person (5),
based on, e.g., a set of search keywords (4). Because this is likely to be a rather complex task, it is expected to be realized by yet another CS. However, its actual structure
is not of particular interest here, which is the reason why it is not further decomposed.
Finally, the two parallel paths join so that as a last step the service transfer documents
is invoked upon completion of both paths. This service takes the document references
found by the query medical record service and submits them to the mobile device of
the ambulance crew based on the ambulance identifier that has been selected and activated before. The physician can then use this device to download and read the medical
documents, assuming that it is authorized to access them. Ideally, this is done while still
being on the way to the person’s place.
Similar to the book seller scenario, computer aided execution of this CS would be
hardly accepted if certain execution guarantees were not provided. For instance, if the
service trigger ambulance fails. In this case, a crucial part of the overall result cannot be achieved. Such failures may happen, for instance, for technical reasons when
the connection to the mobile device used by the ambulance crew could not be established. Even for non-technical reasons when a negative acknowledge is returned by
this service, e.g., because the ambulance crew was already busy with handling another
mission. A forward-oriented strategy to automatically recover from these service failures can be achieved by online replacement of the entire service activate ambulance by
a semantically equivalent service. The fact that a qualifying alternative service would
be available in practice can be assumed in this application scenario because regions are
usually covered by more than one ambulance center, and ambulance centers often keep
more ambulances ready than statistically required.
In principle, invocation of the identify person service may also fail for technical reasons; albeit this should only rarely be the case because availability of such a service is
required to be very high, for obvious reasons. The forward-oriented approach of CFI
would also be applicable in this case provided that qualifying semantic equivalences
exist. In practice, this is likely the case, for similar reasons than with trigger ambulance.
There is almost always a redundant coverage of a region by more than one emergency
center. On the other hand, assuming that the service query medical record or transfer
documents fails should not cause the overall CS to fail as their success is not crucial.
The result of these services is basically optional. The emergency physician should be
able to handle the medical case sufficiently even without additional information from
the health record of the person.
It was mentioned above that execution of the emergency assistance CS might be automatically triggered by a software agent running on a mobile device carried by the
person. As a matter of the fact that mobile (as well as embedded) devices do have limited resources compared to stationary devices, it might be inadvisable to execute the CS
completely on the local execution engine running on the mobile device. For instance,
battery capacity might be low, network bandwidth might be small, wireless network
connectivity might not be as reliable as a wired network connection, and computational
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and/or memory resources might also be insufficient. Instead of a single local execution system, a distributed and decentralized execution system consisting of multiple
interacting engines deployed to physically separated devices (nodes) would be advantageous, as nodes can cooperate in sharing the execution task. This allows to overcome
two problems. First, the problem of limited and/or less reliable resources. Having the
possibility to migrate an ongoing execution from the engine running on the mobile device to an engine running on a better equipped and/or more reliable (stationary) device
would likely be beneficial in this case. Just imagine the mobile device would run out of
power while execution is still in progress. Second, the problem of centralized resources.
A distributed and decentralized system not requiring supervision or global coordination of ongoing executions also facilitates a high degree of scalability as is does prevent
the need for central resources which may become bottlenecks.

2.3

Application Dynamics and Consequences

Inherent to the e-commerce and e-health application scenario presented above is a high
degree of application dynamics. Rather than being composed of the same services for
all possible users, the composite services would consist of different services for different
groups of users. In case of the book seller scenario, it can almost be taken for granted
nowadays that enterprises target customers on a nationwide level, if not even on the
global level. For instance, the same enterprise may run multiple instances for different
countries. Also, it is the nature of any market that more or less many (competing) enterprises act on it; hence, there will be more than one book seller, in the same way as there
will be more than one shipper, all providing their own services. These two dimensions
span an area of semantically equivalent or similar services from which the book order
CS can be composed. What is more, users usually have preferences for service selection
(e.g., a book seller close to the customers place or a book seller known to have a high
reputation). Albeit not the primary scope of this thesis, this calls for ad hoc composition
of the CS using (semi) automatic service composition methods [RS04]. An important
consequence is that there is not a single common book seller CS, but rather different
ones. Each of them would be executed probably just once; at least fewer times than a
common CS used by many users. This calls for a flexible, self-contained, and peer-topeer like approach to distributed execution. We have found that the architectural design
of a distributed execution system and its strategy used to coordinate execution among
nodes is a result of application workload patterns, based on the general technical setting. Given the workload of (i) many different CSs that are (ii) executed few times only
and where single services are (iii) rather short-running, an approach is required that
does not come with initial overhead required to subsequently coordinate execution.
These kind of dynamics and its consequences apply in a similar way to the emergency medical assistance scenario. Here, however, the current local place of the person
having urgent health problems determines which identify person and activate ambulance service would be a candidate to be used – they should be close together. Obviously, as a matter of the emergency-related setting, services are also required to be
short-running.
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Fundamentals

T

is to give an overview of (i) the theory of Description
Logics (DLs), (ii) the Web Ontology Language (OWL) and how it relates to DLs, and
(iii) to briefly introduce the Resource Description Framework (RDF). The former are a family of languages for representing knowledge in a way that enables computers to reason
about it. DLs have become very popular in recent years. They are successfully used
in various application domains such as medical informatics (e.g., [Ope, Int]) and digital libraries (e.g., [KM09]). Most notably, DLs are the underlying formalism of OWL,
the de-facto knowledge representation framework in the Semantic Web. RDF is another
framework that provides a (lower-level) general data model for conceptual description
and modeling of information in the Semantic Web.
As stated in Chapter 1, CFI proposes the use of the DL based approach to formalize
and reason about the semantics of services. OWL and RDF, on the other hand, are used
as a concrete representation means. This chapter is, therefore, included to provide a
sound basis for subsequent chapters and to make this thesis self-contained. For reasons
of brevity, the presented level of detail is representative but not exhaustive. For instance,
the section on DLs entirely skips inferencing procedures. Readers already familiar with
those theories may skim through the sections to get familiar with the exact notation that
is being used.
HE PURPOSE OF THIS CHAPTER

3.1

Description Logics

Description Logics (DLs) are a family of knowledge representation formalisms based on
deductive logic based reasoning. They evolved from early frame-based systems [Min74]
and semantic networks [Qui67] developed in the 1970s. These early systems were, however, not fully satisfactory because of their lack of precise semantic characterization. As
a result, reasoning results were strongly dependent on the implementation strategies
(i.e., for the same input different tools may return different results). The question then
arose as to (i) how to provide formal semantics to those knowledge representations so
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that (ii) reasoning procedures can be built that are sound1 and complete2 with respect
to the intended semantics. One important step towards DLs was the recognition that
many of the features to express structures and relationships in frames and semantic networks could be given a semantics by relying on first-order logic (FOL); and that already
a fragment of FOL is sufficient to express them [BL85]. Increasing levels of modeling expressivity have be introduced over time. Not surprisingly, however, it turned out that
higher expressiveness results in harder computational complexity of reasoning up to
constructs that are undecidable, in general. Yet, the computational complexity resulting
from the various DL constructs is well understood (for a summary see [Zol]) and most
recent DLs are mostly limited to be decidable. If not, then because deliberate decisions
were made to offer very high expressivity to application domains where automated reasoning is not of utmost importance. On the other hand, DLs trading expressive power
for performance of reasoning tasks have been defined (e.g., [LB87, BKM99, BBL08]) in
which reasoning procedures are known to be tractable. Altogether, the family of DL languages is probably the most thoroughly understood set of formalisms in all of knowledge representation.
The basic notions in DLs are individuals (a.k.a. objects), concepts (a.k.a. classes), and
roles (a.k.a. properties).3 Altogether, they make up the vocabulary (or names) of the domain of interest. In short, an individual name identifies a physical or virtual object
existing in the domain of interest such as J.S. Bach or Basel. Concept names identify the
abstract notions of the domain and are essentially classes of individuals such as Composer, City, Book, or Hospital. Role names identify the relations among individuals
such as writtenBy or partOf. Concepts and roles are used, first, for modeling a (hierarchical) structure (a.k.a. terminology) representing intensional knowledge about the
domain or “world” by means of terminological axioms. The entire vocabulary is then
used to describe extensional knowledge by making assertions about the individuals. Both
axioms and assertions are statements that are true by definition in the world. Assertions, in particular, express concept memberships of individuals, relationships among
individuals using roles, and individual name (in)equalities if the use of alias names is
permitted. Informally, extensional knowledge describes the state of affairs in the domain. Extensional knowledge is thought to be contingent or dependent on a single set
of circumstances and therefore subject to occasional or even constant change. Intensional knowledge, however, is thought to change seldom – to be “timeless”, in a way.
Because terminological knowledge is clearly different from assertional knowledge, they
get represented by dedicated containers, called TBox, RBox, and ABox.4 They contain
1 In

mathematical logic, a deductive reasoning system is sound iff its rules of proof do not allow for
a false inference from a true premise. If a reasoning system is sound and its axioms are true then its
theorems are also guaranteed to be true.
2 The converse of the soundness property is the completeness property. A deductive reasoning system
is complete iff there are no true sentences that cannot – at least in principle – be proved by the reasoning
system. In other words, every logical consequence can be deduced.
3 Individuals, concepts, and roles correspond to constants, unary, and binary predicates, respectively,
in FOL.
4 In the literature, the RBox is often considered part of the TBox; hence, it is not distinguished from the
TBox.
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concept inclusion axioms, role inclusion axioms, and individual assertions, respectively.
Together they make up a knowledge base.
Another aspect of knowledge representation based on DLs is the integration of concrete domains (i.e., pre-defined) such as numbers, strings, date times, and so on. Almost
all “data” oriented applications require such a feature in order to express binary relationships whose range of allowed values – the codomain – maps to a concrete domain.
In the application scenarios described in Chapter 2 we find, for instance, the publication
date of a book, the credit card number of a customer, the weight of a person, the blood
pressure or respiration rate of a patient, the social security number of a person, the
departure and (expected) arrival time of an ambulance, or the costs of using some service. All these examples express (finite) ranges of values over concrete domains such as
integers, date times, real numbers, strings, that are often also associated with a measurement unit. In early versions of DLs, extensions to such concrete domains were designed
in an ad hoc way unless a general method was established for integrating knowledge
about concrete domains within a DL language [BH91]. Recent works then addressed
the integration of datatypes to form datatype maps, defined the notion of data ranges, and
analyzed the aspect of decidability and computational complexity of reasoning with
common data types [HS01, MH08].
In the following two sections we summarize the syntax and semantics of the
two most widely known DLs today, namely SHOIN and SROIQ. The former
corresponds to DL “species” of version 1.0 of the Web Ontology Language (OWL
DL) [MH04], while the latter underlies version 2.0 [W3C09]. At the time of writing, the
latter is the latest OWL release. Section 3.1.3 then introduces the extension to integrate
concrete domains. Section 3.1.4 briefly discusses the main reasoning tasks and lists important computational complexity results. Section 3.1.5 discusses basic operations over
knowledge bases, their assumptions, and implications. The definitions follow closely
the corresponding literature [HS01, HPSH03, HKS06, BCM+ 07, MH08].

3.1.1

Description Logic SHOIN

SHOIN belongs to DLs of high expressive power. In short, it allows to define (i)
transitive and non-transitive roles, (ii) their inverse, (iii) comprises various constructors
to create complex concept expressions, and (iv) allows to describe inclusion hierarchies
over roles and concepts. These are syntactically defined as follows.
Syntax of SHOIN
Definition 3.1 (SHOIN roles). Let VOP be a countable set of role names.5 The set of
SHOIN roles (or roles for short) is VOP ∪ { R− | R ∈ VOP }, where R− is the inverse role
of R. A role transitivity axiom is of the form Tra( R) where R ∈ VOP .
A role inclusion axiom is of the form R v S, for two roles R and S, called sub and super role,
respectively. A role is simple if it is not transitive and none of its subroles is transitive.
5 We use the subscript OP to indicate that roles are called object properties in OWL and for distinguish-

ing them later on from concrete roles (a.k.a. data properties).
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Since there is also the notion of concrete roles, which will be introduced later when
we introducing data ranges, a role R ∈ VOP is also called an abstract role.
Definition 3.2 (SHOIN concepts). Let VC , VI be countable sets of concept names and
individual names respectively, that may, under certain restrictions, have non-empty intersections.6 The set of SHOIN concepts (or concepts for short) over the vocabulary VC , VI , and
roles is inductively defined as follows.
(1) Every concept name A ∈ VC is a concept.
(2) > (top), ⊥ (bottom) are concepts.
(3) If C, D are concepts, R is a role, S is a simple role, a ∈ VI is an individual name, and n, m
are non-negative integers, then the following are also concepts:
• ¬C (negation), C u D (conjunction), C t D (disjunction),
• { a1 , . . . , am } (nominal),
• ∃ R.C (existential restriction), ∀ R.C (universal restriction),
• ≥n S (min cardinality restriction), ≤n S (max cardinality restriction).7
A concept is atomic if it is a concept name. A concept is complex otherwise.
The operators available in a DL to formulate complex concepts (roles) are also called
concept (role) constructors. If every constructor available in a DL L1 is also in another DL
L2 then L1 is said to be a sublanguage of L2 . For instance, the basic DL ALC 8 is a sublanguage of SHOIN because it contains top, bottom, negation, conjunction, disjunction,
existential restriction, and universal restriction.
As will be seen when formal semantics are given to the symbols and constructors,
the symbol > is used to denote the universal concept (having the same semantics as
C t ¬C) and ⊥ denotes its complement the empty concept (C u ¬C). In fact, in DLs
that allow for negation there are dualities regarding constructors: Conjunction is dual
to disjunction under negation since C u D ⇔ ¬(¬C t ¬ D ) (De Morgan’s law) where
⇔ means logically equivalent. Analogously, existential and universal restriction are
dual under negation (∃ R.C ⇔ ¬∀ R.¬C and ∀ R.C ⇔ ¬∃ R.¬C). Consequently, for each
complex concept created from these constructors there is always an equivalent dual
concept; hence, such DLs provide syntactic sugar.
Notational Conventions
Throughout this thesis, we adopt the following notational conventions in definitions
and examples:
6 With

punning, a meta modeling technique allowing to reuse names in cases in which it is possible to
disambiguate the exact use of a name, VC , VI and the set of role names VOP need not, under certain restrictions, be mutually disjoint. For more details see http://www.w3.org/2007/OWL/wiki/Punning.
7 Number restrictions are limited to simple roles in order to retain decidability [HST99].
8 ALC stands for Attributive Language with Complement.
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• Definitions and abstract examples are typeset in math mode. The upper-case letters A, B are used for atomic concepts (A, B ∈ VC ); C, D for concepts; R, S for roles
where S sometimes denotes a simple role; the lower-case letters a, b for individual
names (a, b ∈ VI ); m, n for natural numbers.
• Concrete examples are typeset in slanted font shape. Concept names start with an
uppercase letter followed by lowercase letters (e.g., Customer, Person, Book ), role
names start with a lowercase letter (e.g., hasOrdered, likes), and individual names
are composed of uppercase letters (e.g., ALICE, BOB ).
Terminological Knowledge
No matter which particular DL is considered, concepts and roles are used in terminological axioms to express how concepts or roles relate to each other in the domain of interest.
In the most general case, these axioms have the form
CvD

( R v S)

or

C≡D

( R ≡ S) .

The former are called inclusions whereas the latter are called equalities. Informally, an
inclusion states that the right-hand side concept (role) subsumes the left-hand side (i.e.,
a super concept/role that is more general than the sub concept/role). In logical terms,
an inclusion C v D says that in order to be a member of D it is sufficient to be a member
of C and that it is necessary to be a member of D to be a member of C. In fact, an
inclusion can be understood as an implication C → D; we will come back to this later
when detailing OWL 2 RL in Section 3.3.3. This is analogous the case for role inclusions
R v S. Equalities, on the other hand, express that two concepts (roles), even though
they might differ in intension, have the same extension. This means that an equality
C ≡ D expresses necessary and sufficient conditions for concept membership in either
direction; analogous for role equalities R ≡ S. Therefore, an equality X1 ≡ X2 is an
abbreviation for two symmetric inclusion axioms X1 ≡ X2 ⇔ X1 v X2 ∧ X2 v X1
where X1 , X2 are either concepts or roles.
An inclusion C v D where the left-hand side might possibly be a complex concept
is called a general concept inclusion axiom (GCI). An equality A ≡ C whose left-hand side
is an atomic concept A ∈ VC is called a concept definition. Equalities of this kind are most
often used to introduce symbolic names for complex concepts.
We will now formally define the most general form of collections of these axioms.
Definition 3.3 (RBox). An RBox R is a finite set of role inclusion axioms of the form R v S
and transitivity axioms Tra( R) where R, S are roles.
Definition 3.4 (TBox). A TBox T is a finite set of general concept inclusion axioms of the form
C v D where C, D are concepts.
An atomic concept occurring on the left-hand side of a concept definition in T is
defined whereas an atomic concept that only occurs on the right-hand side in T is primitive. Analogously, we can speak of primitive and defined roles. As a matter of fact,
instances of primitive concepts can only be declared explicitly; how this can be done
follows below.
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Unfortunately, the presence of GCIs in the TBox, which is correspondingly called
general then, causes worst-case computational complexity of terminological reasoning
to become intractable. Therefore, a restricted form of the TBox is often considered where
reasoning has tractable complexity for several DLs such as ALC [Lut99]. More precisely,
an acyclic TBox T is a TBox such that
• T contains only concept definitions,
• there is at most one definition for each concept name A ∈ VC in T , and
• there does not exist a concept definition A ≡ C in T where A occurs either directly
or indirectly in C (i.e., if the definition of A does not transitively use itself).
If the last item does not hold then T is called cyclic. The characteristic of acyclic TBoxes
is that they are unequivocal regarding each defined concept. Furthermore, the extension
of each defined concept is uniquely determined by the extension of primitive concepts.
As a result, it is possible to compile away an acyclic TBox by a technique called unfolding: iteratively replace defined concepts occurring on the right-hand side of a concept
definition by its definition unless only primitive concepts occur on the right-hand side
of each concept definition.
Assertional Knowledge
The second part of knowledge representation means expresses the state of affairs in a
domain: In the ABox one uses concepts and roles to make assertions about individuals.
These assertions have the form
C ( a ),

R( a, b),

a = b,

a 6= b .

A concept assertion C ( a) states that a is a member of C. A role assertion R( a, b) is used to
state that b is a filler of the role R for a. More intuitively, a is related to b through R.
In contrast to the relational data model [Cod70, Cod90], DLs usually do not adopt the
Unique Name Assumption (UNA). In the absence of the UNA the same individual might
have different names (i.e., there can be aliases). This means that given only two distinct
individual names a, b without having further knowledge about them one can neither
conclude that they identify different individuals nor the same individual. Hence, the
absence of the UNA necessitates the latter two types of assertions. An individual equality
a = b asserts that the individual names a and b represent the same individual (i.e., a and
b are different names identifying the same individual) and an individual inequality a 6= b
asserts the opposite (i.e., that a and b represent distinct individuals in the domain). It
should be clear that (in)equalities are dispensable under the UNA.
Definition 3.5 (ABox). An ABox A is a finite set of assertions of the form C ( a), R( a, b), a =
b, a 6= b where a, b ∈ VI , C a concept, and R a role.
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Knowledge Base
Depending on the context, slightly different definitions of a knowledge base (KB) can be
found in the literature. One possibility is to state that it consists of a TBox T , an RBox R,
and an ABox A, denoted with K = (T , R, A). More often, however, a KB is defined to
be made up by a TBox and an ABox only. This is achieved by defining the TBox to also
contain role inclusion axioms (of an RBox) in addition to concept inclusions. Finally,
one can define a KB as the union of a TBox and an ABox. Formally,

K := (T , A)

or

K := T ∪ A .

(3.1)

To simplify expositions, we will adopt the definition as a pair by default but sometimes
prefer the latter for convenience.
Given a DL L, a knowledge base K is an L-knowledge base if and only if each complex
concept and complex role occurring in the axioms and assertions in K is built using the
constructors available in L. Analogously, we can speak of L-concepts, L-inclusions, Lassertions, L-TBoxes, and L-ABoxes.
Finally, we use the general term syntactic construct to refer to any of the different
types of axioms and assertions defined by some DL. The term syntactic instance is used
to refer to a concrete instance of any of the available syntactic constructs. Consequently,
we can say that a knowledge base is a set of syntactic instances.
Semantics of SHOIN
Now that we have seen how the DL SHOIN is syntactically defined, “meaning” is
given to concepts, roles, assertions, and axioms in a formal way. This is achieved in
terms of model-theoretic semantics [Tar56], enabling to interpret each of them in a nonempty domain of interest.
Definition 3.6 (Semantics of SHOIN ). An interpretation for SHOIN is a tuple I =
(∆I , ·I ) where ∆I is the non-empty interpretation domain. The interpretation function ·I assigns each individual name a ∈ VI to an individual aI ∈ ∆I , each concept name A ∈ VC to a
subset AI ⊆ ∆I , and each role name R ∈ VOPN to a subset RI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I . The interpretation
function is extended to transitive, inverse roles and complex concepts as shown in Table 3.1.
If C and R is a concept and role, respectively, then C I and RI is called the extension of C and R,
respectively, in I . An individual name a ∈ VI represents an instance of a concept C if aI ∈ C I
in I .
An interpretation I satisfies a GCI C v D if C I ⊆ D I ; analogous for role inclusion axioms,
see Table 3.1. An interpretation I satisfies a TBox T , written I |= T , if it satisfies all axioms
in T . Such an interpretation is called a model of T .
An interpretation I satisfies ABox assertions C ( a) if aI ∈ C I , R( a, b) if ( aI , bI ) ∈ RI , a = b
if aI = bI , and a 6= b if aI 6= bI . I is a model of an ABox A, written I |= A, if it satisfies all
assertions in A.
An interpretation I is a model of the knowledge base K = (T , A), written I |= K, if it is
a model of both T and A. If there exists a model I for K then K is said to be consistent (or
satisfiable); synonymously, we say that A is consistent w.r.t. T .
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Table 3.1: Syntax and Semantics of SHOIN concept expressions and roles and corresponding OWL constructs
DL
Ex.

S

H
O
I
N
F

Syntax
A
>
⊥
R
Tra( R)
CuD
CtD
¬C
∃ R.C
∀ R.C
R1 v R2
{ a1 , . . . , a n }
∃ R.{ a}
R−
≥n S
≤n S
Fun(S)

OWL

Semantics
AI ⊆ ∆I
>I = ∆I
⊥I = ∅
RI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I
RI = ( RI )+
(C u D )I = C I ∩ D I
(C t D )I = C I ∪ D I
(¬C )I = ∆I \C I
{ x | ∃y.( x, y) ∈ RI and y ∈ C I }
{ x | ∀y.( x, y) ∈ RI implies y ∈ C I }
R1I ⊆ R2I
{ a1 , . . . , an }I = { a1I } ∪ · · · ∪ { aIn }
{ x | ( x, aI ) ∈ RI }
{( x, y) | (y, x ) ∈ RI }
{ x | ]{y | ( x, y) ∈ SI } ≥ n}
{ x | ]{y | ( x, y) ∈ SI } ≤ n}
( x, y) ∈ SI and ( x, z) ∈ SI implies y = z

Class
Thing
Nothing
ObjectProperty
TransitiveProperty
intersectionOf
unionOf
complementOf
someValuesFrom
allValuesFrom
subPropertyOf
oneOf?
hasValue
inverseOf
minCardinality
maxCardinality
FunctionalProperty

] N denotes the cardinality of the set N.
Fun(S) is a syntactic variant of ≤1 S (listed for completeness sake).

Based on Definition 3.6 we can formally express the semantics of the UNA.
Definition 3.7 (Unique Name Assumption). An interpretation I respects the unique name
assumption iff ·I is an injection regarding interpretation of individual names; that is, ∀ a, b ∈
VI : aI = bI implies a = b.
The cases where ·I is a surjection or a bijection regarding individual names are respectively referred to as the parameter names assumption (i.e., no unnamed individuals)
and standard names assumption (e.g., the identity function aI = a).
In contrast to database schema frameworks such as the ER model [Che76, SS77] that
make the assumption of defining a single model, a KB does not define a single model.
In fact, it can be seen as a set of constraints that may be satisfied by a possibly infinite
set of models. This is easiest to understand when considering that no constraints at
all – the empty KB – means that any model is possible. Adding more constraints usually means fewer models, up to the point where no model remains possible due to the
existence of contradictory constraints. The latter is called an inconsistent KB (see Definition 3.6). Speaking of constraints here, it is important not to confuse this with the notion
of integrity constraints. “Rather than being statements about the world, [integrity] constraints are statements about what the KB can be said to know” [Rei88]. In other words,
integrity constraints are meant for enforcing the acceptable states (content) of the KB.
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Yet one might want to interpret axioms in the KB both as integrity constraints and in the
“standard” way [MHS09, TSBM10].
Moreover, different assumptions on the cardinality of the domain ∆I can be made;
hence, on the size of models. In open environments such as the Web one typically assumes an open (infinite) domain ∆I since one cannot assume to have complete knowledge. On the other hand, one can strictly close the domain by stating > v { a1 , . . . , an }
where a1 , . . . , an are the named individuals that shall exist in the domain. An open
versus closed domain has consequences, for instance, on the existential constructor:
whereas ∃hasFriend.> can refer to new, otherwise unknown, individuals in an open
domain, it does refer to an ai in a closed domain (and without further knowledge it is
not known which particular ai this is). In contrast, a database model is considered to
be a finite structure since a database is understood as a complete representation of an
application domain: as noted above, the database is a particular model.
The aspect whether the domain is open versus closed is not to be confused with the
open world assumption (OWA) versus the closed world assumption (CWA), which refer to
different reasoning paradigms. The former means that given an assertion or axiom ψ
and a KB K, if ψ is satisfied only in some models of K then neither K |= ψ nor K 6|= ψ
can be concluded. In such a case we can merely draw the conclusion that the truthvalue of ψ is not known; K is underspecified w.r.t. ψ. In contrast, a failure to proof ψ
to be true due to lack of sufficient information implies that it is false under the CWA.
Formally, K 6|= ψ implies K |= ¬ψ. This reflects common-sense reasoning in which one
conjectures ψ to be false if it is not true, which builds on the assumption that all relevant
knowledge is available (as opposed to the assumption under the OWA that knowledge
is incomplete). The CWA is common to databases. For instance, if the product database
of a book seller does not contain a certain book then it is concluded that the book is not
offered by the book store; under the OWA we can only conclude that it might be offered,
but we cannot be certain based on the information stored in the database.
Finally, the syntactic constructs allowed in SHOIN can interact in such a way that
a KB does not admit finite models (i.e., it admits only models with an infinite domain
∆I ). For example, DLs allowing for inverse roles, functional roles (≤1 R), and cycles in
the TBox [CGLN01]. In general, a DL where each concept or TBox admits a finite model
is said to have the finite model property [EF95]. This becomes important for reasoning
procedures and especially if one wants to compute and materialize the complete set of
implicit axioms and assertions entailed by a KB. Obviously, this is impossible if the KB
admits only infinite models.

3.1.2

Description Logic SROIQ

Roughly speaking, SROIQ [HKS06] extends SHOIN by a number of new constructs
that have proven useful in practical domains such as the medical domain and that do
not affect decidability and practicability. This includes the following.
1. Complex role inclusion axioms of the form R1 ◦ · · · ◦ Rn v R (n ≥ 2), where ◦
denotes composition of roles (binary relations). They are used to express propagation of one property along another one. For instance, one can state that the
friend of an enemy is also an enemy hasEnemy ◦ hasFriend v hasEnemy, or that
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a brother of the father is an uncle hasFather ◦ hasBrother v hasUncle. In order to
preserve decidability, complex role inclusions in a TBox must adhere to the syntactic restriction of not forming a cycle; a negative example [MHRS06] being:
hasUncle
hasFather ◦ hasBrother v hasUncle
hasChild ◦ hasUncle v hasBrother

hasFather

hasBrother

hasChild
2. Qualified number restrictions of the form ≥nS.C and ≤nS.C to restrict role fillers
to a certain concept, where S is a simple role (see Section 3.1.1). For instance,
the axiom BookStoreCustomer ≡ (≥1 hasOrdered.Book) states that for being a
book store customer it is sufficient and necessary to have ordered at least one
book. Observe that qualified number restrictions can be seen as generalizations of
existential and universal restriction since ∃ R.C ⇔ ≥1 R.C and ∀ R.C ⇔ ≤0 R.¬C.
3. Reflexive, irreflexive, symmetric, asymmetric, and disjoint roles, denoted with
Ref ( R), Irr(S), Sym( R), Asy(S), and Dis(S1 , S2 ), respectively, where S(i) are simple roles. Note, however, that symmetric and transitive roles do not increase expressive power when inverse roles and role composition is available: Sym( R) is
equivalent to R− v R and Tra( R) is equivalent to R ◦ R v R.
4. The universal role U. In order to preserve decidability, the universal role cannot,
however, be used in complex RIAs.
5. The class restriction constructor ∃S.Self, where S is a simple role, to allow describing concepts such as a narcissist as ∃likes.Self.
Table 3.2 summarizes syntax and semantics of these new constructs, whereby role
and concept symbols are used analogous to Definition 3.1 and Definition 3.2. Finally,
negated role assertions of the form ¬S( a, b) have been added where S is a simple role.
This is especially worthwhile under the OWA to make negative ABox assertions such as
¬likes(ALICE, THE_LORD_OF_THE_RINGS). Formally, an interpretation I satisfies a
negated role assertion ¬S( a, b) if ( aI , bI ) ∈
/ SI .

3.1.3

Datatype Maps and Data Ranges

A valuable extension to DLs are concrete domains, based on the framework proposed
in [BH91].9 In contrast to individuals from the general-purpose (or abstract) domain ∆I
we have considered thus far, values of concrete domains are “eternal” (mathematical)
abstractions. Notable examples include numerical, temporal, and spatial concrete domains, the latter of which is not considered in the following. Characteristic to values of
concrete domains is that their identity is determined by some procedure usually involving their structure. For instance, the strings 24.10.2010 and 2010/10/24 both identify
9 Combinations

of “standard” DLs with concrete domains are commonly denoted by appending (D)
to the name of the DL (e.g., SHOIN (D), SROIQ(D)).
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Table 3.2: Additional Constructs in SROIQ and their Semantics
DL
Ex.

Syntax

S
R

∃S.Self
U
S1 ◦ · · · ◦ S n v R
≥nS.C

{ x | ( x, x ) ∈ SI }
U I = ∆I × ∆I
S1I ◦ · · · ◦ SnI ⊆ RI
{ x | ]{y | ( x, y) ∈ SI and y ∈ C I } ≥ n}

≤nS.C

{ x | ]{y | ( x, y) ∈ SI and y ∈ C I } ≤ n}

Semantics

Role assertions

Q

Sym( R)
Asy(S)
Ref ( R)
Irr(S)
Dis(S1 , S2 )

OWL

( x, y) ∈ RI implies (y, x ) ∈ RI
( x, y) ∈ SI implies (y, x ) 6∈ SI
DiagI ⊆ RI
SI ∩ DiagI = ∅
S1I ∩ S2I = ∅

SelfRestriction
topObjectProperty
propertyChain
minCardinalityQ
with onClass
maxCardinalityQ
with onClass
SymmetricProperty
AsymmetricProperty
ReflexiveProperty
IrreflexiveProperty
disjointObjectProperties

◦ is overloaded to denote the standard composition of binary relations.
] N denotes the cardinality of the set N.
DiagI denotes the set {( x, x ) | x ∈ ∆I }.

the same date – October 24th 2010 – after normalization from the (locale-specific) lexical
space into the value space, which is done by a procedure based on the structure.
Since concrete domains, in their unrestricted form, have severe consequences on
decidability and computational complexity of reasoning, more recent works then introduced practicable notions of datatype maps and data ranges [HS01, MH08]. In short,
datatype maps are formalizations of (i) a set of available datatypes, (ii) their value space
and lexical space, and (iii) facets and facet expressions. The latter are expressions over a
datatype, that further restrict their range of values. Datatypes are usually thought to
be unary. Nevertheless, the definitions introduced in the following can be extended to
n-ary datatypes as in [PH03] (e.g., date can be considered a 3-ary datatype consisting
of the components year, month, and day). Finally, data ranges are basically expressions
over the elements in a datatype map.
Definition 3.8 (Datatype Map). A datatype map is a 4-tuple D = (VD , VLS , VF , ·D ), where
• VD is a set of datatypes d,
• VLS is a function assigning a set of lexical forms VLS (d) to each d ∈ VD where VLS (d)
is called the lexical space of d,
• VF is a function assigning a set of facets VF (d) to each d ∈ VD , and
• ·D is a function assigning a datatype interpretation dD to each datatype d ∈ VD called
the value space, a facet interpretation f D ⊆ dD to each facet f ∈ VF (d), and a data
value vD ∈ dD to each lexical form (constant) v ∈ VLS (d).
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A facet expression for a datatype d ∈ VD is a formula ϕ built using propositional connectives
over the elements from VF (d) ∪ {>d , ⊥d }. The function ·D is extended to facet expressions
by setting, for f (i) ∈ VF (d), (>d )D = dD , (⊥d )D = ∅, (¬ f )D = dD \ f D , ( f 1 ∧ f 2 )D =
f 1D ∩ f 2D , and ( f 1 ∨ f 2 )D = f 1D ∪ f 2D .
Observe that the symbols >d and ⊥d denote built-in universal and empty facets,
respectively, specific to a datatype d ∈ VD .
Example 3.1
Imagine a datatype map D with VD = {string, real}, where string D shall be the set of all
strings over some alphabet Σ (i.e., stringD = Σ∗ ) and real D the set of real numbers. The
set VLS (string) would then contain all lexical string forms and VLS (real) shall contain
decimal representations of real numbers.10 Finally, the set VF (real) might contain the
facet int, interpreted as the set of integers, and facets of the form <q , >q , ≤q , and ≥q for
decimal numbers q. The facet expression int ∧ >10 ∧ <20 would then represent the
integers 11, . . . , 19.
The syntax and semantics of the description logics SHOIN (D) and SROIQ(D)
will be introduced next. In essence, they are obtained by extending the “core” description logic with a datatype system. Prior to that, the notion of data ranges is yet to be
introduced.
Definition 3.9 (Data Ranges). Let D = (VD , VLS , VF , ·D ) be a datatype map and let V LS =
S
d∈VD VLS ( d ) be the union of all lexical forms over all datatypes in D . The set of data ranges
for D is the smallest set that contains
(1) >D (universal data range),
(2) d (datatype range),
(3) d[ ϕ] (facet data range over a datatype),
(4) {v1 , . . . , vn } (enumeration),
(5) dr (negated data range),
for d ∈ VD , ϕ a facet expression for d, vi ∈ V LS , and dr a data range.
Definition 3.10 (Syntax of DL+D ). Let DL be a description logic defined over the vocabulary
(VC , VOP , VI ). Let VDP be a countable set of concrete role names11 pair-wise disjoint from
VC , VOP , VI . Let D be a datatype map. Let T(i) ∈ VDP be a concrete role, a ∈ VI an individual,
v ∈ V LS a lexical form, dr a data range for D , and n a non-negative integer.
The logic DL+D , obtained by extending DL with D , extends the concepts of DL with concepts
of the form ∃ T.dr, ∀ T.dr, ≥nT.dr, and ≤nT.dr. The set of TBox axioms is extended by inclusion
axioms of the form T1 v T2 and disjointness axioms of the form Dis( T1 , T2 ). The set of ABox
assertions is extended by assertions of the form T ( a, v).
10 Of

course, one could also represent real numbers in binary or hexadecimal form.
use the subscript DP to indicate that they are called data properties in OWL.

11 We
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Table 3.3: Model-Theoretic Semantics of DL+D data ranges, concepts, axioms, and
assertions
Data Ranges

)D

∆D

(>D =
({v1 , . . . , vn })D = {v1D , . . . , vD
n}
Concepts
(∃ T.dr )I
(∀ T.dr )I
(≥nT.dr )I
(≤nT.dr )I

= {x
= {x
= {x
= {x

| ∃y.( x, y) ∈ T I and y ∈ dr D }
| ∀y.( x, y) ∈ T I implies y ∈ dr D }
| ]{y | ( x, y) ∈ T I and y ∈ dr D } ≥ n}
| ]{y | ( x, y) ∈ T I and y ∈ dr D } ≤ n}

(d[ ϕ])D = ϕD
D
dr = ∆D \ dr D
Axioms
Dis( T1 , T2 ) ⇒ T1I ∩ T2I = ∅
T1 v T2 ⇒ T1I ⊆ T2I

Assertions
T ( a, v) ⇒ ( aI , vD ) ∈ T I

] N denotes the cardinality of a set N.

In order to define formal semantics for the constructs of data ranges, the datatype
domain ∆D needs to be introduced, which is done by Definition 3.11. The function ·D is
then extended for the constructs as shown in Table 3.3.
Definition 3.11 (Semantics of DL + D ). An interpretation for DL + D is a triple I =
(∆I , ∆D , ·I ), where ∆I and ∆D are nonempty disjoint sets such that dD ⊆ ∆D for each d ∈ VD .
The interpretation function ·I is derived from DL and extended to assign to each concrete role
T ∈ VDP the interpretation T I ⊆ ∆I × ∆D . Furthermore, ·I and ·D are extended to data
ranges, complex concepts, axioms, and assertions as shown in Table 3.3.
An interpretation I is a model of a DL+D knowledge base K, written I |= K, if it satisfies all
axioms of the TBox T and all assertions of the ABox A.
In [MH08] it is shown that, without losing generality, the assumption can be made
that datatypes d(i) ∈ VD are pairwise disjoint; that is, if d1 , d2 ∈ VD and d1 6= d2 then
d1D ∩ d2D = ∅. This allows for a modular treatment of different datatypes for reasoning
(i.e., handling a datatype d does not necessitate considering other supported datatypes
VD \ d). Furthermore, it has been pointed out in [MH08] that K can be interpreted by
considering only those datatypes from the datatype map that are explicitly mentioned
in K. This is the reason why it is not necessary to define the consequence relation |= in
Definition 3.11 w.r.t. the entire datatype map (i.e., including those datatypes not mentioned in K) provided that ∆D is the set that contains at least the interpretations for each
d ∈ VD , which is the case. Note, however, that the consequences of K might change
under the extension of a datatype map with a new datatype (i.e., if ∆D is enlarged).

3.1.4

Reasoning and its Computational Complexity

A key feature of DLs is the possibility to reason about the axioms and assertions in a
KB and to infer additional implicit knowledge, thereby making it explicit. In general,
what can be inferred – the consequences – depends on (i) the rules of inference defined
by a (description) logic and obviously on (ii) what is known already – the premises.
The rules of inference can be defined so that the set of consequences changes either
monotonically or non-monotonically with the set of premises. A (description) logic is
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said to be monotonic only if its rules of inference do not allow for reduction of the set of
consequences when new premises are added. Otherwise it is non-monotonic. Simply
put, it means that learning a new piece of knowledge cannot reduce what is implicitly
known by inference. Most DLs, in particular SHOIN and SROIQ, are monotonic
if interpreted under OWA, while interpretation under CWA results in non-monotony
since a negative consequence ¬ψ is no longer entailed if a positive assertion/axiom ψ is
learned (added to a KB).
In the following, we will briefly introduce main reasoning tasks in DLs without going into detail on reasoning algorithms as their internals are not of importance throughout this thesis. Main results on their worst-case computational complexity for SHOIN
and SROIQ are given at the end of this section.
Standard Reasoning Tasks
Several reasoning tasks (problems) exist for TBoxes and ABoxes. Reasoning over an
ABox can further be done in isolation or w.r.t. a TBox. We start with TBox reasoning
tasks, which fall into the category of terminological reasoning.
First, when conceptualizing a domain, it is often needed to find out whether concepts are contradictory and whether they actually make sense. Intuitively, a concept
C makes sense w.r.t. a set of interrelated concepts – a TBox – if there exists an interpretation I that satisfies each concept (cf. Definition 3.6) and where C has at least one
individual as a member in I . Such a concept is said to be satisfiable w.r.t. the TBox and
unsatisfiable otherwise. Other important reasoning tasks over TBoxes are whether one
concept subsumes another one, whether two concepts are equivalent, and whether two
concepts are disjoint. These tasks can be transferred analogously to roles. Formally,
they are defined as follows.
Definition 3.12 (TBox Reasoning Problems). Let C, D be concepts, T a TBox, and A an
ABox.
• Concept Satisfiability: C is satisfiable w.r.t. T iff there exists a model I of T such that
C I is nonempty.
• Concept Subsumption and Equivalence: C is subsumed by (resp. equivalent to)
D w.r.t. T iff C I ⊆ D I (C I = D I ) for every model I of T , written T |= C v D
(T |= C ≡ D).12
• Concept Disjointness: C and D are disjoint w.r.t. T iff C I ∩ D I = ∅ for every model
I of T .
In DLs where the concept intersection constructor (u) exists and which contain the
unsatisfiable concept (⊥), all problems above can be reduced to concept subsumption.
This means that it is sufficient to implement subsumption checking in order to implement the other. Similarly, these problems can be reduced to unsatisfiability for DLs
having concept intersection (u) and negation (¬).
12 The

relation symbol |= is either understood as “satisfies” or as “entails” depending on whether the
left-hand side is an interpretation or a set of axioms and/or assertions.
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The task of computing the entire subsumption hierarchy of parents and children of
each named concept in a TBox is the so-called classification process. It is an important
feature for verification and graphical visualization of a conceptualization.
Standard reasoning tasks in the ABox (and w.r.t. a TBox) are instance checking, consistency checking, the retrieval problem, and its dual the realization problem. Similar to
reduction of TBox reasoning tasks to concept subsumption (or satisfiability), the latter
three can all be accomplished by reduction to instance checking.
Definition 3.13 (ABox Reasoning Problems). Let C be a concept, α an ABox assertion, T a
TBox, and A an ABox.
• Instance Checking: A entails α w.r.t. T (or α is a consequence of A w.r.t. T ) if every
interpretation that satisfies T and A also satisfies α, written T , A |= α.
• Retrieval Problem: Find all individuals a such that T , A |= C ( a); analogous for roles.
• Realization Problem: Given an individual a and a set of concepts C, find the most
specific concepts Ci ∈ C (i.e., there is no C 0 ∈ C such that C 0 6= Ci and C 0 v Ci ) such
that T , A |= Ci ( a); analogous for roles.
If the TBox is empty (e.g., when it is acyclic and has been compiled away) then we
can drop T in Definition 3.13. Finally, it is worth mentioning that ABox instance checking for negated assertions can be polynomially reduced to ABox consistency without
negated assertions, and vice versa [Mil08, Section 2.2]. Formally, if ϕ is either C ( a) or
R( a, b) then T , A |= ¬ ϕ iff A ∪ { ϕ} is inconsistent w.r.t. T .
Queries as Advanced Instance Retrieval
The retrieval problem can be seen as a very limited querying facility to knowledge bases.
Data-intensive applications, however, usually have demanding requirements to querying facilities. More powerful instance retrieval can be done using so-called conjunctive
ABox queries [CGL98, HT00] of the form
q : = α1 ∧ · · · ∧ α n
where αi is an atom of the form C ( x ) or R( x, y), C is a concept, and R is either a simple
but possibly inverse abstract role or a concrete role (concrete roles do not have inverses).
Let VV be a finite set of variable names disjoint form VI and V LS . Then x is either an individual x ∈ VI or a variable x ∈ VV and y is either a variable y ∈ VV , an individual y ∈ VI
if R is an abstract role, or a lexical form y ∈ V LS if R is a concrete role.13 Note that in this
form we allow for (i) direct use of individuals in atoms analogous to [KRH07] and (ii)
the use of data values and concrete roles analogous to [HM05]. These are unproblematic extensions compared to the original form considered in [CGL98, HT00]. As usual, a
13 The

general concept of a conjunctive query refers to the class of FOL formulas that can be built from
atomic formulas, the conjunction connector, and the existential quantifier; that is, a conjunctive query
is of the form x1 , . . . , xk , ∃ xk+1 , . . . , ∃ xl (α1 ∧ · · · ∧ αm ) where x1 , . . . , xk are free variables (distinguished),
xk+1 , . . . , xl are bound variables (undistinguished), and α1 , . . . , αm are atomic formulas (i.e., n-ary predicates over constants and the variables x1 , . . . , xl ).
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variable is represented by a symbol and can be substituted by a value. Variables are partitioned into distinguished variables also called answer or solution set variables (i.e., where
the substituted value is part of a solution) and existentially quantified undistinguished
variables that are not part of a solution. A query without distinguished variables is called
a Boolean query because it can only be used to test whether “something” is entailed by
an ABox (true) or not (false). Let Var(q) be the set of variables occurring in a conjunctive
ABox query q. Let A be an ABox, I a model of A, Var F ⊆ Var(q) be the set of variables
that occur at the filler position of a concrete role R (i.e., if there is an α = R( x, y) where
R is a concrete role and y ∈ Var(q) then y ∈ Var F ), and π : Var(q) ∪ VI ∪ V LS → ∆I ∪ ∆D
a total function such that

aI with a ∈ VI
if x ∈ Var(q), x 6∈ Var F , and x distinguished





l D with l ∈ V LS if x ∈ Var(q), x ∈ Var F , and x distinguished



ε ∈ ∆I
if x ∈ Var(q), x 6∈ Var F , and x undistinguished
π (x) =
D

ε∈∆
if x ∈ Var(q), x ∈ Var F , and x undistinguished




xI
if x is an individual name x ∈ VI


 D
x
if x is a lexical form x ∈ V LS .
π is called a match (solution) for I and q if I |=π α for every α ∈ q. For α a concept
membership assertion C ( x ) or a role membership assertion R( x, y) then

I |=π C ( x ) if π ( x ) ∈ C I
and

I |=π R( x, y) if (π ( x ), π (y)) ∈ RI .
If there is a match π for I and q then it is also said that I satisfies q w.r.t. π, written
I |=π q. The query entailment problem (QEP) is deciding whether all models I of a
knowledge base K also satisfy q for some match π, written K |= q. In fact, query entailment is the decision procedure used for Boolean queries. The solutions of a query
with distinguished variables are tuples of individual names or lexical forms where each
tuple is obtained by substituting the distinguished variables according to each match
entailed by the K. Finding all solutions corresponds to the query answering problem
(QAP) [GLHS08]. QEP and QAP can be mutually reduced [CGL98, HT00].
Finally, the query containment problem (or query subsumption) is the reasoning task of
deciding whether a conjunctive query generally has at least the matches that another
query has. Formally, given a DL L, a query q is subsumed by a query q0 w.r.t. an L-KB
K = (T , A), denoted with K |= q v q0 , iff for every L-Abox A0 and the KB K 0 = (T , A0 )
it holds that the solution set of q is a subset of the solution set of q0 . Observe that this
assumes that q, q0 share the same set of distinguished variables.
Computational Complexity of Reasoning Tasks
The worst-case computational complexity of subsumption reasoning for SHOIN is
known to be intractable since it is NExpTime-complete [Tob01]. In the general case
SROIQ is even harder, namely N2ExpTime-complete but NExpTime under the syntactic restriction of bounded role hierarchies [Kaz08]. The former is due to the complex
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role inclusion axioms R1 ◦ · · · ◦ Rn v R. For a summary of complexity result for various
sublanguages of SHOIN , SROIQ and other DLs see [Zol].
Complexity of conjunctive query answering is analyzed either as a function of the
size of the query only, the size of the ABox only, or both together. They are respectively called query complexity, data complexity, and combined complexity. At the time of
writing, decidability of query answering in SHOIN and SROIQ is still open, though
signs that this is the case take shape [GR10]. Recently, it has been shown that combined complexity in the Horn fragment of SHOIQ and SROIQ is ExpTime-complete
and 2ExpTime-complete, respectively [ORS11], which means that it is not harder than
subsumption in the full versions of these DLs. Complexity of the fairly expressive sublanguage SHIQ is known to be 2ExpTime-complete in the presence of inverse roles
and ExpTime-complete otherwise [Lut08].
As usual, asymptotic worst-case complexity results say little about average complexity in practice. Several studies have given empirical evidence that optimized reasoning procedures yield reasonable response times in practical settings [Hor98, HM01a,
HM08]. It has also been noted that exponentially hard cases can be exponentially rare
in practice [Har06]. As a response to intractable complexity results, however, less expressive DLs have been devised of which reasoning is known to be tractable and query
answering implementable on top of conventional relational database technology (see
Section 3.3). They are the result of profoundly understanding which particular interactions of modeling constructs lead to intractability. In other words, these DLs reflect the
desire to get to the highest expressivity for which worst-case tractability is retained.

3.1.5

Operations on Knowledge Bases

From a purely syntactical point of view, a knowledge base is essentially a set of axioms
and assertions. Therefore, one can apply standard set operations such as creating the
union, intersection, or difference of two knowledge bases K1 , K2 . This allows then to
determine – at a syntactical level – whether they are disjoint, have parts in common, or
are actually the same. On the semantical level, however, the result and the practicability of these operations depends on the expressivity and the interpretations (models) of
the single knowledge bases Ki . Obviously, two knowledge bases K1 and K2 that are
satisfiable when viewed in isolation need not be satisfiable when building their union
K1 ∪ K2 because the may model contradicting knowledge. On the other hand, difference K1 \ K2 and intersection K1 ∩ K2 are uncritical regarding satisfiability for monotonic DLs because the result cannot be “larger” than the arguments (i.e., the result is a
subset of K1 , K2 anyway). Example 3.2 and the next paragraph illustrates this.
Example 3.2
Consider the following KBs where the semicolon “;” delimits the TBox from the ABox
and the comma “,” delimits axioms and assertions inside the TBox/ABox.

K1 ={Person, Female, Woman ≡ Person u Female; Woman(CURIE)},
K2 ={Person, Female, Woman ≡ Person u Female, Man ≡ Person u ¬Woman;
Man(EINSTEIN)}.
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The union, intersection, and difference are then

K1 ∪ K2 ={Person, Female, Woman ≡ Person u Female,
Man ≡ Person u ¬Woman; Woman(CURIE), Man(EINSTEIN)},
K1 ∩ K2 ={Person, Female, Woman ≡ Person u Female},
K1 \ K2 ={Woman(CURIE)}.

Example 3.2 is an innocuous one. None of the operations yields an inconsistent
knowledge base, i.e., all concepts, axioms, and ABox assertions are still satisfiable in
every resulting knowledge base; observe that they are also satisfiable in isolation. This
is due to the fact that K1 and K2 do not model contradicting knowledge. Adding, for
instance, Woman(CALLIOPE) to K1 and Man(CALLIOPE) to K2 would, however, result in an inconsistency in the union K1 ∪ K2 because the concepts Man and Woman
were indirectly described as disjoint. That is, there can be no model in which the individual referred to by the name CALLIOPE 14 is both a man and a woman. Observe that
K1 and K2 remain consistent when viewed in isolation. It is beyond the application of
the union operator to knowledge bases to ensure that the resulting knowledge base is
still satisfiable. Consequently, a consistency check should be done before committing
an operation if an application requires a consistent knowledge base at any time.
Apart from dealing with knowledge bases by means of set operators, almost all applications not only require the ability to read their content but to modify or edit them
in order to accommodate new, revise existing, or retract obsolete knowledge [FMK+ 08].
In the AI research field this is well known as the belief revision and belief update problem [Pep08]. In short, belief revision refers to the process of how to modify a knowledge base “in the light of new information that was previously inaccessible” and where
the initial knowledge base needs to be modified because it is incomplete or parts have
become obsolete or incorrect in light of the new information. In contrast, the belief update problem refers to the process of how to modify a knowledge base that needs to be
brought up-to-date to changes in a dynamic domain (in the world) because it is out-ofdate after changes have occurred in the domain. The update problem gets into focus in
Chapter 4 when we discuss how to represent the effects of service and service operation
invocations. In the context of Chapter 6, however, updating a KB is viewed from a data
management point of view. More specifically, we will define the lower level storage
layer of a knowledge base management system (KBMS) to provide update operations
with direct semantics, meaning that operations directly add or delete axioms and assertions. To make this data-centric point of view more explicit, we classify belief revision
and belief update as indirect update semantics and the latter as direct update semantics, see
Figure 3.1. In [HPSK06] the notion of edit semantics has been defined for ABoxes, which
is equivalent to our notion of direct updates. We follow this definition but generalize it
for the knowledge base as follows.
Definition 3.14 (Direct KB Update). Let L be a Description Logic and let K = T ∪ A be
an L-knowledge base. Then, updating K by adding (deleting) a new (existing) L-syntactic
14 Calliope

is the intersexual protagonist in the novel Middlesex by Jeffrey Eugenides.
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Figure 3.1: Distinction between high level knowledge base updates and direct updates
at the level of the storage layer.
instance ψ, written K + ψ (K − ψ), results in an updated KB K 0 such that K 0 = K ∪ {ψ}
(K 0 = K \ {ψ}).
A direct KB update (or direct update for short) is a finite and non-empty set of these additions
and deletes. Given K and a direct update U, K 0 is the result of updating K with U, written
K =⇒U K 0 , obtained by applying all adds and deletes in U to K.
A direct update U is usually thought to be applied in an atomic way: either none
or all additions and deletes are applied. Obviously, allowing direct updates on K may
affect its entailments (i.e., the implicit knowledge). Moreover, applying U may result
in an inconsistent K 0 if U adds axioms or assertions that either contradict with existing
knowledge or among each other (e.g., if an add of ψ and ¬ψ is in U). Practical KBMSs
might, therefore, be equipped with a knowledge base editing15 layer on top of the storage layer as depicted in Figure 3.1. Its purpose is to transform a belief revision or belief
update represented by U 0 at the higher level (i.e., an indirect update, which may contradict with K), into a direct update U such that (i) consistency at DL level is preserved
and (ii) the desired update semantics as defined by the actual Belief Revision or Belief
Update approach is achieved. In order to achieve this, the editing layer may need to
interrogate the knowledge base (i.e., read-access it), which is indicated by the dashed
arrow in Figure 3.1. Finally, we make the following observation.
Observation 3.1. Given a monotonic DL L such as SHOIN (D) or SROIQ(D), an L-KB
K, and a delete-only direct update U with K =⇒U K 0 , if K is consistent, so is K 0 .
The reason is that every delete can only reduce explicit and implicit knowledge. In other
words, only addition of new axioms or assertions can lead to inconsistency. This is not
the case in general for non-monotonic logics; thus, deletes would need to be considered
as well by the consistency preservation mechanism.
15 The

term refers to the field of modifying a knowledge base either to resolve inconsistencies or in
response to a change request [FMK+ 08].
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Resource Description Framework

As the name indicates, RDF is a framework for representing information about (Web)
resources. Originally designed as a meta data model, RDF has come to be used as a
general framework for conceptual information representation. This is also due to the
design goal of facilitating Web-scale processing, exchange, and semantic interpretation
of information by machines rather than being only displayed to humans. Its basic idea
is to allow anybody to make statements about any resource (in the Web), represented
in the form of so-called subject-predicate-object triples. The subject denotes the resource
about which a statement is made (i.e., the answer to the question about whom or what
a statement is made). The predicate (a.k.a. property) denotes traits that are true of the
subject and establishes a relationship between the subject and the object. The latter is
somebody or something involved in the subject’s predicate.
RDF’s data model is a labeled, directed multi-graph whose nodes are partitioned
into named, blank, and literal nodes. As a matter of the abstract graph based nature,
it is independent of any concrete (serialization) format for representing or storing a
graph. A named node represents a resource that has an Internationalized Resource Identifier (IRI) [DS05] as its name.16 A blank node also represents a resource, but one that has
no separate form of identification – it cannot be identified outside a graph. A blank node
is to be seen as a local and existentially quantified variable representing an anonymous
resource. For instance, the triples hALICE, ownsBook, _1i, h_1, genre, Fictioni state that
Alice owns an otherwise unknown fiction book. Literals are data values such as strings,
numbers, dates, and so on. Literals may be plain or typed. The former are strings and
may optionally have a language tag. They are intended to be used for plain text in a
natural language. Plain literals are formally interpreted to denote themselves (lexical
space = value space). In contrast, a typed literal is a string (lexical form) associated with
a datatype, the latter identified by an IRI. Analogous to data values of concrete domains
(see Section 3.1.3), the value of a typed literal is found by applying the lexical-to-value
mapping associated with the datatype to the lexical form. Finally, the edges of the graph
are named predicates. Predicates are generally identified by an IRI analogous to named
nodes. RDF graphs are formally defined as follows.
Definition 3.15 (RDF Graph). Let VR be a set of IRI resources and VB a set of blank nodes
disjoint from VR . Let VL be a set of literals disjoint from VR and VB . An RDF graph G is a set of
triples hs, p, o i with

G ⊆ (VR ∪ VB ) × VR × (VR ∪ VB ∪ VL )
where s, p, o is called the subject, predicate, and object, respectively. The set of nodes of G
is the set of subjects and objects of triples in G . The set of edges of G is the set of predicates of
triples in G . An RDF graph is ground if it has no blank nodes (VB = ∅).
It follows from Definition 3.15 that literals cannot be subjects and that an IRI resource
may occur both as a subject and predicate (because VR is not further partitioned). The
16 The

RDF specification actually defines named nodes as URI resources. The generalization to IRIs is
unproblematic since they are generalized URIs over the Unicode character set (as opposed to URIs whose
alphabet is a subset of the ASCII character set).
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use of literals as subjects is a long debated restriction and it is still open whether it will
be integrated in future RDF versions (for a summary of the discussion see [W3C]).
An RDF dataset is a collection of RDF graphs. More precisely, it is a set of one default
graph and zero or more named graphs, written
DS = {G , (u1 , G1 ), . . . , (un , Gn )}

n≥0

where G , G1 , . . . , Gn are RDF graphs with G being the default graph, u1 , . . . , un are distinct IRIs, and the pairs (ui , Gi ) denote the named graphs (i.e., the default graph does
not have a name and each named graph is identified by an IRI). Usually, the default
graph is the RDF merge of named graphs in the dataset. The RDF merge of a set of RDF
graphs G1 . . . Gn is an RDF graph
[
Gb = Gi0
where Gi0 has been obtained from Gi by standardizing apart blank nodes such that Gb
does not share blank nodes with G1 . . . Gn . However, the definition of RDF datasets
does not impose a relationship between the default and named graphs. Another possible arrangement is to have meta information about the named graphs in the default
graph and have triples of named graphs not visible (merged) in the default graph. For
instance, to have triples in the default graph representing provenance information about
the named graphs.
Analogous to DLs, RDF has a formal model-theoretic semantics in order to support
reasoning about the meaning of triples and graphs. In particular, it defines a notion
of entailment between graphs. In short, a graph G 0 (constructed, for instance, by some
procedure from another graph G ) is entailed by G if every interpretation which satisfies
all triples in G also satisfies all triples in G 0 . For details we refer to [Hay04].

3.3

Web Ontology Language

OWL’s features are influenced by a couple of (difficult to combine) requirements and
design goals. On one hand it was clearly intended to be an ontology language
for representing knowledge in terms of classes of objects and how they are interrelated. Taking existing knowledge representation languages such as SHOE [HHL99] and
OIL [FHH+ 01] to the next level was one goal. On the other hand it was intended to extend the Semantic Web technology stack on top of RDFS, RDF, and XML such that Web
scale exchange and combination of OWL ontologies is supported. In particular, OWL
has a mechanism allowing to include (import) ontologies specified somewhere else into
another ontology. This constitutes the hyperlinking effect for knowledge representation
just like information hyperlinking in the classical Web, which made it so powerful.
An ontology is the basic information “container” in OWL. In contrast to information science where an ontology is understood as a shared conceptualization of a domain [Gru93], the notion of an OWL ontology goes beyond this. Specifically, it can
additionally contain:
• assertions representing the (current) state of affairs in some domain (i.e., an ABox),
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• entity declarations that define the vocabulary of some domain, and
• annotations that associate additional (meta) information with axioms, assertions,
or entities.

Annotations are, however, outside the underlying DL framework: they do not contribute to the implicitly entailed knowledge and are therefore also called non-logical axioms.17 An annotation is made by means of a so-called annotation property, which is a
binary relation analogous to an object or data property. We will also call an annotation
a syntactic instance. An entity corresponds to a name in either of the vocabulary sets
VI , VC , VD , VOP , VDP , VAP , where VAP is a set of annotation property names. Syntactically, an entity is always identified by an IRI.
An OWL ontology can actually be seen as an extended knowledge base. We define
the notion of an OWL knowledge base that, for technical reasons, keeps the “core” knowledge base, entity declarations, and annotations apart. The terms OWL ontology and
OWL knowledge base are thus understood as interchangeable.
Definition 3.16 (OWL Knowledge Base). An OWL knowledge base is a 3-tuple W =
(K, D, A) where K is a knowledge base (see Equation (3.1)), D is a set of entity declarations,
and A is a set of annotations.
We assume that D and A can be updated under the same direct update semantics
than K, as stated by Definition 3.14. Finally, it should be clear that entity declarations
are implicit and annotations are disregarded when dealing with the “core” KB K.

3.3.1

Import Mechanism

The import mechanism of OWL works as follows. The import closure IC (O) of an ontology O is a set containing O and all ontologies that O imports.18 The syntactic instance
closure SIC (O) is the union of syntactic instances of each ontology in the import closure
SIC (O) =

[

o,

o ∈ IC (O)

where anonymous individuals have been standardized apart; that is, they are treated
as being different. Anonymous individuals are analogous to blank nodes in RDF and
cannot be identified outside an ontology.

3.3.2

Representation Formats

The functional-style syntax [MPSP09] (a.k.a. abstract syntax) defines the syntactic constructs of OWL and their structure. The primary storage and exchange format of OWL
ontologies is RDF/XML based on the OWL-to-RDF mapping (see Section 3.3.4). Other
formats are the Manchester Syntax [HPS09], Turtle [BBL11], and OWL/XML [MPPS09],
sorted in descending order of readability for humans.
17 There

are, however, some simple inferences for annotations under RDF-based formal semantics.
are two exceptions when an imported ontology must not belong to the import closure: in case
ontologies are different versions form the same ontology series and when ontologies are declared to be
incompatible.
18 There
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Figure 3.2: Graphical representation of overlaps and containment regarding language
expressiveness for FOL, OWL, and Logic Programs

3.3.3

Profiles

OWL 2 DL can be seen as the default modeling level that provides the highest expressivity while retaining decidability of standard reasoning tasks. The acronym reflects
its origin in the description logic SROIQ(D) (and SHOIN (D) for OWL 1 DL); in
fact, they can be considered syntactic variants: The formal model-theoretic semantics of
OWL 2 DL [MPG09] precisely matches the formal semantics introduced in Section 3.1.
OWL has also been given formal model-theoretic semantics based on and compatible with RDF’s formal semantics [Sch09]. In fact, this yields an even more expressive
modeling level (language) because RDF features can be used along with OWL features.
However, standard reasoning tasks are no longer decidable in general under these RDFbased semantics. The modeling level is correspondingly called OWL Full.
In addition, OWL 2 comes with three profiles [MGH+ 09], namely OWL 2 EL,
OWL 2 QL, and OWL 2 RL. They are mainly motivated by intractability of reasoning
in OWL DL. Each of them is essentially a subset of OWL 2 sufficient for different types
of applications. They generally scale better due to their tractable complexity of reasoning. Figure 3.2 illustrates the relationship between the different language levels of
OWL 2 and also puts them into relation with FOL and Logic Programs.
OWL 2 EL
The EL acronym reflects the profile’s origin the EL DL family [BBL08]. These DLs are
generally known to have polynomial worst-case complexity of subsumption reasoning w.r.t. a TBox. Consequently, they are especially useful in domains where the TBox
can become very large. For instance, SNOMED CT [Int] has about 380000 concepts
built using only conjunction (u), existential restriction (∃ R.C), and the top concept (>).
Amongst other restrictions, OWL 2 EL disallows a number of concept constructors,
namely negation (¬), disjunction (t), universal restriction (∀ R.C), and also disallows
inverse roles, which can (in combination) lead to exponential complexity.
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OWL 2 QL
The QL acronym reflects the profile’s aim to be realized on top of existing relational
DBMS. In fact, it targets application domains where the ABox can become very large
with billions of individuals and efficient ABox query answering is the most important
reasoning task. The latter can be implemented by rewriting queries into, for instance,
standard SQL queries. Complexity of query answering w.r.t. a TBox in OWL 2 QL is in
PTime, for some cases even in LogSpace.
OWL 2 RL
The RL acronym reflects the profile’s purpose of resembling an OWL-based rule language [GHVD03]. The basic idea is that a concept inclusion axiom C v D can be understood as a rule-like implication
D ← |{z}
C
|{z}
head

body

where the sub concept is the rule body (antecedent) and the super concept is the rule
head (consequent).19 OWL 2 RL is best used for application domains requiring scalable
reasoning without sacrificing too much expressive power. In order to ensure decidability and to avoid the need for nondeterministic reasoning, OWL 2 RL imposes restrictions
on the rules that can be expressed. Amongst other things, it disallows rules (concept inclusion axioms) where the existence of an individual enforces the existence of another
individual. Also rules are restricted to be asymmetric, i.e., there are concepts that can
be used as the body (subconcept) but cannot be used as the head (superclass).

3.3.4

Mapping to RDF Graphs

The OWL mapping to RDF graphs [PSM09] defines a bidirectional transformation based
on unique rules from the OWL abstract syntax to RDF graphs while preserving formal
OWL semantics for a roundtrip (OWL → RDF → OWL). Formally, let ψ be a possibly
nested syntactic instance; note that several syntactic constructs can be nested (e.g., a
complex concept expression). Then, T (ψ) denotes the RDF graph (set of triples) obtained by recursively applying the OWL-to-RDF mapping rules to ψ. We overload T for
ontologies. The RDF graph for O is obtained by applying T to all syntactic instances
ψ ∈ O ; that is,
[
T (O) =
T ( ψ ).
ψ∈O

Observe that this does not include imported ontologies (if any). T can be analogously
S
overloaded for OWL knowledge bases; that is, T (W ) = ψ∈W T (ψ).
19 Whereas

C v D and C → D are logically equivalent, they are not to be confused with a trigger
(a.k.a. production) rule C ⇒ D [BCM+ 07, Section 2.2.5]. The semantics of the trigger rules is given in a
declarative way by equivalence to an epistemic inclusion KC v D that basically states that an individual
a is a member of D if it is known either explicitly or implicitly by inference that a is a member of C. In other
words, C ⇒ D is not equivalent to its contrapositive ¬ D ⇒ ¬C. Trigger rules are therefore constructive;
their semantics can also be defined in an operational way as a forward-chaining process.
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Table 3.4 illustrates the mapping using some examples. Observe that the number
of triples to which a OWL syntactic instance is mapped is not only determined by the
type of syntactic construct. Some of them (e.g., ObjectOneO f , DisjointUnion) map to a
number of triples that is proportional to the arity of actual syntactic instance.
Table 3.4: Examples for mapping of OWL syntactic constructs to RDF triples
Syntactic Construct Ψ

T (Ψ)

Declaration(Class( x ))
Declaration(ObjectProperty( x ))
ObjectHasValue( p y)

x rdf:type owl:Class .
x rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty .
x rdf:type owl:Restriction .
x owl:onProperty p . x owl:hasValue y .
ObjectOneO f (y1 . . . yn )
x rdf:type owl:Class .
x owl:oneOf ( T (SEQ(y1 . . . yn )) ) .
ObjectMaxCardinality( p m y)
x rdf:type owl:Restriction .
x owl:onProperty p . x owl:onClass y .
x owl:maxQualifiedCardinality
"m"ˆˆxsd:nonNegativeInteger .
DisjointObjectProperties( p1 p2 ) p1 owl:propertyDisjointWith p2 .
DifferentIndividuals( x1 x2 )
x1 owl:differentFrom x2 .
ClassAssertion( x y)
x rdf:type y .
ObjectPropertyAssertion( x1 p x2 ) x1 p x2 .
Syntactic Instance ψ

T (ψ)

Declaration(Class(:Father))
Declaration(Class(:Mother))
Declaration(Class(:Parent))
Declaration(
ObjectProperty(:hasSon))
DisjointUnion(:Parent
:Mother :Father)

:Father rdf:type owl:Class .
:Mother rdf:type owl:Class .
:Parent rdf:type owl:Class .
:hasSon rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty.

:Parent owl:disjointUnionOf _:1 .
_:1 rdf:first :Mother . _:1 rdf:rest _:2 .
_:2 rdf:first :Father . _:2 rdf:rest rdf:nil .
ClassAssertion(egy:Isis :Mother) egy:Isis rdf:type :Mother .
ObjectPropertyAssertion(
egy:Isis :hasSon egy:Horus .
egy:Isis :hasSon egy:Horus)

| T (Ψ)|
1
1
3

≥ 6 for
n≥2
4

1
1
1
1

| T (ψ)|
1
1
1
1
5

1
1

SEQ( x1 . . . xn ) is the linked RDF list, mapped to one triple for n = 0 and n ∗ 2 triples for n ≥ 1.
_:i denotes a blank node; x, y denote an IRI or a blank node; p denotes an IRI; m, n nonnegative integers.
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System Model

S

S ERVICE EXECUTION requires a system that manages this task. The purpose of this chapter is to describe an abstract system model that seeks to jointly
represent the integral parts providing the basis for the types of flexibility introduced
and motivated in Chapter 1 and 2 in a general and formal way. First, the functional
and non-functional properties of services reflecting the data, change, and non-functional
semantics in the domain of their use. Second, the behavior that occurs when they are
performed, comprising the interactions, communications, and synchronizations among
acting parts.
This chapter is correspondingly divided into two main sections, see Figure 4.1. First,
Section 4.2 in which we present a service model that captures these properties and their
semantics. Second, Section 4.3 in which a process model is presented that captures the
behavior along with execution semantics. Together with a preceding section where we
introduce the basic elements, they make up the system model that is taken as the basis
for subsequent chapters.
EMANTIC

Service Semantics

Functional Semantics

Change Semantics

Non-functional Semantics

Execution Semantics

Data Semantics

Service Model

Process Model

Figure 4.1: Classification of service semantics combined in the system model.
The service model builds largely upon previous research and initiatives on (formal) Semantic Service frameworks, namely OWL-S [MBH+ 04], SAWSDL [FL07], and
WSMO [LPR05] (in alphabetical order) and adopts the DL based approach to represent
the semantics of services and their operations. General introductions to principles of
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Semantic Services have been given, for instance, in [CS06, SGA07, SHS08, FFST11]. The
process model builds upon previous research in the area of modeling workflows and
concurrent systems, in particular formal process models. Development of such models
is strongly connected with their intended use and objectives. A categorization into five
different uses has been presented in [CKO92] of which we quote the category that is
relevant for this work:
Automate execution support requires a computational basis for controlling behavior within an automated environment.
Well-studied directions in the area of process theories are activity-oriented approaches and process algebras. A prominent representative for the latter is the πcalculus [Mil99], whereas P ETRI nets [Mur89] belong to the former category. Many
process modeling languages build on these formalisms [LS07]. More recently, the set of
process theories has been further extended by applying the declarative and constraintbased approach to process modeling [PA06, PSSA07]. In this thesis, we will adopt the
P ETRI net formalism to provide a model of the behavior of services. It provides a wellunderstood theory general enough to model distributed and concurrent systems, which
are prerequisites to capture the nature of the application forms presented in the introduction (see Section 1.1). Equally important to this work, they can be used to provide
firm executable semantics.
Finally, our goal is to devise a generic and principled approach. Analogous to the
Reference Model for Service-oriented Architectures [MLM+ 06], we aim at being independent of specific standards, technologies, implementations, or other concrete details.
On the other hand, there are additional (technical) aspects related to service execution,
notably: service engineering, programming, and provision; quality-of-service negotiation and enforcement between service providers and users; security and privacy concerns such as policies that should control the use of services in open environments. But
these are all non-goals to this thesis and therefore not addressed by the model.

4.1

Basic Elements, Relations, and Assumptions

The purpose of this section is to provide a big picture on how the system is structured.
More specifically, we will introduce and define the basic elements in the system informally, identify how they relate to each other, provide important background information, and point out basic assumptions that are made in this thesis. Whenever possible,
elements are introduced in bottom-up succession. Figure 4.2 depicts the static structure
of the system model. For the most part, this represents a common denominator over basic notions and their relations in prominent Semantic Service and Web Service description frameworks. Though frameworks do not fully agree on a common terminology and
differ in their formal representation, these notions and the relations can be identified
more or less directly in DSD [KKRM05], OWL-S, SAWSDL, WSMO, WSDL [CMRW07],
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Figure 4.2: Basic elements of the system and their static structure in UML notation.
Colored elements are part of a service description.
and the more recent hRESTS [KGV08] and SA-REST [GRS10] for microformat-style embedding.1 The terminology that we will use follows mostly OWL-S and WSDL.
Normative assumptions that are made about the basic elements in the following
subsections are set out-of-line and are highlighted using enumeration labels of the form
(An). Assumptions that have an informative character or assumptions that are consequences of the structure and the relations depicted in Figure 4.2 are not highlighted and
will be described in-lined.
Also, we do not yet detail how semantics nor behavior is formalized in the following
subsections. Finally, we abstract from a number of conceptual, infrastructural, and technical aspects that are all relevant to concrete implementations of the system model. This
includes (i) how elements are created and how they are actually represented, (ii) technical means that are used, for instance, by clients to interact with services, (iii) technical
means on how the elements are provided, (iv) technical details concerning the different actors in the system such as service clients, service providers, execution engines,
or other infrastructure related entities, and (v) the environment in which the system is
deployed (e.g., centralized, distributed, peer-to-peer).

4.1.1

Functional Unit

As the name suggests, a functional unit is an abstract notion meant to encapsulate some
well-defined functionality. There are two kinds of functional units in this model: services and operations. No matter which, they are designed to achieve either application
or system related intents of some sort. Generalizing the definition given in [Pre04] to
a functional unit, it has “the capacity to perform something of value, in the context
of some domain of application”. This includes essentially information processing over
data and/or physical transformations in the real world. In this thesis, we consider functional units of the following kind.
(A1) A functional unit is deterministic regarding information processing and physical
transformations.
1 There

is also WSMO-Lite [VKVF08] and MicroWSMO [MKP09]. The former slightly extends
SAWSDL, whereas the latter relies on hRESTS. Both can be seen as light-weight successors of WSMO.
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(A2) Data processed by a functional unit is discrete.2

Assumption 1 means that services and operations are devoid of internal randomness
regarding information processing and physical transformations. More specifically, they
are devoid of what is often referred to as internal as opposed to external nondeterminism [Hoa85].3 Therefore, they can be seen as partial functions of the input data to be
processed and the current state of affairs in the application domain; hence, they may
not have different results with different probabilities for each result when invoked with
the same input data and starting from the same state. Note that this understanding
of determinism does very well include services and operations that are implemented
based on nondeterministic algorithms.
Assumption 2 means that a functional unit may consume and produce single data
items (of a well-defined format) rather than continuous streams of individual data items
– known as data streams [BBD+ 02] – whose end may not be known in advance and
where data items may arrive in a time-varying manner. This is what we call discrete
versus continuous operation mode (cf. Table 1.1) and this classification shall relate only to
data being processed. The reason for this restriction is that data stream processing yields
some fundamental new research problems that are out of scope to this thesis. We submit
that discrete operation mode resembles today’s standard SOAP and REST based Web
service technologies, as they consider processing bounded messages (of a well-defined
structure). Support for continuous stream services has been addressed, however, for
service-oriented platforms in various works (e.g., [ABM04, SPL+ 04, BFL+ 07, GRL+ 08,
BS11]).
A functional unit is assumed to provide the (technical) means to invoke it, meaning
that this is the interaction primitive for starting its execution. However, a service does
actually not provide a direct technical instrument to invoke it. Invocation here is understood as its instantiation (by an execution engine). In an ideal world, invocation as
well as the invoked functional unit itself never fails. In a real world with concurrency,
conflicting access to shared resources, and undesired phenomena of a stochastic nature
they may occasionally fail. For example, there might be sudden changes that do not
allow an operation to finish. This topic together with recovery will get into main focus
in Chapter 5.
Finally, Figure 4.2 shows that every functional unit presents exactly one profile. This
might appear a restriction considering the fact that there are reasons that suggest a
model in which especially services can present multiple profiles, which is the case, for
instance, in the OWL-S framework. In fact, this is a simplification rather than a restriction, justified by the fact that we are concerned with the service execution task. A service
might actually present multiple profiles but this aspect is not relevant when it comes to
execution and is therefore not represented in the model. This will be further explained
in Section 4.1.5 when discussing the profile.
2 The

nature of data that can be processed is not always made clear in the literature on Web Services
and Semantic Services thereby leaving space for unintended interpretation.
3 Internal nondeterminism refers to the case where a choice is made by the system as the result of an
internal nondeterministic decision. In contrast, external nondeterminism reflects the case where a choice
is made by the environment outside the control of the system.
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Operation

An operation is one of possibly many functional units of which a service is composed
of. Operations can be compared to the notion of actions in action and planning theory [GNT04, HLP08] or tasks (activities) in workflow theory [JB96]. That said, we understand an operation as having no externally visible substructure: from the outside it
is observed as an indivisible, atomic unit. In contrast to a service, an operation is therefore not associated with a process. This means that it is understood as a black box of
which internals and its internal behavior are not known (not of further interest).
Usually, an operation realizes some functionality that is either too “small” to make
up a service on its own or that is an idiosyncratic part of a service. Conversely, determining the operations of a service depends, in part, on how it can be functionally
decomposed. Note that an operation is not assumed to be private or hidden. Analogous to a service, an operation is publicly visible in the system; it is just an integral part
of a service.
Invocation of operations is inherently remote for services provided in a network
(e.g., the Internet) and is done by means of a request message for request-reply and
one-way interaction protocol operations. We understand a one-way interaction as asynchronous, meaning that the invoker can proceed immediately. A request-reply interaction is understood as synchronous: control proceeds only after the reply has been
received (which does not necessarily imply busy-waiting of the invoker for the reply).
One-way and request-reply interaction protocols imply that operations are stateless.
This is not a limitation since a stateful operation, as it is understood here, can equally
well be viewed as a composite service. Without loss of generality we can therefore make
the following assumption.
(A3) Operations are stateless.
Statelessness refers to the property of not maintaining conversational state beyond
the duration of an invocation. When an invocation completes, the state is no longer retained. In other words, interaction with a stateless operation is subject to a total amnesia
of conversational memory once invocation completes. Statelessness is important insofar as it is one means of facilitating loose coupling, which is perhaps the main principle
in service-oriented computing. However, the importance here lies in the constriction
of operations to simple one-way or request-reply interaction protocols. All interaction
protocols that go beyond the simple request-reply message exchange inevitably require
maintaining a conversational state (a.k.a. session); hence, are stateful. We submit that
a stateful operation can always be converted into a stateless one either by putting conversational state to the invoker side (frontend) and including relevant parts in each invocation as additional input data or by putting it to secondary and possibly persistent
memory (backend) used by the operation on each invocation [Jos07, Chapter 15].
In the system model, an operation has exactly one implementation that performs the
functionality when invoked. In practice, however, one might want to extend this and
allow an operation to be implemented in multiple while functionally equivalent ways.
There are two main reasons that motivate this. First, to allow the provider to make an
operation accessible in multiple technical ways (e.g., using various protocol and mes-
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sage/data formats). Second, to provide different implementations with varying quality
characteristics (e.g., performance). Imagine, for instance, a text retrieval operation implemented using different algorithms of which one performs best for long query input
texts whereas the other for rather short query inputs.
The simplification of the model to exactly one implementation per operation is made
for the same reason than the simplification that functional units present exactly one profile (further explained in Section 4.1.5): invocation of an operation at execution time actually invokes one and only one of its implementations. Deciding which one to chose
if there are multiple implementations available is an optimization problem that is relevant but not in the immediate focus of this thesis. Clearly, the decision can involve (i)
the different quality characteristics, (ii) the preferred access technology, or (iii) the combination of both. The time when such a decision is made is a typical instance of early
binding (where the decision is made at design time, hence, it is static at runtime) versus
late binding (where the decision is made dynamically at runtime whenever necessary).
It is important to understand that an operation – analogous to a service – is thought
of as an abstract representation of functionality. Only implementations deal with concrete levels of realization and usage. Therefore, an operation that has no implementation
is said to be abstract. Obviously, an abstract operation is only useful for static analysis
of its properties but invocation is actually not possible. Since we concentrate on service
execution – which does not make sense for abstract operations (and abstract services)
anyway – we restrict the model to require at least on implementation per operation; this
restriction can otherwise be dropped.
For the sake of completeness, we mention other (technical) aspects that are, however,
not important for the purpose of this chapter. First, remote invocation of an operation
is assumed to take place in a best effort network where messaging is reliable to a level
as provided by the data transmission protocol used such as TCP. Second, an operation
may, optionally, provide means to get canceled prematurely. Otherwise an operation
is assumed to be indivisible, which is the more common case. If cancellation is supported then it is understood analogous to a transactional rollback: Once an invocation
has been canceled all effects that have been created up to this point will be reversed.
Finally, completion of one-way interaction style operations may be accompanied by an
acknowledge/notification message.

4.1.3

Implementation

An implementation is a concrete realization of the functionality specified by an operation. It is, therefore, associated to one and only one operation. Moreover, an implementation is assumed to be accompanied by a declarative description of all technical details
on how to access and use it. This includes message and data formats (e.g., JSON, XML,
YAML), transport protocols (e.g., HTTP), and address information (i.e., an endpoint reference such as an URL). The technical concept is known in OWL-S as a grounding and
in WSDL as a binding; from a conceptional point of view, they are so closely related that
they can be considered synonyms. These technical details are represented in the system
model by the Grounding association class.
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Assuming that different implementations of the same operation realize the intended
functionality correctly and only this functionality, they can only differ in non-functional
properties, the conditions required to be operable (see Section 4.1.5), and their access
technology (e.g., SOAP, REST, RPC).

4.1.4

Service

A service is a functional unit that is composed of a finite set of operations and that can
also include other services as sub services. This effectively yields a tree-structured containment relation that bottoms out in operations and allows to recursively decompose
a service. However, the containment relation is of minor relevance compared to the behavioral perspective that views the routing of control and data between operations and
sub services (see Section 4.1.6).
In order to clarify the notion of services, [Pre04] put forward a model-theoretic definition making a distinction between abstract and concrete services. An abstract service
is understood as the set of all its concrete services. A concrete service is therefore an
actual occurrence (or realization) of an abstract service (e.g., a concrete emergency case
handled as defined by the emergency assistance service, see Section 2.2). The differentiation between an abstract and a concrete service is synonym to using the terms service
type and service instance. Analogously, the terms parametric and ground service used
in [BML+ 05] refer to the same concept (parametric = type, ground = instance). To be
consistent with the process terminology set forth in Section 4.1.6, we will use the terms
service instance and service, the latter being the short form for an abstract service.
A service is assumed to be globally available in the system. Every actor (e.g., a client)
in the system can possibly invoke a service provided that the actor has the technical
means and is authorized to do so; note that the security aspect is out of scope to this
thesis. This also means that it can be very well invoked by a client or the provider of the
service. In the former case the service can be seen as passive (i.e., the provider awaits
requests) while for the latter it can be seen as active (i.e., started on the initiative of the
provider). Invocation of a service eventually results in invocation of operations as specified by its process. Finally, a service can be cross or just intra-organizational. A service
is cross-organizational if it includes sub services provided by different organizations
and intra-organizational otherwise.

4.1.5

Profile

A profile4 describes the functional and non-functional properties of a service or an operation, thereby making them self-describing. In other words, having access to the profile
is sufficient and is the only means to get to know these properties in advance without
actually using a service or an operation. The profile does not, however, tell anything
about the behavior of a service.
Regarding the functional dimension, this includes (i) input data consumed, (ii) output
data produced, (iii) preconditions required to be satisfied in order to operate effectively,
4 In addition to the term profile,

the terms capability description and signature are synonymously used in
the literature (e.g., [PKPS02, SWKL02, GMP06]).
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and (iv) effects that are asserted to hold upon successful termination. Preconditions and
effects, therefore, express changes that are going to be made in the course of execution.5
Capturing the functional aspect of a service or an operation by these four categories –
hereafter abbreviated IOPE – originates from action theories in Artificial Intelligence
and is known as the change semantics.6 A key aspect in all Semantic Service frameworks
is that IOPEs are described relative to a shared application domain conceptualization –
an ontology. The ontology captures the terminological domain knowledge by defining
the concepts of the domain. In our case this is a Description Logic theory – the TBox if
loaded into a KB.
Regarding the non-functional dimension, a profile includes properties that describe
how a functional unit is supposed to be and which can be used to judge its quality
characteristics. Exemplary categories are performance, cost, security, trust, reliability, or
transactional properties. Analogous to IOPE, properties in the non-functional category
– hereafter abbreviated N – are semantically described relative to an ontology, which
models typical QoS concepts in this case.
A profile might also include properties that neither fit well into the functional nor the
non-functional dimension but rather onto a meta-level. Examples are a list of categories
for the purpose to classify them according to a (business) taxonomy or the creation
date and version number of the profile. Meta properties are rather relevant for service
selection, but barely for the service execution task since they do not play an ultimate
part in the course of execution.
As already indicated in Section 4.1.1, there are reasons for allowing especially services to present multiple profiles. The main motivation is to allow service providers to
publish different profiles for different use cases. For instance, the provider of the shipment service in the book seller scenario (see Section 2.1) might want to publish two profiles: one for express delivery and another one for regular delivery. The former would
usually differ from the latter in the non-functional property representing its costs, as
extra costs are charged. However, the instantiation of a service for the purpose of its
execution ultimately involves a commitment for exactly one profile. Both the service
provider and the service consumer certainly do not want to leave the properties of the
service that is to be enacted open in the sense that the provider might deliver properties
of one or another profile of a complex service. Rather, execution starts from an agreement upon exactly one profile. This also holds for the sub services (if any) of a service.
Therefore, the system model starts from the point where the commitment for the single
profile that is supposed to be enacted has been made.
Related to the aspect of single versus multiple profiles is the fact that profiles may
be updated (frequently) as a result of functional or non-functional changes made by
the service provider. In practice such updates are likely to be made more often to non5 We note that the WSMO framework further distinguishes between preconditions versus assumptions

and postconditions versus effects. Preconditions and postconditions are statements that relate to the
inputs or outputs (referred to as the information space). Assumptions and effects are statements that
neither relate to an input nor an output but the state of the world before and after an invocation. Since
this distinction is not relevant from our perspective – both types can be checked at execution time (but
not necessarily all of them can be checked at design time) – we consider preconditions/assumptions and
postconditions/effects as synonyms, respectively, and will only use the terms precondition and effect.
6 See [HLP08] for a comprehensive introduction to the most prominent action theories.
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functional properties (e.g., changes in usage costs). We attribute a functional unit as
volatile if its profile can be subject to changes. Clearly, the profile does not change for a
service instance while it is executed for the same reason why there is one profile.
Finally, the profile maintainer and the service provider need not necessarily be the
same. The profile of an e-commerce service, for example, may have been created by
the service provider and augmented by a consumer organization or other parties. The
reason is that non-functional properties can be classified in two categories: those within
and those beyond the influence of the service provider [HKRK09]. Take as an example for
the latter trustworthiness or reputation. It is hard to imagine that the service provider
would honestly grade them. In fact, one would rather trust an independent third party
that makes such assessments in an objective way. We therefore abstract from whether a
profile is a single entity or not. A profile might be split into several parts that are even
published in different places. On the other hand, profiles are obviously assumed to be
made available for retrieval, which is usually done by means of system-wide directories
– the service market, so to speak.

4.1.6

Process

In essence, a process specifies and reflects the execution of a service. For the sake of
clarity, we point out our understanding of the terms process, process instance, and process model first, as we intentionally decided to slightly deviate from the closely related
terminology commonly used in Business Process Management [Wes07]. In our model,
the term process is basically a short form (for the sake of brevity) loaded with two different meanings. First, it refers to a process specification (or schema) that describes the
behavior of a service that occurs in the course of its execution. Clearly, a process instance is such a concrete occurrence of a process specification (occurring as a result of
invocation of the service). This is the second meaning. Consequently, the term process
is used interchangeably either to refer to the specification of a certain type of process
or an instance of it (cf. service and service instance in Section 4.1.4). To avoid ambiguous cases when the meaning would not be clear from the context we will explicitly add
specification, or instance then. Finally, the default meaning of the term process in our
nomenclature corresponds to the notion of a business process model in [Wes07]; the latter
should, therefore, not be confused with the process model described in Section 4.3 that
describes the underlying formal model of processes.
It follows from Figure 4.2 that every service is described by one and only one process.
Even services that are composed out of just one operation are described by a process. In
this case the process is trivial and represents either a one-way or a request-reply style
interaction.
Following activity-oriented process models, a process is essentially understood as
a control flow together with a data flow. The former can be depicted by a control flow
graph that describes the local execution dependencies between operations and embedded services. The data flow can be seen as unidirectional links connecting, for instance,
an output of an operation to an input of a subsequent operation. Only by respecting the
operational semantics when working off the control flow graph and handling the flow
of data at execution time the intended functionality of the service is achieved.
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There are two related notions in the areas of Web Services and BPM, namely orchestration and choreography. To clarify the relationship, we shall briefly review them.
In [Pel03] an orchestration is characterized as “an executable business process that can
interact with both internal and external Web Services”. Furthermore, it “represents
control from one party’s perspective”; that is, from the perspective of the organization in which it is executed. An orchestration can, therefore, be understood as a crossorganizational composite service that includes external services. In contrast, a choreography rather takes a birds-eye perspective. It has been given similar but still different
meanings in the literature. We list three of them here. A choreography
• “allows each involved party to describe its part in the interaction” and “tracks the
message sequences among multiple parties and sources [. . . ] rather than a specific
business process that a single party executes” [Pel03];
• “describes peer-to-peer collaborations of participants by defining, from a
global viewpoint, their common and complementary observable behavior;
where ordered message exchanges result in accomplishing a common business
goal” [KBR+ 05];
• “designates a business task performed by multiple roles, but does not give an implementation composed of a set of participants. The specification of the individual
participants is at the level of BPEL-like languages” [QZCY07].
In essence, a choreography defines a collaboration protocol between the peers (parties)
that cooperate in a business process (i.e., a contract between the peers to which they
need to adhere when executing their part). Such a protocol may allow for many different
realizations, meaning that there can be many different (cross-organizational) composite
services each having different processes that adhere to the choreography. This shows
that a choreography is not executable “as is”. It is therefore not directly relevant to this
thesis.

4.1.7

Service Description

The Web Services Architecture [BHM+ 04] defines a service description as machineprocessable including – amongst other aspects – a service’s semantics. The latter is
viewed as a “contract between the requestor entity and the provider entity concerning
the effects and requirements pertaining to the use of a service”.
Following [Pre04], a service description has, as its model, an abstract service (service
type). It is the goal of a service description framework to achieve completeness regarding
the abstract service described, meaning that the model of a service description includes
all instances of the abstract service. Completeness is basically achieved in all DL and
FOL-based frameworks both in the functional as well as the non-functional dimension
because of their grounding in TARSKI-style model-theoretic semantics [Tar56]. The basic
idea is that the extension of the profile spans the model of an abstract service.
It has also been pointed out in [Pre04] that in practice service descriptions are usually
not correct in the sense that there might be concrete services of an abstract service that
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cannot be delivered at least temporarily by the service provider (e.g., the order & pay
service of the book seller scenario that fails for some book because it is out of stock).
Analogous to the OWL-S framework, the profile, the process, and profiles of contained operations are considered the basic elements that constitute a declarative service description. However, without grounding information of operations, a service’s
description does not yet allow for its execution as the necessary technical details are
missing on how to access and invoke the operations. Consequently, the service execution task inevitably requires a service description format that includes primitives for
describing these grounding information, which we formulate by the following assumption.
(A4) Every service is annotated by an executable service description.
Clearly, a service description should have the same visibility in the system than the
service about which it is made has. A service that is global, meaning that any actor in
the system can possibly access it (provided that the actor is authorized to do so), should
have a globally accessible service description.
Finally, the aspect of concrete service description formats, how they are stored, how
they can be accessed, and appropriate means to achieve efficient and scalable discovery, aggregation, and search is a research topic of its own and largely beyond the scope
of this thesis. This applies equally to security concerns. As there is no single solution,
the system model is intentionally open in this regard. In distributed environments,
however, dedicated service directories are usually considered for this, being either centralized systems or organized in a decentralized way.

4.2

Service Model

The service model described in the following essentially builds upon well-established
works in two fields. First, the declarative while DL-based approach to conceptualize
and reason about the semantics of functional and non-functional properties of services
and their operations. Second, the action-based approach inspired by action and planning theories such as the Situation Calculus [Rei01] and the Fluent Calculus [Thi05] for
representing the functional aspect in the behavior of services and operations.
The central notion here is the profile where a service or an operation is perceived as
a black box. We start by defining the required notions of a profile parameter, a precondition
system and an effect system upon which we eventually provide formal definitions for a
profile, an operation, and a service.

4.2.1

Profile Parameter

A profile parameter (parameter for short) is the notion used to capture an input, an output, or a non-functional property; as noted in Section 4.1.5, categories are abbreviated
I, O, N, respectively. It consists of five elements. First, a name that is usually humanassigned. In the service model, the name of a parameter is merely used for identification
purposes. Although practical names often carry superimposed semantics, we shall not
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assume that this is generally the case for parameter names. Second, a type used to relate
a parameter to a shared conceptualization (i.e., an ontology). The type is, therefore, the
central means that captures the semantics of a profile parameter. Third, a data value that
can be any kind of data item, but not a data stream as discussed in Section 4.1.1. For an
IO parameter, the data value is the actual input or output in the format as consumed or
produced by an operation or a service. The data value of an N parameter is optional as
it is not part of the data processed by a service; if used then it is the quantity or nominal
assigned (e.g., MAX R ESPONSE T IME = 30 sec; CERTIFICATION = ISO 9001). Fourth, a
profile parameter includes a finite set of representatives. Representatives can be referred
to by variables in preconditions and effects in order to instantiate (ground) them. Each
representative is either an individual name or a lexical form (see Definition 3.2 and 3.9).
The existence of representatives in addition to the data value is owing to the observation
that practical operations and services are often heterogeneous in the sense that different
data formats are in use. More specifically, a data value may be in a format that cannot
be directly used within preconditions and effects.
Finally, a profile parameter includes an assignment function, denoted with σ, that captures how the representatives are determined. There are basically two types. For an IO
parameter, σ establishes a relationship between the data value and the representatives
(i.e., how the latter are derived from the former). For an N parameter, σ can also describe a query operating, for instance, over context information, a KB, or other sources
of information. As will be seen, σ is simple (e.g., a syntactical transformation) down to
trivial in some cases. A profile parameter is formally defined as follows.
Definition 4.1 (Profile Parameter). Let VI , V LS be a set of individual names and lexical forms,
respectively. A profile parameter (parameter for short) is a 5-tuple Pa = (id, type, val, Re, σ )
where
• id is the name (or identifier) of the parameter,
• type is either a concept or a data range, called the type of the parameter,
• val is a data item, called the data value optionally assigned to the parameter,
• Re = {r1 , . . . , rn } is a finite set of representatives ri ∈ VI ∪ V LS indexed by consecutive
integers {1, . . . , n}, and
• σ is an assignment function (or procedure) for Re.
The lowest numbered representative r1 is called the primary representative and the rest are
secondary representatives.
A profile parameter is concrete if its type is a data range and general otherwise.7 A profile
parameter is instantiated (or ground) if Re is non-empty.
We will use the function-like notation id( Pa), type( Pa), val ( Pa), and Re[i ]( Pa) to
denote the name, type, data value, and the i-th representative of a parameter Pa, respectively. In concrete examples, we will write PAR :Type to denote a parameter named
PAR , whose type is a concept or data range named Type (i.e., type ( PAR ) = Type).
7 The

terminology is chosen in analogy to concrete domains versus the general-purpose domain (see
Section 3.1.3).
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Two parameter Pa1 , Pa2 are said to have the same name, written id( Pa1 ) = id( Pa2 ), iff
the strings are the same sequence of characters. Two parameter are said to be equivalent,
written Pa1 ≡ Pa2 , iff their types are equivalent; that is, given a KB K,

K |= type( Pa1 ) ≡ type( Pa2 ) .
Equivalent parameter therefore have the same extension in every interpretation I that
is a model of K. Consequently, profile parameter are ascribed with Tarski-style modeltheoretic semantics [Tar56] as membership over sets. Two parameter are said to be the
same, written Pa1 = Pa2 , iff they have both the same name and are equivalent.
The name and the type of a parameter are assumed to be static, meaning that they
are assigned at design time. In contrast, we shall abstract from whether the data value
val (and hence the set of representatives Re) is constant or variable between different
service instances since this is a relative matter.8 In the same vein, we can abstract from
whether there is a default value for val, which would be specified at design time and used
by default whenever a value is not assigned at runtime. However, it is important that
val and hence Re are service instance bound for IO parameter while we can also abstract
from that for N parameter. An IO profile parameter can therefore also be understood as
a statically typed instance variable while an N parameter need not be instance specific.
Details on data formats for val are intentionally left unspecified in Definition 4.1.
The reason is to allow the use of various kinds of (possibly “complex”) data depending
on the actual data formats consumed and produced by an operation or service. Subject
to the actual grounding, the data value might therefore further involve a second-party
type. Note that type and the second-party type need not necessarily be the same, though
both are certainly in a more or less close intensional relationship.
The primary representative Re[1] is special insofar as – analogous to a typed variable in a programming language – the type of a profile parameter defines the range of
representatives that can be assigned for Re[1]. An assignment outside such a range is
considered illegal. For a concrete parameter Pa, Re[1] is generally a lexical form representing an element from the value space of the data range. Formally, given a DL+D
interpretation I with the datatype and data range interpretation function ·D ,

( Re[1]( Pa))D ∈ (type( Pa))D .

(4.1)

Analogous, for a general parameter Pa, Re[1] is required to be an instance of the concept;
that is, given an interpretation I ,

( Re[1]( Pa))I ∈ (type( Pa))I .

(4.2)

We note that the requirement expressed by Equation (4.1) and (4.2) can be equally expressed by a precondition. Therefore, we leave it to the discretion of an implementation
how they are actually enforced. Secondary representatives (if any) are exempted from
this restriction and can even be a mixture of individuals and lexical forms. However,
we require all representatives to be compatible to the preconditions and effects by whom
they are referred. This will be detailed in Section 4.2.2.
8 One

man’s constant is another man’s variable. [Per82]
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<Person>
<firstName>Alice</firstName>
<lastName>Wond</lastName>
<birthday>03.03.2003</birthday>
σ1
<SSID> 123 456 789 </SSID>
</Person>

{ "Person" : {
"firstName" : "Alice",
"lastName" : "Wond",
σ2
"birthday" : "03.03.2003",
"SSID" : " 123 456 789 "
} }

σ1

σ2

Re = { urn:example.org#AliceWond1 , 123 456 7892 }
σ3

@prefix : <urn:example.org#> .
<:AliceWond> a :Person;
:firstName "Alice";
σ3
:lastName "Wond";
:birthday "03.03.2003";
:SSID " 123 456 789 " .

Figure 4.3: Exemplary input/output values in different data formats: XML (top left),
JSON (top right), and RDF Turtle syntax (bottom). Value-specific assignment functions
σ1 , σ2 , and σ3 specify how representatives are determined. In this case the primary
representative shall be a person’s concatenated name plus a namespace prefix and the
secondary representative its social security Id.
If a parameter is referred to by a precondition or an effect, or if it is taken into account for the purpose of dynamic failure recovery (the former of which detailed in Section 4.2.2 and the latter in Section 5.4.4) then Re is non-empty. Elements of Re are then
determined by the assignment function σ. In general, σ may be an n-ary function such
that
Re := σ (α1 , . . . , αn )
n≥0
(4.3)
and where α1 , . . . , αn are the arguments. As mentioned above, the representatives of IO
parameters are solely derived from the data value; that is, Re := σ (val ). Figure 4.3 illustrates the relationship between val, σ, and Re using a simple practical example where
also three different data formats are considered. Further details on σ are as follows.
Concrete Input and Output Profile Parameter
Valid data values for concrete parameters are all lexical forms in the extension of the
data range; that is,
(val ( Pa))D ∈ (type( Pa))D .
(4.4)
This means that an operation or service directly takes or produces, for instance, an integer value. Therefore, σ is either a trivial identity mapping such that Re[1]( Pa) = val ( Pa)
or a simple syntactical conversion from one lexical space into another (e.g., a date from
the US locale specific date format into DE specific date format). Since there can be at
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most syntactic differences between val and Re[1], one of them – preferably the representative – is actually redundant and can be factored out in an implementation. Secondary
representatives are usually not needed for unary datatypes such as numbers. For composite datatypes such as dates or other n-ary datatypes they might be needed in order
to reference a component of a data value (e.g., the day of a date).
General Input and Output Profile Parameter
There are basically two possibilities for general IO parameters. In the simple case, the
data value is an individual name. Analogous to concrete IO parameters, this means
again that Re[1]( Pa) = val ( Pa) and σ is the trivial identity mapping. Hence, in order to
satisfy Equation (4.2),

(val ( Pa))I ∈ (type( Pa))I .

(4.5)

An example for this simple case would be an operation that consumes or produces a
data item that is an IRI and that refers to an OWL individual. Observe, that the data
item can be an anonymous instance of the concept (i.e., val ( Pa) 6∈ VI ). In this case,
there would be an artificial name (that is not meaningful to the application) created by
a Skolemization-style approach (e.g., an anonymous OWL individual corresponds to a
blank node in RDF).
On the other hand, the data value might be a more complex structured data item.
For instance, SOAP-based Web services use XML Schema elements to define the input/output parts of messages exchanged. Therefore, val can also be a data item that
is an instance of a second-party type. Such a type is understood to allow for a possibly infinite set of data items where each data item is well-formed in the sense that it
complies to the type’s specification. Usually, the specification imposes structure and
syntax on data (and might also include a set of operations that can be applied on instances of the type). Examples of such second-party types are XML Schema elements
or types of (object-oriented) programming languages such as Java classes. The assignment function σ then represents a conversion that is supposed to select and/or extract
the representatives (cf. Figure 4.3). Rather than being a generic function as in the simple case mentioned before, σ is then specific to the second-party type and needs to be
defined as part of the design process. The Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) is one
example for specifying and performing such conversions.
Non-Functional Profile Parameter
Since a non-functional parameter – no matter whether concrete or general – differs from
“real” IO parameters in the sense that it does neither represent a data item consumed
nor produced, σ is a function that rather captures where the representatives come from.
For instance, when the representatives are dynamically determined by a query q over
a knowledge base K (or any other information source), thus, Re := σ (K, q). Another
example would be the case where σ is a trivial null-ary function returning a constant
primary representative.
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Remark on Profile Parameter Types
The type of a parameter is taken from a domain ontology O (that was loaded into a KB).
In general, O can be local or global in the domain. If it is local then there are possibly
other local ontologies in the domain. They are designed independently, for instance,
by different service providers, and all of them might model the domain in more or less
different and overlapping ways. If O is global then it is either shared by all participants in the system (which means that there is a high degree of standardization), or one
can assume that it represents the combination of all the local ontologies where concepts
and data ranges have been merged or aligned. The assumption of such a possibly dynamically constructed global ontology is (tacitly) made by numerous DL-based service
discovery/selection approaches (e.g., [SWKL02, CWT08, SMM10, TRBD11]). The problem of (automated) merging or aligning multiple local ontologies [ES07] is not a goal of
this thesis.

4.2.2

Preconditions and Effects

From the conceptual point of view taken in the service model our goal is it to capture
the essentials of preconditions and effects in a general way. This is motivated by the
abundance of different precondition and effect semantics in the AI literature that each
have their own advantages and disadvantages. In fact, it has been argued in [Win90]
that there is no single approach available that can be applied generally in any setting.
For this reason, we will provide a generalization first by defining the notion of a precondition system and the notion of an effect system that capture the basics concerning change
semantics of services/operations. After these notions have been introduced, we discuss
concrete examples for each of them, some of which we have used in our implementation. We first clarify why one can separate the two systems.
Observation 4.1. Preconditions and effects can be defined independently and dealt with in
isolation.
The question whether a precondition is satisfied is independent of the problem of how
to update the current state of affairs according to an effect. Second, it is not necessary to
take effects into account when reasoning about preconditions; vice versa when reasoning about effects. This shall not, however, preclude a combined treatment of both. For
instance, reasoning whether all of a sequence of operations are executable one after the
other and what their overall effect is.
Precondition as well as effect systems are made up of two elements, respectively:
1. A formal language to express concrete preconditions and effects.
2. An evaluation function.
The latter has either of the following purpose: For a precondition system it embodies the
mechanism used to check whether a precondition holds true w.r.t. a representation of the
current state of affairs in the domain of application, which is commonly referred to as
the world state. For an effect system, the function embodies how to update the world state
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representation according to an effect. The underlying basic idea taken from prominent
action theories such as the Situation Calculus [Rei01] is that the world state and general
domain constraints9 of the application domain are axiomatized as a logical theory. Following the DL-based approach initially proposed in [LS02] and further extended, for
instance, in [BML+ 05, LLMW06, BLL10], we consider the use of a DL knowledge base
for representing the world state and general domain constraints. More precisely, the
ABox represents the world state and the TBox domain constraints. In addition, an effect
causes changes to the ABox but does not extend to the TBox:
(A5) The TBox is a protected part10 , meaning that it is invariant under an effect.
For instance, an inclusion axiom Ambulance v Vehicle u ≤2 carries.Patient (which
states that ambulances are vehicles that carry at most two patients) cannot be modified as the result of a service execution. A concrete assertion carries(A1, BOB) (which
states that BOB is carried by ambulance A1 ) can very well be an effect of the execution
of a service or one of its operations.
Changes to the TBox that might become necessary from time to time in concrete
application domains are done outside the precondition and effect system. It should be
evident that such changes need to be correctly coordinated with precondition checking
and effect changes at runtime so that anomalies resulting from interfering accesses to
the knowledge base can be avoided. Not only for this reason, we consider these three
types of accesses to a KB to be made under a transactional regime, see Chapter 6.
Though not explicitly included in the definition of a precondition system nor an effect system, variables in concrete precondition and effect systems are a means to establish
links between (i) a precondition and an input or non-functional parameter, (ii) between
a precondition and an effect, and (iii) between an input, output, or non-functional parameter and an effect. In other words, the use of variables in preconditions allows to
“check” not only the current world state but, in addition, to check relevant parts of
actual input and non-functional property values by referring to representatives of an
input or non-functional property. Analogously, the use of variables in effects allows
to express changes of the world state in two ways. First, to incorporate actual input,
output, or non-functional parameter values by referring to a representative of them. As
an example, consider the trigger ambulance service from Section 2.2 that takes as an
input the concrete ambulance that has been selected to get triggered. Then one would
certainly want to express an effect that the selected ambulance is busy upon successful execution, which can only be done in this case based on the information provided
by the input. Second, one can incorporate the results of preconditions in effects by referring to so-called solution set variables of preconditions, which essentially allows to
change assertions about existing individuals that match a precondition. As an example,
let us take again the trigger ambulance service and suppose that another precondition
requires that there is a crew (e.g., consisting of a driver and an emergency physician)
for the selected ambulance that is on standby. Again, one certainly wants to express
9 Domain

constraints are also referred to as state constraints or integrity constraints in the literature on
actions and change (e.g., [LR94, HR99]) because they describe the possible states of the world.
10 The notion of a protected part as a subset of a logical theory/knowledge base is used analogously,
for instance, in [Win88b, GS88, CKNZ10].
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that the crew is busy upon successful execution. Clearly, the crew is not provided as an
input to the service but we shall assume that it can be retrieved in the process of precondition checking from the information in the KB; that is, it is returned as a solution
if the precondition is satisfied. Hence, one would use a “crew” variable in the effect
linked to a “crew” solution set variable in the precondition. Summing up, variables get
instantiated at execution time thereby grounding preconditions and effects.
As the expression language might be “too powerful”, the evaluation function might
be defined only for a subset of it (i.e., there can be classes of expressions for which it is
not possible to define meaningful semantics of the check and/or the update function).
Finally, since we aim at supporting automated precondition testing, effect application,
and reasoning about them, we require the evaluation function to be decidable in its
domain of definition.
Precondition System
Having introduced at an informal level the basics of a precondition system, we formally
define it as follows.
Definition 4.2 (Precondition System). Let L be a Description Logic and let K be the class of
L-knowledge bases. A precondition system is a pair PS = (L PS , f chk ) where L PS is a formal
language used to build expressions ϕ ∈ L PS and f chk : K × L PS → {true, false} is a partial
PS be the domain of
function such that f chk is decidable in its domain of definition. Let K × Lchk
PS ⊆ L PS . An expression ϕ ∈ L PS is called a precondition.
definition where Lchk
chk
The semantics of f chk (K, ϕ) is that it determines the truth-value of ϕ based on the KB
K at hand, which contains all the knowledge that, for instance, an execution engine actually has about the domain. Moreover, the exact semantics of f chk depends on whether
the OWA or the CWA is used (i.e., whether the KB is understood as an incomplete or
complete representation of the domain). We do not prescribe the adoption of either
paradigm as this is an application specific decision. However, in our implementation
described in Chapter 7 we will adopt the OWA.
Under the OWA, f chk (K, ϕ) returns true or false only if the truth-value of ϕ is either
explicitly known or can be inferred (according to the rules of inference defined by the
reasoning regime used) from what is explicitly known. A failure to proof ϕ to be false
due to lack of knowledge has to be considered as unknown; analogous for true. One
might be tempted to extend f chk under the OWA such that it maps into a ternary target
set {true, false, unknown}. However, under the principle of a conservative or cautious
system, a result of unknown should also be taken as false: without further assumptions
regarding error behavior of services/operations anything from success to harmful failure can happen if one would execute a service or an operation that has a precondition
whose truth-value cannot be determined based on the information available. Hence, execution carries an element of risk in this case. To make this more explicit, we formulate
the following general principle.
Prudence principle. If one cannot determine whether a required condition to proceed is satisfied based on the information available about an environment that is otherwise not known then
one should not proceed, as the consequences might not all be foreseeable.
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The only reasonable solution would be to expand efforts first in getting sufficient
knowledge (provided that one can afford to do so). Therefore, we propose a conservative behavior under the OWA such that f chk in Definition 4.2 considers an unknown
truth-value as false. In contrast, under the CWA, a failure to proof ϕ to be true implies that it is false. In other words, lack of knowledge of ϕ being true allows to infer
everything that follows from ϕ being false.
Observe that f chk (K, ϕ) = false has different consequences on reasoning under
the CWA versus the OWA. Whereas the CWA allows for additional inferences from the
implication of ϕ being false, the OWA does not so if f chk (K, ϕ) = false actually results
from an unknown truth-value of ϕ (i.e., one cannot infer anything from that in this case).
The same conservative behavior should be adopted for an L-knowledge base where
L is a modal logic in which the truth-value of an axiom or assertion in the KB can be
further qualified using the epistemic modal possibly operator ♦. If a precondition ϕ is
possibly true for all what is known – but not necessarily – then the opposite might as
well be the case; hence, f chk should return false in this case.
Effect System
The notion of an effect system is defined in a similar way to the precondition system.
Definition 4.3 (Effect System). Let L be a Description Logic, K the class of L-knowledge
bases, U the class of direct updates over L-ABoxes. An effect system is a pair ES = (L ES , f up )
ES
where L ES is a formal language used to build expressions ϕ ∈ L ES and f up : K × 2(L ) → U
ES
is a partial function that maps a set of L ES -expressions E ∈ 2(L ) into a direct update U ∈ U
ES
over the ABox A of K ∈ K such that f up is decidable in its domain of definition. Let K × 2(Lup )
ES ⊆ L ES . An expression ϕ ∈ L ES is called an effect.
be the domain of definition where Lup
up
The function f up (K, E) is understood as a realization of the belief update problem
for knowledge bases [FUV83, Win90], which can be formulated as follows: given K
being a representation of some domain, how should K be modified in the presence of
changes within the domain represented by E so that the updated KB K 0 still represents
the domain after the change? The goal is to capture these changes syntactically by the
direct update U that when applied to K yields K 0 (K =⇒U K 0 ). Since the TBox is a
protected part (see Assumption 5), U is obliged to affect the ABox only.
The reason for taking K as one argument (as opposed to just an ABox A) is that
this makes it possible to also take the TBox into account for determining U, which is an
ultimate requirement in order to be able to address the frame and ramification problem.
The reason for defining f up over a set of effect expressions E is that interdependencies
among a set of single effects might exist. While every sensible set of effects E should
be pairwise consistent and consistent with the TBox, in the ABox update problem, it is
naturally assumed that the effects in E may conflict (be inconsistent) with the existing
ABox. If consistency of the KB needs to be preserved then the latter implies the need for
a conflict resolution strategy embodied in the effect system.
Another reason for defining the notion of an effect system based on a function f up
is that this implies that it correctly represents deterministic operations/services (see
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Assumption 1); f up would not be a function under nondeterminism as the update U
given K and E might not be uniquely defined.
Apart from the restriction that effects do not extend to the TBox, Definition 4.3
provides several degrees of freedom on how concrete effect systems can be defined.
Notably, this includes the following: (i) effects might conflict with the existing ABox
thereby necessitating a conflict resolution strategy; (ii) it is not stated whether K must
be consistent for an effect to be applicable; (iii) the precise semantics of how E is represented in the updated KB is not defined, which includes, for instance, conditional effects
of the form ψ/ϕ where an effect ϕ is associated with a condition ψ that determines
whether ϕ is enabled or not; and (iv) nothing is said about the DL L nor L ES . Concrete
effect systems, however, might not exploit the full spectrum spanned by these options.
The main reason is that, depending on the expressivity of L, L ES , and the current state
of K (e.g., whether it is consistent or not), a decidable and practicable solution might not
exist in general. This can be reflected in part by syntactic restrictions; that is, prohibited
ES for which f
expressions in L ES \ Lup
up is not defined. Major aspects along which concrete effect systems can differ are therefore (i) the expressivity of L, L ES , (ii) restrictions
on the TBox (e.g., acyclic), and (iii) strategies to resolve conflicts. The former two are
relevant for retaining decidability and practicability of the belief update problem.
Classification of Effect Systems
A variety of proposals for semantics of updates to Propositional Logic and Description
Logic knowledge bases have appeared in the AI and database literature. It has been
argued in [Win90] that there is no update semantics that can be applied generally in
any setting. As pointed out in [Win88a], the different semantics can be classified as
either model-based or formula-based; with the possible models approach [Win88b, Her96] and
the possible worlds approach [GS88] being prominent representatives, respectively.11 No
matter which, the basic principle that can be found in all update semantics12 is that the
knowledge base ought to change in a minimal way so that only those things that are
forced to change by an effect are changed. This is inspired by Newton’s law of inertia.
As an example, consider the trigger ambulance service from Chapter 2. Suppose the
occupancy of available ambulances is represented in an ABox using assertions state(A1,
IDLE) and state(A1, BUSY) where A1 shall identify a concrete ambulance. Further,
suppose the only effect of trigger ambulance is that the selected ambulance changes its
state from idle to busy. Consequently, nothing but the ambulance that has been selected
(by the select ambulance service) should have changed state from idle to busy as a result
of execution of trigger ambulance.
The Katsuno and Mendelzon postulates (KM postulates for short) [KM91] have captured what is the essence of the update process in a formal while logic-based way and
also include a definition of the minimum principle. The authors argue that every sensible update semantics should satisfy these eight postulates. Yet it has been shown
11 In the classification of updates that takes a data management point of view (see Section 3.1.5) all these

semantics fall into the category of indirect update semantics (cf. Figure 3.1).
12 See [HR99] for a comparison of various model-based semantics and [FMK+ 08] for a broad review of
the research topic in relation to closely connected or overlapping research fields.
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in [HR99] that prominent update semantics violate some of the postulates. As a result,
they extracted uncontroversial postulates that are not violated by any of them.
As the minimum principle is sometimes too restrictive, the use of occlusions has
been proposed for action theories, which have also been applied in the context of services [BML+ 05]. In short, occlusions are used as a device to exempt particular parts of
the world state from the minimum principle under an update. In [BML+ 05], occlusions
are expressions in the form of ABox assertions meant to be listed as part of a service
description and are understood as occluding parts of the world state from the change
semantics (i.e., these parts may change arbitrarily). Since occlusions open the gates for
nondeterminism in the effects of services and their operations they are not considered
in this thesis (see Assumption 1).
Conversely to occlusions, one might want to represent rigid relations [GNT04] in the
knowledge base. In short, a rigid relation must not vary under an effect update nor
under any other update per definition (e.g., birthplace(J.S.BACH, EISENACH ) with
birthplace being a rigid role since the birthplace of a person cannot change over time).
Therefore, they can be understood as protected parts. However, rigid relations are ABox
assertions; hence, they are not covered by Assumption 5. Yet there are basically two
possibilities to represent them. First, in DLs having nominals one can use a technique to
internalize (relevant parts of) an ABox into a TBox [RPZ10]. Using this technique, ABox
assertions are rewritten as GCIs in the TBox in the following way:
a=b
a 6= b
C ( a)
R( a, b)

{ a } ≡ { b },
{ a } u { b } v ⊥,
{ a} v C,
{ a} v ∃ R.{b}, {b} v ∃ R− .{ a} .

This allows to move rigid relations into the TBox, thus, protecting them from changes
over time. The second possibility is to flag an ABox assertion α or even a role R indicating whether α respectively each assertion R( a, b) is to be interpreted as rigid or not.
This allows then to take into account the flag by an update procedure.
Model-based (MB) Under this paradigm, in which the OWA is usually adopted, an
effect ϕ ∈ E is applied to the individual models I of K such that each new (updated)
model I 0 satisfies ϕ, written I 0 |= ϕ (i.e., ϕ is true in each new model). Consequently, ϕ
expresses changes in an interpretation I rather than in a knowledge base K.13 We write
I =⇒ ϕ I 0 to denote the transition to the changed interpretation I 0 that incorporates ϕ
in some yet to be defined while minimal way; analogous for E. The classical meaning
of minimal change as proposed for Propositional Logic in [Win88b] is defined in terms
of a closeness relation between interpretations using symmetric set difference. One way
of transferring this principle to DL interpretations (see [CKNZ10]) is to understand an
interpretation I as a set of atoms A( a), R( a, b); that is,
A( a) ∈ I ⇔ aI ∈ AI
13 Recap

and

R( a, b) ∈ I ⇔ ( aI , bI ) ∈ RI .

that a knowledge base represents the knowledge that, for instance, an execution engine has
about the world, which is usually incomplete. In contrast, an interpretation is understood as a complete
description of the world in this paradigm.
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By using standard symmetric difference I 4 I 0 = (I \ I 0 ) ∪ (I 0 \ I), an interpretation
I 0 is strictly closer to I than I 00 if

I 4 I 0 ⊂ I 4 I 00 .
This can be easily brought into a distance function by taking the cardinality of the difference
dist(I , I 0 ) = |I 4 I 0 | .
In general, applying the effects ϕ ∈ E to I may result in a set of new interpretations,
which we will denote with E(I) (i.e., I 0 ∈ E(I)). A set of effects E is deterministic
in I if | E(I)| = 1 and nondeterministic in I if | E(I)| > 1 (e.g., for disjunctive effects
ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ). Conversely, there may be no successor model I 0 if an effect (or a set of effects)
is inconsistent with I (e.g., two effects ϕ1 = ¬ ϕ2 ). While one cannot generally know
in advance whether an effect is consistent with I , there is no value in a set of effects
E in which effects are not mutually consistent. We shall therefore assume that there
is an interpretation J that satisfies each ϕ ∈ E. It is clear that if I is a model of K
then I 0 should be a model of the updated knowledge base K 0 . Formally, given that
U = f up (K, E), I =⇒ E I 0 , and K =⇒U K 0 (see Definition 3.14) then

I 0 |= K 0 whenever I |= K, thus, K 0 is consistent whenever K is.
Moreover, if I |= ϕ for some ϕ ∈ E then I = I 0 . In words, the interpretation should
not change at all for each effect that is already satisfied, which relates to the principle of
minimal change.
Let M(K) be the set of models of a knowledge base K. Under a so-called exact
logical update [Liu10], the set of models of K 0 is required to be exactly that set resulting
from applying the effects in E to each model of K; that is, f up realizes a logical update if

M(K 0 ) =

[

E(I) .

(4.6)

I∈M(K)

This poses the following questions:
1. Given a DL L, does a decidable procedure exist under which Equation (4.6) is
generally ensured?14
2. Are there languages that are closed under such updates (i.e., is there a language L
in which the effects in E and the elements in U can always be represented)?15
3. If such a language exists, what is the size of U as a function of the overall input E
and the initial K (i.e., how does the size of the knowledge base change)?
The problem of model-based updates restricted to the ABox (which we are concerned
with) has been studied in [Liu10]. In this work it was shown that even the basic DLs
ALC , ALCO , and ALCQIO are not closed under logical updates to the ABox (i.e., it
14 Observe
15 Observe

that such a procedure would realize f up .
that this assumes that L is used for both effects and the knowledge base.
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is not possible in general to express the elements in U in these DLs) or it is unknown
whether this is possible (e.g., ALCQI ).16 Expressing logical updates becomes possible
only if these DLs are extended by the @ constructor known from Hybrid Logic [AdR00]
or by moving to closely related Boolean ABoxes [ABHM03], which allow for assertions
of the form α1 ∗ · · · ∗ αn where αi is either a concept or role assertion and ∗ is either
the Boolean connector ∧ or ∨. Therefore, weaker forms of updates have been studied
in [Liu10], namely approximate, projective, and approximate projective update. Yet only
some of the DLs mentioned are closed under these weaker updates while other still
require to resort to Boolean ABoxes or the @ constructor; for details we refer to [Liu10].
It was also shown in this work that in the worst-case the size of the updated ABox in
K 0 is exponential in the size of the ABox of K plus the size of E for logical updates
and polynomial for projective updates. Similarly, it was shown in [GLPR09] that also
DL-LiteF is not closed under logical ABox updates and therefore similar approximate
update semantics have been proposed with worst-case polynomial complexity. In fact,
in [CKNZ10] it was then shown that all the DLs in the DL-Lite family are not closed
under the model-based update (and even revision) paradigm due to implicit disjunction
intrinsically introduced by the principle of minimal change.
Formula-based (FB) Under this paradigm, the axioms and assertions in K itself are
the units of change (rather than interpretations as in MB). In short, given K and a set of
effects represented by E, the resulting direct update U contains a number of additions
that represent the effects ϕ ∈ E. We call this the primal update and denote it with Up .
Analogous to the MB paradigm, the following properties should be ensured for the
updated KB K 0 (which are a subset of the KM postulates):
• ∀ ϕ ∈ E : K 0 |= ϕ;
• if K |= ϕ then K 0 = K.
Under the premise that consistency is to preserved for K 0 , if E is inconsistent with K (i.e.,
as soon as there is an effect in E that contradicts with K) then U contains, in addition,
a number of deletes. We call this the concomitant update, denoted with Uc , such that,
finally, U = Up ∪ Uc . In this case, the idea is to choose a maximal subset Kmax ⊆ K
that is consistent with E (i.e., Uc deletes the difference K \ Kmax ).17 The problem here
is that, in general, there might exist more than one such maximal Kmax . As shown in
Example 4.1, this can also be the case for the ABox update problem we are concerned
with. Consequently, this calls for a strategy on how to come up with one updated KB.
Rather than a single obvious choice, there are basically two classes of possibilities to
this. First, a maximal Kmax is chosen based on some preference relation. This was
proposed in [CKNZ10], called bold semantics; though the authors do not address the
problem of appropriate preference relations. Second, all maximal Kmax are combined
into one. Several strategies have been advocated in the literature of which the crossproduct [FUV83] (CP) and the when in doubt throw it out approach [Gin86] (WIDTIO)
are prominent ones. Given K and a set of effects E, let max(K, E) denote the set of all
16 ALC ,

ALCO , ALCQI , ALCQIO are all sublanguages of SROIQ.
that for monotonic DLs deletion of existing axioms or assertions from K is sufficient to resolve
an inconsistency.
17 Recap
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b the combined KB. CP defines the combination as the disjunction,
maximal Kmax and K
whereby each Kmax is understood as a conjunction18 of its axioms and assertions
_

b CP =
K

Kmax .

Kmax ∈ max(K,E)

b CP can be exponenThis ensures that no information gets lost. The downside is that K
b CP , it might no longer
tially larger. Furthermore, since disjunction is needed to express K
be expressible in the DL used. WIDTIO defines the combination as the intersection
b WIDTIO =
K

\

Kmax .

Kmax ∈ max(K,E)

The advantage of WIDTIO is that it is easy to compute. As pointed out in [Win88b],
it also has a problem: progressively eliminating inconsistency (e.g., in the course of
execution of services) can lead to less and less knowledge since axioms and assertions
not in the intersection will be removed without further considerations.
Example 4.1
Consider the following knowledge base K and an update E expressed in the form of an
ABox assertion. In addition, suppose the UNA is not adopted.

K = {Fun( R); R( a, b), b 6= c}

E = { R( a, c)}

Simply adding R( a, c) to K clearly makes it inconsistent because R is functional and b, c
are declared to refer to different individuals. To resolve the inconsistency one can either
drop R( a, b) or the inequality assertion b 6= c. Consequently, there are two maximal
Kmax ; hence, at least two candidates for K 0 :

K10 = {Fun( R); b 6= c} ∪{ R( a, c)}
{z
}
|
Kmax 1

K20 = {Fun( R); R( a, b)} ∪{ R( a, c)}
|
{z
}
Kmax 2

Whereas K10 still entails b 6= c as in K, K20 now entails b = c. Consequently, the first
case prefers preservation of the interpretation of individual names over individual relations. The second case changes interpretation of names but preserves asserted re0
lations. Under WIDTIO combination of K10 and K20 , the updated KB is KWIDTIO
=
{Fun( R)} ∪ { R( a, c)}; thus, one looses the information regarding the (in)equality of b
and c. Observe that the indeterminism illustrated by this example disappears under the
UNA since synonyms cannot exist (i.e., (in)equality assertions are no longer needed).
The FB paradigm has also been criticised for the possibility of counterintuitive results (e.g., [BH93]). In particular, it has been shown in [Win88b] that in the presence
of incomplete information the frame and ramification problem are not correctly solved
18 Viewing

a KB K as a conjunction of its axioms and assertions is consistent with the definition that an
interpretation I satisfies K if it satisfies each axiom and assertion.
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since earlier FB update semantics considered only explicitly asserted knowledge but
disregard implicit knowledge that can be derived (deduced). Therefore, more recent approaches to formula-based update semantics such as [CKNZ10] consider the deductive
closure of a KB (i.e., all axioms and assertions that are entailed by a KB either explicitly
or implicitly by inference). On the other hand, it has also been argued in [CKNZ10] that
the KM-postulates are too strict in environments like the Web.
In summary, we conclude that there is still no single obvious approach available
that would be ideally satisfactory and universal in terms of expressivity, computational
properties, and avoiding unintuitive results. Moreover, we believe that it is necessary
to examine whether the MB and FB paradigms are actually different. The interesting
question is whether they can be mutually reduced or whether one is a proper subset of
the other. The former would mean that they are equivalent. We conjecture that this is
the case under the premise that one considers either the deductive knowledge closure
or the set of models. In other words, if this conjecture is true then one can define any
update semantic for DL knowledge bases equivalently in either way. Finally, an attempt
to overcome the co-existence of different calculi by a unified action calculus has been
published recently in [Thi11]. Yet it remains to be investigated whether it can be applied
for the representation of effects in the context of services and whether it provides a more
general approach.
Concrete Precondition Systems
We give DL-based implementations of f chk considering two different but related languages, thereby constituting two precondition systems:
(PS1) Conjunctive ABox queries (see Section 3.1.4) and the
(PS2) SPARQL query language [HS10] under the OWL 2 Direct Semantics Entailment
Regime [GO10, Section 6] to ensure correct OWL DL semantics. We note that
this approach is similar to the one presented in [SMM10].
Consequently, a precondition is expressed in terms of a query. For both (PS1) and (PS2),
the DL L used can be SROIQ(D) or any sublanguage (i.e., any expressivity level up to
OWL 2 DL). Regarding expressive power of queries, the main difference between them
is that (PS1) allows for preconditions over the ABox of a knowledge base only while
(PS2) allows formulating preconditions (i) over both the TBox and the ABox (i.e., over
general domain constraints and the world state) and (ii) a particular form of higher order queries where variables can occur in the position of concept names and role names.
More precisely, a SPARQL query can contain basic graph patterns that, when written as
ABox query atoms, have the form
C?( x )

and

R?( x, y)

(4.7)

where C? and R? is a variable that can be substituted by a concept name or role name,
respectively, x is either a variable or and individual name, and y is either a variable, an
individual if R? is bound to an abstract role, or a data value if R? is bound to a concrete
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role.19 Moreover, the SPARQL approach allows queries over annotations of an OWL KB
so that even the non-logical information part can be included.
No matter which of the two precondition systems is used, the basic idea is that if q
is a query in either of them and K is the information source queried then
(
true
if K |= q
f chk (K, q) =
(4.8)
false otherwise .
Consequently, precondition testing is reduced to query entailment checking if q does
not contain solution set variables (i.e., for Boolean queries) and query answering otherwise. This also means that precondition testing inherits decidability and computational complexity properties resulting from the expressivity of the actual DL L used
(e.g., if L is OWL 2 EL then combined query answering complexity for (PS1) is PSpacecomplete [MGH+ 09]; see also Section 3.1.4). Finally, observe that Equation (4.8) adheres
to the prudence principle no matter whether CWA or OWA is adopted.
The variables occurring in a query q are linked to profile parameters as follows; these
interrelations are depicted in Figure 4.4. Let Var(q) be the possibly empty set of variables
of a query q in either of the languages. If Var(q) is non-empty then it is one- up to threepartitioned into any combination of solution set variables VarS , initially bound variables
Var I , and undistinguished variables VarU (e.g., Var(q) is two-partitioned if there are solution set and initially bound variables in q but no undistinguished variables). Note that
undistinguished variables are understood as blank nodes in SPARQL. Each solution set
variable v ∈ VarS is referred to by an effect atom, thereby grounding the effect atom
(see next subsection). Each variable v ∈ Var I refers to a representative Re[i ] of an input
or non-functional profile parameter Pa. This means that such a variable is substituted
by Re[i ] already before query execution; one can also say that v is instantiated by Re[i ].
Each undistinguished variable v ∈ VarU cannot be linked at all (i.e., they are not used
to relate parts of a precondition to profile parameters nor to effects). Finally, links are
required to be compatible. A link between a representative Re[i ] of a profile parameter
Pa and a variable v is compatible if
Re[i ]( Pa) is an individual ↔ v occurs at the position of an individual,
Re[i ]( Pa) is a lexical form ↔ v occurs at the position of a lexical form.

(4.9)

If q has solution set variables then it might be the case that its execution yields multiple solutions (results) in K. As an example, consider the following precondition expressed as an ABox query
Person( x ) ∧ CreditCard(y) ∧ hasCreditCard( x, y) ∧ validity(y, VALID) .
Suppose this precondition is specified for the shipment service of the book seller scenario from Chapter 2. It states that a person is required to have a valid credit card. Further, suppose that x is an initially bound variable (i.e., it refers to an input; hence, the
actual person individual is determined by this input) and y is a result set variable (i.e.,
19 In

terms of FOL this means that variables can be used in the position of predicates (but not in the
position of quantifiers and connectors.)
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Figure 4.4: Links between representatives of profile parameters and variables in preconditions and effects (dotted lines represent possible links).

it is referred to by an effect). If this precondition is executed against a KB K in which
the person is known to have n > 1 valid credit cards then there are n solutions for y.
This poses the question which is the “best” solution to chose? In fact, this involves another question that has to be answered prior to that: Is such a situation allowed at all? It
turns out that this depends on the actual use case; hence, it has to be answered individually. If any of the returned solutions can be chosen then such a situation is obviously
allowed (i.e., it does not matter which solution is chosen). Otherwise there would be
either a preference for a particular solution or a requirement that there must be at most
one solution. While (PS2) allows for expressing such preferences over solutions (i.e., a
ranking) as part of q by means of solution modifiers for ordering, this is not possible
with (PS1). On the other hand, a requirement of at most one solution is not expressible
in either of them. In fact, it is not difficult to see that such a requirement is a general
domain constraint (e.g., each person might have at most one valid credit card, though
this particular case clearly would not match well with reality). Consequently, it would
have to be declared and enforced outside of preconditions.
As a matter of SPARQL’s grounding in RDF graph matching, (PS2) requires the KB
to be represented in the form of RDF triples (see Section 3.3.4), which makes the use of
an OWL knowledge base W (see Definition 3.16) a natural consequence. Note that the
use of an OWL knowledge base shall not imply that the full OWL expressivity spectrum
is used in a certain domain of application; it might be a less expressive subset such as an
OWL profile (see Section 3.3.3) or a sub DL. Also, we note that conjunctive ABox queries
can be translated into SPARQL queries given that an appropriate entailment regime is
used (i.e., the expressivity of SPARQL includes the former). In fact, this translation is
straightforward and will be detailed in Section 7.2.1 when we describe our prototype
implementation, which supports (PS2) and a slightly more expressive variant of (PS1).
Finally, we note that the use of the query language SPARQL-DL [SP07] constitutes
another example for a precondition system where f chk is again Equation (4.8). The expressive power of SPARQL-DL is stronger than ABox queries because the TBox can
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be queried and the same form of higher order queries can be formulated (see Equation (4.7)). However, it is weaker than SPARQL under the OWL 2 direct semantics
entailment regime because filter constraints (e.g., regular expressions over data values)
and solution modifiers (e.g., ordering, limiting the number of solutions) do not exist. On
the other hand, SPARQL-DL provides a more OWL friendly syntax because its syntax
is closely related to the functional-style syntax for OWL. Also, a knowledge base need
not be represented by RDF triples.
Concrete Effect System
We give a DL-based implementation of f up considering positive and negative ABox assertions as effect expressions. In the most general case, an effect ϕ is defined as follows:
ϕ := A( x ) | R( x, y) | ¬ A( x ) | ¬ R( x, y)

(4.10)

where A is a concept name (A ∈ VC ), R is either an abstract or concrete role name (R ∈
VOP ∪ VDP ), and the same rules apply to x, y as for conjunctive ABox query atoms (i.e.,
they can be variables, individuals, or lexical forms depending on the position where
they occur and the role type, see Section 3.1.4). The first two forms are the positive
while the latter two are the negative effects.
Following the formula-based approach for ABox updates proposed in [CKNZ10],
we consider DL-LiteF R [CGL+ 07] (which is the basis of OWL 2 QL) and adoption of the
UNA.20 Together this ensures that the direct update U resulting from applying a set of
effects E in the form given by Equation (4.10) to K is (i) uniquely defined and that (ii)
the elements in U are expressible in the same DL. As a consequence of (i) the problem
of how to make a choice between multiple minimal knowledge bases (cf. Example 4.1)
does not exist. Due to availability of existential restriction in DL-LiteF R , effects are,
however, not necessarily deterministic in general, which will be detailed at the end of
this subsection. Likewise, not imposing additional syntactic restrictions on TBoxes then
effects may imply ramifications (i.e., implicit effects).
We show that U is still uniquely defined when DL-LiteF R is extended with (i) full
existential restriction ∃ R.C, (ii) concrete roles, (iii) all additional role types introduced
with SROIQ except transitive roles, (iv) role disjointness axioms, and (v) negated role
assertions ¬ R( a, b). We call the extended version DL-Lite++
F R . Similarly, the extension to
conditional effects of the form ψ/ϕ where ψ is a condition determining whether the effect
ϕ is enabled is straightforward and does not pose any problems, but is not considered
further here.
In short, DL-Lite++
F R is syntactically defined as follows. If A ∈ VC is a concept, S ∈
VOP and T ∈ VDP are abstract and concrete roles, respectively, then the following are
also concepts, roles:
B := A | ∃ R.C | ∃ T.dr

C := B | ¬ B

R := S | S−

where dr is a data range. TBox axioms are of the form:
Fun( R)
Dis( R1 , R2 )
20 The

Asy( R)
Dis( T1 , T2 )

Sym( R)
BvC

Ref ( R)
T1 v T2

Irr( R)
R1 v R2

assumption of unique names is common to all standard action theories [Liu10, Thi11].
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such that neither Fun( R2 ) nor Fun( R2− ) is in the TBox. ABox assertions are of the form:
A( a)

¬ A( a)

R( a, b)

¬ R( a, b)

T ( a, v)

¬ T ( a, v) .

The semantics of these constructs is defined in the standard way as introduced in Section 3.1. Also, note that B1 t B2 v C can be encoded by two inclusions B1 v C, B2 v C;
B v C1 u C2 can be encoded by B v C1 , B v C2 ; disjointness of two concepts B1 , B2 can
be encoded by B1 v ¬ B2 ; and Sym( R) is syntactic sugar since it is equivalent to R− v R.
Let L ES be the set of possible effects in the form given by Equation (4.10) such that all
symbols are taken from a given vocabulary (VC , VOP , VDP , VI , V LS ) and a set of variable
names VV . Then the effect system is:
(ES1) L ES with DL-Lite++
F R -knowledge bases, adoption of the UNA, and formulabased update semantics as detailed below.
By recalling what has been discussed before when we introduced the notion of an effect
system, we make the following assumption specific to this effect system:
(A6) Given a consistent knowledge base K = (T , A), a set of effects E is consistent
with T but may be inconsistent with A.
The semantics of the four types of effects in Equation (4.10) is defined as follows. Let
ϕ be an effect in either form and I , I 0 be interpretations that (i) share the same domain
0
∆I = ∆I , (ii) include the same datatype map D , and that (iii) agree on interpretation
0
of individual names, that is, aI = aI for each individual name a ∈ VI . Note that we
do not need to state (iii) analogously for lexical forms since this is implicitly ensured by
saying that I , I 0 include the same datatype map D . Finally, let yID be a short form for
yI if y is an individual name and yD if y is a lexical form. Then K 0 accomplishes the
application of E to K if I , I 0 are models of K, K 0 , respectively, and the following holds:


I ∈ AI 0


ϕ
=
A
(
x
)
then
x



0 


I
ID
I
ϕ = R( x, y)
then ( x , y ) ∈ R
for each model I 0 of K 0 . (4.11)
∀ ϕ ∈ E : if
0
I
I


ϕ = ¬ A( x )
then x 6∈ A



0 


I
ID
I
ϕ = ¬ R( x, y) then ( x , y ) 6∈ R
Observe that the meaning of a negative effect is that I 0 |= ¬ ϕ rather than I 0 6|= ϕ. Consequently, such an effect is not a knowledge retraction. Furthermore, Equation (4.11)
implies that K 0 is consistent but it does not yet show how to deal with the situation
when an effect is inconsistent with the ABox of K, which will be addressed below.
In order for an effect ϕ to be applicable to K, ϕ must be ground; that is, variables in ϕ
must have been instantiated either by an individual name or a lexical form. Therefore,
it is to be ensured at design time of a service description that a variable in an effect is
linked either to a solution set variable of a precondition or a representative of a profile
parameter such that the link is compatible as stated by Condition (4.9). This way all
variables get instantiated at runtime (i.e., when a service instance is executed).
From Equation (4.11) we can directly derive the primal update Up . The only significant detail is to distinguish between OWA and CWA. A positive effect ϕ as well as a
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negative effect ¬ ϕ is directly added to the ABox under the OWA due to fact that negative information needs to be maintained equally to positive information.21 Under the
CWA, however, a negative effect ¬ ϕ need not be added. Recap, under the CWA it holds
that K 6|= ϕ implies K |= ¬ ϕ. Observe that it would not harm to add ¬ ϕ; it is just not
necessary. In addition, and irrespective of OWA versus CWA, we need to ensure that
in case the complement of an effect to be added is entailed by K, no matter whether
explicitly or implicitly by inference, it must no longer be entailed by K 0 . Hence, the
complement needs to be deleted if it is explicitly asserted. If the complement is implicitly entailed by K then one needs to find and delete those assertions in A that endorse
the entailment. By slightly adapting Algorithm 2 shown in Appendix A.1 one gets an
algorithm that finds them. In summary, given K = (T , A) and E then either
Up = {K + ϕ | ϕ ∈ E} ∪
{K − ¬ ϕ | ϕ ∈ E, ¬ ϕ ∈ A} ∪ {K − ψ | ψ |=K ¬ ϕ and ϕ ∈ E} (4.12)
{z
} |
{z
}
|
delete complement ¬ ϕ of effect
ϕ that is explicit in A

delete assertions ψ that implicitly
entail complement ¬ ϕ of effect ϕ

under OWA, or rather
Up = {K + ϕ | ϕ ∈ E and ϕ one of A( a), R( a, b)} ∪
{K − ¬ ϕ | ϕ ∈ E, ¬ ϕ ∈ A} ∪ {K − ψ | ψ |=K ¬ ϕ and ϕ ∈ E} (4.13)
under CWA.
As stated before, if K 0 would become inconsistent by simply applying Up to K then
one deletes a minimal number of assertions from A that cause the inconsistency. Formally,
Uc = {K − ϕ | ϕ ∈ A, ϕ 6∈ E, and ϕ causes inconsistency}

(4.14)

and finally
f up (K, E) = Up ∪ Uc .
Clearly, we need to detail how Uc is determined. We first show that Uc is unique in
general regardless of K and E; hence, there is exactly one K 0 . In order to proof this we
need to find all minimal combinations of axioms/assertions that lead to inconsistency.
By showing that for each combination there is a single way of resolving the inconsistency we are done; if there were multiple ways then this would imply the need to make
a nondeterministic choice.
The following chain of argumentation is based on [CKNZ10, Section 5]. We include
transitive roles (Tra( R)) in order to show that they lead to two ways of resolving an
inconsistency, which justifies why DL-Lite++
F R is restricted in this regard. Let LTra be
++
DL-LiteF R extended by transitive role axioms.
21 If

a KB entails ϕ and there is an effect ¬ ϕ then we can alternatively establish knowledge retraction
semantics for negative effects by ensuring that the updated KB no longer entails ϕ.
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Table 4.1: Combinations of TBox axioms and ABox assertions that cause KB inconsistency for LTra and in the absence of the UNA. For the sake of brevity, we slightly abuse
our notational conventions (see Section 3.1.1) since we use a, b, c at the filler position
also for lexical forms if R is a concrete role.
TBox

Dis(C, D )
Dis( R, S)
Tra( R)

ABox
C ( a ), ¬ C ( a )
R( a, b), ¬ R( a, b)
R( a, b), ¬ R− (b, a) or R− ( a, b), ¬ R(b, a)
C ( a ), D ( a )
R( a, b), S( a, b)
R( a, b), R(b, c), ¬ R( a, c)

TBox
Fun( R)
Fun( R− )
Asy( R)
Sym( R)
Ref ( R)
Irr( R)

ABox
R( a, b), R( a, c), b 6= c
R( a, b), R(c, b), a 6= c
R( a, b), R(b, a)
R( a, b), ¬ R(b, a)
¬ R( a, a)
R( a, a)

Analyzing when an LTra -KB becomes inconsistent under addition of new LTra -ABox
assertions and in the absence of the UNA then one finds exactly the following cases.
First, if a single assertion C ( a) is added for an unsatisfiable concept C v ⊥. Second,
in any of the cases shown in Table 4.1. Out of these cases only those are relevant in
which three (or more) assertions lead to an inconsistency. This is the case for transitive,
functional, and inverse-functional roles. Each of them leads to indeterminism regarding which assertion to delete. It is easily seen that it is sufficient to delete either of
the three assertions to resolve the inconsistency; hence, there is a choice. By disallowing transitive roles, this case ceases to exist. Furthermore, adopting the UNA renders
(in)equality assertions unnecessary (cf. Example 4.1); hence, the two remaining cases of
inverse-functional and functional roles “shrink” to two assertions. Consequently, there
can only be cases where one or two assertions lead to inconsistency, which leads us to
the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4 (Adapted version of [CKNZ10, Lemma 12]). Let T ∪ A be an DL-Lite++
F R -KB.
If T ∪ A is inconsistent then there is a subset A0 ⊆ A with at most two assertions such that
T ∪ A0 is inconsistent.
What is left to be shown is that there is a single choice if an inconsistency arises
from two conflicting assertions. Observe that the case where already a single assertion ϕ causes inconsistency is not relevant because ϕ is inconsistent with the TBox and
therefore precluded by Assumption 6.
Let A+ , A− be the set of assertions that are added respectively deleted by a primal
update Up (Up is defined according to Equation (4.12) resp. Equation (4.13) depending
on whether OWA, CWA is used). Lemma 4.4 implies that if T ∪ (A \ A− ) ∪ A+ is
inconsistent then there are two assertions ϕ, ψ such that T ∪ { ϕ, ψ} is inconsistent. The
assertions ϕ, ψ can neither be both in (A \ A− ) nor both in A+ since either (A \ A− )
or A+ would be inconsistent then, which contradicts Assumption 6; observe that if
(A \ A− ) is inconsistent so is A due to monotonicity of satisfiability. Suppose ϕ ∈ A+
and ψ ∈ (A \ A− ). Since ϕ has to be added in order to accomplish the update, deletion
of ψ is implied, which leads us to the summarizing theorem.
Theorem 4.5 (Adapted version of [CKNZ10, Theorem 13]). The concomitant update Uc for
a set of (ES1)-effects E to be applied to a DL-Lite++
F R -KB K is uniquely defined.
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Using the algorithms listed in Appendix A.1 we can compute Uc . They are extended
versions of the corresponding algorithms in [CKNZ10] that take into account the additional features of DL-Lite++
F R.
There are two remarks concerning determinism and ramifications in the presence
of a TBox in order. First, restricting effects such that only primitive concepts and roles
are used precludes ramifications. This is easily seen by recalling that ramifications are
introduced by concept/role inclusions. For instance, an effect A( x ) and an inclusion
A v B in the TBox makes B( x ) an implicit effect of A( x ); analogous for roles. Since the
criterion for being primitive is that a concept or role never occurs on the left-hand side
of inclusions in a TBox, it becomes evident why primitive concepts/roles cannot cause
ramifications. Second, under the further restriction that for every inclusion A v C in the
TBox such that A is used by an effect then (ES1) is guaranteed to be deterministic only if
C is not defined using ∃ R. As pointed out independently in [Mil08] and [CKNZ10], existential restriction can lead to unintuitive ramifications, attributed as a “’higher degree’
of nondeterminism” in [Mil08].22 Example 4.2 illustrates this.
Example 4.2
Consider the following TBox, ABox, and effect:

T = {Patient v ∃treatedBy.Physician, RetiredPhysician v ¬(∃treadedBy− .Patient)}
A = {Patient(ALICE), Physician(BOB), treatedBy(ALICE, BOB)}
ϕ = RetiredPhysician(BOB)
In words, being a patient implies being treated by a physician, retired physicians do not
have patients, Alice is a patient treated by the physician Bob, but Bob retires, which is
represented by ϕ. One can see that besides switching Bob from a physician to a retired
physician, the assertion that Alice is treated by Bob needs to be deleted in order to retain
consistency; hence, the updated ABox is

A0 = {Patient(ALICE), RetiredPhysician(BOB)} .
A0 entails that Alice is treated by some physician (which we do not know) since she is
still a patient. Hence, the only option regarding Alice is that somehow she has immediately found another physician that treats her now. The option that she is (temporarily)
no patient is not considered.
The problem with Example 4.2 is that the update only makes explicit the new state
of Bob but “forgot” to be explicit about Alice’s new state, or to be more general, the
new state of all patients treated by Bob. In a way, the update is underspecified. One
could resolve the indeterminism by enriching the update with the missing information,
perhaps in an interactive way. This also gives raise to the idea of having an analogue to
integrity constraint checking in databases. Having such a device, an update in which
22 Nondeterminism

is similarly introduced if C is defined using disjunction (t) or universal restriction
(∀ R), which are however not present in DL-Lite++
F R.
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Bob retires would be rejected by the system if this is not accompanied by stating what
happens with all its patients – are they no longer patients versus treated by another
physician.
Related DL-based Approaches
Concluding this section, we would like to mention that formula-based effect semantics have also been considered in [Sir06, SMM10], which would constitute similar effect
systems. While [SMM10] lacks details on how to choose a maximal Kmax in case of a
conflict between an effect and the current state in the ABox, [Sir06] considers the use
of the axiom pinpointing reasoning service [SC03, Kal06] to find the ABox assertions that
contradict with an effect.23 However, it is unclear whether an update resulting from
the application of a set of effects is uniquely defined in general. The approach first
presented in [BML+ 05] and gradually advanced in [LLMW06, BLL10] essentially constitutes an effect system with model-based semantics. Especially the latest extension to
general TBoxes combined with the representation of causal relationships appears to be
an interesting alternative to investigate further.

4.2.3

Profile, Operation, and Service

We are now at the point where we can introduce formal definitions for profiles, operations, and services themselves, which is done in this order as they build upon each
other. We tacitly assume that each of these definitions serve as the basis for declarative
descriptions thereof.
Profile
Resuming Section 4.1.5, a profile consists of the five types of properties and is formally
defined as follows.
Definition 4.6 (Profile). A profile is a 5-tuple Pr = ( I, O, P, E, N ) where
• I is a finite set of input parameters such that ∀i1 , i2 ∈ I : id(i1 ) 6= id(i2 );
• O is a finite set of output parameters such that ∀o1 , o2 ∈ O : id(o1 ) 6= id(o2 );
• P is a finite set of preconditions;
• E is a finite set of effects;
• N is a finite set of non-functional parameters such that ∀n1 , n2 ∈ N : id(n1 ) 6= id(n2 ).
We will write Pr.I, Pr.O, Pr.P, Pr.E, and Pr.N to denote respective sets of a profile
Pr. Note that each set I, O, P, E, N may possibly be empty; the profile where all sets are
empty is correspondingly called the empty profile. The additional requirement on names
23 In

[Kal06] a black-box approach is described that relies only on a sound and complete reasoner for
a particular DL, thus, is independent of the DL used. In addition, a glass-box approach tailored to a
particular reasoner and to SHOIN (D) has also been described and implemented.
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(identifiers) of input, output, and non-functional profile parameters ensures that they
can be uniquely identified even if they are equivalent.
Example 4.3
Recall the find book service and the order & pay service from Section 2.1. Suppose
their profile is denoted with Pr1 and Pr2 , respectively. Furthermore, suppose there is
an ontology (that has been loaded into a KB) consisting of the concepts CreditCardNo,
ISBN, BookInfo, Customer, Receipt, and that there is a data range int. The input and
output sets (I, O) would then be specified as follows:
Pr1 .I
Pr1 .O
Pr2 .I
Pr2 .O

= { SEARCH PARAM :BookInfo},
= { ISBN :ISBN},
= { AMOUNT :int, CC N O :CreditCardNo, CUST :Customer, ISBN :ISBN},
= { ACK :Receipt} .

Consequently, all parameters are general except for AMOUNT, which is concrete. Suppose the parameters CC N O, ISBN, CUST, and AMOUNT have one representative where
the former two shall be strings, the third an individual, and the latter an integer. If Pr2
is supposed to specify a precondition requiring the credit card to be valid and the book
available from stock then it might be expressed by a conjunctive ABox query
Pr2 .P = {validity( x, Valid) ∧ inStock(y, z)}
where x links to Re[1]( CC N O ), y to Re[1]( ISBN ), z to Re[1]( AMOUNT ), and validity, inStock are roles in the domain ontology. Finally, Pr2 might specify an effect stating that
the customer owns the book
Pr2 .E = {ownsBook(u, y)}
where u links to Re[1]( CUST ) and ownsBook is yet another role in the domain ontology.

Operation
Resuming Section 4.1.2, an operation is supplemented by a name and formally defined
as follows.
Definition 4.7 (Operation). An operation is a 3-tuple Op = (id, Pr, Gr ) where id is the
name (or identifier) of the operation, Pr is a profile, and Gr is a grounding.
Analogous to a profile parameter, the name of an operation is merely intended for
identification purposes (cf. Section 4.2.1). The grounding Gr cannot be defined in more
detail at the level of the system model since it is implementation-specific; hence, we
abstract from technical details. Also, notice that the definition abstracts from whether
an operation is one-way or request-reply; although it should be clear that a non-empty
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set of outputs in the profile of an operation implies that it is request-reply. Protocol
semantics of operations are addressed in the process model.
If we allow nil at the position of the grounding in Definition 4.7 (i.e., where no
grounding is provided) then we can also represent abstract operations. Operations are
implemented otherwise.
Definition 4.7 can be extended easily such that one can represent operations with
multiple implementations (the motivation of which has been discussed in Section 4.1.2):
instead of the single profile Pr and the grounding Gr one defines an operation as a pair
Op = (id, PG ) where PG is a non-empty set of pairs of the form ( Pr, Gr ) such that for
each pair ( Pr1 , Gr1 ), ( Pr2 , Gr2 ) ∈ PG, the profiles Pr1 and Pr2 differ at most in their
preconditions and non-functional parameters. The additional restriction on profiles is
a consequence of the obvious requirement that all implementations of an operation are
functionally equivalent (see Section 4.1.3). Since differences are possible for preconditions and non-functional properties, implementations may vary regarding required
conditions for being operable and may come with differing quality characteristics.
We define the trivial while special-purpose no-op operation, denoted with NOP, that
presents the empty profile and has no grounding:
NOP = (“no-op”, ({}, {}, {}, {}, {}), nil)
According to what we have stated, NOP is abstract. This shall not worry us since an
implementation would not do anything anyway. Although NOP rather lacks practical
relevance, it is mentioned here because it is used later on as an ancillary tool.
Service
Apart from the elements that we have already formally introduced, a service includes
two more elements: a control flow graph and a data flow graph. Both will be introduced
afterwards in Section 4.3 since they represent the process model of a service, which we
shall feature in its own section.
Definition 4.8 (Service). A service is a 5-tuple Sc = (id, Pr, U , Gcf , Gdf ) where id is the name
(or identifier) of the service, Pr is a profile, U is a finite, non-empty set of functional units that
the service is composed of, Gcf is the control flow graph over elements in U , and Gdf is the
•
data flow graph over elements in U . Given a service Sc, an instance of Sc is denoted with Sc.
A service is atomic if |U | = 1 and the single functional unit u ∈ U is an operation. Otherwise,
if |U | > 1 then it is composite. Finally, given two services Scsub and Sc, Scsub is called a sub
service of Sc if Scsub ∈ Sc.U .
Because an atomic service consists of a single operation, their profiles are the same.
Extending Definition 4.8 such that a service can present multiple profiles (the motivation
of which has been discussed in Section 4.1.1 and 4.1.5) is easily achieved by replacing
Pr with a set of profiles, say P , defined to be finite and non-empty. Doing so spawns
an orthogonal dimension to the atomic versus composite dimension. If P contains only
one profile then we shall call the service simple and complex otherwise.
Analogous to the no-op operation but by a slight abuse of Definition 4.8 we can
also model the no-op service; that is, a service that presents the empty profile only, is
composed of nothing, and has an empty control and data flow.
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The process model introduced in the following builds on the well-studied and established P ETRI net formalism (PN) [Mur89], which is also well-known for its application
to Workflow and Business Process modelling (e.g., [Aal98, SW01, AHW03, AS11]). It
formalizes two key aspects. First, the dynamic behavior occurring in the course of an execution. Second, the structure especially of composite services. Applying the definitions
given in [ALRL04] to services, the behavior is what is done when a service is executed
to implement its functionality. The structure is what enables it to generate the behavior. Since the process model provides the means to make this structure and behavior
explicit, one can say that a service is viewed as a white box. This completes the image
of services that was started with the black box view in the service model.
In the process model, the structure is made up of two parts. First, a control flow that
represents the routing along the invocations of operations and sub services a service
is composed of (i.e., a precedence order, branching, and synchronisations). Second, a
data flow that accompanies the control flow by representing the routing of data (e.g.,
an output that is consumed as an input by a subsequent operation). This section is
correspondingly divided into two main subsections.
There are two important points to understand about the process model. First, the execution of a concrete service instance – its process instance – corresponds to an instance
of a PN. Up to this point, different service instances are independent from each other,
no matter whether of the same type of service or of different ones. In other words, up
to the PN formalism used by the process model, the structure and behavior of single
service instances is represented in an isolated manner and inter-process concurrency is
not further considered. However, our process model combines execution semantics of
the control flow with the preconditions and especially the effects that are created in the
course of service execution in a KB and shows when updates are applied to the KB.
Therefore, whether different service instances are isolated from each other depends on
the assumptions made on the scope of the KB. If the KB is shared so that it (i) represents
the state of affairs in an application domain, (ii) is used to check preconditions, and
(iii) if effects from different and possibly concurrent executions are applied to it then
interdependencies that might exist among service instances in the application domain
are considered. This relationship is represented by distinguishing between a local and
global execution state.

4.3.1

Control Flow

The invocation of services and operations in the form of request-reply or one-way interactions essentially constitutes a discrete process with discrete state changes over time.
This makes the PN formalism an almost natural choice to describe such processes because their state-transition semantics fits well to that. Moreover, the PN formalism is
general enough to (i) represent concurrency and to (ii) map control constructs existing in prominent process modeling frameworks onto PNs (e.g., BPEL [SS04, OVA+ 07,
Loh08, LVOS09], OWL-S [NM02, BCI09]), thereby ascribing precise operational execution semantics to the control constructs existing in these languages.
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Before we introduce the formal model of the control flow, we will introduce the
basics of the P ETRI net formalism subsequently required, which follows closely [Mur89,
EKR95, Aal98]. Readers familiar with PNs and the notion of WorkFlow nets might skim
through the following sub section.
Petri Nets and WorkFlow Nets
In its basic form, a P ETRI net (PN) is a bipartite directed graph G = (P, T, F). Nodes are
divided into the finite set of place nodes P and the finite set of transition nodes T
P = { p1 , p2 , . . . , p m }

and

T = { t1 , t2 , . . . , t n } .

The set of edges F for such graphs is is called the flow relation and either connects a
place node to a transition node or vice versa (but never two transitions or two places).
Formally,
F ⊆ (P × T) ∪ (T × P) .
Observe that F restricts every pair of nodes to be connected by at most one edge. F is
acyclic iff for each pair ( x, y) ∈ F then (y, x ) 6∈ F∗ where F∗ is the transitive closure of F.
A path W from a node x1 to a node xk is a sequence W = h x1 , x2 , . . . , xk i such that
( xi , xi+1 ) ∈ F for 1 ≤ i < k (i.e., ( x1 , xk ) ∈ F∗ ). A node y is said to be on a path between
node x and node z iff ( x, y) ∈ F∗ and (y, z) ∈ F∗ . A path W is elementary [Aal98,
Definition 6] iff all nodes on W are unique; that is, iff for any two nodes xi , x j on W
and i 6= j implies xi 6= x j . Observe that an elementary path is acyclic. A PN is strongly
connected iff there exists a path from every node to every other node in P ∪ T.
If there is a directed edge from one node to another, the former is called the input node
for the latter, while the latter is called the output node of the former. More generally, the
pre-set and post-set of a place p ∈ P is denoted with • p and p•, respectively. Analogously,
the pre-set and post-set of a transition t ∈ T is denoted with •t and t•, respectively.
Formally, these sets are defined as follows:

• p = {t | t ∈ T and (t, p) ∈ F},

p• = {t | t ∈ T and ( p, t) ∈ F},

and

•t = { p | p ∈ P and ( p, t) ∈ F},

t• = { p | p ∈ P and (t, p) ∈ F} .

The set of initial and final places (a.k.a. source and sink places) is denoted with Pi and
Pf , respectively, and defined as follows
Pi = { p | p ∈ P and • p = ∅}

and

Pf = { p | p ∈ P and p• = ∅} .

Inspired by [EKR95], we call the union Pi ∪ Pf the interface of G.24
A free-choice PN is a PN where every arc is either the only incoming arc to a transition
or is the only outgoing arc from a place, that is,

∀ p1 , p2 ∈ P : p1 • ∩ p2 • 6= ∅ implies | p1 •| = | p2 •| = 1 .
24 This

slightly differs from [EKR95, Definition 5.1] where the authors essentially consider PNs with
exactly one initial and final place each (similar to WorkFlow nets) and define the interface as the union of
these two places.
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A marking M of a PN is an assignment of a number of tokens to a place node (i.e., the
distribution of tokens over place nodes). Formally, it is described as the function
M : P → N0
and where M ( p) denotes the number of tokens at place p ∈ P and marking M. A
marking can equally be understood as a multiset over the place nodes or as an element
of the Cartesian product (N0 )|P| . A marked PN is denoted with G = (P, T, F, M0 ) where
M0 is the initial marking.
The algebraic structure of a PN G = (P, T, F) can be graphically represented. The
common convention is to represent a place p ∈ P by a circle, a transition t ∈ T by a
rectangle, a pair of nodes ( x, y) ∈ F by a directed arc pointing from x to y, and the
number of tokens at a place p by an equal number of points drawn inside the circle
representing p (see Figure 4.5 for an example).
There are various extensions to the basic formalism such as token capacities for
places, associating duration or delay with places/transitions/tokens, or Coloured Petri
nets [Jen87] where tokens are distinguishable by associating them with a value. None of
these extensions is required in the context of this thesis. Instead of extending the basic
formalism, there are also well known restrictions such as the ones already seen (acyclic,
free-choice) or state machines where transitions are restricted to have at most one incoming and outgoing edge, which essentially rules out concurrency. In the process model,
we particularly consider a simplified form of so-called WorkFlow nets [vdA97, Aal98].25
For this reason, we quote its definition here (notation and terminology slightly adapted).
Definition 4.9 (WorkFlow Net [Aal98, Definition 6]). A Petri net G = (P, T, F) is a WorkFlow net iff:
(1) G has two special places: pi and pf . Place pi is the initial place: • pi = ∅. Place pf is the
final place: pf • = ∅.
(2) If we add a transition t∗ to G which connects place pf with pi (i.e., •t∗ = { pf } and
t∗ • = { pi }), then the resulting PN is strongly connected.
The transition t∗ can be seen as an ancillary tool used to short-circuit a PN.
We adopt another reasonable structural restriction from [Aal98] that ensures that a
place with multiple output transitions (i.e., a split into multiple paths) is complemented
by a place (rather than a transition) at which the previously spawned paths join eventually; analogous for transitions. In other words, this restriction precludes that two
different paths spawned at a place join at a transition and vice versa. Let  be the unary
operator that short-circuits a WorkFlow net G as defined by Item (2) in Definition 4.9.
Let Σ(W ) be the alphabet of a path W; that is, the set of unique nodes that occur in W.
Definition 4.10 (Well-handled, well-structured [Aal98, Definition 9]). A PN is wellhandled iff for any pair of nodes x and y such that one of the nodes is a place and the
other a transition and for any pair of elementary paths W1 and W2 leading from x to y,
Σ(W1 ) ∩ Σ(W2 ) = { x, y} implies W1 = W2 . A WorkFlow net G is well-structured iff G is
well-handled.
25 WorkFlow

nets also have the concept of triggers (which are basically external conditions) and workflow attributes (which are modeled using Coloured Petri nets), both of which we do not use.
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Well-structuredness is necessary for proper realization of conditional routing and
synchronization for parallel routing, which will become clear later when the execution
semantics is introduced. Free-choiceness, in turn, inhibits improper mixing of parallel
and conditional routing since they cannot occur both at the same time. What is more,
these two properties are orthogonal since a PN may have neither, either, or both. However, the property of being free-choice and cyclic implies well-structuredness (i.e., if a
PN is not well-structured while cyclic then it is not free-choice).
Structure
The syntax of the control flow captures the static dimension of a process – its structure
– and is represented by a control flow graph. The dynamic dimension of execution semantics over the control flow graph is introduced afterwards. In short, the control flow
graph is a PN that satisfies the constraints of a free-choice and well-structured WorkFlow net. In addition, the control flow graph includes a mapping that assigns each
transition to a single service or a single operation of which the service whose process is
being described is composed of. Given a service Sc, its control flow graph is defined as
follows.
Definition 4.11 (Control Flow Graph). A control flow graph (or control flow for short)
for a service Sc is an enhanced, marked PN Gcf = (P, T, F, M0 , f u) where
• P, T, F are defined as for a WorkFlow net and F additionally satisfies the properties of a
free-choice and well-structured PN,
• M0 is the initial marking such that M0 ( pi ) = 1 and M0 ( p) = 0 for every other place
p ∈ P \ { pi }, and
• f u : T → Sc.U ∪ {NOP} is a surjective mapping that assigns each transition t ∈ T either
to the no-op operation or an operation/sub service of which Sc is composed of.
A node x ∈ P ∪ T is an ordinary node (or ordinary place, ordinary transition) iff |• x | =
| x •| = 1; it is a split node denoted with xsplit iff |• xsplit | = 1 and | xsplit •| > 1; it is a join
node denoted with xjoin iff |• xjoin | > 1 and | xjoin •| = 1.
Finally, f u(t) ∈ Sc.U for t an ordinary transition and f u(tsplit ) = f u(tjoin ) = NOP for split
and join transitions.
The initial and final place pi , pf correspond to instantiation and completing termination of execution, thereby framing the lifecycle of a service instance. Moreover, all places
and transitions are on a path between pi and pf , which is ensured by the constraint that
all transitions and places except pi , pf have non-empty pre-sets and post-sets. In other
words, there are no dangling transitions nor places, which would actually not contribute
to the behavior of the process.
It is easy to see that for Gcf a control flow graph, if Gcf contains ordinary transitions
that map to a service then one can always unfold Gcf in linear time into a control flow
0 in which all ordinary transitions map to an operation and that preserves the
graph Gcf
overall structure. More precisely, let t be an ordinary transition in Gcf that is mapped to a
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tfork

pi

t2 query medical record

tjoin

pf
t5 transfer documents

t1 identify person
t3 select ambulance

t4 trigger ambulance

activate ambulance

Figure 4.5: Unfolded control flow graph of the emergency assistance service (cf. Figure 2.2) with initial marking. The dashed rectangle frames the activate ambulance sub
service.

t the control flow graph
service Sct , let i be the input place of t, o the output place of t, Gcf
of Sct that has the initial and final place pit , pft , respectively. In addition, we assume that
the set of places (transitions) in Sc is mutually disjoint from the set of places (transitions)
0 = (P0 , T0 , F0 , M0 , f u0 )
in Sct . Then, unfolding of t results in a control flow graph Gcf
0
where

P0 = P ∪ Pt  \ { pit , pft }
T0 = T ∪ Tt \ {t}

F0 = F ∪ Ft ∪ {(i, x ), (y, o ) | x ∈ pit •, y ∈ • pft }
(4.15)
\{(i, t), (t, o ), ( pit , x ), (y, pft ) | x ∈ pit •, y ∈ • pft }
M00 = M0
f u0 : T0 → Sc.U ∪ Sct .U ∪ {NOP}

such that f u0 preserves the mappings of all ordinary transitions other than t; that is,
(
f u(u) if u ∈ T
(4.16)
f u0 (u) =
f ut (u) if u ∈ Tt .
Unfolding is to be repeated iteratively until there are no more ordinary transitions that
can be unfolded. The completely unfolded control flow graph is taken as the basis for
execution because all ordinary transitions map to an operation invocation. Figure 4.5
provides an example of an unfolded control flow graph depicting the process of the
emergency assistance service from Section 2.2.
It is also easy to see that the smallest valid control flow graph contains one transition
T = {t}, has the initial and final place only, and where F = {( pi , t), (t, pf )}, which
resembles the process of an atomic service.
Finally, we define the notion of a sub control flow or subflow for short as follows.
0 =
Definition 4.12 (Sub Control Flow Graph). Let Gcf = (P, T, F, M0 , f u) and Gcf
0
0
0
0
0
(P , T , F , M0 , f u ) be control flow graphs. We define the binary relation E on control flow
0 E G iff P0 ⊆ P, T0 ⊆ T, F0 ⊆ F, f u0 ⊆ f u, and the following holds
graphs by setting Gcf
cf
∀t ∈ T : t ∈ T0 implies •t ⊆ P0 and t• ⊆ P0 .
0 E G then G 0 is called a sub control flow graph (or subflow for short) of G .
If Gcf
cf
cf
cf
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As an example, suppose Gcf is the control flow depicted in Figure 4.5. Then the
0 E G consisting of t , t , the three adjacent
dashed rectangle frames a subflow Gcf
3 4
cf
places, and the connecting arcs. Conversely, the path that begins with the input place of
t3 and that ends in pf is not a subflow because not all places of tjoin are included.
Execution Semantics
The execution semantics of the control flow graph builds on the standard PN statetransition semantics.26 Subsequently we always consider unfolded control flow graphs.
Intuitively, a transition corresponds to the invocation of the operation to which it is
mapped. A transition is said to be enabled if and only if
1. there is a token in all its incoming places and
2. all preconditions of the associated operation are satisfied.
The first item should be clear: a marking M of a control flow is one part that determines
whether a transition is enabled or not. The second item is actually relevant only for
ordinary transitions because split and join transitions map to the no-op operation, which
does not has preconditions per se. Since precondition checking is made against some KB
K and since K is updated in the course of execution by effects of completed operation
invocations, we combine M and K into what we call the execution state, which is denoted
with s and defined as the pair
s = ( M, K) .
(4.17)
The marking M represents the local control state and therefore scopes an execution state
to a single service instance. As mentioned already, K might have a broader scope beyond a single service instance if the world state that it represents spans multiple independent and concurrent service executions (and possibly other actors that query and
update it). We define the global state ŝ over all executions in the system as the pair
b K)
ŝ = ( M,

(4.18)

b is a finite set of markings. Notice that K is understood as the same in s and
where M
ŝ. Details regarding advancement of execution states in the course of execution follows
later after the execution semantics has been defined and explained.
An enabled transition can fire. The firing rule defines when it does fire. In our setting, firing depends on whether the invocation/execution of the operation to which a
transition is mapped by f u succeeds or fails. For now it is not important what exactly
the discriminating criterion for success versus failure is. This will be detailed in Section 5.2.2. We denote the success and failure case with
exec( f u(t)) = succ

and

exec( f u(t)) = fail

for a transition t. Again, split transitions are special insofar as they always and instantly
fire if they are enabled because exec(NOP) = succ per definition (i.e., the no-op operation never fails). The failure of an operation invocation/execution is the event that
triggers a recovery procedure. Discussion of this topic is postponed to Chapter 5.
26 PN

state-transition semantics is sometimes referred to as a token game, which is a more vivid analog
for the flow of tokens through the net by moving tokens from places to other places.
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Firing of a transition removes a token from all incoming places and adds a token in
all outgoing places (i.e., the token flow), which is called the transition rule. Formally,
execution semantics of a control flow graph is defined as follows.
Definition 4.13 (Control Flow Graph Execution Semantics). Let Sc be a service and Gcf =
(P, T, F, M0 , f u) its unfolded control flow graph. Let PS = (L PS , f chk ) be a precondition
system used by Sc and P a finite set of PS-preconditions. We overload the precondition checking
function f chk for a set of preconditions P as follows:

true
if P = ∅
V
f chk (K, P) =
(4.19)
f chk (K, ϕ) if | P| ≥ 1 .

ϕ∈ P

•

An execution state for an instance Sc is a pair s = ( M, K) where M is a marking for Gcf and
K is the corresponding knowledge base. A transition t ∈ T is enabled in s iff
(1) ∀ p ∈ P : p ∈ •t implies M( p) ≥ 1 and
(2) f chk (K, P) = true
where P = f u(t).Pr.P (i.e., the set of preconditions in the profile Pr of the operation associated
with t). Besides, we say that t is token-enabled in s if Item (1) is satisfied (thereby disregarding
Item (2)).
A transition t ∈ T fires only if it is enabled and exec( f u(t)) = succ.
Given a marking M of Gcf and a transition t ∈ T, M0 is the new marking resulting from firing
of t if the following holds


/ t• ,
 M( p) − 1 if p ∈ •t and p ∈
0
∀ p ∈ P : M ( p) = M( p) + 1 if p ∈
(4.20)
/ •t and p ∈ t • ,


M( p)
otherwise.
t

We write M −
→ M0 to denote the transition from marking M to M0 by firing of t. We write
e

t

i
M1 −
→ Mn to denote a firing sequence e = ht1 , . . . , tn i with Mi −
→
Mi+1 for 1 ≤ i < n,
leading from marking M1 to Mn . In this case we say that execution from M1 has reached Mn .
Execution of the control flow graph completes only if, starting from the initial marking M0 ,
execution has reached the final marking Mf such that Mf ( pf ) = 1 and Mf ( p) = 0 for any
other place p ∈ P \ { pf }.

Finally, we say that Mn is token-reachable from M1 if there is a firing sequence leading from
M1 to Mn so that transitions are enabled and fire by disregarding precondition checking and
execution of associated operations (i.e., a dry-run); token-prefixed terms are understood analogously (e.g., token-firing sequence).
In essence, a split place psplit models a choice between its output transitions psplit •.
Each output transition t ∈ psplit • is an exclusive alternative, which is due to the fact
that there can be at most one token in any place p ∈ P of a control flow graph. If t fires
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then it consumes the only token in psplit ; hence, all other transitions psplit • \ {t} are no
longer token-enabled. As a consequence, if there is more than one output transition for
the initial place pi (i.e., | pi •| > 1) then the first transition t ∈ pi • that fires consumes
the only token of the initial marking M0 in pi . In other words, in a control flow graph
there is always exactly one output transition (which can be either an ordinary or a split
transition) of the initial place pi that fires. This will become important later in Chapter 5
when discussing structural modifications of control flow graphs.
Note here that Definition 4.13 abstracts from conditions determining one of the output transitions of a split place; hence, a nondeterministic choice is modeled. More precisely, not making conditions explicit in the process results in internal nondeterminism
as opposed to external nondeterminism (see Footnote 3 on Page 44). Indeed, if we want
to ensure execution in a practical system to be uniquely determined then we need to
avoid internal nondeterminism; hence, all choices must be explicit rather than abstract.
As the way such choices are represented is not relevant subsequently, we have moved
details to Appendix A.2. In short, one way of extending Definition 4.13 to represent deterministic processes in which choices at split places are made based on service-specific
conditions is to (i) assign edges with a condition and (ii) extend the transition-enabling
rule such that at most one output transition of a split place is enabled. Summing up, if
we speak of a deterministic process, we refer to the case of no internal nondeterminism
(while there can be external nondeterminism).
A split transition tsplit spawns independent concurrent paths because all output
places tsplit • receive a token if tsplit fires. Conversely, a join transition tjoin represents
synchronization among concurrent paths because it becomes token-enabled only if all
its input places •tjoin have a token. However, a join place pjoin represents no synchronization because it receives a token as soon as one of its input transitions • pjoin fires.
All its output transitions pjoin • become token-enabled as soon as a token arrives in pjoin .
This explains why the property of being well-structured is important for proper realization of synchronization. If two concurrent paths spawned by a split transition were
joined by a join place then there is no synchronisation taking place among the paths
at the join place: control proceeds as soon as control reaches the place on either path.
In turn, if a choice among alternative paths spawned at a split place were joined by a
join transition then control gets stuck at the transition because it never becomes tokenenabled (i.e., synchronization is modeled where nothing can be synchronized since concurrency does not exist).
It follows from the syntactic restrictions that the maximum degree of parallelism within
a control flow, which we denote with Q, corresponds to the number of unique start-toend paths:
Q = |{W | W = h pi , . . . , pf i and W is elementary}|
(4.21)
In summary, the structure defined for control flow graphs together with its execution semantics provides the possibility to represent processes that may include the most
important control flow patterns, namely:
• Sequential. Subflows are executed one after the other (strict precedence order).
• Conditional. A choice is made for either of two or more subflows (xor).
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• Parallel. Subflows are executed concurrently (partial precedence order).
• Iteration. Repeated execution of a subflow (do while).

It should be clear that these constructs might be nested (e.g., a sequence executed repeatedly).
In addition, the structural restrictions on control flow graphs ensure that they are
sound. Soundness [vdA97] is a highly desired correctness property regarding the dynamic dimension of a process. More specifically, soundness of a WorkFlow net G is
the property that its short-circuited net G is live and bounded [vdA97, Theorem 11].
Liveness is essentially the absence of deadlocks, meaning that for any marking that
has been token-reached from the initial marking M0 there is a token-firing sequence
that can token-fire any transition of the net. Boundedness in the context of WorkFlow
nets refers to proper termination, that is, starting from the initial marking M0 it is always possible to token-reach the final marking Mf . Soundness of control flow graphs
follows from [vdA97, Corollary 19]. In short, this corollary states that there exist four
soundness-preserving expansion27 rules:
• Sequential expansion: Replace a transition by two consecutive transitions.
• Conditional expansion: Replace a transition by two conditional transitions.
• Parallel expansion: Replace a transition by two parallel transitions.
• Iteration expansion: Replace a transition by an iteration of a transition.
Applying a sequence of these expansions, one can create any control flow graph starting
from the smallest control flow graph with one transition only.28 Consequently, soundness is a monotonic property for control flow graphs, which particularly implies that
any subflow of a control flow graph is also sound.
To conclude this subsection on execution semantics, Definition 4.13 describes when
and how control in a process proceeds. What is not yet described is when and how
updates to the representation of current state of affairs in a KB are made (i.e., when and
how the execution state is advanced). This is addressed next.
Advancement of Execution State
The firing of a transition t results in a new execution state, both in terms of an updated
marking M (control state) and an updated KB K (world state) resulting from the effects
created by the operation invoked. Since these two parts are ultimately tight together
representation of state-transition semantics of the discrete process model needs to include this tight relationship in a proper way. The advancement of the execution state in
the course of execution is captured by the following definition.
27 There

are also four complementary and soundness-preserving reduction rules.
one can reduce any control flow graph to the smallest control flow graph by successively
applying one of the complementary reduction rules.
28 Conversely,
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Definition 4.14 (Advancement of Execution State). Let Sc be a service and Gcf =
(P, T, F, M0 , f u) its unfolded control flow graph. Let ES = (L ES , f up ) be the effect system
•
used by Sc and let s = ( M, K) be an execution state for an instance Sc. The initial execution
state is denoted with s0 = ( M0 , K0 ) where M0 is the initial marking of Gcf and K0 is an initial
knowledge base.
•

Given an execution state s = ( M, K) of Sc and a transition t ∈ T, s0 = ( M0 , K 0 ) is the new
execution state resulting from firing of t iff the following holds
t

(1) M −
→ M0 and
(2) K =⇒U K 0 where U = f up (K, f u(t).E) .
t

We write s −
→ s0 to denote the transition from execution state s to s0 by firing of t.
The are no further assumptions made on the initial KB K0 except that it is consistent, which is a requirement for precondition checking and applicability of effects (see
Section 4.2.2). In practice, K0 would be populated with the relevant domain knowledge
and an initial representation of the state of affairs in the domain of application.
Observe that Definition 4.14 is a simplified description of an isolated execution of
processes which does not take concurrency into account (i.e., it abstracts from interleaving state changes).
b K), instanThe global state ŝ of executions evolves as follows. First, given ŝ = ( M,
•
b 0 , K)
tiation and termination of a service instance Sc yields a new global state ŝ0 = ( M
such that
b0 = M
b ∪ M0 (instantiation)
M

resp.

b0 = M
b \ Mf (termination)
M
•

t

and where M0 , Mf are the initial and final marking of Sc. A local transition s −
→ s0
t
b0
propagates in the obvious way to the global level by a transition ŝ −
→ ŝ0 such that M
contains the updated local marking M0 and K 0 is the updated KB.
Since execution of an operation Op associated to a transition t (Op = f u(t)) is considered indivisible, the application of the update to the KB is considered to be done in
an atomic way; hence, Op’s effects become visible all at once upon completion. The correct handling of concurrent updates on the KB by applying a transactional model and
serializability theory will be addressed in Chapter 6.
Finally, we mention that in a practical system the marking part of the execution state
is usually not materialized in this form but rather implicit in the program state of an
execution engine that manages the execution of a service instance.

4.3.2

Data Flow

From a structural point of view, the data flow is seen as a directed overlay graph on top
of the control flow graph. Although extensions of the PN formalism can in principle be
used to also represent the data flow (e.g., coloured PNs), we decided to keep it separated from the control flow graph in order not to clutter it and unnecessarily complicate
matters.
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Figure 4.6: Data flow primitives: (a) fork; (b) divide where dop is a divide operator; (c)
merge where mop is a merge operator.

Most of all, the data flow respects the directedness of the control flow graph: it cannot be counter-directional to the control flow; hence, it is not independent of the control flow. At the same time, the seamless compatibility of data producers with their
consumers is a crucial requirement for automated executability. This becomes relevant when considering environments with syntactic, structural, and/or semantic data
heterogeneities (see [She98] for this classification of different levels of heterogeneities).
Therefore, in order to completely capture aspects of the data flow model considered in
this thesis we find it necessary to address (i) its structure and execution semantics, (ii)
to describe how it is linked to the control flow, and (iii) to provide and discuss a notion
of data compatibility between the producer of some data item and its consumer(s).
Whereas the primitives in the flow of control are split and join, the primitives in the
flow of data are fork, divide, and merge, which is depicted in Figure 4.6. A fork is essentially the use of a data item by multiple consumers (i.e., the use of the same data item
multiple times). A divide as well as a merge of data ultimately requires the definition of
a divide operator or a merge operator. A divide operator takes one incoming data item and
divides it according to some instructions into multiple outgoing data items. Conversely,
a merge operator takes two or more incoming data items and merges them according to
some instructions to one outgoing data item. Depending on the input, typical operators
involve selection, projection, join, and union. In the data flow model that we consider,
divide and merge operators are not represented as first-class citizens. This is based on
the observation that one can equally represent them by an operation within a service or
a service itself (i.e., they can be realized in either way). Only a fork is an explicit part of
the model.

Sources and Sinks
Following common terminology, the producer of a data item is called the source and
the consumer the sink. The data that “flows” from a source connected to a sink is a
single data item (cf. Assumption 2). Sources and sinks map to input and output profile
parameters. More precisely, we define the set of sources as the union of all outputs
of sub services/operations a service is composed of plus the inputs of the service itself.
Conversely, the set of sinks is the union of all inputs of sub services/operations a service
is composed of plus the outputs of the service itself.
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Definition 4.15 (Source, Sink). Let Sc be a service. The set of sources O and sinks I of Sc is
defined as follows:
!
O=

[

u.Pr.O

u∈Sc.U

!

∪ Sc.Pr.I

and

I=

[

u.Pr.I

∪ Sc.Pr.O .

u∈Sc.U

A source o ∈ Sc.Pr.I is called an initial source. A sink i ∈ Sc.Pr.O is called a final sink.
Data Compatibility
In our data flow model, a connection between a sink and a source implies that both are
compatible. The notion of data compatibility exists in one form or another in basically
all service composition, workflow, or business process models/frameworks since it is
imperative to define a data flow at all. Simply put, compatibility is understood as the
possibility to forward the data item produced by the source to the sink so that it will
be accepted and understood by the sink. Therefore, compatibility is a relation that has
a syntactic (accept) and a semantic (understand) dimension. Compatibility at the syntactic level is a prerequisite for compatibility at the semantic level: While it is possible
that a sink accepts a data item forwarded from a source but does not understand it, the
opposite is impossible, intrinsically.
One can define the notion of data compatibility between sources and sinks in a data
flow basically in two ways. Based on the methods employed, we classify them as typebased and the more general form of mediator-based compatibility; the latter building upon
so-called data mediators. Data mediators are also not represented as first class citizens for
the same reason than divide and merge operators: they can also be realized either as an
operation within a service or an atomic service.29
Type-based compatibility is the direct form requiring that a source and a sink match
semantically, at least. Using the machinery introduced in the service model this can be
formulated as follows. A source profile parameter o is type-compatible with a sink profile
parameter i if
type(o ) v type(i ) .
(4.22)
This can be understood as a classical plug-in match [SWKL02, PKPS02] (see also Section 5.4.1). Observe that due to the unidirectional nature of the data flow a symmetric relation is not needed. Hence, it is not necessary to use the stricter equivalence
type(o ) ≡ type(i ). Conversely, the more permissive type(o ) w type(i ), which can be
understood as a subsume match, turns out to be problematic under the assumptions described next.
Condition (4.22) is, however, not sufficient to ensure seamless compatibility. Without additional statements, it does not yet address compatibility at data level; that is,
it lacks details on syntactical and structural data format requirements. One possibility that is (tacitly) made in most service frameworks/models is that type-compatibility
implies syntactic and structural data-compatibility. Formulated in terms of our service
29 A

data mediator can actually be seen as a special form of a merge operator that has one input only.
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model it is the assumption that the set of valid data values for a profile parameter coincides with the extension of the concept/data range so that Equation (4.4) and Equation (4.5), respectively, hold. Applied to o, i, this is achieved by requiring that o and i
either use the same datatype30 or that the datatype of o is derived from (is a restriction
of) the datatype of i, which resembles an exact or plug-in match, respectively, at the
level of data.31 Consequently, o and i are seamlessly compatible under this assumption,
both syntactically and semantically. Depending on the actual datatype system used in
practice, this would be applicable equally for primitive as well as complex structured
datatypes. For instance, the XML Schema type system includes the possibility to define
a complex datatype d1 as the restriction over elements of another complex datatype d2 ,
which effectively makes the value space of d1 a subset of the value space of d2 . This also
explains why extending the subsume match type(o ) w type(i ) to data compatibility is
problematic since there might be data items that are rejected by the sink because they
are out of its value space.
At the technical execution level it is therefore indispensable that a source and a sink
are compatible at the conceptual level as well as at the syntactic data level.
Definition 4.16 (Source, Sink Execution Compatibility). Let Sc be a service and O, I the set
of its sources and sinks, respectively. A source o ∈ O is execution compatible with a sink i ∈ I
iff Condition (4.22) holds and the data values produced by i are included in data values accepted
by o.
The notion of compatibility between sources and sinks becomes a more complex
problem under structural and even more so under semantic data heterogeneities. This
is the point where some form of data mediation is ultimately required. Though it is not
the focus of this thesis to also cover this topic, we will briefly discuss the mediator-based
approach next.
Mediator-based compatibility is more complex since it starts from the advanced cases
where the data items produced by a source are not structural compatible with the accepted data items of a sink and/or where source and sink do not semantically match
relative to some application domain conceptualization so that Condition (4.22) does not
directly hold. Establishing compatibility under these circumstances involves solving a
data integration problem (see [Len02] for an overview).
Probably the most prominent building block that has been proposed to this in the
literature considers the use of mediators to achieve this [Wie92]. The basic principle
has later been integrated as a core element in the WSMO service framework under the
notion of data level mediation [SCMF06]. Data integration is one of the major and widely
studied topics in databases and information systems with a large body of work on ontology based approaches [WVV+ 01, Noy04]. While the mediator-based approach is more
of an architectural pattern that can be employed in principle to solve any syntactic,
structural, and semantic data incompatibilities, it does not provide concrete methods
30 Recap,

information about the data format, which includes the datatype, is assumed to be included in
the grounding of an operation (see Section 4.1.3).
31 This type of data-compatibility corresponds to the notion of direct and indirect data type compatibility in [MBE03].
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to achieve this. In fact, automated data integration (based on mediators) is still a challenging and not generally solved problem. For instance, a more recent review of the
topic [BH08] states that “every step of the information-integration process requires a
good deal of manual intervention”. Common approaches followed currently build on
the idea of data schema mappings and/or structural transformation procedures. These
are usually human-defined in an ad hoc manner for the data formats between which to
mediate. Consequently, there is a certain degree of human involvement. An approach
to estimate the effort in human involvement has been proposed in [GRR+ 08]. The authors define mediatability as a computable measure quantifying the effort of mediating
between XML-based data schemata in terms of a similarity function.
Virtually all mediation-based approaches with humans in the loop have it that the
data formats (schemas) among which to mediate are known in advance with only a few
different formats involved. However, in open and possibly large-scale environments in
which this cannot be assumed, different approaches are needed [Rah11].
Structure
The structure of the data flow is defined using a consumer-pull style relation on sources
and sinks (rather than producer-push style). In addition, we need a precedence relation
on sources and sinks to represent that the data flow is not counter-directional to the
control flow. Let Sc be a service and let Gcf = (P, T, F, M0 , f u) be its control flow graph.
Let pt : (O ∪ I) → (P ∪ T) be the mapping that returns for each source/sink of Sc its
corresponding place/transition in the control flow graph; that is


 pi if x ∈ Sc.Pr.I
(4.23)
pt( x ) = pf if x ∈ Sc.Pr.O


t
if x ∈ f u(t).I or x ∈ f u(t).O .
A source o ∈ O precedes a sink i ∈ I w.r.t. Gcf , denoted with
o ≺Gcf i ,

(4.24)

iff there is a path W in Gcf such that pt(o ) is the first and pt(i ) is the last element in W.
Definition 4.17 (Data Flow Graph). Let Sc be a service and Gcf its control flow. A data flow
graph (or data flow for short) for Sc is bipartite directed graph Gdf = (O, I, L99) where nodes
are divided into the set of sources O and sinks I of Sc and L99 ⊆ I × O is the flow relation
(edges) such that the following conditions hold:
(1) for each i ∈ I there is a pair (i, o ) ∈ L99 such that o must not be an initial source if i is a
final sink,
(2) (i, o ) ∈ L99 implies that i, o are execution compatible, and
(3) (i, o ) ∈ L99 implies o ≺Gcf i.
If (i, o ) ∈ L99 then i is said to be connected to o. A source o ∈ O is unused (or unconnected)
if there is no pair ( x, o ) ∈ L99.
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Observe that Item (1) in Definition 4.17 rules out open-sourced sinks; that is, all
sinks are connected to a source. On the other hand, unused sources are permitted (i.e.,
an output data item produced by some operation need not necessarily be consumed),
though this would rather rarely be the case in practice. In other words, L99 is lefttotal and right-unique (i.e., it is a function) but neither injective nor surjective: different
sinks may map to the same source (fork) and not all sources might be covered by L99
(unused/unconnected source). Defining the flow relation in the dual form 99K ⊆ O × I
renders the relation 99K inverse-functional, which is the reason why we opted for the
consumer-pull style.
As a last remark, observe that Definition 4.17 precludes connecting an initial source
with a final sink (Item (1)), thereby disallowing a data flow that simply and directly forwards a service’s input to one or more of its outputs. The importance of this “restriction”
lies in reasoning. Later in Section 5.4.4 we will assume that every output is represented
by a newly introduced constant. An output produced this way by looping it through
from an input would actually imply being represented by an existing constant; hence,
violate this assumption. From a purely data perspective, however, we could allow such
a loop through data flow, though it is of little practical relevance anyway.
Execution Semantics
The forwarding of data items in the course of execution is directly bound to the service
lifecycle and transition firing as defined by the execution semantics of the control flow
graph. More precisely, for each pair (i, o ) ∈ L99, the data item becomes available at an
initial source (pt(o ) = pi ) when the service gets instantiated (i.e., for the initial marking
M0 ). If pt(o ) = t then the data item is produced when t fires. The data item becomes
available at a final sink (pt(i ) = pf ) when the service execution completes (i.e., for the
final marking Mf ). If pt(i ) = t then the data item is consumed when the operation or
service f u(t) is invoked.
Since there are time gaps between production and consumption of data items in
practice, it is the responsibility of an execution engine to keep a data item ready by
temporarily storing it unless it was consumed by all sinks. This also includes cases
of runtime invocation failures that make it necessary to keep data items for recovery
purposes. Conversely, a data item that is never consumed (unconnected source) can
in principle be discarded immediately once it was produced, except that it needs to be
retained for other purposes (e.g., monitoring, recovery, rollback).

4.3.3

Well-formed Processes

As we have seen, both the data flow and the control flow require certain structural properties to be satisfied in order to be considered well-formed. In essence, these properties
ensure that a process specification is correct in the sense that it can be executed in an automated way (assuming, of course, that all operations are implemented and necessary
technical grounding details are available). Executability defined in toto in our process
model includes two elements:
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• Soundness – as defined in [vdA97] and embodied by the structural restriction to
well-structured WorkFlow nets in Definition 4.11. Soundness furthermore implies
token-reachability of every transition.
• Data compatibility – as embodied by type-based datatype compatibility between
connected sources and sinks.
We call a process specification that satisfies these properties well-formed. Verifying
whether a process specification is well-formed is considered to be part either of the
specification/design process or to be made at runtime as an initial step of the activation procedure (i.e., the instantiation) by a validation component part of the execution
system.
There are other verifiable properties known in the literature that can extend the notion of a well-formed processes. One of them is executability [Rei01, BLM+ 05] which
originates from action theory. Executability is the problem of determining whether an
action or a sequence thereof is applicable in a particular state (i.e., whether preconditions are satisfied). Executability checking is in fact also done in our process model,
although stepwise for single operations; embodied by Item (2) of the transition enabling
rule in Definition 4.13. Two more correctness properties are the absence of precondition
and effect conflicts, which has been investigated in the context of semantic business
process modeling in [WHM10].32 Applied to our model, a precondition conflict exists
between pairs of possibly concurrent operations Op1 , Op2 in a process if the effects of
Op1 are inconsistent with the precondition of Op2 (i.e., execution of Op1 prior to Op2
cancels executability of Op2 ). An effect conflict exists between Op1 , Op2 if their effects are
inconsistent w.r.t. domain constraints in a TBox.

4.4

Summary

While the overall approach in the system model follows existing Semantic Service
frameworks in a number of respects, we have introduced several generalizations,
namely the notion of representants and the precondition and effect systems. Moreover,
we were able to seamlessly combine the different aspects of services: their execution,
non-functional, change, and data semantics. The latter especially makes the data format
aspect of services explicit by providing a characterization of the notion of data compatibility. Finally, we have taken great care to formulate it in a general way so as to separate
practical choices from the conceptual basis.
The main components and layers that are combined in the system model are summarized in Figure 4.7. Apart from the interpretation, all layers (vertical axis) are
parametrized along one or more dimensions, which constitutes various degrees of freedom on how the model can be instantiated. On the other hand, we made simplifications
at two places that account for the fact that we are concerned with the service execution
task. These are the reduction to the single process to be executed (though a service might
specify multiple different processes) and the one profile/grounding on each operation
32 These

two properties are known more generally in AI planning as action dependencies [GNT04].
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to be invoked in the course of process execution. In this regard, the system model might
be seen as tailored for the service execution task.
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Figure 4.7: Summary of the system model depicting its main layers.
The representation and specification layer are parametrized along DLs. Leaving
aside decidability, computational complexity, and determinism properties of reasoning especially over preconditions and effects, the model can be instantiated in principle
with any DL that provides the basic subsumption inference. Yet it is precisely these
aspects that limit the possibilities in theory as well as in practice. For example, a DLbased effect system that allows for disjunctive, existential, or universal restricted concepts as effects renders the change semantics of services/operations to be no longer
deterministic in general (this would equally be introduced in the presence of TBoxes
and the use of atomic concepts as effects that are defined possibly indirectly in terms
of these three constructors). Furthermore, while for all “classical” DLs consistency is a
prerequisite33 for the subsumption inference, it is widely recognized that inconsistent
33 Or,

as [PT09] put it more succinctly: “the contemporary logical orthodoxy has it that, from contradictory premises, anything can be inferred”.
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knowledge may naturally appear in many domains. Not surprisingly, reasoning under inconsistency recently gained considerable momentum in Semantic Web research
(e.g., [MH09, FH10, NS10, ZLW10]). The system model is in principle amenable for
such a paradigm shift; its potential and ramifications have not been explored, however, in this thesis. This applies equally to other reasoning paradigms such as statistical,
probabilistic, inductive, or abductive reasoning.
Related to the choice of the actual DL is the choice for the OWA versus CWA. Also,
whether the UNA is adopted or not. These are two more parameters of the model. In
controlled and closed application environments where one can assume that all relevant
information is available, adopting the CWA is fully satisfactory since negative information (e.g., ¬allergicTo(ALICE, PENICILLIN)) does not need to be maintained then.
The picture is different, however, in open environments such as the Web. Ultimately,
the answer to the question whether OWA or CWA should be used in an open environment depends on what conclusions that are drawn from reasoning are used for. For
instance, if a conclusion is the basis of a risky decision then the OWA (combined with
the prudence principle) is supposably a better choice. Consequently, adoption of OWA
versus CWA should be decided on a case by case basis, rather than making a general
decision. This calls for flexibility in an implementation, meaning that the decision for
OWA versus CWA should be a query-specific rather than a global fixed parameter.
The system model is further parametrized with precondition and effect systems.
This is mainly motivated by the fact that there is (still) no general purpose framework
on the change semantics and reasoning about change.
To complete this summary, the system model is neutral to how execution is organized. In practice, an execution system can be centralized in the sense that a single
instance is responsible for coordinating correct enactment of a service instance. Conversely, a distributed and possibly decentralized execution system can as well be used
in which multiple peers cooperate on fulfilling the task. The consequence of distributed
execution is the need to support shared access to the KB as there are multiple peers that
query and update it. The demand for distributing the KB itself might “naturally” arise
in this case in addition. Finally, the conceptual basis of the system model does not rule
out concurrency, which is natural in almost any domain, as no simplifying assumptions
are made in this regard.

5
Forward Failure Handling using CFI

B

the system model for Semantic Service execution introduced in the previous chapter, in this chapter, we describe our method to achieve optimistic while
forward-oriented failure handling to the service execution task. We call it Control Flow
Intervention (CFI), named after its main characteristic. The basic idea is to intervene in
the control flow of a composite service execution in the presence of a failure by modifying its process specification so as to get a semantically equivalent execution and to
finally resume execution using the modified control flow. The change that the control
flow undergoes is consequently made in the midst of execution and can therefore be
classified as dynamic.
Dynamic change within workflows or (business) processes is not a new research
topic. Early works that address the problem on a conceptual level in the context of
workflow systems date back to the mid-nineties (e.g., [EKR95]). What distinguishes CFI
from conventional approaches is its second main characteristic of being optimistic and
forward-oriented. Optimistic entails that what the change of a service in the presence of
a failure will precisely be is determined ad hoc based on what failed rather than in advance. The change made to recover from a certain kind of failure is thus not pre-defined.
CFI thereby provides an additional level of flexibility. Forward-oriented, on the other
hand, means that one aims at finding a replacement that results in a semantically equivalent (or similar) outcome when executed instead. These two properties make CFI complementary to conventional failure handling methods such as transactional rollback and
compensation or pre-defined exception and fault handlers. The overall context classified along (i) the time when recovery means are specified and (ii) what kind of recovery
results can be modeled is depicted by Figure 5.1 and shows where CFI is located.
A key element herein is the notion of a replacement that provides a semantically
equivalent (or similar) execution. In order to achieve the goal of ad hoc creation of a
replacement, mainly two problems need to be addressed. First, how to define a formal
and decidable notion of equivalent (or similar) execution that meaningfully captures
the intuition of humans. Second and closely connected, what techniques can be used to
find or create a replacement. With respect to the former, we exploit the information on
the semantics of services and their operations available through their profile, the process, and partly also the grounding. We propose two different notions of equivalent
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Figure 5.1: CFI in relation to conventional failure handling approaches.

execution that are close from a semantic point of view, but differ with respect to the
techniques used to find/create replacements. More specifically, the first notion relies on
service matchmaking techniques by formulating the process of finding a replacement
as an iterative matchmaking problem. The second is strictly more general and relies
on AI planning techniques by formulating it as a planning problem. While semantic
matchmaking and planning are prominent on their own in semantic services research,
we are focused on streamlining existing methods in these fields to provide an integrated
approach with our service model, which has it that, amongst other aspects, the change
semantics is modeled as a query answering and a belief update problem over a DL
knowledge base.
We will furthermore discuss how the notion of equivalent execution can be broadened towards similar execution. This is worthwhile especially for application domains
in which one cannot assume that the notion of equivalence is appropriate in the sense
that it is too strict to be effective. Conceptually, we see a close link to the area of planning
with soft goals that involves an optimization problem. We therefore sketch a solution
by reducing it to so-called net-benefit planning problems. As a side effect, the notion of
similar execution thereby defined also allows to include non-functional properties.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We start by providing a high
level overview on how CFI would work in practice in Section 5.1. The types of system environments and the types of failures to which CFI is applicable are detailed in
Section 5.2. In Section 5.3 we then introduce the notion of a replacement from a syntactic point of view. The core part of this chapter is Section 5.4 in which we address
the problem at the conceptual level from a semantic point of view. The two notions of
functionally equivalent execution are introduced and corresponding techniques are described to search for respectively synthesize replacements. In Section 5.5 we clarify how
the proposed techniques affect the correctness property of guaranteed termination put
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Figure 5.2: Integral activities forming the Control Flow Intervention cycle.
forward by transactional processes. In Sections 5.6 and 5.7 we discuss different related
aspects. Finally, Section 5.8 concludes.

5.1

The Basic Control Flow Intervention Cycle

From a high level procedural point of view, CFI is divided into a cycle of actions depicted in Figure 5.2. Once a service has been instantiated by an execution engine, failure
detectors monitor all relevant execution events (1). In case an event has been detected
that is classified as a failure, the engine pauses execution at the earliest possible moment
(2), meaning that it temporarily stops working off the control flow. While this is simple
to implement for sequential control flows with a single execution thread, pausing a service instance with parallel flows involves a decision: pause all threads or just the one in
which a failure event has been detected. The former is indicated if the recovery strategy
includes the case that the entire service execution is to be aborted. The number of operations that would need to rollback (or compensate) in this case is thereby reduced to a
minimum. On the contrary, if the recovery strategy is purely forward and guaranteed to
succeed, all non-faulty execution threads can continue without the need to pause them.
The decision is therefore a matter of the recovery strategies.
The following step (3) is the core part. It comprises all the actions that are started
then by the engine to find a qualifying replacement for a part of the service, which
might minimally be a single operation up to subflows. Once a replacement has been
found, the engine then carries out the substitution by modifying the control and data
flow accordingly (4). Whether a replacement found is reviewed and accepted by a user
prior to substitution is an aspect not in the center of this work. The case in which step (3)
terminates in failure because a replacement does not exist and how this case is further
handled is left out from Figure 5.2. It should be clear that this is the event in which a
conventional recovery strategy would kick in.
Execution finally resumes with the new replacement (5). This last step of the cycle
is equally straightforward to pausing the execution. To conclude, steps (1), (2), (4), and
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(5) are accompanying management steps of secondary relevance and are therefore not
further addressed in this chapter.

5.2

Range of Application

CFI is applied to the system model introduced in Chapter 4. While this model makes
a couple of assumptions regarding the nature of services, it is not restricted to just one
concrete type of environment. In particular, it includes distributed or non-distributed
system environments as discussed in this section. By characterizing basic properties
of these environments we can precisely identify those types of failures within these
environments that are covered by CFI, which we will discuss after supported system
environments and their basic properties have been described.

5.2.1

System Environments

Following distributed systems theory, we characterize concrete system environments in
terms of three basic abstractions: different types of processes that run on different types
of computing machines and messages exchanged among processes that rely on links that
enable exchange of messages. Notably, there are three different types of processes:
• Sub process
• Service instance process
• Server process
First, a sub process reflects the execution of the implementation of an operation.
•
Therefore, one can say that the process of a service instance Sc involves n = |Sc0 .U |
sub processes (n ≥ 1) where Sc0 is the unfolded service of Sc. Clearly, a sub process is
activated with invocation and ends upon completion. Both the invocation and the sub
process itself may fail as detailed below.
Second, a server is a computing machine at which sub processes run. Obviously, a
server requires software that provides features to activate a sub process on invocation
and to further manage its lifecycle. The execution of this software is reflected by a possibly infinitely running server process. A server may run any number of sub processes
in parallel, virtually limited only by its technical computing resources. An execution engine is the software that activates and manages the process of a service instance (besides
taking care on the actual execution task). Again, the execution of an engine itself is reflected by a possibly infinitely running process. For now it is not important whether
one engine manages the process of a service instance exclusively or whether it cooperates with other execution engines (i.e., distributed service instance process). Analogous
to a server, an execution engine may manage multiple processes of different service
instances in parallel. Furthermore, an execution engine may run on a server or at a
separate (and dedicated) computing machine.
Obviously, this setup results in a distributed system environment as soon as sub
processes and processes of service instances run at different computing machines and
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implies communication between them, which is assumed to be done by means of message exchange.
However, it should be noted that the applicability of CFI is independent of whether
a concrete system environment is distributed or not. The reason is that the types of
runtime failures that are considered in this work apply to both distributed and nondistributed environments. On the distributed end, this includes partially synchronous
and synchronous system environments.1 Since the step to real-time systems is “only”
of a temporal nature, CFI would in principle also be applicable there, provided that
appropriate means of ensuring timing constraints exist, which is, however, an aspect
not addressed in this thesis. The main properties that we require to be provided by any
concrete system environment are captured by the following assumption:
(A7) There is an (eventually) perfect failure detector. Messaging among (sub) processes is reliable.
These two properties are reflected in the so-called fail-stop model [SS83] for synchronous
distributed environments and its variant the fail-noisy model [CGL11a, Chapter 2] for
partially synchronous distributed environments. The basic property shared by both
models is that processes2 may crash (i.e., halt prematurely). Moreover, processes can
communicate with each other through point-to-point message-passing. The difference
between the fail-stop and the fail-noisy abstraction lies in the accuracy of failure detectors and is inherent in the synchronous versus partially synchronous nature. Accuracy,
in short, describes quality-of-service restrictions on the mistakes that a failure detector
can make. In summary, the properties of these two models are as follows:
• A process that is not crashed follows its specification. It is called correct if it never
crashes; otherwise it is called faulty.3
• Crashed processes do not perform anything. However, in the system environments that we consider they may recover as detailed in Section 5.2.2.
1 Recap,

an asynchronous distributed system – which is not to be confused with asynchronous versus
synchronous message sending as this refers to non-blocking versus blocking senders [BA06, Chapter 8] –
is characterized by the following two properties:
• relative processor speeds and message transmission times are unbounded, which is introduced in
practice when best-effort computing machines and networks are subject to by unpredictable loads;
• (sub) process’s local clocks are not synchronized (i.e., there may be arbitrary drifts) since there is
no access to a global synchronized clock.
In contrast, a synchronous distributed system is characterized by the assumption that processing,
communication delays and clock drifts have an upper bound that is known a priori. Partial synchrony [DLS88] captures the cases where either fixed bounds exist but are not known a priori or where
the bounds are known but only hold after some unknown time. Finally, in a real-time system, upper
bounds are not only known a priori but subject to strict constraints in the sense of deadlines that are to
be met. For more information we refer to general text books such as [BA06, CGL11a].
2 For the sake of convenience, we do not distinguish between sub processes, server processes, and
processes of service instances here and just speak of processes.
3 The formal definition of correct and faulty in [CT91] relates these terms to a run, which is understood
as an infinite execution of a system.
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• Every crashed process is (eventually) detected by each correct process based on a
failure detector, which is accessible to each process (Completeness).
• Every correct process is (eventually) not erroneously suspected of having crashed
by any correct process (Accuracy).
• A message sent to a correct process is eventually delivered. No message is delivered more than once (i.e., no duplicates). No message is delivered without having
been sent (i.e., no creation).
• Messages sent between the same processes are delivered in the order sent (FIFO).
The feasibility of an (eventually) perfect failure detector necessitates that processes are
not arbitrarily slow and latencies between message sending and delivery are not arbitrarily long. Finiteness of bounds is therefore indeed crucial since it would otherwise be
impossible to distinguish a correct process from a crashed process [FLP85, DDS87]. An
eventually perfect failure detector may erroneously suspect a correct process of having
crashed, but there is a finite while unbounded time after which it eventually accurately
detects a correct process as correct (i.e., it may make mistakes). It is well known that
eventually perfect failure detectors can be implemented either using timeouts [CT91]
or heartbeats [KACT97]; the latter being advantageous over the former since it does
not rely on timeouts and is quiescent (i.e., eventually it stops sending messages). In
contrast, a perfect failure detector is devoid of mistakes and detections are permanent
(i.e., once a crashed process has been detected, a perfect failure detector will not change
its mind). Finally, it should be evident that “applications that have timing constraints
require failure detectors that provide a quality of service with some quantitative timeliness guarantees”, as addressed in [CTA02].

5.2.2

Failure types

CFI as a method for failure handling aims at covering runtime failures that can be further classified as either
1. invocation failures or
2. execution failures.
Such failures can occur for many reasons. Apart from software and hardware design
errors made by humans, the main reasons are the following:
• Hardware systems are subject to various phenomena of a stochastic nature that
may suddenly disrupt regular operation.
• Remote distribution of resources and the possibly large number of resources
makes environments only partially observable. It is often impossible to have complete knowledge about the current state of all available resources.
• Even if one would have complete knowledge about the environment at some instant in time, it may be subject to arbitrary changes that cannot be anticipated
beforehand.
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Note here that detection and handling of Byzantine failures as first discussed
in [LSP82] in the context of distributed systems is beyond the scope of this thesis. We see
means to detect, mask, or protect systems from this class of failures – the importance of
which are beyond question – as a separate matter. It is therefore assumed that systems
do not expose malicious behavior, which is, in fact, implied by the correct versus faulty
property stated earlier on the fail-stop model.
It should also be mentioned that we expect the crash of an execution engine to be
transient; that is, processes of service instances that were active and affected by the
crash, meaning that they have crashed as well, will eventually recover and resume. Consequently, implementations of execution engines need to provide appropriate means
based on stable storage for correct recovery.
Invocation Failures
There are mainly the following reasons for invocation failures:
1. A server that hosts implementations of operations is (temporarily) unavailable.
This can be due to (i) network partitioning (infrastructure related failure), (ii) because the server is down (e.g., for maintenance purposes), or (iii) because it has
crashed (local hardware or software fault).
2. The profile or implementation (grounding) of an operation has been changed in a
backwards-incompatible way by its provider and some service specification that
makes use of it still assumes the meanwhile outdated version; hence, a malformed
invocation request is created on its execution (incompatibility fault).
Characteristic for an invocation failure is that a sub process was not activated; hence,
no further assumptions on the failure behavior of the sub process need to be made.
An invocation failure is detected by an execution engine based on a timeout in case of
unavailability of a server, which means that guaranteed eventual delivery as ensured
by reliable messaging is explicitly disabled in this case. The second type of invocation
failure is detected by an execution engine based on an error reply message sent be the
server. Finally, it should be clear that erroneously suspecting a server of having crashed
by an eventually perfect failure detector increases the amount of invocation failures.
There is, however yet another type of runtime situation that can be considered an
invocation failure though occurring ultimately before invocation: the case of unsatisfied preconditions. Given a transition t and an execution state s = ( M, K) such
that t is token-enabled in s, the operation Op = f u(t) is obviously not invokable if
f chk (K, Op.Pr.P) = false.
Execution Failures
Contrary to an invocation failure, an execution failure happens after an invocation was
successful; that is, after a sub process has been activated and where the sub process
is subject to a failure itself. In addition, we also subsume application-level execution
failures under this category. By this we mean a prematurely ending but not crashing
sub process whose functionality cannot be performed completely due to an unexpected
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application-level constellation that prevents this. As an example, imagine an order operation within the order & pay service of the book seller scenario from Section 2.1 that
is successfully invoked but nevertheless fails because a book that the customer wants to
order is out of stock. One might counterargue that such application level cases should
all be modeled as preconditions so that precondition checking would already catch
them. However, it is often impractical even infeasible to model all conditions required
for successfully performing an operation (or service). In fact, this refers to the qualification problem – the insoluble dilemma we are faced with when trying to fully enumerate
all requirements that may otherwise prevent successful use, as “anyone will still be able
to think of additional requirements not yet stated” [McC90].
For execution failures, we need to further detail the fail-stop behavior of sub processes. As stated in Section 5.2.1, a crashed process in the fail-stop and the fail-noisy
model does not perform anything. However, it is not clear yet what this means regarding outputs and effects. The precise understanding of fail-stop is made explicit by the
following assumption.
(A8) Given a sub process sp that reflects execution of an operation Op, none of Op’s
outputs O and effects E materialize if sp fails permanently, nor will any other
erroneous side-effect be made permanent in the underlying sub system. If the
functionality and/or effects of Op makes it infeasible to ensure this property
then a failure must be transient.
A permanent failure means that sp does not recover. This does not exclude recovery
of the server at which sp ran in case the failure (crash) of sp coincided with a crash of
the server. A transient failure of sp means that sp recovers transparently and resumes
execution with a sufficiently small delay. In fact, transient failures are not directly relevant for CFI since it is reasonable to assume that sp will eventually complete in any
case, even if it was subject to repeated crashes.
Not materializing any effect, output, nor any other side-effect for a permanent failure
essentially necessitates the fail-safe or fail-fast property. The transactional approach is one
means to assure that implementations of operations are fail-safe: already created effects
are undone in the presence of a failure (rollback). Fail-fast basically means that a process
stops normal operation already before entering a flawed state and immediately reports
an error. In both cases we assume that some form of an error message is reported back
to the execution engine.

5.3

Replacements and their Structure

From the types of failures that CFI aims at (see Section 5.2.2) we can conclude that they
all share the property that an ordinary transition t in a control flow graph Gcf cannot fire
though it is token-enabled: either because already the preconditions of its associated
operation (or service) are not satisfied (i.e., the second condition required to enable t
does not hold) or because exec( f u(t)) = fail. In this section we start by viewing this
problem merely from a structural point of view in the control flow. Treatment from a
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semantic point of view to achieve a semantically equivalent execution is postponed for
Section 5.4.
If transition t cannot fire and having the basic idea of CFI in mind – where we aim
at forward-handling this case – then one needs to modify Gcf so as to get an alternative
execution. We see two possibilities of how such a modification can be done:
1. Rebind t to another service or operation that qualifies as an alternative to the original one.
e E G that starts with t by a different control flow Gr that
2. Replace a subflow Gcf
cf
cf
e .4
qualifies as a replacement for Gcf

Rebinding transition t is done by modifying the mapping f u for t so that f u(t) maps to
an operation or service different from the original one. The second way of modifying
e starts with t we
a service can be seen as a cut-and-replace approach. By saying that Gcf
e ; that is, • t = { pe }. The reason is
mean that t is preceded by the initial place of Gcf
i
e
obvious: Gcf need not include preceding transitions on a path from the initial place pi of
Gcf to t since they all have been executed successfully already (otherwise token-enabling
would not have reached t).
Considering the second option is more general because it allows even for structural
changes to the original control flow Gcf (i.e., rebinding t does not change the structure of
Gcf ). This is also motivated by the observation that in some application domains having
the possibility for rebinding only might not be sufficient: rebinding t may imply the
need to replace other subsequent transitions as well if they are functionally dependent.
r from a structural point of view in the
The important property of a replacement Gcf
r seamlessly fits into G . By this we mean that the substitution
control flow is that Gcf
cf
e
r
e and Gr are connected
of Gcf by Gcf is control flow graph preserving. Second, that Gcf
cf
to the remaining part of Gcf through and only through their interface (i.e., their initial
e
and final place). This implies the following property. If t is a starting transition in Gcf
(i.e., pei ∈ •t) then any marking that token-enables t will also token-enable a starting
r.
transition t0 in Gcf
We are now defining such structural substitutions formally that ensures these properties.
e and G be control flow graphs such that
Definition 5.1 (Structural Substitution). Let Gcf
cf
e
e
r if the
Gcf E Gcf . Gcf can be structurally substituted by a another control flow graph Gcf
following holds:
e and G r are different.
(1) Te ∩ Tr = ∅; in words, the transitions in both Gcf
cf
e and Gr coincide in their initial and final place p , p
(2) Pe ∩ Pr = { pi , pf }; in words, Gcf
i f
cf
and the set of places are otherwise disjoint.
e can be structurally substituted by G r then G r is called a replacement for G e . We
If Gcf
cf
cf
cf
0 = G [ Ge /Gr ] to denote the modified control flow graph G 0 that is obtained by
write Gcf
cf cf
cf
cf
e with G r in G .
substituting Gcf
cf
cf
4 The

context.

superscript e and r are used to indicate the error (or exceptional situation) and the replacement
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0 = G [ Ge /Gr ]. More precisely, G 0 =
Given a control flow graph Gcf , let Gcf
cf cf
cf
cf
(P0 , T0 , F0 , M00 , f u0 ) where

P0
T0
F0
M00

= ( P ∪ Pr ) \ Pe
= ( T ∪ Tr ) \ Te
= ( F ∪ Fr ) \ Fe
=(
M0
f ur (t) if t ∈ Tr
f u0 (t) =
f u(t) otherwise.

(5.1)

r E G 0 and G e 6E G 0 . Moreover, it is not difficult
Clearly, Definition 5.1 implies that Gcf
cf
cf
cf
0 is also a control flow graph; hence, it is sound, which can be proved as
to see that Gcf
r . Then the initial and final place in which
follows. Suppose G is the union of Gcf and Gcf
e and G r coincide are a split and a join place, respectively. Since G e and G r have
Gcf
cf
cf
cf
disjoint transitions and except for the initial and final place also disjoint places, their
flow relations are also disjoint (i.e., their control flows are completely independent).
Consequently, there is a choice between either of them in G and therefore also G is
0 by removing Ge , which can
a control flow graph. Finally, G can be reduced to Gcf
cf
be done by successively applying one of the soundness-preserving reduction rules, as
mentioned on Page 84. This allows us to formulate the following theorem.
r , then
Theorem 5.2. Given a control flow graph Gcf and a replacement control flow graph Gcf
e E G by G r as given by Equation (5.1) yields a sound control flow
replacing any subflow Gcf
cf
cf
0
graph Gcf .

We classify substitutions into three types, characterized by an increasing level of
alteration; n, m are the number of transitions (i.e., n = |Te |, m = |Tr |):
1. One-to-one (1:1): A single transition is replaced by another transition.
2. One-to-many (1:n): A single transition is replaced by another subflow.
3. Many-to-many (n:m): A subflow is replaced by another subflow.
Examples for these three types of substitutions are graphically depicted in Figure 5.3.
Clearly, a one-to-one substitution is the most simple form of alteration, which actually
preserves the structure. In fact, a one-to-one substitution can equally be seen as a rebinding of a transition because the associated service or operation is what actually changes.
It is also easily seen that a one-to-one substitution is a special case of a one-to-many
substitution, and so is a one-to-many substitution a special case of a many-to-many
substitution.

5.4

Semantically Equivalent Execution

Having introduced the structural properties of replacements in the previous section,
we can now address, from a semantic point of view, the criteria that must be met for a
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(a)

(b)

Gr
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(c)

Gr

Gr

...
pf

pi

pi

pf

pi

pf
...

Ge

Ge

Ge

Figure 5.3: Examples for structural substitutions in control flow graphs. (a) One-to-one:
Simple substitution of a single transition by another transition. (b) One-to-many: Substitution of a single transitions by a sequential subflow. (c) Many-to-many: Substitution
of a sequential subflow by another sequential subflow.
r to qualify as such. Intuitively, G r should provide the property that if
replacement Gcf
cf
e then it yields a semantically equivalent execution.
it is executed instead of the original Gcf
But what is a semantically equivalent execution and what not? If one follows intuition
then one would attribute a semantically equivalent execution as the property that, no
e or Gr is executed, one gets equivalent outcomes. Clearly, this rather
matter whether Gcf
cf
rough characterization needs to be formulated precisely. In fact, a detailed treatment
should include two more aspects, at least:

1. Does the notion of a semantically equivalent execution consider the functional
dimension only or does it also include the non-functional dimension?
2. Does the notion of a semantically equivalent execution preserve the original bee or not?
havior as specified by Gcf
Since the behavior of a service execution is implied by the structure of its control flow,
the second question comes down to whether the structure is preserved by a replacement
or not. The first question relates to whether a replacement would yield semantically
equivalent outcomes only or whether it would also provide an equivalent quality-ofservice level than the original. Both are, from a conceptual point of view, separate concerns. In order not to complicate matters, we will handle these two aspects separately.
The main focus is on formulating the notion of functional equivalent execution in two different ways, which is done in Section 5.4.4. Prior to that, in Section 5.4.3 we introduce
the notion of profile equivalence that we use, which is an ultimate prerequisite to the
first type of functional equivalent execution. Afterwards in Section 5.4.5 we sketch how
the functional dimension can be combined with the non-functional dimension. More
importantly, in this section we will also address how the notion of equivalent execution
can be broadened towards a notion of similar execution.
Since the first type of functional equivalent execution builds on methods of service
matchmaking while the second on service composition planning, we start by discussing
them in Section 5.4.1 and Section 5.4.2 in order to provide basic background information.
Readers familiar with these topics may skim through these two sections.
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The Matchmaking Task

Determining whether a service (or an operation) semantically compares with another
one is commonly known as matchmaking, which is a well known task at the core of
service discovery. In fact, it can be understood as a special Information Retrieval problem [KLKR08]. Matchmaking has been widely considered in the literature on semantic
services resulting in a variety of approaches. As pointed out in [Klu08], one dimension
of classifying matchmaking approaches are the reasoning methods employed. One can
distinguish three categories along this dimension: logic-based, non-logic-based, and
hybrid. In short, logic-based matchmaking relies on possibly non-monotonic deductive rules of inference as available in (Description) Logics. Non-logic-based comprises
all suitable methods that are not logic-based. One direction are approaches that apply (syntactic) similarity measures from Information Retrieval to quantify the semantic relatedness in terms of a distance measure. Another direction considers Machine
Learning methods to find predictive patterns on the semantic relatedness based on the
(meta) data available about services. Finally, hybrid approaches combine logic and nonlogic-based approaches. For (comparative) overviews of these approaches the reader is
referred to [Klu08, MIK+ 10, BB10].
Formalization
Independent of the actual approach, semantic matchmaking starts from setting up the
notion of a match. The rationale behind a match is that an advertised service/operation
(i.e., an offer) is of equivalent or similar value than a requested service/operation (i.e., a
demand). Given a profile that semantically describes them, a match is defined in most
cases exclusively on profiles; we shall distinguish advertised and requested profiles by
denoting them with Pra and Prr , respectively. In mathematical terms a match is either
formalized in terms of a binary relation or a binary predicate (that maps to true or
false interpreted as match or no match). Oftentimes the notion of a match is asymmetric (hence irreflexive). Applied to profiles, it is usually intended to represent that
an advertised profile Pra matches with a requested profile Prr , while the opposite – Prr
matches with Pra – not necessarily holds as well. It is reasonable at least to consider
the notion of a match as irreflexive because one might want to exclude the trivial case
of no avail: every profile matches to itself per se. Finally, matchmaking is inevitably
driven by domain (or background) information/knowledge based on which one concludes whether there is a match or not; that is, the domain knowledge entails a match or
not. Altogether, we define matchmaking on profiles as follows.
Definition 5.3 (Matchmaking Domain & Problem). A matchmaking domain is a 4-tuple
MD = (K, P , ∼, |=) where K is a collection of domain knowledge5 , P is a finite set of profiles,
∼ ⊆ P × P is an irreflexive match relation, and |= is a consequence relation.
Given a matchmaking domain MD and a requested profile Prr ∈ P , a matchmaking problem
is a tuple MP = ( MD, Prr ). ms ⊆ P is a set of Prr -matches for MP iff ∀ Pra ∈ ms : K |=
Pra ∼ Prr .
5K

need not necessarily be a DL knowledge base herein. It can build on other formalisms of representing knowledge/information. In the same vein, |= need not realize deductive rules of inference.
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The software that implements matchmaking in a specific matchmaking domain is
usually called a matchmaker. A matchmaker inevitably needs to be closely integrated
with a repository that stores profiles, which makes it a natural component of a service
directory, integrated accordingly in the retrieval process (query answering).
As there can be a set of profiles that match some requested profile, one might additionally want to order them according to some preferences. There are basically two
ways considered in the literature to this. First, by defining several matching relations
that differ from each other in their degree of match (DoM). This induces a discrete rank
over the DoM and needs to be combined with simple algorithmic processing: If the best
match relation does not hold, try the second best, if this fails then try the next best, and
so on. This approach has been considered in most cases on the functional dimension
of profiles. Another way is to define, in addition to the notion of a match, a possibly
strict order that models user preferences. For instance, one might want to order profiles that functionally match a requested profile according to their reliability, response
time, throughput, usage costs, or the like. Of course, the order relation can incorporate
both the functional and non-functional dimension. Preference-based matchmaking is
consequently defined as a straightforward extension of basic matchmaking.
Definition 5.4 (Preference-based Matchmaking Domain & Problem). A matchmaking domain with preferences is a 5-tuple MD = (K, P , ∼, >, |=) where > ⊆ P × P is a preference
order.
Given a matchmaking problem MP = ( MD, Prr ), ms = { Pr1a , . . . , Prna } is a set of Prr -matches
for MP, indexed by consecutive integers {1, . . . , n}, iff the following holds
(1) ms is a set of Prr -matches for MP in MD = (K, P , ∼, |=),
(2) ∀ Pria , Praj ∈ ms : i < j implies Pria > Praj .
Pr1r is called the most preferred match and Prnr the least preferred match.
The preference order > can be defined in many ways. One possibility are quantitative metrics such as distance measures.
DL-based Matchmaking
The general principle common to all DL-based approaches known in the literature is
to formulate the notion of a match, in one or another way, based on the set-theoretic
subsumption relation. Reasoning on whether there is a match is thereby reduced to the
standard subsumption inference task and derives its computational complexity properties (see Section 3.1.4). In the context of DL-based semantic services it has been first
described in [PKPS02] and [LH03]. The former assumes structured semantic service descriptions such as a profile and defines the notion of a match on elements of the structure, which is why it can be classified as structured matchmaking. In contrast, the latter
assumes that a service (or an operation) is semantically described by a single concept
only that is a complex intersection
C1 u · · · u Cn
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where Ci are atomic or complex concepts. It is therefore classified as monolithic matchmaking [Klu08]. Part of the idea in [PKPS02] is inspired by earlier works on component
theory in software engineering [ZW97] that similarly build on “more general”, “more
specific” abstractions over the signature of components as well as parallel works in
agent-based environments [SWKL02].
Inputs and Outputs. There are four prominent matching relations defined exclusively
in terms of the subsumption relation [PKPS02, LH03]. Under structured matchmaking on the functional dimension of the profile they are utilized by pairwise matching
elements in the input and output sets. More specifically, a profile Pra matches with
profile Prr regarding the outputs if there is a matching output oa ∈ Pra .O for every output or ∈ Prr .O. Note here that Pra may specify more outputs than Prr (i.e.,
| Pra .O| ≥ | Prr .O|). We call such an additional output in Pra for which there is no matching output in Prr a spare output. Formally,
Pra ./ -matches Prr regarding O ⇔ ∀or ∈ Prr .O ∃oa ∈ Pra .O : type(or ) ./ type(oa )
(5.2)
where ./ can be one of
• Exact: type(or ) ≡ type(oa ),
• Plug-in: type(or ) w type(oa ),
• Subsume: type(or ) v type(oa ),
and by a slight abuse of notation (the meaning should be clear)
• Intersection6 : (type(or ) u type(oa )) 6v ⊥,
• Disjoint: (type(or ) u type(oa )) v ⊥ .
These relations constitute a ranked while discrete DoM, the order of which can be
written as
Exact > Plug-in > Subsume > Intersection > Disjoint
where, stated informally, > means “stronger than”. The Exact match is clearly the most
preferable as it is the strongest relation corresponding to extensional equality: According to the model-theoretic semantics in DLs, the concepts or data ranges of matching
outputs have the same extension in every model I . Given execution compatibility (see
Definition 4.16), the value range of each output in Prr .O coincides with the value range
of the matching output in Pra .O. The plug-in match is the second best and basically
states that the outputs of the advertised suffice to fulfil the outputs of the requested
(i.e., the advertised does not produce output values that also the requested would not
produce). Conversely, the subsume match states that there might be output values produced by the advertised that would not be produced by the requested. The disjoint relation is at the lowest level. It is actually not a match since it shows that the advertised
is incompatible with the requested as they have an empty intersection, which is why
6 Also

referred to as a partial match (e.g., [HBHP09]).
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we were speaking of four matching relations. This distinguishes it from the intersection
match which captures the case where both are not totally incompatible.
Contrary to outputs, a match is defined vice versa when applied to the inputs of a
profile. More precisely, a profile Pra matches with profile Prr regarding the inputs if
there is a matching input ir ∈ Prr .I for every input ia ∈ Pra .I. Observe that in this
case Prr may specify more inputs than Pra (| Prr .I | ≥ | Pra .I |); which means that there
can be spare inputs in Prr for which there is no input in Pra . However, it is reasonable
to formulate a single condition rather than different degrees of match for inputs. This
is justified by the consideration that the advertised should generally suffice to fulfil
processing at least the range of input values that the requested does, but not less, in
order to be considered a match. Formally,
Pra matches Prr regarding I ⇔ ∀ia ∈ Pra .I ∃ir ∈ Prr .I : type(ir ) vn type(ia )

(5.3)

where n is the maximum distance between type(ir ) and type(ia ) in the concept/data
range hierarchy. This means that the distance is calculated based on a graph-theoretic
model in which vertices represent concepts and edges represent direct subsumption relations between them (e.g., given A v B v C and there is no D1 , D2 with A v D1 v B,
B v D2 v C, the corresponding graph contains three vertices A, B, C and two edges
( A, B), ( B, C ), but not ( A, C )). The simplest way is to take the edge count distance (e.g.,
given edges ( A, B), ( B, C ), the distance is 1 for A, B and 2 for A, C). The basic assumption under the edge count distance measure is that subsumption represents uniform
distance. As this might not be appropriate in general, another possibility is to assign
weights in the interval [0, 1] to edges, thereby allowing for variability in the distance.
It is further reasonable to combine this with standardization by requiring that the total
sum of weights on the edges between a parent concept and its direct sub concepts is one.
Determining appropriate weights can be done based on information-theoretic models
in which one quantifies the semantic relatedness of concepts.
Limiting Condition (5.3) upwards using a distance is motivated by the case of profiles that are too generic and that should therefore be filtered. Otherwise, one would
include profiles that match everything in the worst case: Imagine an input ia of a very
generic advertised profile with type(ia ) = >. Clearly, ia matches any input according to
Condition (5.3) because > is the universal concept. Limiting a match to direct parents
(n = 1) effectively avoids such matches, provided that the domain conceptualization is
not flat (i.e., where > is the direct parent). Such limits have also been applied conversely
as lower bounds for matchmaking on outputs (e.g., [KFS09]). Finally, the distance can
also be utilized for ordering. An advertised input i1a matches a requested input ir more
closely than another input i2a if its type is closer to that of ir ; that is,

(type(ir ) vm type(i1a )) > (type(ir ) vn type(i2a ))
if m < n, which orders i1a before i2a in this case.
Preconditions and Effects. Structured matching as embodied by Condition (5.2) and
(5.3) can, in principle, be applied respectively to effects and preconditions that are
DL-based (e.g., [BOI09]). As mentioned before, this principle, in fact, is inspired by
previous work on precondition and effect matching on software components [ZW97].
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Upon closer inspection we have found, however, that doing so is inappropriate for
effects whose semantics is defined in terms of a belief update. We argue that Condition (5.2) does not appropriately capture the intuition of the plug-in and subsume
match in this case. To explain this, recall that an inclusion C v D or R v S can
be understood as an implication (see Section 3.1.1). In fact, an inclusion on effects
describes a ramification (i.e., an indirect effect). For example, given a role inclusion
hasBoughtBook( x, y) v ownsBook( x, y), an effect atom hasBoughtBook( x, y) implies
ownsBook( x, y) as an indirect effect – the indirect effect of buying a book is ownership. Now, what is the intuition of the plug-in and subsume match regarding effects?
According to the widely adopted view of [ZW97], the plug-in match7 is defined as an
implication. Expressed in terms of profiles it reads as follows:
Pra plugs into Prr regarding E iff the effects described by Prr are implied by Pra . (5.4)
Alas, we see two problems in this definition. First, it would be possible that Pra describes additional effects besides the ones that imply the effects of Prr . Second, as the
definition makes use of implication, it is sufficient that Pra specifies effects that indirectly imply Prr ’s effects.
We view the plug-in and subsume match as follows. An advertisement subsumes a
request regarding effects if the advertisement creates at least all the effects that the request creates. We might, more figuratively, say that the advertisement “does more” than
the requested. If we further understand the plug-in match as the dual of the subsume
match then this would mean that an advertisement plugs into a request if it creates
some of the request’s effects. It should now be apparent that Condition (5.2) does not
represent this. We would actually accept that an advertisement plugs in if it creates preindirect effects and it subsumes the request if it creates post-indirect effects. The former
means that the advertisement creates effects that indirectly imply (cause) the effects of
the request (Ca v Dr ), whereas the latter means that none of the effects of the request
would be created (Ca w Dr ). Neither case does adequately represent our intuition. An
alternative definition that represents it simply builds on containment on the effect sets
and (mutual) subsumption between single effects. More precisely,



plugs into
| Pra .E| ≤ | Prr .E| and ∀ ϕ ∈ Pra .E : ϕ ./ mp ( ϕ)
a
r
Pr
Pr reg. E ⇔
subsumes
| Pra .E| ≥ | Prr .E| and ∀ ϕ ∈ Prr .E : ϕ ./ ms ( ϕ)
(5.5)
a
r
r
a
where mp : Pr .E → Pr .E and ms : Pr .E → Pr .E are injective mappings between the
effect sets and ./ can be one of:
• Weak plug-in: ϕ v mp ( ϕ); weak subsume: ϕ w ms ( ϕ);
• Strict plug-in/subsume: ϕ ≡ mp,s ( ϕ).
We call the former weak and the latter strict because, depending on the actual effect semantics, a weak match might allow for indirect effects whereas a strict match does not.
Observe that “v” is directed equally for weak plug-in versus weak subsume: in both
cases the effects of Pra are more specific than those of Prr . Furthermore, “v” need not
7 Actually

called plug-in post match in [ZW97] if applied to effects only.
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be interpreted strictly in the DL set-theoretic way. It particular, it need not be a transitive relation. Analogously, “≡” is not necessarily understood in the strict mathematical
sense (reflexive, symmetric, transitive) as one might want to rule out transitivity.8
From Condition (5.5) one can easily derive how weak/strict exact, intersection, and
disjoint matches are defined, which we leave as an easy exercise.
To conclude, if we compare Condition (5.4) with our definition then we see that it
corresponds to a weak subsume, which perfectly reflects the concerns raised above.
Offline versus Online Matchmaking
Whether matchmaking can be done offline versus the need to do it online at runtime
(e.g., as part of a CFI cycle) is merely determined by the temporal variability – thy dynamics – of information included in a match relation. For instance, DL-based subsumption matchmaking on IO profile parameters can be done offline since they are statically
typed. The same applies to static preconditions and effects. Non-functional matchmaking on N profile parameters is is more likely to be done online. The reason is that typical
non-functional properties can be subject to possibly frequent dynamic changes (e.g., the
response time that varies depending on the load). Clearly, offline matchmaking can
be utilized for performance optimization by pre-computing matches between profiles
and combining it with appropriate indexing or caching techniques for fast retrieval of
matches at runtime (e.g., [SHF11]).

5.4.2

The Planning Task

The composition of services can be formulated as an AI Planning problem, which has
been pioneered in particular by [McD02, MS02]. As a result of significant advancements
in terms of theoretical foundations, scalability, available tools, and the fact that actions
are well suited for modeling operations of services, AI Planning has come to be a primal approach to (semi-)automatic composition of (Web) services, evidenced by a series
of surveys [RS04, KSKR05, Pee05, ACMS08, Klu08, MP09, GTSS11, SVV11]. Planning
approaches range from functional, non-functional, and process-level composition, combinations of these, and composition under varying assumptions on the environment.
Yet the prevalent model to planning – not only in the context of service composition – is
that of a discrete state space that is to be searched for solutions.
The Basic State Space Model to Planning
We briefly introduce the state space model, which follows mostly [GNT04, Gef11]. In its
basic form the model contains:
• a finite set of states S, called the state space,
• a set of actions A where A(s) ⊆ A denotes the set of actions applicable (executable)
in state s ∈ S, and
8 Examples

where this is the case are the broader, narrower, and related properties (roles) in the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) [MB09], which are not transitive (and neither defined as
reflexive nor irreflexive).
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• a transition function F : A × S → S such that a 6∈ A(s) implies F( a, s) = s; in words,
F associates to each current state s and action a a successor state s0 that represents
the result of applying a in s if a is applicable in s.
A planning domain is correspondingly represented by the 3-tuple
PD = (S, A, F) .
One can equally conceive this model as a directed graph in which a node is a state and
an edge, labeled with an action, represents a transition between a state and its successor
state resulting from the application of the action. The variety of this model lies in the
actual definition of what a state and an action is, what the criterion for an action is to be
applicable in a state, and how the transition function modifies a state.
Given a known initial state s0 ∈ S and a goal state sg ∈ S, a sequence of actions
a0 , . . . , an such that
si+1 = F( ai , si ), 0 ≤ i ≤ n,
is a solution or plan in this model if
sg = F( a n , s n ) .
Planning is therefore the ability of a software (agent) to automatically synthesize a plan
without being explicitly told the necessary steps that need to be performed to reach a
goal from an initial situation (state). The 3-tuple
PP = (PD, s0 , sg )
denotes a planning problem (or planning instance) in the planning domain PD. Clearly,
a path between s0 and sg in the graph forms a plan – a sequence of actions, which indicates that the process of planning can be reduced to (heuristic) search in the graph
whether there exists a path leading from s0 to sg . An optimal plan has minimum execution cost among all plans for a planning instance. Under the assumption that actions
have uniform execution costs, a plan is optimal if there is no other plan that is shorter
(i.e., the length of a plan represents its total execution costs).
A common assumption is that there is at least one action applicable in every state
(∀s ∈ S : A(s) 6= ∅). While this assumption is necessary for liveliness it is obviously
not sufficient to guarantee that a plan exists for a planning problem. More relevant, in
fact, are two properties concerning dependability of planning algorithms: soundness and
completeness. A planning algorithm is sound if it generates plans that are correct, meaning that execution of the plan transforms s0 into sg . A planning algorithm is complete if
it is guaranteed to (eventually) find a plan if one exists.
The main reasoning task, which is performed by virtually all state space search planners either explicitly or implicitly when navigating through the space, is plan checking:
given a planning problem PP, is a plan a solution for PP. The second prominent reasoning task is plan existence: given a planning problem PP, is there a solution for PP.
Decidability of the latter is, however, not of utmost importance. Most planning tools
assume the existence of a plan anyway and try to find one, instead of proving that none
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exists; see also the discussion in [Hel02]. More relevant is therefore the efficiency of
finding plans while not exhausting available resources such as time or memory.
The basic state space model captures restricted environments only. More specifically, the fact that the initial state is known assumes full observability of the environment,
which essentially means that one has complete knowledge about the initial situation.
Second, the fact that the transition function maps to a single successor state implies that
actions are deterministic. Third, the system is static, meaning that it stays in a state unless
an action is applied. Finally, time is implicit (i.e., abstracted away), which implies that
actions are thought to be instantaneous and have no duration. Planning under these assumptions is commonly referred to as classical planning. The seminal and still common
framework for encoding classical planning problems is the Stanford Research Institute
Problem Solver (STRIPS) [FN71], which is introduced next.
The STRIPS Framework for Encoding Classical Planning Problems
In short, a STRIPS planning problem is formulated as a 4-tuple (P, O, I, Γ) where:
• P is a finite set of propositional variables (Boolean variables), called the conditions
(a.k.a. fluents as their truth value can change from state to state);
• O is a finite set of operators (actions) of the form ( pre, add, del ) where pre, add, del
are each a subset of P, called the precondition, add, and delete sets, respectively;
• I ⊆ P is the initial state; and
• Γ ⊆ P are the goals.
There is one remark on actions versus operators in order here. Unlike stated, it is custom that an operator is understood as a parametrized action; that is, pre, add, del contain
atoms (predicates) of the form p( x1 , . . . , xn ) where xi is a variable that is implicitly existentially quantified. An operator thereby represents all actions that can be obtained
by instantiating each variable from a finite set of given logical constants, which we denote with C . These constants represent objects existing in the domain that are the subjects of planning – individuals in case of DLs. It is assumed that different constants
denote different objects, that every object that exists is represented by a constant, and
that the interpretation of constants does not change between states (i.e., standard names
assumption together with a fixed interpretation). Notice that a ground atom therefore
resembles a propositional variable. Formally, let Var(o ) be the set of variables occurring
in pre, add, del of an operator o. The set of actions that can be obtained by instantiating
o based on C , denoted with o [C], is
o [C] = { o [θ ] | θ : Var(o ) → C}
where o [θ ] denotes an action obtained by applying a substitution θ to o.
A STRIPS instance encodes the planning domain as follows. Every state s is described as a subset of P (s ⊆ P). States are interpreted under CWA: ϕ ∈ P is true in s if
ϕ ∈ s; otherwise ϕ is false in s. Hence, states are complete descriptions of the current
situation, which matches the assumption of full observability. The initial state s0 is I. A
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state sg is a goal state if Γ ⊆ sg . The set of actions applicable in a state s, denoted with
A(s), are those whose preconditions are a subset of s, formally

[
o [C] and pre( a) ⊆ s} .
(5.6)
A( s ) = { a | a ∈
o ∈O

Finally, given an action a and a state s, the successor state is
s0 = F( a, s) = (s \ del ( a)) ∪ add( a) .

(5.7)

Asymptotic computational complexity in the basic (propositional) STRIPS framework is intractable as it has been shown to be PSpace-complete [Byl94]. The reason
is that there can, in general, be plans of exponential length in the size of the planning
problem. Complexity drops to NP for plans bounded to polynomial length. Exceedingly long plans are more of a theoretical matter as the intuition especially in the area of
service composition is that composite services are rather short.
As a result of intractability, a major part of planning research since then has focused
on (i) encoding planning problems in a way that keeps the search space as small as
possible and (ii) to devise search strategies that enable scaling up to possibly huge
state spaces while being sound and complete, and ideally also optimal. A remarkable
achievement in this respect is [HCZ10] where a translation of STRIPS planning problems into the framework of planning with multi-valued state variables is described,
which is a special case of Functional STRIPS [Gef00], and which results in considerably
smaller state spaces.
The Problem Domain Description Language (PDDL) [MGH+ 98] is the de facto
standard machine-parsable format for representing STRIPS planning instances and instances expressed in successor languages of STRIPS. Newer versions of PDDL [FL03,
GL06] have been extended in several ways; amongst others, to support expressing extended goals, which will be outlined next.
Extensions to Cover Practical Domains
Since the basic state space model is not expressive enough to capture many real-world
environments it is extended in several ways. Major dimensions along which extensions
are made are summarized in Table 5.1, which we will go through briefly one by one.
Goals. Extensions regarding goals concern scenarios in which one wants to express
more complex objectives than the specification of a final state to be reached. This includes two classes. First, constraints that describe states that must be traversed or, conversely, states that must be avoided by a plan (e.g., achieving a subgoal, avoiding a
critical situation). Second, constraints that must be optimized or meet at some, any, or
all time during plan execution. As both classes relate to a state trajectory in time9 , such
goals are referred to as temporally extended goals.
Another line of research is concerned with whether goals are regarded mandatory or not. In so-called over-subscription planning [Smi04] a.k.a. partial satisfaction planning [BNDK04] goals are no longer mandatory but desired, meaning that one is satisfied
9 In

short, a state trajectory is a sequence of pairs h(s0 , t0 ), (s1 , t1 ), . . . , (sn , tn )i where each si is a state
and ti is a timestamp.
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Table 5.1: Different dimensions of planning domains.
Dimension

Short Explanation

Goals

Whether a goal represents a state to be reached (no matter how) versus a desired evolution in the domain.
Whether goals are regarded mandatory versus optional (desired).

Observability

Whether states of the domain are partially or fully observable.∗

Controllability

Whether actions/operators are deterministic versus nondeterministic.

Dynamics

Whether the state of the domain changes only through actions or
whether there can be other events that also effect state changes.

Agility

Whether plan generation and plan execution are separated versus
interleaved, meaning that execution can take place while planning is
ongoing.

Processing

Whether a plan is a strict versus a partial ordering, is conditional,
iterative, or a mixture thereof.

∗

Partial observability includes the special case of no observability at all.

with plans that achieve a subset of the goals, as opposed to classic planning which terminates in failure unless all goals can be achieved. Such goals are also referred to as soft
goals as opposed to hard goals. They are mainly motivated by planning under limited
resources available (e.g., time) or the presence of mutually exclusive goals. In order to
assist a planner in choosing which goals to achieve, each goal has an utility value associated (i.e., one prioritizes goals). Alternatively, one can also penalize the violation of
a goal, which is the approach considered in PDDL3 [GL06]. In addition, actions do no
longer have uniform execution costs. The objective of a planner is then to maximize the
utility while minimizing costs. Hence, planning involves a (combinatorial) optimization problem, also referred to as net-benefit problems [HDR08, KG09]. Soft goals, in fact,
describe a simple model of preferences. More interestingly, soft goals10 do not increase
expressive power since they can be compiled into a STRIPS planning problem with action costs and hard goals [KG09], for which conventional cost-based STRIPS planning
machinery can be used then.
Observability. In various real-world domains it is not practical even feasible (for technical reasons) to have complete information about states; that is, states are partially
observable only. Planning under incomplete information about states is modeled by extending the basic model such that there is a set of initial states. A planner must then
account for the fact that the system might be in any of these states, which is correspondingly referred to as conformant planning as a plan must work for all possible initial
states. Extending STRIPS to allow for negative atoms, conditional effects, and adoption
of OWA is one way of modeling partial observability. Not surprisingly, computational
10 To

be precise, a soft goal here is either a single fluent or a conjunctive or disjunctive formula over
different fluents.
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complexity becomes harder: plan existence is ExpSpace-complete for plans exponential
in length [Rin04] and Σ2P -complete for plans bounded to polynomial length [Tur02]; plan
checking is NP-hard. Similarly, a KB interpreted under OWA models partial observability since it may be satisfied by many interpretations, each representing a possible state
of the domain.
Controllability. Apart from partial observability there can be one more source of uncertainty: actions that behave nondeterministically. Controlling evolvement in this case
necessitates taking all possible outcomes of actions into account, which is correspondingly referred to as contingency planning. Extending the transition function F to map to a
set of successor states is one way of representing nondeterminism of actions, which renders the model conceptually close to a Kripke structure [Kri63] used mainly in the field
of Model Checking [CGP01]. Another way leading to the theory of Markov Decision
Processes [Put94] is to associate transitions with probabilities to capture the stochastic
character of the domain. The general assumption, however, is that nondeterminism of
actions is tractable, meaning that the number of different outcomes that an action may
have is finite and all possible outcomes are known in advance.
Dynamics. Thus far planning domains were characterized by the absence of additional
events transforming the system into a new state.11 Extending the model to accommodate for such events can be done by (i) introducing a finite set of events E and (ii) formulating the transition function as F : A × E × S → S. As there can be transitions solely
caused by an action or an event, a neutral event and, symmetrically, a no-op action are
introduced in addition. Events can also be used to model the concurrent execution of
multiple plans (by different) engines in the domain.
Agility. An operational aspect not related to the underlying model concerns the way
plan synthesis and plan execution are integrated. There are basically two possibilities
to this. Under the paradigm of static planning (a.k.a. offline planning) both are strictly
separated, meaning that the plan is not executed unless it has been completely generated. Conversely, under the paradigm of dynamic planning (a.k.a. online planning) both
can be interleaved. In the most dynamic case planning and execution are interleaved in
a step-by-step way: each new action added to a plan is executed immediately followed
by planning for the next action, which is repeated unless the goal state is reached. Dynamic planning becomes relevant for (i) nondeterministic actions in order to react to
their actual outcome and (ii) dynamic domains in which it is important to take events
into account.
Similarly, a common technique to make planning under incomplete information
practical is to execute information-providing actions12 directly at planning time while
execution of world-altering actions is simulated. However, this involves the so-called
Invocation and Reasonable Persistence Assumption (IRP) [MS02]. Intuitively, IRP states that
(i) information-providing actions can be executed at planning time (i.e., preconditions
are satisfied) and that (ii) information persists once gathered until execution of worldaltering actions, which includes that world-altering actions must not change gathered
information even if the change is only simulated, see Example 5.1.
11 No

matter whether these events are exogenous versus endogenous.
known as sensing or callback actions.

12 Also
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Example 5.1
Imagine an information-providing action a1 that identifies an idle ambulance; say its
execution returned the ambulance named A1. Imagine a world-altering action a2 that
assigns a mission to A1 by changing its state to busy. If a1 is executed again after simulating execution of a2 then it would report A1 still as idle because the real world state
is behind the simulated world state (i.e., re-executing a1 later during planning provides
“outdated” information). Consequently, the simulated world state is incorrectly overwritten13 , which might lead to incorrectly reassigning A1.
Conversely, if the state of A1 changes in the real world between simulation and execution time of world-altering actions (due to dynamics such as concurrent executions)
then the generated plan might become outdated relative to the real world state, which
can lead to a runtime execution fault of a2 .

Processing. Plans need not necessarily be sequences of actions. Whenever two actions
are not mutually exclusive (i.e., there is no causal dependency between them) then they
can be arranged partially ordered; thus, their execution can be linearized in either order or even in a concurrent way. A partial-order plan consequently specifies only those
orderings among actions that are necessary to achieve the goal, which is also referred
to as the least commitment strategy [Wel94]. Conditional plans bring about another type of
structure. They are mainly considered to cope with nondeterministic actions to choose
the next action depending on the actual situation after a nondeterministic action has
been executed. Similarly, iterative plans are a concise way of representing repeated execution of an action until a desired situation occurs. Execution of all these types of plans
forms a process within the process model introduced in Section 4.3.
Linking Planning and Service Composition
The apparent connection between action planning and service composition is that a
parametrized action corresponds to an operation or to an atomic service. A sequential
plan corresponds to a composite service having a sequential control flow; analogously,
a partially ordered plan corresponds to a control flow with parallel flows. Details of
the correspondences vary depending on what types of semantics are represented by the
action and service model (cf. Figure 4.1) and how it is precisely formalized.

5.4.3

Functional Profile Equivalence

We formulate the criteria for profile equivalence regarding the functional dimension in
a similar way to structured matchmaking described in Section 5.4.1. The main concept
is straightforward: we consider inputs, outputs, and effects (IOE); hence, preconditions
are not considered, the reasons of which will be discussed below. It is important to
understand that we formulate a minimal criterion that comprises properties that are required at least to get a semantically equivalent execution: equivalent effects, required
13 This

can be seen as a lost update known from database transaction theory.
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outputs, while satisfied with the same set of inputs available. It is therefore not contributing another approach to the service matchmaking, apart from the introduction
of a revised criterion of effect matches (cf. Condition (5.5)) and revised match criteria
described next.
We have found that the conventional approach reflected by Condition (5.2) and (5.3)
cannot be utilized in that form for our purposes for two reasons. First, the actual data
flow of a composite service also needs to be taken into account rather than just profiles themselves. Second, Condition (5.2) and (5.3) happen to form a surjective relation.
This may lead to ambiguous situations that result in false positive matches; it should
be noted that this was also recognized and described similarly in [KFS09]. The consequence of surjectivity is that an input (output) in one profile might match more than
one input (output) in another profile, which is illustrated by Example 5.2 and further
explained afterwards. Therefore, a stricter relation is needed. Not surprisingly, it turns
out that a one-to-one correspondence (i.e., a bijective relation) effectively disambiguates
these situations. This in turn raises the question whether a match generally implies a
single, unique bijection. Unfortunately, the answer is negative. As we will see, there is
a special case, illustrated by Example 5.3, in which more than one such bijection exists
rather than a single unique one. As a result, more information is needed in order to
decide which one to choose. On the other hand, since we can precisely identify the root
of this case, we can formulate syntactic restrictions under which it does not occur, in
general.
Example 5.2
Suppose a data range inclusion int v long and two profiles Prr and Pra having the
following output sets:
Prr .O = { U :int, V :long}

Pra .O = { X :int, Y :date}

According to Condition (5.2), Pra is a plug-in match for Prr regarding O because U is
matched by X and V is also matched by X; Y is a spare output.
This may happen analogously for inputs. Suppose Prr and Pra have the following
input sets:
Prr .I = { U :int, V :date}
Pra .I = { X :int, Y :long}
According to Condition (5.3), Pra is a match for Prr regarding I because X is matched by
U and Y is also matched by U ; V is a spare input.
The problem in Example 5.2 is that though the outputs of Prr are obviously not the
same (otherwise there would be just one output), they are not sufficiently semantically
differentiable since int is a long. In general, this problem is the result of the following
cooccurrence:
1. A reflexive, transitive relation ./ is used (e.g., v or ≡) for pairwise matching profile parameters.
2. A parameter in one profile either directly or transitively ./-relates to more than
one parameter in the corresponding set of another profile.
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That is, if there is a sequence
type( Pa1 ) ./ type( Pa21 ) ./ . . . ./ type( Pa2n )

( n ≥ 2)

where Pa1 , Pa21 , . . . , Pa2n are parameters from the same kind of set (e.g., I or O) of two
profiles Pr1 , Pr2 . For example, in Example 5.2 we have
type( X ) v type( U ) v type( V )
| {z } |
{z
}
Pra .O

Prr .O

on the outputs and
type( U ) v type( X ) v type( Y )
| {z } |
{z
}
Prr .I

Pra .I

on the inputs. Observe that transitivity does actually not come into play in this example;
it can be easily modified such that it involves transitivity, which we leave as an exercise.
Clearly, what is required is a one-to-one correspondence on matching profile parameters: every parameter that is used should have a unique correspondent. Formulated in
mathematical terms, we want to find a bijection m : X1 → X2 where X1 , X2 are sets of
matching profiles parameters. Such a bijection obviously does not exist for Example 5.2;
we can find two surjective mappings m1 : Pra .I → Prr .I and m2 : Prr .O → Pra .O instead.
Example 5.3
Again, suppose a data range inclusion int v long and two profiles Prr and Pra having
the following output sets:
Prr .O = { U :int, V :int}

Pra .O = { X :long, Y :long}

Then there exist two different bijections m1 , m2 each satisfying Condition (5.2):
m1 :
m2 :

m1 ( U ) = X ,
m2 ( U ) = Y ,

m1 ( V ) =
m2 ( V ) =

Y
X

.

Again, this may happen analogously for inputs.
Example 5.3 illustrates the case in which more than one bijection m exists, rather
than a single one. The triggering cause here is the existence of a sequence of four related
parameters, of which two are in each profile:
type( Pa11 ) ./ type( Pa12 ) ./ type( Pa21 ) ./ type( Pa22 ) .
It is not difficult to see that one can avoid this case by requiring that profile parameters
within one of the different types of sets of a profile Pr are not related among each other;
that is, if
∀ Pa1 , Pa2 ∈ Pr.X and Pa1 6= Pa2 : type( Pa1 ) 6v type( Pa2 )
(5.8)
where X is, for instance, the set of inputs or outputs. This raises the question whether
this restriction is too confining. We leave a discussion of this question to Section 5.7.1.
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Effects are incorporated as follows. Given effect atoms of the form defined by Equation (4.10), we require a one-to-one correspondence m analogous to inputs and outputs
and based on the equivalence relation (≡), thereby being in accordance with Condition (5.5). The rationale behind using “≡” is that two services (or operations) should
be considered equivalent only if they create the same effects. Since effect atoms of DLbased effect systems are expressed using concept names and role names, this indeed
means that only the same concepts/roles qualify as equivalent (since “≡” is reflexive).
Interestingly enough, the constraint expressed by Equation (5.8) is natural for effects.
In fact, the case of a set of effects E that violates Equation (5.8) should be regarded a
modeling fault because redundancy is modeled. This is easily seen: Suppose the set of
effects E of some profile contains two effect atoms A1 ( x ) and A2 ( x ). Suppose there is an
inclusion A1 v A2 in the domain (which implies that A2 is a ramification of A1 ). Then
A2 ( x ) is redundant in E as it is implied by A1 ( x ) anyway; hence, it should be removed
from E. The consequence is that, given profiles that adhere to Equation (5.8), either a
bijection exists between two sets of effects or none exists, but never more than one.
We are now ready to introduce our notion of functional profile equivalence.
Definition 5.5 (Functional Profile Equivalence). Let Sc = (id, Pr, U , Gcf , Gdf ) be a service,
S
Prr ∈ ( u∈Sc.U u.Pr ) ∪ Sc.Pr a requested profile of Sc. Let X be a subset of the sources available
w.r.t. Sc’s data flow Gdf as an input for Prr .14 Let Y be the subset of outputs Prr .O that are
C
actually consumed w.r.t. Sc’s data flow Gdf .15 We define the binary relation ∼ on profiles16
C
by setting Prr ∼ Pra iff there exist bijective mappings m I : X → I a , mO : Y → Oa , and
m E : Er → Ea such that
• ∀ x ∈ X : type( x ) v1 type(m I ( x )),
• ∀y ∈ Y : type(y) w type(mO (y)), and
• ∀ ϕ ∈ Er : ϕ ≡ m E ( ϕ ).
C

If Prr ∼ Pra then the advertised profile Pra is said to be functionally equivalent to Prr w.r.t.
Sc’s data flow Gdf .
Observe that outputs of the requested profile Prr that are not consumed anywhere
in the overall data flow of Sc can be ignored. Conversely, since the data flow is defined
to provide a value for every input that a profile lists, such cases cannot exist for inputs.
Another interesting observation regarding effects is that the approach expressed by
Definition 5.5 is independent of their change semantics ascribed by the actual effect system. The reason is not found in a general commonality between different effect systems.
What matters in this regard is that the same effect system is used for all effects applied
to a KB. Only if different effect systems are used for applying effects to the same KB
then they need to be mutually compatible, whatever compatibility precisely means in
this case. What is more, the approach is also not restricted to effect systems whose effect
14 Formally,

X ⊆ { x | x ∈ O and x ≺Gcf i } where i ∈ Prr .I, O is the set of sources of Gdf , and x ≺Gcf i is
defined according to Equation (4.24).
15 Formally, Y = { y | y ∈ Prr .O and ∃ x.( x, y ) ∈ L99} where L99 is the flow relation of G .
df
C
16 The symbol ∼
is chosen such that it indicates the relation’s asymmetry.
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expression language L ES is DL-based. In principle, any framework can be used that defines an appropriate and decidable semantic generalization (subsumption) relation and
where mutual generalization describes equivalence.
Finally, there are two reasons that justify the absence of preconditions for functional
equivalence. First, the inclusion of preconditions is more of a dictate than a contribution
to the decision whether an advertised profile describes equivalent outcomes. Requiring
a plug-in or exact match for preconditions reflects the assumption that all candidates
have similar requirements in order to be operable, which might not be the case. It is
easily conceivable that services/operations have (completely) different preconditions
yet are functionally equivalent. Including preconditions would therefore dictate conditions, which is more of an unnecessary restriction. In fact, one can actually not know
what conditions one should require from an advertised profile to be operable. Second,
it is even not essential to include preconditions bearing in mind that they need to evaluate to true anyway in order to be executable. What matters is that preconditions are
satisfied at commencement of execution of the service/operation they describe.

5.4.4

Functional Equivalent Execution

Upon closer inspection of the criteria for functionally equivalent execution, we have
found that one should distinguish between two types: structure-aware and structurenescient equivalence. Both have in common that two executions yield equivalent outputs and effects. Structure-aware equivalence reflects the additional property that two
executions have the same structure of the control flow. Search for a replacement therefore needs to be aware of the control flow structure. Conversely, structure-nescience
reflects the property that two executions yield equivalent outputs and effects independent of the structure of the control flow. Replacement search therefore can be nescient of
the structure. In other words, the former calls for a mechanism that takes into account
the process level while the latter need not.
As an example for structure-awareness versus structure-nescience, we return once
more to the book seller service from Section 2.1. Suppose the order & pay service provided by the original book seller is a sequence of four operations: first, check whether
the book is on stock; second, check the credit card for sufficient credit; third, place the
order; finally, charge the book price to the credit card. A structure-aware replacement
would have the property that it preserves the sequence and the order in which outputs
and effects are created. In contrast, a structure-nescient replacement may come along
with a changed structure. In the example, there might exist, for instance, a replacement
in which the latter two operations (place order, charge credit card) are arranged in a
parallel flow thereby deviating from the original sequential behavior regarding these
two operations.
Clearly, structure-awareness imposes stricter constraints on the notion of functional
equivalent execution. As will be seen, structure-nescience is strictly more general than
structure-awareness. The main reason for distinguishing between both types is that
simple algorithmic processing is sufficient for automatically finding a structure-aware
replacement, whereas finding a structure-nescient replacement is reduced to solving a
planning problem, which is more involved. Both types are introduced in detail next.
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Structure-aware Functional Equivalent Execution
The general principle regarding a structure-aware equivalent execution is simple. Given
e , a replacement G r qualifies as such if
a subflow Gcf
cf
r preserves the control flow of Ge and
1. Gcf
cf
e with its associated profile there is a function2. for each ordinary transition t in Gcf
r.
ally equivalent profile for the corresponding transition in Gcf

Consequently, this type is characterized by the inclusion of a process’ syntactic structure
(as represented by its control flow) in the notion of equivalent execution.
e and G r are the
Stating the first item in formally, the control flow is preserved if Gcf
cf
same except for their mappings f ue and f ur . This directly explains what we mean by
“corresponding transition” in the second item.
Definition 5.6 (Structure-aware Functional Equivalent Execution). Given a service Sc, let
e , Gr be unfolded control flow graphs such
Gcf be its unfolded control flow graph and let Gcf
cf
e E G and (ii) Ge and G r coincide in their set of places, transitions, and the flow
that (i) Gcf
cf
cf
cf
r is said to be functionally equivalent to Ge iff for each
relation. Then the execution of Gcf
cf
C
ordinary transition t ∈ Te,r : f ue (t).Pr ∼ f ur (t).Pr.
e , G r are functionally equivalent then
As a direct consequence of Definition 5.6, if Gcf
cf
not only the control flow structure is preserved but also the data flow structure. All
r are available in a compatible way and all outputs from G e
inputs required within Gcf
cf
r . This is a conthat are subsequently consumed are created in a compatible way by Gcf
C
sequence of the mutual matches on elements in IO as required by the relation “∼”. The
r that are
only missing piece for seamless replaceability is that all sources outside of Gcf
r need to be execution compatible (see Definition 4.16),
connected to a sink inside Gcf
which requires additional checks at the actual grounding level of operations.
It is easily seen that finding a structure-aware functional equivalent replacement reduces to rebinding each ordinary transition, which in turn can be reduced to solving a
matchmaking problem for each transition. Therefore, a simple algorithm such as Algorithm 1 is sufficient to realize structure-aware replacements. The algorithm iterates over
e , updates the binding of transitions, and modifies the data
all ordinary transitions in Gcf
flow according to replacements found. Searching and selecting matches is delegated to
the algorithm FindMatch. As can be seen, we assume that FindMatch is parametrized
C
with the relation capturing functional profile equivalence, “∼” in this case, and a preference relation “>” for selecting the most preferred match. Obviously, the preference relation is not an ultimate requirement from a functional point of view. In Section 5.4.5 we
provide a way how the relation can be defined such that it incorporates non-functional
properties based on a quantitative cost model. More details on how FindMatch can be
implemented follow in Chapter 7.
If O( f ) is the asymptotic growth rate of FindMatch then the combined rate is O(n f )
e ; note that n is not a parameter of f .
where n is the number of ordinary transitions in Gcf
e,
Finally, structure-aware replacements are applicable without restrictions on Gcf
e can in principle be any subflow of a control flow G . This is one
meaning that Gcf
cf
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e = ( Pe , Te , Fe , M , f ue ) so that
Input: service Sc = (id, Pr, U , Gcf , Gdf ), subflow Gcf
0
e E G , knowledge base K , set of advertised functional units U a
Gcf
cf
1: for each t ∈ Te and t an ordinary transition do
C
2:
ue := f ue (t), ur := FindMatch(ue , K, U a , ∼, >)
3:
U := (U ∪ ur ) \ ue
4:
update f u so that it maps t to ur
5:
for each ie ∈ ue .Pr.I do
6:
update L99 of Gdf by replacing (ie , o ) with (m I (ie ), o )
7:
end for
8:
for each or ∈ ur .Pr.O do
9:
update L99 of Gdf by replacing each pair (i, mO (or )) with (i, or )
10:
end for
11: end for
C

e , K , U a ) where FindMatch ( u, K , U a , ∼, >) is an implementaAlgorithm 1: Rebind(Sc, Gcf
C
tion of preference-based matchmaking in the domain MD = (K, P , ∼, >, |=) returning
the most preferred matching functional unit for a requested functional unit u. Note that
we tacitly assume a bijection between U a and P (i.e., we can access the profile of each
functional unit).

e is mainly a
difference to structure-nescient replacements. Identifying the extent of Gcf
matter of dependencies between the functional units in the overall control flow. In practice it might often be the case that one just wants a 1:1 replacement such as replacing an
atomic service as a result of an invocation failure by an alternative atomic service. This
requires, of course, the possibility of replacing it independently of the rest. An example
is the identify person atomic service that can be replaced independently of the other
services in the overall emergency assistance service. The second typical case are n:n replacements of n dependent transitions; that is, where the need to replace one transition
(due to a failure) implies the need to replace other transitions as well. An example here
is the select ambulance operation that implies replacing also trigger ambulance.

Structure-nescient Functional Equivalent Execution
If it is the outcome of an execution that matters foremost and behavior to achieve it
comes second then one might as well tolerate different execution behavior in addition
to the use of alternative services/operations. This is the underlying idea pursued by
structure-nescient functional equivalent execution. The vantage gained is the possibility
to formulate the notion of equivalent execution in a more general way by abstracting
from the control flow; hence, the data flow as well. In particular, we want to formulate it
such that it translates directly to a planning problem17 : compose a terminating execution
that finally satisfies a pre-defined goal, which represents the final outcome.
17 A closely related alternative is translation into a projection problem [Rei01], which is a standard reason-

ing task in formal action theories: what holds after an action or a sequence of actions has been executed?
Projection has been, to a large extent, studied independently from planning formalisms.
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e whose exIn our setting, the problem formulates as follows. Given a subflow Gcf
r whose
ecution yields a set of final outputs O and effects E, is there a replacement Gcf
execution yields equivalent sets O and E. The goal (or target state) is therefore described
r is consequently predetermined only in terms of
in terms of O and E. A replacement Gcf
the target state and is otherwise up to be found (composed) from available services/r should be satisfied with the same set of
operations in the domain. What is more, Gcf
e.
outputs (sources) as available for Gcf
The aspect that remains to be clarified for a precise characterization is the extent of
e . By adopting the classic principle of planning in which the goal reflects the target
Gcf
e (hence, G r ) coincides either
state at the end of a plan execution, the final place of Gcf
cf
with the final place of the overall control flow Gcf or the final place of a sub service’s
control flow (if any). For instance, in the emergency assistance service there are two
possibilities (cf. Figure 4.5): either the place after transition t4 , which reflects the end of
the trigger ambulance sub service, or pf , which reflects the end of emergency assistance
itself. A subflow for which a replacement is to be found (composed) thereby always
extends to a particular final place rather than to some reachable place. The reason is
that this allows to take the profile of the (sub) service that ends with the final place
as the specification of O and E. This is not to say that it is not possible to relax this.
e to extend to some place p is the need
However, the main consequence of allowing Gcf
for deriving the goal state absolute to p from the operation effects, which is obviously
a matter of the effect semantics as defined by the actual effect system used; hence, a
general mechanism of how to derive the goal state does not seem an easy undertaking
if at all possible.
The following definition formally introduces the notion of structure-nescient functionally equivalent execution.

Definition 5.7 (Structure-nescient Functional Equivalent Execution). Given a service
e be a subflow Ge E G such that pe either coincides with
Sc = (id, Pr, U , Gcf , Gdf ), let Gcf
cf
cf
f
the final place pf of Sc or the final place puf of a sub service Scu ∈ Sc.U (if any); that is, either
pef = pf or pef = puf . Let E be either Sc.Pr.E or Scu .Pr.E depending on whether pef = pf
or pef = puf . Analogously, let O be either Sc.Pr.O or the subset of outputs Scu .Pr.O that are
actually consumed w.r.t. Sc’s data flow Gdf (cf. Y in Definition 5.5). E and O are called the
goal effects and outputs, respectively. Finally, let s = ( M, K) be the execution state such that
r is said to be functionally equivaM ( pef ) = 1. Then the execution of a control flow graph Gcf
e
lent to Gcf iff
e can be structurally substituted by G r ,
(1) Gcf
cf
e or G r has reached marking M,
(2) ∀ ϕ ∈ E : K |= ϕ no matter whether Gcf
cf

(3) there is a bijection mO : O → O0 such that ∀o ∈ O : type(o ) v type(mO (o )) and where
r.
O0 is the set of outputs produced in state s as the result of execution of Gcf
Searching for a replacement under Definition 5.7 is formulated as a planning problem along the lines of the STRIPS framework (see Section 5.4.2), yet there are considerable differences. A solution to a so-formulated planning problem – a plan – then
constitutes a replacement. We put together a DL-based formulation inspired by [Mil08]
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and message-based planning [HBHP09]. The latter considers the presence of domain
constraints (called integrity constraints by the authors) that are, however, in the form of
clauses that may contain universally quantified variables.18 The main difference to our
planning scheme is that we consider the effect system (ES1); hence, while there can also
be domain constraints they are axiomatized as a TBox.19 More specifically, the way it is
defined features:
(1) incomplete information (i.e., conformant planning under OWA)20 and adoption of
the UNA;
(2) deterministic effect semantics defined as a belief update over an ABox w.r.t. a
TBox;
(3) message-based planning including on-the-fly creation of new individuals/values
during planning;
(4) goals may contain existentially quantified variables.
While the first item should be clear, the latter three deserve further explanation.
(2) Rather than modeling operations as nondeterministic to accommodate for execution errors, we do regard them as deterministic (see Section 4.1.1) modeling their expected (or normal) functionality. This spares us the cost of contingency planning. In this
sense, a service is executed optimistically in the hope that it succeeds and only in case of
a failure event the system reacts, which is possible since execution is monitored based
on an eventually perfect failure detector (see Section 5.2.1).
Furthermore, Item (2) concerns the actual effect system used. As pointed out
in [HBHP09], most planning-based service composition frameworks either (i) ignore
the correspondence between the change semantics of services/operations and the belief
update problem, (ii) make simplifying assumptions, or (iii) do not specify exactly how
effects are applied, let alone conflict resolution. We will apply the DL-based effect system (ES1) introduced in Section 4.2.2.21 An important observation is that for monotonic
DLs an effect update (i.e., the update to the world state) can disregard conflict resolution as a heuristic, meaning that planning proceeds as if effects are never inconsistent
with the ABox.Conflict resolution is thereby deferred until execution of a plan. However, effects that imply ramifications as entailed by the TBox are taken into account for
planning. We will come back to this point later as we can precisely describe cases in
which disregarding conflict resolution does not pose a problem.
18 A

clause therein is of the form ∀ x1 , . . . , ∀ xk (l1 ∨ · · · ∨ lm ) where x1 , . . . , xk are the universally quantified variables and l1 , . . . , lm are literals; that is, possibly negated n-ary predicates over constants and the
variables x1 , . . . , xk .
19 It should be noted that there is an intersection between how the domain is represented in [HBHP09]
and our DL-based planning scheme. Namely, the world state representations are conceptually close and
an inclusion A v B translates to a clause ∀ x (¬ A( x ) ∨ B( x )). However, differences lie in the arity of
predicates allowed (i.e., the arity in DLs is generally not larger than 2) and the constructors allowed (e.g.,
A v ∃ R.C is not expressible in the form of a clause as it is defined in [HBHP09]).
20 It follows from the state space planning model that it can be applied equally under CWA.
21 Similar effect systems may as well be used. It follows from [Mil08] that this includes, for instance,
effect systems that rely on the propositionally closed fragments of the DLs ALC up to ALCQIO and that
use model-based update semantics described therein.
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(3) Message-based planning essentially “ensures that the inputs of each service
w [including operations in our setting] can always be provided by w’s predecessors” [HBHP09]. What is more, it is recognized for some time [McD02] that introducing
new objects on-the-fly at planning time is relevant especially in the area of service composition: it is natural that services/operations can have outputs, which makes them
information-providing. More specifically, the information introduced by outputs corresponds to new planning objects. As the information was not known before and does not
change the state of affairs, outputs are also referred to as knowledge effects (e.g., [Sir06]).
Yet it is custom in planning that the set of planning objects C is known a priori and
fixed throughout planning. This has the consequence that services/operations would
not be allowed to have outputs, as every output usually introduces a new constant. For
instance, consider the find book service from Section 2.1. This service is informationproviding: the ISBN number that it outputs is such a new object introduced as the result
of its execution. Otherwise, we would need to assume that the ISBN number is already
a member of C , which implies that virtually all ISBN numbers need to be known – an
assumption that is clearly not realistic in this case. A strategy that has been proposed
to circumvent this is to execute information-providing actions before planning in order
to gather additional constants and add them to C . This strategy is, however, not practicable for operations that have inputs as each operation would need to be executed with
each valid combination of inputs in order to gather all outputs, which can easily escalate in the number of executions that would need to be done.22 Therefore, in accordance
with [HBHP09], we assume that C can grow in the process of planning. As pointed out
therein, however, this also has a downside that might appear somewhat frightening at
first: the plan existence problem for plans unbounded in length becomes undecidable,
while decidability is retained for polynomially bounded plans. Notwithstanding the
limitation, putting it into perspective makes it little intimidating: First, as discussed in
Section 5.4.2, the use of planning normally goes along with the assumption that planning domains are such that a plan exists for a given planning problem and that it is
more relevant to find it rather than to prove that there is none. Second, the intuition of
composite services is that they are rather short, so are plans rather short.
(4) Variables in goals serve as placeholders that can be instantiated from the constants
C and therefore enable determining actual objects in the course of planning rather than a
priori. Consider for instance the goal ambulanceTransport( x, ALICE) stating that there
is an ambulance transport for Alice by an ambulance x. Determining which concrete
ambulance this will be is thereby left open until planning time. Clearly, this involves
the assumption that there is an ambulance represented by an individual name in C , no
matter whether pre-existing or learned on-the-fly (i.e., during planning). Observe that
variables are thereby implicitly existentially quantified. It should be noted, however,
that the possibility of using variables in goals constitutes no more expressive power. As
pointed out in [GNT04, Section 2.4.1], they can be compiled away. This is achieved by
adding a pseudo operation having the goal as its precondition and a unique grounded
effect that is taken as the new goal instead.
22 An operation that has

n ≥ 1 inputs that can each be instantiated from a set of values with mi elements
results in ∏in=1 mi combinations.
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A Planning Problem for a replacement comprises five elements, which are informally
described as follows. First, a set of initial constants containing at least the primary
representatives of all outputs (sources) that have been produced already in the course
of execution. Next, the TBox and ABox of a KB taken as a snapshot in some state at the
moment execution was paused. The ABox makes up the initial planning state. Fourth,
a set of functional units available in the domain. Finally, the goal that represents the
effects in the profile that has been chosen as the final place. As will be seen, outputs are
not directly part of the goal and are indirectly represented via the set of constants.
Definition 5.8 (Replacement Planning Problem). A planning problem for a replacement is a
5-tuple PP = (C0 , T , U , A, Γ) where
• C0 is the set of initial constants (individuals names and lexical forms),
• T is a TBox such that those inclusions in T obey the restrictions of (ES1) that involve a
concept name A (role name R) and where A (R) occurs as an effect within the profile of a
functional unit in U ,
• U is a set of functional units23 ,
• A – the initial state – is an ABox based on C0 , and
• Γ – the goal – is a set of atoms in the form as given by Equation (4.10).
It is assumed that individual names and lexical forms occurring in the initial ABox A
are all in C0 , which is expressed by the wording “based on C0 ”.
•
The elements in Definition 5.8 are precisely as follows. Let Sc be a service instance,
Gcf and Gdf its control and data flow, respectively, t an ordinary transition of Gcf , O the
sources of Gdf according to Definition 4.15, and for i a sink such that pt(i ) = t according
to Equation (4.23), let o = {o ∈ O | o ≺Gcf i } be the set of outputs preceding i (i.e.,
all outputs that i can possibly be connected to regardless of whether they are execution
compatible). Then
!

C0 ⊇

[

Re[1](o ) .

(5.9)

o ∈o

In addition, all constants in Ci are typed, which we denote with type(c) for c ∈ Ci . In case
of the constants on the right-hand side of Equation (5.9) this is the type of the source (i.e.,
the type of the profile parameter). The type of all other initial constants c not in the set
on the right-hand side is either a concept C of an assertion C (c) in A if c is an individual
(i.e., type(c) = C) or a data range dr if c is a lexical form (i.e., type(c) = dr).24 One can
therefore also see C as a kind of a ABox containing knowledge effects (recall that outputs
can be seen as knowledge effects). The main reason for representing them separately in
C rather than also in A is that consistency conflicts (calling for a conflict resolution strategy) are, intrinsically, impossible since an output would match a so-called forward effect
to which we return later. Another reason is that outputs do obviously not contribute
23 As

before, we tacitly assume the possibility to access the profile of each functional unit.
is similar to a typed RDF literal (e.g., 1.0ˆˆxsd:float; c = 1.0 and dr = xsd:float).

24 This
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to the world state, but rather to knowledge about what objects exist. Next, T and in
particular A are the components of the KB K taken as a snapshot from some global state
b K) – preferably the most recent – such that M
b contains Gcf ’s marking M with
ŝ = ( M,
M (t) = 1. U is the set of functional units available in the domain, but f u(t) 6∈ U . Consequently, U may contain both operations and possibly complex services. The latter are
treated equally to operations, meaning that planning abstracts from their structure by
regarding them as indivisible black boxes via their profile. Finally, the goal Γ is the set
of goal effects in Definition 5.7 where some atoms may be instantiated partially from
constants in C0 . All remaining variables in Γ are instantiated in a final goal state from
the final set of constants CΓ .
Not surprisingly, the states of the planning space and execution states are conceptually close. A planning state s herein is a pair s = (C , K). Including the marking M is
not required at least from a planning point of view as it captures execution semantics.
We shall therefore assume that it is implicit and functions as introduced, but for ease of
notation we will include it subsequently only when necessary. In the initial planning
state s0 , K is taken from the execution state as just described. Subsequent evolvement
of K in the process of planning is assumed to take place in a detached way, meaning that
other changes made to K in the background due to dynamics in the domain are not
visible. We do not consider the combined evolvement of K in this work. This is a topic
for future work.
A functional unit u ∈ U having the profile Pr is applicable in a plan state s = (C , K)
iff
1. for each i ∈ Pr.I there is a constant c ∈ C such that type(c) v type(i ) and
2. f chk (K, Pr.P) = true (see Equation (4.19)).
Clearly, the first condition ensures concept compatibility in the data flow, but it does not
necessarily ensure data compatibility; hence, not necessarily seamless execution compatibility as stated by Definition 4.16. Consequently, and additional check is required at
the technical grounding level.25
Applying u in plan state s = (C , K) results in a new state s0 = (C 0 , K 0 ) such that the
KB changes in the obvious way:

K =⇒U K 0

where U = f up (K, Pr.E) .

The new set of constants is:

C 0 = C ∪ { c1 , . . . , c n }
such that for each oi ∈ Pr.O there is a constant ci = Re[1](oi ) (hence, n = | Pr.O|) whose
type is type(ci ) = type(oi ). This implies that the constants ci are pairwise different as it
does not make sense to output the same constant twice. Furthermore, the fact that the
constants ci are assumed to represent newly introduced planning objects in the sense
that they did not exist before implies C ∩ {c1 , . . . , cn } = ∅.More subtly, an individual
25 The

only planning-based service composition framework we are aware of that includes such data
level checks is [KG05].
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denoted by a newly introduced constant did actually exist previously but were anonymous; hence, was not known, in a sense. This is a consequence of the assumption that
the interpretation domain ∆I is invariant. Recall, for (ES1), evolving interpretations
0
I , I 0 share the same domains ∆I = ∆I . Similarly, newly introduced lexical forms are
new in the sense that they were just not used as planning objects before. Recall, also the
datatype map D does not change for evolving interpretations. Another subtlety is that
if two new constants c1 , c2 are introduced such that type(c1 ) v type(c2 ) then we might
face the same kind of ambiguities described in Section 5.4.3.
r is a solution to a so formulated planning problem if
A control flow graph Gcf
the application of all transitions according to its process semantics leads to a state
sΓ = (CΓ , KΓ ) in the final place such that KΓ satisfies all effects according to Item (2)
in Definition 5.7 and there is a subset O0 ⊆ CΓ satisfying Item (3) in Definition 5.7.
Observe that this formulation is rather powerful as every kind of process would be possible. Many planning tools, however, synthesize sequential plans thereby restricting
replacements to be sequential flows.
Ways to Reduce Complexity. Planning under the just introduced scheme is rather challenging. The main reason is the complexity introduced by modeling the change semantics as a query answering problem (preconditions) and a belief update problem (effects)
as opposed to the more benign STRIPS semantics that is realized, respectively, by set
inclusion and the add and delete lists (see Equation (5.6) and (5.7)). There are, however,
ways to trade modeling expressivity for reduced complexity, which can be classified in
two orthogonal categories:
• Avoid the possibility of conflicts, thereby, removing the need for conflict resolution
strategies in order to preserve KB consistency.
• Restrictions that make the belief update problem modulo conflict resolution
equally simple to propositional STRIPS effect semantics.
For DL-based effect systems in which effects are of the form as defined by Equation (4.10), if the TBox is empty or restricted to subsumption hierarchies over concept/role names26 then the belief update problem modulo conflict resolution becomes equivalent to propositional STRIPS effect semantics. More precisely, for a possibly negated
effect A( x ) or R( x, y), every inclusion in the TBox where A (R) transitively occurs on
the left-hand side is restricted to a concept name (role name) on the right-hand side.
These kind of inclusions describe “straightforward” ramifications that, when taken into
account, preserve the propositional character of STRIPS. To illustrate this, imagine a
positive effect A( x ). Under STRIPS semantics A( x ) would be in the add list; analogously, a negative effect ¬ A( x ) would be in the delete list. If there is an inclusion A v B
in the TBox where B is a concept name then this implies that the add (delete) list is simply extended (implicitly) by an effect B( x ). Analogously for roles. In contrast, if there
is an inclusion A v C in the TBox where C is a complex concept, say ∃ R.>, then we
also have C ( x ) in the add list. The important difference is that an instantiation C ( a)
cannot be seen as a proposition whereas B( a) can; hence, the propositional machinery
26 The

presence of such subsumption hierarchies for service composition has been considered, for instance, in [CFB04].
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sufficient for STRIPS is no longer sufficient in this case. On the other hand, as we have
illustrated in Example 4.2, the use of the existential concept constructor ∃ R.C introduces
a higher degree of nondeterminism. Since existential restriction is the only constructor
available in DL-Lite++
F R for which instantiated effects cannot be seen as propositions, we
conclude that (ES1) without them can be covered by propositional STRIPS effect semantics. Observe that the role axioms (Fun( R) and so on) available in DL-Lite++
F R are also not
a problem since they do not construct complex roles (such as role composition R ◦ S).
Avoiding the possibility of conflicts can be achieved by the syntactic restriction on
so-called forward effects [HBHP09]. Intuitively, a forward effect describes a change in the
domain about which no information was previously represented in the KB. A forward
effect therefore cannot, intrinsically, conflict with the existing world state representation
in the KB. The notion of forward effects as introduced in [HBHP09] can be transferred
easily to DL-based effect systems and our service model.
Definition 5.9 (DL Forward Effect). A possibly negated atom A( x ) or R( x, y) is a forward
effect if at least one of the variables x, y refers to a representative of an output.27
Definition 5.9 implies that an instantiated effect A( a) or R( a, b) involves at least one
new constant and hence it cannot be inconsistent with the existing ABox. To explain
this further we consider the effect system (ES1). Recap the possible conflict situations
depicted in Table 4.1. It is not difficult to see that in the presence of forward effects a
conflicting combination can actually only occur if effects are inconsistent among each
other and w.r.t. the TBox, which is not sensible anyway as it would be a modeling fault.
As an example, let us take the combination where R is symmetric and there are assertions R( a, b) and ¬ R( a, b). Because a and/or b is new, neither of the assertions may have
been already in the ABox. Hence, both must be effects, but they are inconsistent among
each other w.r.t. Sym( R).
The main downside of the restriction on forward effects is that one cannot express
changes relating exclusively to pre-existing objects. For instance, one cannot model an
operation clear mission with an effect ¬assignedTo( x, y) that shall represent the clearing of an ambulance x from the mission y and where x, y refer to pre-existing individuals. While the limited modeling power of forward effects might not pose a problem
in some domains, we see it as a substantial restriction. Fortunately, effect system (ES1)
has the property that if there is a conflict then it can be uniquely resolved, which makes
planning under conflicts predictable.
An interesting possibility we see as a heuristic to circumvent the intricacy of conflict
resolution for planning is to simply ignore it. Conflict resolution is thereby deferred
until execution. This is supported by the following observation, which is a consequence
of Observation 3.1.
Observation 5.1. In monotonic DLs and regardless of conflict resolution strategies defined by
the actual effect system used, it is sufficient to delete assertions from the ABox in order to resolve
a KB consistency conflict.
27 It

should be noted that the definition assumes adoption of the UNA. Defining DL forward effects in
the absence of UNA is possible but requires being more explicit about the interpretation of names.
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This implies that conflict resolution does not involve adding assertions, at least not for
preserving consistency.28 Now, one of the most commonly used search heuristics in
STRIPS-style planning, called delete-relaxation, is obtained by removing the delete lists
of actions [BG01]. Consequently, ignoring the additional deletes of conflict resolution is
an instance of this heuristic. We leave an investigation on ways to exploit this further as
related future work since identifying or improving planning techniques is not a goal of
this thesis.

5.4.5

Similar Execution and Non-functional Properties

Thus far we have concentrated on the functional dimension of service semantics. The
two notions that we have introduced aim at equivalent execution and are therefore inevitably fairly strict and leave limited room for similarity, apart from the plug in match
on inputs, outputs and the control flow nescience of the planning-based technique. In
this section we sketch a basic approach to broaden the notion of equivalent execution
towards similar execution. Conceptually, we see a close connection with net benefit problem solving (see Section 5.4.2). We will therefore follow this method, which means that
it will also be reduced to a planning problem. We will again consider effect system (ES1).
For the reason of higher level nondeterminism introduced by the existential restriction
constructor, we will also assume that no effect is defined (indirectly) using ∃ R.C. As discussed before, the belief update problem modulo conflict resolution described by (ES1)
thus becomes equivalent to STRIPS effect semantics; hence, it becomes possible to use
STRIPS machinery. However, applicability is still controlled by the actual precondition
system used (i.e., applicability need not be defined in terms of STRIPS action applicability). For instance, if (PS1) is used then applicability reduces to conjunctive query
answering. This constitutes a kind of hybrid planning scheme.
The formulation as a net benefit problem also allows us to add yet another layer of
flexibility by including non-functional properties in this broader notion of similar execution and hence for replacement search. The main motivation is to optimize or at least
enable comparing (ranking) the declared quality of service (QoS)29 between replacements according to user preferences.
As a central step, two functions are introduced. A cost function that associates an
operation with a value that represents its execution cost. A utility function that assigns
an utility value to preferences. We will use a model where costs are a quantitative measure of quality – the lower the costs the higher the quality. Preferences take the place of
goals and do either directly or in an extended way accommodate the goals Γ. If U is a set
28 It

should be added that more advanced resolution strategies might make additions as part of higherorder conflict resolution (e.g., Example 4.2), but this is motivated from a higher application-specific level.
29 One should keep in mind that QoS properties can be interpreted in a spectrum of guarantee levels.
At one end is the firm commitment where the user is guaranteed a certain quality of service set by a nonfunctional property, which requires that the service level can be enforced accordingly by the underlying
system. Towards the other end are soft guarantees in case the underlying system acts in a best effort
manner. The (technical) aspects of service level negotiation and enforcement are outside the scope of this
thesis.
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of operations and F is a set of preferences, the details of which are yet to be described,
then the two functions are
f cost : U → R0+ and
f util : F → R

+

.

(5.10)
(5.11)

Observe that f cost models independent costs. Operation’s costs have no interdependencies and are therefore additive. This holds equally for f util . An extension to conditional
costs (e.g., the cost of some operation is different depending on context such as whether
another operation has been executed before, after, not at all) or conditional utility (e.g.,
the utility of some preference depends on whether another one has been achieved already, not achieved yet) is straightforward, at least from a conceptual point of view, but
can easily lead to a non-linear optimization problem. In a similar though more benign
way, the two functions can easily be revised to allow for negative values. While positive
costs are expenses, negative costs are revenues. Conversely, a positive utility represents
something sought, while negative utility stands for something to be avoided.
r . By overloading
Next, we define the aggregated execution cost of a replacement Gcf
the cost function f cost for replacements, aggregated costs are given by
r
f cost ( Gcf
)=

∑

f cost (Op)

(5.12)

Op∈U

r (i.e., the
where U is the set of operations associated to ordinary transitions in Gcf
codomain of f ur minus no-op operations, if any). Considering the fact that in the most
r allows for several types of control flows, Equation (5.12) becomes an
general case Gcf
estimate in two cases. The result is a pessimistic upper bound regarding choice since
costs of all choice paths are included. The result is an optimistic lower bound regarding iteration since potential repetitions are not included. Clearly, real costs cannot be
known unless choices in the control flow are completely determined. Notice that Equar is unfolded or not since unfolding adds
tion (5.12) can be used regardless of whether Gcf
to the sum.
The objective is then to maximize the overall utility – the net benefit – of a replacer while taking into account its overall execution costs. By also overloading f
ment Gcf
util
the objective function is
!
r
)=
f util ( Gcf

∑

ϕ∈F

f util ( ϕ)

r
)
− f cost ( Gcf

(5.13)

r is optimal if there is no other replacement G 0r that has utility
Clearly, a replacement Gcf
cf
0r ) higher than f
r
f util ( Gcf
util ( Gcf ). How f util and f cost are precisely defined over preferences
and operations, respectively, is detailed in the following two subsections.

Execution Costs
Execution costs of operations are defined over non-functional properties (NFPs) in the
following way. Suppose there is a QoS ontology O (e.g., [TTM09]) defining n named
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QoS concepts (which are either general or domain specific). NFPs occurring in the
profile of operations are typed using these concepts (i.e., if Pa is a NFP then type( Pa)
is a concept declared in O ). Every QoS concept in O is associated with a weight wi
(1 ≤ i ≤ n) that is a non-negative real value wi ∈ R0+ . Weights are chosen so as to grade
the relative importance of QoS concepts. Weights are zero by default. As will be seen,
a weight wi = 0 functions as a mask, a value 0 < wi < 1 has a suppressing effect, and
wi > 1 has an amplifying effect.
Since NFPs are qualities expressing how something is supposed to be, we can assume
that their value val can be mapped meaningfully onto a numeric value v from an interval [vmin , vmax ], even if the interval (i.e., the value range) is just binary. For instance, a
binary representation of reliability: unreliable 7→ 0, reliable 7→ 1. Numeric values are
furthermore normalized; that is, values are projected onto the interval [0, 1] (a.k.a. scaling). There are, however, two types of qualities: those that one wants to maximize such
as reputation or processor speed and those that one wants to minimize such as response
time or price (i.e., the higher the value the better versus the lower the value the better). They are respectively called positive and negative in the literature (e.g., [ZBN+ 04]).
Hence, both types are normalized in different ways as follows:
(
vmax −v
if vmax − vmin 6= 0
(positive NFP)
(5.14)
v = vmax −vmin
1
otherwise
(
v−vmin
if vmax − vmin 6= 0
v = vmax −vmin
(negative NFP)
(5.15)
1
otherwise
where v is the resulting normalized value in the interval [0, 1].
The execution cost of an operation Op whose profile contains the set of NFPs N is
then simply defined as the maximum out of the products of the normalized value of a
NFP and the corresponding weight:
(
max{wv | type( Pa) 7→ w, val ( Pa) 7→ v, Pa ∈ N } if N 6= ∅
(5.16)
f cost (Op) =
unde f ined
otherwise .
If the operation is not annotated by any NFP at all then f cost is undefined. This is an
unfavourable special case. Simply defining f cost = 0 for this case might not reflect well
its real execution cost nor is f cost = 1 appropriate either. Setting it to zero would advocate laziness in providing information on non-functional properties over industriousness, which is apparently unfair. Conversely, setting it to one generally penalizes lack
of information in an unfair way. There are many strategies conceivable to even out this
case. Two rather simple ones are: The less information is available about non-functional
properties the more an operation is demoted. An operation without any information is
thereby considered in the last place (i.e., detailed information is preferred over lack of
information). Second, the operation is assigned with average costs, calculated from data
gathered from earlier executions or from data about functionally similar operations of
which NFPs are known or which have also been executed previously.
This model of execution costs is simple but effective and has three main characteristics. First, we do not need to make the rather impractical assumption that every
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operation (service) is annotated for each of a set of QoS concepts with a corresponding
NFP, which is made in several works (e.g., [ZBN+ 04, AMM07, MBK+ 09, KMHJ10]). Except for controlled environments, one will rather find the situation that annotations are
made freely, usually for a few QoS concepts only. Second, the user does not need to
assign all weights. Instead, one can be lazy about QoS concepts that one deems unimportant. The default weight of zero will mask all QoS concepts anyway that the user
does not care about. Third, the absolute value of weights is less important compared
to the relative value. If the user considers QoS concept C more relevant than D then
it suffices to ensure wC > w D . This supports the observation that humans are rarely
willing nor able to express the importance of a QoS concept directly (and precisely) in
terms of an absolute value. It is easier and arguably more natural to humans to decide,
given two QoS concepts, which one they find more important in some context.
Finally, this model of assigning costs to operations is directly transferable to enrich
both notions of equivalent execution with the possibility of taking non-functional properties into account. More specifically, the cost function as defined by Equation (5.12)
and Equation (5.16) can be taken as the basis of the preference order considered in
preference-based matchmaking (see Definition 5.4).
Preferences
Contrary to the conventional interpretation of goals there is an important difference for
preferences over target effects and outputs: they are interpreted as desired rather than
mandatory (i.e., soft goals as opposed to hard goals). With respect to Definition 5.7, this
means that the execution of a semantically similar replacement suffices to yield nonempty subsets E0 ⊆ E and O0 ⊆ O. In other words, the user is prepared to accept a
non-empty difference between E0 and E (O0 and O) that is not achieved.
Analogous to QoS properties, it is useful to give different utilities to preferences
thereby indicating their relative importance. The intention is that one tries to satisfy
those preferences first that have highest utility (and avoid those preferences that have
negative utility). Therefore, every preference ϕi is associated with a positive weight
wi ∈ R+ , analogous to QoS concepts.
Preferences can accommodate the effect goals in Γ and desired outputs O in different
ways. One possibility is to establish a direct correspondence. A preference ϕ is thereby
r , the
either an effect in Γ or an output in O; hence, F = Γ ∪ O. Given a replacement Gcf
r
utility of ϕ ∈ F is then simply its associated weight f util ( ϕ) = w if execution of Gcf
satisfies ϕ. Otherwise the utility is undefined and thus not included in Equation (5.13).
Another and strictly more expressive possibility is to follow the model put forward
by PDDL3 [GL06], which has been considered in the context of service composition also
in [SM10]. Preferences in PDDL3 are expressions of the form

(∗ w (is-violated ϕ))
where w is a positive weight as before and ϕ is a preference formula.30 The main difference to the first and rather simple form of preference expressions is that PDDL3 ex30 To

be precise, ϕ is actually a reference to a preference formula since the latter might be referred to by
multiple preference expressions.
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pressions can describe temporally extended preferences that are evaluated on a state
trajectory that can minimally be a single state up to a trajectory that extends from the
initial state up to a final state. This is achieved by including temporal operators ascribed
with semantics of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL). Among the temporal operators available are: at-end, always, sometime, within, at-most-once, and a few more. For instance,
consider the following two PDDL3 preference expressions:

(preference payment (always (or (payBy ?x VISA) (payBy ?x MASTERCARD))))
(preference order (sometime (hasBoughtBook ?x ?y)))
The former preference named payment states that whenever a payment is to be
done for some item identified by ?x the user pays either by VISA or MasterCard;
(payBy ?x VISA) translates to a DL effect atom payBy( x, VISA) where x is a variable referring to a representative of either an input or output, payBy is a role name,
and VISA, MASTERCARD are individual names. The second preference named order
states that at some point the user identified by ?x has bought a book identified by ?y;
(hasBoughtBook ?x ?y) translates analogously to an effect atom hasBoughtBook( x, y).
The nested expression (is-violated ϕ) evaluates to a value equal to the number of
times the preference ϕ is violated in the state trajectory described by ϕ. In other words,
it calculates a penalty for violation of preferences, which is additionally either amplified or suppressed by the weight w expressing the relative importance. Notice that
Equation (5.13) is thereby changed to a minimization problem since penalties as well as
costs are to be minimized.

5.5

Integration with Transactional Processes

Composite service execution and the correctness thereof can be meaningfully defined
and reasoned about in the theory of transactional processes [SABS02] that builds, in part,
upon the concept of flexible transactions [ZNBB94, ZNB01]. Transferring the basic idea
to the service model considered in this work, the execution of a composite service is
conceived as a single transaction that encapsulates a number of sub transactions if the
service is composite. Each sub transaction corresponds to the execution of one of its
functional units. Eventually at the level of operations, a transaction corresponds to the
execution of one operation in the underlying sub system, which may again unfold to
sub transactions at the next lower level of the sub system. Altogether this results in a
nested configuration – nested transactions.
The connection of transactional processes with the concept of transactions lies in the
focus on two major correctness properties: atomicity and isolation. Transactional processes, in fact, set up a more general notion of atomicity, rather than simply transferring
the conventional all-or-nothing understanding. More precisely, a transactional process
is correct (or well-formed) in this regard if it provides guaranteed termination, meaning
that execution ends in a well-defined state in any case. Potential failures in the course of
execution are thereby handled in a way not leading to undefined or inconsistent states.
State consistency criteria are normally defined from an application point of view; although application-independent generalizations are conceivable (e.g., avoid unreleased
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resources that are subject to an exclusive access policy). Multiple services that are concurrently executed are correctly isolated from each other according to this model if the
overall result is equivalent to a serial execution of them. Isolation is consequently a
correctness property concerning the correct interaction of multiple processes.
It is the purpose of this section to discuss consequences of integrating CFI into this
model, especially consequences on the notion of guaranteed termination. Moreover, we
explore potential integration strategies. Isolation, on the other hand, is beyond the scope
of this thesis. To this end, we would assume that a transactional manager is part of the
system (execution engines) that enforces the precedence order as defined by a process
over all the different system levels involved so as to avoid non-serializable inferences
on shared resources.

5.5.1

Guaranteed Termination

Defining the notion of guaranteed termination starts from the assumption that the transaction representing the execution of a functional unit falls in either of three categories:
compensatable, retriable, or pivot [MRKS92]. Without loss of generality, we can restrict
ourselves in the following (for simplicity of expositions) to operations, which is possible
because these characteristics can be preserved for nested configurations, see Observation 5.2 below.
If Op is an operation then it is compensatable if there is an operation Op−1 that when
executed either reverses or, more generally, compensates the execution of Op; without
resorting to execution of additional operations (i.e., cascade free).31 An operation is retriable if its execution is guaranteed to complete successfully eventually, possibly after
having been re-invoked multiple times. While an operation can be both compensatable
and retriable, the opposite – neither being compensatable nor retriable – is equivalent
to being pivot.32 The existence of such an operation in a composite service is therefore
“critical” in the sense that it marks a point of no return. Once it has been executed
there is no way back since compensation is not an option anymore. Notice that compensating operations themselves are assumed to be retriable; hence, not pivot. Also,
observe that compensatable, retriable, or pivot are non-functional characteristics that
can be represented already by two Boolean-valued non-functional properties because
compensatable is orthogonal to retriable and pivot matches the case of not compensatable and not retriable. By adopting the generalization put forward in [Sch01] these
properties become real-valued and model failure probability and compensation costs, re31 Reversible

is the ultimate form of compensatable. An operation is reversible if all its results can
be undone by executing Op−1 ; hence, Op−1 can be seen as the inverse of Op and execution of Op−1
at some point after Op has been executed yields a state as if execution of Op had never taken place.
Compensatable, as it is understood here and in accordance with [KLS90], is more general as it extends to
the case of compensating results in a countervailing and indirect way. The state after execution of Op−1
may not be identical to a state that would have been reached had Op never been executed. For instance,
undoing an order by marking it as canceled (and issuing a credit note) instead of entirely deleting it. The
general notion of compensation is therefore a matter of application-specific definition.
32 We note that the notion of pivot has been used slightly different in the literature. While [MRKS92,
ZNB01] set pivot equivalent to not compensatable and not retriable, a relaxed definition leaving off retriability is used in [Sch01, SABS02].
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spectively. More precisely, a compensatable operation has finite compensation costs in
the interval [0, ∞). A retriable operation has a failure probability of zero since it never
fails eventually. A pivot operation has infinite compensation costs since compensation
is not possible and a failure probability in the interval (0, 1) since it is not retriable.
Observation 5.2. The properties compensatable and retriable are preservable for nested configurations, while pivot inevitably propagates upwards.
This is easily seen. A functional unit is compensatable if all functional units at the
next lower level are compensatable. In other words, compensation at the higher level is
no longer possible as soon as one functional unit at the next lower level is not compensatable. This holds analogously for retriability. As soon as there is one pivot functional
unit at the lower level then the higher level is also pivot.
Clearly, the property of being pivot is a decisive factor on the notion of guaranteed
termination. In the simple case with absence of pivot functional units one can guarantee
termination if all functional units a service is composed of are either retriable or compensatable, though in diametral states. All functional units being retriable guarantees
that, in case of a transient failure of a functional unit, one can eventually complete as
expected. Conversely, all functional units being compensatable guarantees that, in case
of transient or permanent failure of a functional unit, one can reach a ground level state
in which everything that has been done has been compensated. The latter matches the
concept of Sagas [GMS87, GGK+ 91]. In the presence of pivot functional units, guaranteed termination necessitates that each pivot that is not the very last in a control flow is
associated with at least one failure recovery path, as we call it. A failure recovery path is
basically a sub control flow that leads to a consistent state. All functional units on a recovery path must furthermore be retriable; hence, it is guaranteed that execution of the
failure recovery path eventually completes. Notice that not a failure of the pivot triggers
its execution but a failure of a subsequent compensatable or pivot operation. What is
more, there might be multiple failure recovery paths for each pivot thereby providing
different alternatives. In this case an additional preference order is considered between
recovery paths that ranks them. The idea is then to select the highest ranked recovery
path first at runtime.
Now, how does CFI relate to the property of guaranteed termination? First of all, if
we put CFI into perspective with what has been just explained then it should be clear
that CFI can be used for dynamic and on demand creation of a recovery path, meaning that it has not been specified in advance. CFI is also more general in that it is not
restricted to this case: The question at which transition a failure occurred is not relevant since an alternative – a replacement – can be created in principle starting from any
place. Yet it is exactly the dynamic creation that is crucial for the property of guaranteed
termination. The guarantee that a replacement exists is clearly a necessary requirement.
In other words, guaranteed termination depends ultimately on guaranteed replacement
existence. Unfortunately, the strong guarantee for the existence of a replacement in any
case can only be made by design. In open environments in which available services and
operations are not known in advance and are likely volatile one can only make weak
guarantees, possibly supported by statistical evidence. This observation holds irrespective of how sophisticated the approach used for representing and reasoning about the
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semantics of services is. The point herein is that the utility of CFI lies more in open environments. The reason is that in cases where it is ensured by design that replacements
exist one can actually assume that they are known at the same time; hence, there is little sense in dynamically creating them. Another point is that existence of replacements
is not sufficient for guaranteed termination. The requirement of guaranteed termination applies equally to replacements themselves. Replacements therefore either need to
consist of retriable operations (analogous to a recovery path) or the failure within the
execution of a replacement must again be manageable in the same way.
All in all we have to accept that CFI alone cannot preserve the property of guaranteed termination in cases where one wants to use it. CFI rather provides a best effort
service to the user. This result might leave a smack of dissatisfaction. Be that as it may,
it appears to be the price to pay for not needing to anticipate and specify in advance
failure handling means. We therefore see CFI as complementary to existing methods
and discuss possibilities of integrating both in the next subsection.

5.5.2

Integration Strategies

Bearing in mind the best effort property of CFI regarding guaranteed termination, transactional recovery approaches that build on the concept of compensation33 and CFI as a
dynamic forward recovery approach should be reasonably combined. The general idea
is to consider pre-defined transactional recovery means as a last resort. Then, two possible arrangements are:
1. CFI is attempted first. If a replacement does not exist then fallback to transactional
recovery.
2. If there is a pivot and a failure occurs after the pivot has been executed then compensate backwards up to the pivot. CFI may then be attempted to find an alternative starting after the pivot. If this fails then fallback to transactional recovery.
The first strategy reflects the intention of trying forward recovery from failures first
before falling back to compensation. It is further assumed that all operations of the original service are compensatable. One can therefore guarantee well-defined termination
since one can always go back to a ground level state in case CFI fails. The application
logic or user would then decide how to proceed from that state. This strategy will likely
come to be used if a one-to-one replacement is anyway the number one choice. An example is the book seller service: if execution of order & pay (or shipment ) fails then
one would likely want to search for an alternative online seller (or shipping agency)
first before rolling back as a last resort.
The second strategy considers taking a pivot as a savepoint. In case of a failure one
would generally compensate backwards up to the pivot first and try to find a replacement from that place. Analogous to flexible transactions, a recovery path is assumed
to be pre-defined and associated to the pivot. The recovery path serves as a last resort
if finding a replacement fails. This strategy seems preferable if a service contains sub
33 Recap,

compensation herein is understood as a generalization that includes reverting results as a
special case.
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services and many-to-many replacements are intended. For example, suppose identify
person in the emergency assistance service is marked as a pivot. If at execution time
trigger ambulance fails then one would compensate select ambulance and search for a
replacement of the sub service activate ambulance. However, the compensation of an
operation Op and subsequent search for a replacement starting from a previous state not
only involves executing the compensating operation Op−1 , it also implies additional efforts for undoing the effects in the KB. More precisely, if Op−1 is indeed the inverse then
one can easily derive the inverse update U −1 from the update U that has been applied
previously to the KB: every add (K + ϕ) in U becomes a delete (K − ϕ) in U −1 and vice
versa. Otherwise, if Op−1 is a countervailing compensation rather than the inverse then
it has to be regarded as a normal operation. Its set of effects E would then be applied in
the standard way as defined by the effect system used.
On the other hand, if guaranteed termination is not of high importance, then an
integration strategy in the opposite direction comes to mind. More specifically, the
planning-based approach to replacement creation can take advantage of information
whether functional units – operations or atomic services in this case – are compensatable, retriable, or pivot. If U is the pool of functional units available and u is a functional
e that is to be replaced then:
unit in a control flow Gcf
• u ∈ U if u is retriable,
• u−1 ∈ U if u is compensatable, and
• u 6∈ U if u is pivot.
Observe that both u and u−1 can end up in U if u is both retriable and compensatable,
which in turn calls for a preference between compensation or retry, expressed, for instance, by different costs associated with them. If a planner adds u−1 to a plan then
a kind of chronological rollback is performed. Compensation is thus integrated into
planning.

5.6

Repeated Intervention

If a replacement Gr has been found and execution resumes using Gr then there is no
guarantee that Gr will succeed; except that Gr is retriable, which we shall leave out of
consideration in this section. In particular, there can again be failures in the execution
of Gr . This can, in theory, lead to the situation of endless interventions made by an
execution engine without actually coming to an end: a failure occurs, a new replacement
is found, execution is resumed using the replacement, a new failure occurs, and so forth.
No matter whether the probability of such a situation is low in practice or not, there
should be measures to deal with this issue. More specifically, there should be a decision
procedure that determines when to give up starting new intervention cycles. Ideally,
one should not give up too early nor try longer than it makes sense, meaning that it was
still possible to come to an end versus an intervention was anyway in vain. We see three
possibilities to this described in the following.
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Threshold

Presumably the most apparent approach is to set a threshold as a maximum number ϑ
of interventions that are allowed to be made during the execution of a particular service
instance. A counter is incremented for every new intervention cycle and if ϑ is passed
then one would give up intervening in case a new failure occurs. While this is simple
to implement it has the downside that it introduces a new problem: What value should
ϑ be set to? It is evident that at least the actual service and the error frequency of the
environment have an influence on the value. This means that ϑ is a function of multiple
parameters
ϑ = f ( p1 , . . . , p n )
rather than a (global) constant that can be determined generally. As there seems to be no
single obvious law for f , one would probably use more or less sophisticated heuristics.
In case it is even difficult to come up with a suitable heuristic then f might simply
realize a rule of thumb or an educated guess. More advanced strategies might try to
learn f offline from training data or online as an evolutionary process. In any case the
risk of giving up too early or too late remains as long as the value ϑ cannot be proven to
be correct in the sense that any smaller or larger value results in giving up too early/too
late.

5.6.2

Progress

Another approach would be the definition and use of a notion of execution progress.
Intuitively, this can be used if one would not want to give up as long as there is significant progress towards the end (i.e., execution does not stagnate). The question is how
should such a notion of execution progress be defined? One possibility is to formulate
it in terms of a difference between the current and the final state of an execution.
Suppose t is a transition in a control flow graph and dist is the distance between t and
the final place pf , measured as the length of the path ht, . . . , pf i; recap, every transition t
of a control flow graph is on a path between pi and pf . Formally,
dist(t, pf ) = |ht, . . . , pf i| .
Suppose t is a token-enabled transition that cannot fire and that it has been replaced in a
first intervention cycle. Now, suppose that subsequently yet another failure occurs and
that t0 is the token-enabled transition that cannot fire this time. Then one could define
progress as the condition that
dist(t, pf ) > dist(t0 , pf ) .

(5.17)

According to this condition there is progress between subsequent intervention cycles if
the younger is for a transition closer to the end. Unfortunately, this condition works
generally only for one-to-one but not in general for one-to-many and many-to-many
replacements as the following example shows.
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Example 5.4
Imagine a control flow graph Gcf that has a simple sequential control flow
F = {( pi , t), (t, p), ( p, t000 ), (t000 , pf )}
consisting of the consecutive transitions t and t000 . Suppose there was a one-to-many
0 = G [ Ge /Gr ] with
replacement Gcf
cf cf
cf
Fe = {( pi , t), (t, p)}

and

Fr = {( pi , t0 ), (t0 , p0 ), ( p0 , t00 ), (t00 , p)},

resulting in the flow relation
F0 = {( pi , t0 ), (t0 , p0 ), ( p0 , t00 ), (t00 , p), ( p, t000 ), (t000 , pf )} .
|
{z
}
r
Fr of Gcf

If there is subsequently a failure for t00 after the operation associated with t0 has been
executed successfully, Condition (5.17) does not hold because dist(t, pf ) = dist(t00 , pf )
though there was obviously progress. This is due the fact that the sequential control
e /G r ], which is not taken into account.
flow was extended under the replacement Gcf [ Gcf
cf
Example 5.4 shows that we need to account for structural changes. This can be done
e that starts with
by taking into account the difference in the length of the subflow Gcf
r . Let | G | denote the length of the longest elementary path
t and its replacement Gcf
cf
r
h pi , . . . , pf i in the control flow graph Gcf . Then, the difference δ in length between Gcf
e is
and Gcf
r
e
δ = | Gcf
| − | Gcf
|
and we finally get

dist(t, pf ) > dist(t0 , pf ) − δ .

(5.18)

Although the notion of progress expressed by Condition (5.18) can be used for oneto-one up to many-to-many replacements (notice that δ = 0 for one-to-one replacements), one can also define it in a converse way as described next.

5.6.3

Possibility to make Progress

Alternatively, one can view the notion of progress from another perspective. If there
is no alternative replacement available anymore then one can obviously not make any
progress anymore; except that one tries to execute a replacement again that has already
been used in the hope that the failure was transient and does not occur again. In other
words, one might not want to give up as long as there is a possibility to make progress.
Determining whether it is possible to make progress can be implemented based on
how replacements are found. Under the use of matchmaking there is a possibility of
making progress as long as there is at least one matching replacement found. Analogously, under planning there is a possibility of making progress if at least one alternative
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plan is found. However, the downside is that in most cases (e.g., in open and/or dynamic environments) one cannot decide at the beginning of an intervention cycle prior
to matchmaking/planning whether it is possible to make progress. In these cases it is
only the search that can provide the answer. Otherwise, one would need prior information about the number of remaining options. Without this information, the approach
thus always involves a possibly expensive search to know whether there is a possibility
to make progress.

5.7

Discussion

All the way up to this point we have mainly been concerned with two problems. First,
how to define a formal notion of equivalence (and similarity) that a replacement for a
part of a service must meet to qualify as such and that is adequate from a practical point
of view in the sense that it reflects the intuition of humans. Second, what are techniques
that allow us to check whether we can find or compose a replacement given a set of
candidate services and their operations. With hindsight, we shall return to issues that
have been identified throughout the text but whose discussion has been postponed.
There are also a few more reflections in order.

5.7.1

Disambiguating Profile Parameters

Coming back to the ambiguous cases illustrated by Example 5.2 and Example 5.3, the
reason is that a profile Pr has two (or more) parameters Pa1 , Pa2 of the same sort for
which type( Pa1 ) v type( Pa2 ) holds (cf. Equation (5.8)). Obviously, Pa1 , Pa2 are not the
same otherwise there would be just one of them in the set, but Pa1 “is a” specialization
of Pa2 according to the backing domain conceptualization. In essence, what we want in
order to eliminate the case that a unique mapping m cannot exist is a relation that tells
two parameters, both of which fall into the same sort of profile sets, semantically apart
unless they are the same in every respect.
One possibility is to enrich the match relation on parameters by additional means to
further discriminate semantics of parameters. Several authors have made proposals in
this direction that rely on statistic-driven or information-theoretic similarity measures
defined usually over the names of parameters or the combination of the name and the
type. While this approach has been shown to increase the precision to a certain extent,
its characteristic is that it tries to live with the status quo, meaning the amount of information available from their description.
One can also take up another position that views this issue from the opposite end,
which becomes clear when raising the following question. Should profiles that have parameters Pa1 , Pa2 of the same sort for which type( Pa1 ) v type( Pa2 ) holds be considered
deficient in the sense that they are not sufficiently precise conceptualized? If one agrees
with this view then the conclusion would be that the semantic annotation should be
revised so that it becomes sufficiently discriminating. How could this be done? As an
example, imagine an information-providing service for retrieving departure and arrival
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times of trains between two cities; hence, it is parametrized with two inputs for the start
and destination. Suppose these inputs are:
Pa1 :

FROM :City

and

Pa2 :

TO :City

where City is a concept defined in some domain ontology. Hence, we have type( Pa1 ) v
type( Pa2 ) (and vice versa). One can make them fully discriminated by revising their
conceptualization to:
Pa1 :

FROM :City u Start

and

Pa2 :

TO :City u Target

where Start and Target shall be additional concepts. This way we have broken the
subsumption relation (provided that Start 6v Target) by adding the semantics carried
actually by the parameter names to the conceptualization, which was not represented
before. This example shows that it is not really the “fault” of the subsumption relation
that ambiguities may arise but rather deficiencies in the semantic conceptualization.

5.7.2

To Plug-in Match or not to Plug-in Match

Both notions of equivalent execution are in essence defined based on the plug-in match
regarding data and the more strict equivalence match regarding effects. This is a decision we have made in view of the question what humans would accept. We believe that
this interpretation marks the border between a replacement that can be said to provide
equivalent results and a broader form, as results created are not semantically “outside”
the original. With the subsume match results can be created that one did not expect and
therefore humans would likely want to be asked first for their approval before execution
can resume with a replacement.
This aspect also relates to the question whether it is reasonable for a practical realisation to be fully automated in the sense that humans are not in the loop of decision
making. Even with the current definition, this question is again mostly a matter of the
application environment. We believe that a fully automated realisation appears reasonable in closed environments only, and with a strict definition of equivalent execution.
Open environments in which one cannot assume complete knowledge about all options
available rather make a semi-automatic and mixed-initiative approach more plausible
where the system presents alternatives first and the user can then make a choice. In
general, we conclude that the broader the notion is defined towards similarity the more
it is natural that humans want to be in the loop. This conclusion should be taken as a
design guideline for future systems.

5.7.3

Structure-aware versus Structure-nescient Replacements

Having the two techniques available for finding or composing replacements introduces
a choice: applying either technique exclusively raises the question when to chose which.
On the other hand, one can also ask the question whether they can be reasonably combined. Let us first identify situations in which the exclusive use of either technique is
indicated.
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Exclusive use of Either Technique
The requirement of preserving the control flow structure can be found in industrialized
manufacturing workflows or medical treatment workflows that consist of a sequence
of steps from which one must not deviate because they are part of (factory-wide) production cycles, or because they are medically prescribed. Otherwise, structure-aware
replacements are indicated in (controlled and rather small) environments in which it
is known in advance or even deliberately the case per design that directly functional
equivalent services/operations exist. A typical example is the activate ambulance service: in this domain the distribution of ambulance centers is intentionally so that an area
is covered with sufficient redundancy.
In contrast, the main characteristic that indicates the use of planning-based structure-nescient replacements are domains in which it is likely that alternative services/operations exist that can serve as a replacement only by combining them accordingly
(i.e., 1:n and n:m replacements). The matchmaking-based structure-aware replacement
technique would fail in this case as it does not support synthesizing combinations. For
the process of finding combinations it is more important to enable efficiently exploring
the possibly large combinatorial space for solutions, even if the use of heuristics to make
this feasible implies that finding an optimal replacement is not guaranteed in general.
The discriminating feature for both techniques is therefore mainly the degree of functional standardization in the domain. The simplicity offered by the structure-aware replacement technique necessitates a high degree of standardization: without sufficient
standardization one cannot assume the existence of directly functional equivalent services/operations.
Combined use of Both Techniques
Both techniques can equally well be combined in the form of a chain. More specifically,
bearing in mind that it is the situation that one transition cannot fire due to an error, one
can always start simple by checking whether there exists a one-to-one replacement for
the pending transition, which amounts to a single call to a matchmaker (FindMatch).
Only if this fails then the more expensive planning-based technique is used to synthesize a composite replacement.

5.7.4

Replacement Composition Planning via Translation into PDDL

Various works consider formulating service composition planning problems via translation into a PDDL planning problem (e.g., [KG05, KK07, HMV+ 09, KC10]) or related/successor languages (e.g., [BFL+ 08]), which makes it possible to use off-the-shelf
planning tools directly. In fact, the translation is rather straightforward if atomic services/operations are directly understood as parametrized actions (operators). Besides
abandoning the correspondence between the change semantics and the belief update
problem, there are two more concerns. The first one is rather technical. Translation into
PDDL introduces a certain overhead of pre-processing. Complexity of pre-processing
can be exponential in space because virtually all PDDL planning tools are implemented
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based on a propositional representation; hence, require instantiating the variables of operators to get actions. To illustrate the consequences, suppose there are k operators each
having l parameter that can in turn be instantiated from m constants. Then we have
∑ik=1 ∏lj=1 mij possible instantiations (actions). Additionally, the approach introduces
post-processing overhead if synthesized PDDL plans need to be translated back into the
process description language used by an execution engine. While pre-processing can in
principle be eliminated by pre-translation prior to planning time, this is not possible
analogously for post-processing unless planning can be done offline (e.g., classic planning in a static domain, or contingency planning taking into account dynamic changes
in the domain). The amount of time required for translation to PDDL is supposably
(much) larger than back translation: (large) number of actions versus usually rather
short plans.
The second concern is about the change semantics ascribed by the actual precondition and effect system used. Unless the concrete system matches the simple STRIPSstyle change semantics as discussed above, the use of off-the-shelf PDDL planning tools
is not directly possible as virtually all realize it. In particular, if the change semantics
corresponds to a query answering problem and a belief update problem over a DL KB
and both cannot be translated into a propositional representation then plan checking
is more involved since it reduces to satisfiability checking of an ABox (w.r.t. a TBox)
as opposed to satisfiability checking of propositional formulas. Similarly, the actual effect system may pose challenges regarding heuristic search functions pertaining to the
expressivity of concepts and the types of TBox inclusions permitted.

5.8

Summary

The main value of the CFI approach is that failure handling and recovery measures do
not need to be modeled explicitly at design time of a service. This simplifies the modeling process. Possible failure situations need not (all) be anticipated and represented
appropriately by explicit failure handling primitives. As a result of formalisms where
this is required, single services (activities in workflow modeling) are often associated
with “mechanical” fault handlers in practice. A failure is simply propagated upwards
in the application, often up to the highest level of human control. It is then up to the
responsibility of the user to trigger appropriate actions.
Second, an execution system implementing CFI would normally not reverse or compensate the effects of service invocations that have been made already in the course
of execution, thus, not rolling back to the initial state at commencement of execution.
Therefore, it would also not require appropriate restart functionality. This is the approach taken by traditional backward recovery methods following the atomicity property of the transaction notion. CFI provides a solution to these situations when backward recovery is impossible – because a pivot has been executed successfully already –
as it is inherently forward-oriented and, more importantly, an alternative but semantically equivalent execution is found dynamically. In fact, the property whether a service
is compensatable or pivot becomes irrelevant at design time when CFI can be used at
runtime. This solves a problem apparent in large scale environments such as the Inter-
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net where termination properties of services (whether they are compensatable, retriable,
or pivot) are outside the control of a designer and might even be unknown (i.e., when
service providers do not publish these properties as part of the service descriptions).
Third, only in the presence of a failure at runtime actions are taken by an execution system implementing CFI. This makes CFI an optimistic approach. In contrast to
pre-defined failure handling, however, the approach relies on the availability of semantically equivalent services. This is why we see CFI as complementary to existing failure
handling methods rather than a solution meant to replace any of such existing methods.
Finally, with a solution that allows to implement CFI in a fully automatic way, failure
handling can be done transparent to the user/application.

6
Concurrency Control for Shared
Knowledge Bases

O

described in Chapter 4 allows for two types of concurrency in
the service execution task. First, intra-service concurrency due to the possibility
of parallel paths in the control flow of a composite service. Second, inter-service concurrency as a matter of the fact that we did not impose restrictions on whether just one
or multiple services can be executed at the same time in the system. Amongst other
aspects1 , concurrency implies the need for coordinating access (read and update operations) to a shared OWL knowledge base so that correct results are generated rather than
inconsistencies, which should generally be avoided. This is the subject of this chapter.
Coordinating concurrent access is commonly referred to as concurrency control (CC)
in the area of database research. CC essentially studies the means to maintain consistency of a shared database, or, as it is the case in the context of this chapter, a shared
OWL knowledge base. In short, this is achieved for OWL knowledge bases following
the ideas of (i) transactional information systems [WV02], (ii) semantically rich operations [VHBS98], and by (iii) applying an extended version of the Snapshot Isolation
protocol [BBG+ 95] to coordinate concurrent access. More precisely, we set up a concurrency control model for OWL knowledge bases as follows:
UR SYSTEM MODEL

1. We take the well known notion of a transaction and formulate it as a partial order of
indivisible read, add, and delete operations over OWL syntactic instances. Conflicting concurrent access is thereby analyzed over these operations; that is, directly at
the level of OWL syntactic instances.
2. Concurrent transactions that may otherwise interfere in an undesired manner are
isolated using the Snapshot Isolation (SI) protocol. The protocol receives a simple algorithmic extension in order to provide protection from two higher level semantic
conflicts specific to OWL and DLs in general.
The read, add, and delete operations are sufficient to realize knowledge base updates
and for reading it. Snapshot Isolation, a multiversion concurrency control mechanism
1 For

instance, scheduling to share common computing resources such as a CPU.
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(MVCC) introduced for databases, offers a higher degree of concurrency compared to
classical inherently-blocking protocols such as strict two-phase locking (S2PL). This is
due to the fact that multiple versions of data are used to provide non-blocking reads,
at the tradeoff that reads may not necessarily see the most recent state of a knowledge
base. As will be seen, snapshot management is simple in this model because multiple
versions of data do actually not exist, resulting from the binary lifecycle of data items
representing OWL syntactic instances.
The main advantage of applying conflict analysis at the level of OWL syntactic instances is that it allows to jointly consider
1. conflicting access on the data representing OWL syntactic instances and
2. two higher level types of conflicts owing to specifics of OWL and DLs in general. In short, the first type of conflict reflects the situation where semantically
(logically) equivalent knowledge is described using different expressions, which
is essentially introduced by syntactic redundancies in OWL. By considering the
second type of conflict we can avoid that the updates of concurrent transactions
lead to an unsatisfiable knowledge base.
Because of the specifics of OWL and DLs in general, these two conflict types have to be
considered regardless of the actual CC protocol used.
The approach completely abstracts from the physical representation of OWL syntactic instances. In particular, we show that it is compatible with their representation in the
form of RDF triples. It can therefore be used to build (or extend) RDF triple stores to
provide correct concurrent access to OWL knowledge bases represented as RDF triples.
Finally, the approach allows for efficient integration with reasoning engines.
We would also like to point out that correct concurrent access to a shared OWL
knowledge base is of general relevance for applications where multiple clients (humans
or software agents) need to concurrently read and update it. The approach is, therefore,
described in a general way so as to be applicable beyond the service execution task.
Prior to the detailed description, the next section briefly illustrates and motivates the
need for CC in the service execution task.

6.1

Motivation

There are mainly two types of recurring events in the course of service execution using
semantic services that trigger reading or updating a knowledge base. First, checking
whether the current state of the knowledge base satisfies the preconditions of a service/operation whose invocation is due. Second, applying the effects upon (successful)
completion of an invocation to incorporate its effects into an updated new world state.2
As described in Section 4.2.2, precondition checking requires submitting read queries
to interrogate the knowledge base about the current world state. Application of effects
is achieved by means of direct updates that insert new ABox assertions and/or delete
2 One

can easily find other events such as reading and updating context information that drives distributed execution, but they shall not interest us here.
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existing ones. These reads and updates generate sequences of basic read and update
(add and delete) operations over OWL syntactic instances in the KB.
Obviously, reads and updates will be submitted concurrently by an execution engine supporting intra-service concurrency. Therefore, the knowledge base must support correct coordination of these accesses so that anomalies resulting from interfering
accesses can be avoided. Moreover, if execution engines support the concurrent execution of multiple services – inter-service concurrency – then the problem of correctly
representing and maintaining a “global” world state that encompasses the effects of
the concurrent executions and that evolves along them has to be considered: Executions likely happen all in the same domain and all might have interdependencies in this
domain. If one would maintain an isolated world state for each execution then they
would be even more incomplete if not incorrectly represent the “real world” since each
would encompass only local changes of one execution. Consequently, the representation and management of a global world state inevitably requires a shared knowledge
base equally accessible among concurrent executions. Altogether, this calls for a KBMS
that:
1. provides the possibility to read and update the knowledge base concurrently,
2. is equipped with appropriate means to avoid concurrency phenomena and
anomalies in the representation of the world state, and
3. where the chronology of knowledge base states reflects the temporal ordering in
which the “real” world evolves so as to correctly represent happened-before and
causal relations.
While the former two items should be clear, the latter needs further explanation. In
essence, the concurrent accesses on the KB are partially ordered. The responsibility of
the KBMS is to ensure that such a partial order of accesses that it receives is preserved
and correctly materialized in memory, rather than subject to spurious transposition.
If any specific order of accesses is requested then it is enforced independently of the
KBMS. We will come back to this aspect in Section 6.5 when detailing how CC is applied
to the service execution task.
Figure 6.1 shows when read and update queries are triggered in the course of service execution and that they may very well overlap in time as a result of the two types of
concurrency. Consequently, anomalies and phenomena resulting from arbitrary interferences need to be avoided. One can easily find cases in the two application scenarios
described in Chapter 2 that one wants to avoid. For instance, for a concurrent execution
of two instances of the emergency assistance service the system should ensure that activation and assignment of a particular ambulance to a mission can be done by either of
the instances (whichever comes first) but it should be neither assigned to both nor that
the representation of an assignment gets lost because it is overwritten.
On the other hand, achieving correctness for these read and update queries should
not result in an approach in which correctness is achieved by a KB access policy such
as multiple-reader/single-writer locking (MRSW), which is easy to enforce and implement
but restricts the amount of concurrency that the system can handle and therefore the
overall performance.
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Figure 6.1: Concurrent execution of composite services with read (r) and update (u)
queries on the KB, and actual execution time (e) of invoked operations. Reads result
from precondition checking, updates from application of effects. Read/update queries
may overlap in time due to concurrent operation invocation within a service instance
(intra-service concurrency) and due to concurrent service executions (inter-service concurrency).

6.2

CC Model for OWL Knowledge Bases

In the prevalent database read/write model [BHG87, Chapter 1] (a.k.a. page model
[WV02, Chapter 2]), a database is understood as a finite set of named data items, each
having a value over which two deterministic and total operations exist. One to read its
current value and one to write the value, thereby mutating it. The size of data contained
in a data item is called its granularity. In our model, an OWL knowledge base W is also
understood as a set of data items. The value of a data item, however, is exactly one
possibly nested OWL syntactic instance. Consequently, CC will be applied directly at
the level of OWL syntactic instances.
It should be noted that in our model data items are merely containers that do not
have semantics themselves: It is the (possibly nested) OWL syntactic instance contained
in a data item that is subject to be interpreted, thus, conveys semantics. This is one
difference to the read/write model in which data items themselves are associated with
semantics independent of their value. For instance, a record representing the balance of
a bank account; no matter what the value is it is always to be interpreted as the balance
of a certain bank account.
We start by defining the notion of OWL data items and the basic operations and their
semantics required to realize KB updates. This is followed by formulating the notion
of transactions, histories, and schedules in our model, introducing the SI-based access
protocol, and two specific higher level conflicts. Finally, we discuss the properties that
the SI-based protocol can guarantee.

6.2.1

OWL Data Items

Formally, an OWL data item whose value is an OWL syntactic instance ψ is denoted with
diOWL
. In our model, however, there are two fundamental differences to the classical
ψ
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read/write model stemming from the axiomatic way of knowledge representation in
Description Logics.
First, since knowledge (stated by means of OWL syntactic instances) does either exist
or not in an OWL KB W , data items are immutable. Either they do not exist or if they do
exist then they cannot be mutated. Consequently, the set of existing data items makes
up the state of W , as opposed to an assignment of values to data items that makes up a
database state in the read/write model.
Second, OWL data items are distinguished only by their value rather than by their
identifier as in the read/write model. Consequently, there cannot be distinct OWL data
items that have the same OWL syntactic instance. This raises the question when are two
OWL syntactic instances considered to be the same? This is defined based on the notion
of structural equivalence [MPSP09, Section 2.1]. In short, since the meta model of OWL is
defined in terms of UML, the notion of structural equivalence essentially considers (i)
the recursive structure of syntactic instances and (i) type-based equality of strings and
numbers occurring in syntactic instances.
OWL are the same iff
Definition 6.1 (Idem OWL Data Items). Two OWL data items diOWL
ψ1 , diψ2
the corresponding syntactic instances ψ1 , ψ2 are structurally equivalent. In this case we write
diOWL
= diOWL
ψ1
ψ2 . Otherwise they are distinct.

It is important to understand that the notion of idem OWL data items is purely syntactic. In other words, Definition 6.1 does not define when two OWL data items should
be regarded as semantically equivalent. As will be seen, this has consequences on conflict relations.
Example 6.1 (Idem OWL Data Items)
The OWL data items for the class axioms
DisjointUnion(:Parent :Mother :Father)
DisjointUnion(:Parent :Father :Mother)
are the same because the axioms are structurally equivalent: the order of the latter two
individuals is irrelevant as they represent a set. Similarly, the class expressions
ObjectIntersectionO f (:Book :OnStock)
ObjectIntersectionO f (:OnStock :Book)
are structurally equivalent; hence, they have the same OWL data item.
We note that OWL syntactic instances can be nested. For example, the concept definition axiom
EquivalentClasses( A ObjectUnionO f (C D ))
contains the nested expression ObjectUnionO f (C D ), which defines an anonymous
class in this case. Since the inner class expression cannot exist independently because it
is anonymous, it does not represent its own OWL data item. Consequently, OWL data
items may represent nested OWL syntactic instances.
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Basic Operations

KB updates are understood as operations directly adding or deleting OWL syntactic instances according to Definition 3.14. Due to the fact that OWL data items are immutable
and can either exist or not, an add and a delete operation (as opposed to the write operation in the database read/write model) is sufficient to realize KB updates.
The add and delete operation (performed by the KBMS) are denoted with a(ψ) and
d(ψ), respectively. Their semantics is given by Definition 3.14. In addition, r (ψ) shall
denote the read operation that does not change a KB. Read, add, and delete are assumed
to be indivisible (i.e., a KBMS is assumed to execute them in an atomic way). All operations have a return value. The read operation simply returns ψ if it exists and null
otherwise.3 The add and the delete operation have a Boolean return value. Let W be an
OWL KB and S, S0 the set of OWL syntactic instances in W before and after applying
either an add a(ψ) or delete d(ψ) to W . The execution of a(ψ), d(ψ) returns true only
if S0 6= S as a result of their execution and false otherwise. In words, an attempt to
add (delete) a syntactic instance which already exists (does not exist) does not modify
W and false is returned to inform the application about the futility of the operation.
Hence, the return value allows applications to detect whether an add/delete actually
caused a change and to handle this appropriately.
Essential to CC is the notion of commutativity of operations, which is defined in our
setting as follows.
Definition 6.2 (Operation Commutativity). Let S be the set of syntactic instances in an OWL
KB W . A combination of two add, delete, or read operations o1 , o2 is said to commute iff (i) the
updated set S0 resulting from the execution of o1 and o2 on S as well as (ii) the return values of
o1 , o2 are the same regardless of their execution order.
This notion of commutativity is the stricter of two forms because it is agnostic to
the initial state of W . It is therefore also referred to as state-independent commutativity [VHBS98]. In the weaker form, o1 , o2 state-dependently commute if there exists some
S such that S0 is the same and the return values are the same regardless of their execution order. In [VHBS98] it is even assumed that operation sequences and their return
values are the only means to generate a database state and to detect an equivalence between any two database states. This can be very well transferred to our model: a KB
can be a black box of which only an initial (possibly empty) state and the sequence of
operations and their return values is known.
Table 6.1 shows the commutativity matrix for all combinations of read, add, and
delete operations. In addition, combinations that do actually not modify W (i.e., S0 = S)
are also shown. These results are fully explained in Appendix A.3.
A final remark about read operations is in order here. The basic read operation
r (ψ) is supposably not practicable for efficient implementation of all kinds of KB reads
(e.g., query answering). One probably wants at least an additional operation to read
through syntactic instances stored in a KB in an iterator-like manner. In case there are
other types of read operations that cannot be mapped, at least in theory, to sequences
of basic reads r (ψ) then we need to extend the commutativity matrix accordingly by
3 This

type of read operation can equally be understood as a test whether the KB contains ψ or not.
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Table 6.1: Commutativity and set-preservation of read, add, and delete operations on
OWL data items. An entry -/+ means that the pair is not commutative (set-preserving)
in general but state-dependently commutative in the constellation noted.
First/second
Operation
r (ψ)
a(ψ)
d(ψ)
a For

ψ ∈ S.

Commutative
Set-preserving
r (ψ) a(ψ) d(ψ) r (ψ) a(ψ) d(ψ)
+
-/+a -/+b
+
-/+a -/+b
-/+a -/+a
-/+a -/+a
b
b
b
-/+
-/+ -/+
-/+b
b For

ψ 6∈ S.

the new types of read operations. On the other hand, there is an evident observation:
different types of read operations apparently commute if they (i) are executed on the
same state of the KB and (ii) whose results are functions of the KB state and nothing else.
Consequently, if a combination of a read and a change operation does not commute then
substituting the read by another type of such read operations would neither commute.
This is important insofar as it allows to generalize commutativity matrices regarding
such read operations.

6.2.3

Transactions

Adapted to our model, the intuition behind a transaction is to represent a finite sequence
of accesses made by one and the same application to a shared OWL KB W . The goal is
to ensure atomic and isolated execution of concurrent transactions. Atomicity means that
if a transaction terminates normally (commits) then all of its effects are made permanent
in W and become visible to others all at once. Otherwise, if it fails (aborts) it has no effect
at all on W . Isolation means that concurrent transactions access W without interfering
with each other (e.g., reading intermediate changes from a non-committed transaction).
Definition 6.3 (Read/Update Transaction). A read/update transaction (transaction for
short) is a pair T = (O, <) where:
• O is a finite set of add, delete, and read operations containing, in addition, a terminating
abort or commit operation, denoted with a and c , respectively, such that
(1) a ∈ O iff c 6∈ O;
(2) if p is a or c (whichever is in O) then ∀o ∈ O : o < p .
• < ⊆ O × O is a strict precedence order.
The two constraining items in Definition 6.3 state that a transaction either has a commit c or an abort a as its final operation (but not both) to indicate whether it terminated
successfully or not. The semantics of < is an ordering in time, meaning that for any
o1 , o2 ∈ O and o1 < o2 then o1 is executed prior to o2 . This implies that there is no
intra-transactional concurrency. Relaxing the strict precedence relation to a non-strict
ordering ≤ is possible for commuting operations since there is obviously no need to
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impose an order on commuting operations. Doing so enables concurrency within a
transaction, which is especially useful to model distributed transactions.
The changeset of a transaction T, denoted with δ(T), comprises all syntactic instances
that are added or deleted. Formally, given a transaction T = (O, <) then
δ(T) = {ψ | o (ψ) ∈ O and o is an add or delete} .

(6.1)

A history models an interleaved execution of multiple transactions, formally defined
as follows.
Definition 6.4 (History, Schedule). Let T = {T1 , . . . , Tn } be a finite set of transactions
where every transaction Ti ∈ T has the form Ti = (Oi , <i ) and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. A history is a pair
H = (O, <H ) where:
• O=

S

Oi is the union of all operations over all transactions, and

• <H ⊆ O × O is a partial order, such that
(1) ∀Ti : <i ⊆ <H and
(2) each pair of conflicting operations o1 , o2 ∈ O \ { pi ∈ Oi | pi is a i or c i } are
ordered in <H such that either o1 <H o2 or o2 <H o1 .
Two operations o1 (ψ1 ), o2 (ψ2 ) conflict w.r.t. H iff they (i) do not commute, (ii) are
from different transactions (o1 ∈ Oi , o2 ∈ O j , i 6= j), and (iii) ψ1 , ψ2 are structurally
equivalent.
A schedule is a prefix of a history.
In plain language, H preserves the order of each transaction Ti , is complete in the sense
that all operations of each transaction appear, and conflicting operations (i.e., noncommutative operations of distinct transactions over the same OWL syntactic instance)
are ordered.

6.2.4

Correct Concurrent Access

The notion of a history (schedule) does not extend to correctness. Correctness, as it is
understood in this context, essentially relates to the aforementioned isolation of transactions. In other words, the criterion for isolated transactions is not yet stated. A schedule might be correct, meaning that interleaved transactions are properly isolated; but it
might as well be incorrect, meaning that transactions interfere.
The major correctness criterion in database transaction theory is serializability. It can
be defined analogously in our model. For this, we have to introduce the notion of a
serial history (schedule) first.
Definition 6.5 (Serial History, Schedule). A history (schedule) is serial if no transaction
starts before another transaction ends.
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Since transactions in a serial schedule are ordered in time they can obviously not
interfere in time (i.e., an ordering in time implies complete isolation).4 This is precisely
the idea underlying the notion of serializability: under the assumption that transactions
are correct by themselves, meaning that each of them does not violate some integrity
constraint IC by itself, then a serial execution of them is also correct since it neither
leads to violation of IC. Serializability of a schedule is consequently the property that
it is equivalent to a serial schedule.5 One can also say that correctness is the absence of
integrity constraint violations for a possibly interleaved execution of concurrent transactions. The role of integrity constraints is indeed important. Observe that serializability
has it that integrity constraints do not need to be known; it all depends on equivalence
to a serial schedule. This aspect will later come back into focus.
There are, in fact, three different formulations of serializability known in the literature [WV02]: final state, view, and conflict serializability. While conflict serializability has
been shown to be a special case of view serializability, it is the one of practical relevance
since checking whether a schedule is conflict equivalent to a serial schedule can be done
in polynomial time in the size of the schedule, whereas the other two are NP-complete.
Enforcement of correctness is part of the protocol used to coordinate concurrent access. Different protocols may however deliberately offer different isolation levels (i.e.,
different levels of correctness), which is motivated mostly by trading correctness for
performance. The protocol, that we will apply is introduced next.

6.2.5

Access Protocol

The access protocol considers transactions over OWL data items and operations as introduced in Section 6.2.1 to 6.2.3 and essentially follows the SI protocol [BBG+ 95]. The
protocol enforces the following two rules:
1. Given an OWL KB W , a transaction Ti sees a snapshot of W from the point in
time when Ti started – every new transaction is associated with a unique starttimestamp ts larger than any timestamp that has been created before (i.e., strictly
monotonic). Both read and update operations are executed on this snapshot. Updates submitted by other transactions that started after Ti are invisible to Ti .
2. When Ti is ready to commit, it gets a commit-timestamp tc larger than any existing
start and commit-timestamp. Ti commits successfully only if there is no other
committed transaction T j whose commit-timestamp is within the interval [ts , tc ]
and if the change sets are disjoint δ(Ti ) ∩ δ(T j ) = ∅. Otherwise, Ti , T j conflict and
Ti will be aborted. This is also referred to as first committer wins.
A transaction is said to be active starting form the point in time when it has been assigned with ts until the point in time when it has been assigned with tc .
4 Note that any order among transactions is legitimate provided that there are no dependencies among

them. If there are dependencies then it is assumed that an order is secured outside the KBMS.
5 To be precise, serializability is usually defined over the so-called commit-projection of a schedule: a
schedule S0 obtained from a schedule S by removing aborted and active transactions (i.e., S0 contains the
committed transactions of S only).
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Observe that in this protocol add and delete operations need to be considered in order to determine whether a transaction can commit because they determine the content
of the change sets δ(Ti ), δ(T j ). This makes commit analysis similar to SI applied to the
database read/write model. Recap, in the presence of the write operation the write-sets
are required to be disjoint. Read operations are not included in commit analysis because
every transaction operates on its isolated snapshot. Reads can therefore be executed at
their commencement. From this last aspect we can draw an important conclusion: Under the standard SI protocol it is irrelevant what type of read operations are available.
This is important insofar as it allows adding specific query-like read operations (e.g.,
list all concept inclusions, list all assertions about a given individual). Such additional
read operations are important for implementing efficient KB querying support, as opposed to mapping all reads to the basic read operation r (ψ), which can easily become
inefficient.
As a matter of the fact that the protocol is a MVCC mechanism (i.e., each transaction
operates on its own snapshot), it is guaranteed that reads only present results of committed transactions. However, SI is known to allow for schedules that are not conflict
equivalent to some serializable schedule; that is, there are some concurrency anomalies
that can occur with this protocol. We will resume and detail the discussion on which
properties are ensured in Section 6.2.8. Example 6.2 illustrates the situation of conflicting update transactions.
Example 6.2
This example models the famous concurrent execution of a bank transfer and a withdraw from one account involved in the transfer. Suppose a KB W that initially contains
two OWL datatype assertions
ψ1 = DataPropertyAssertion(:balance :ACC1 2770) and
ψ2 = DataPropertyAssertion(:balance :ACC2 200),
representing knowledge about two accounts :ACC1 and :ACC2 having a balance of
2770 and 200, respectively (i.e., :ACC1 and :ACC2 are names of two distinct individuals, :balance is the name of a data property, and 2770 and 200 are number values).
Transaction Twd shall withdraw an amount of 70 from :ACC1 and transaction Ttf shall
transfer an amount of 100 from :ACC1 to :ACC2. This can be realized using the following sequence of operations per transaction
Twd = r (ψ1 ) d(ψ1 ) a(ψ3 )
Ttf = r (ψ1 ) r (ψ2 ) d(ψ1 ) d(ψ2 ) a(ψ4 ) a(ψ5 )
where ψ3 , ψ4 , ψ5 would be
ψ3 = DataPropertyAssertion(:balance :ACC1 2700)
ψ4 = DataPropertyAssertion(:balance :ACC1 2600)
ψ5 = DataPropertyAssertion(:balance :ACC2 300) .
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Clearly, any interleaving of Twd , Ttf such that
T

T

T

ts wd < tc tf < tc wd

or

T

T

T

ts tf < tc wd < tc tf

is not serializable; hence, according to the first committer wins rule, Ttf commits in the
first case, whereas Twd commits in the second.
Example 6.2 contains conflicting read-add-delete transactions. The conflict would
be detected because the change sets are not disjoint δd (Twd ) ∩ δd (Ttf ) = {d(ψ1 )}. This
remains the same even if the applications submitting Twd , Ttf would (magically) know
the current balance of both accounts so that the reads r (ψ1 ), r (ψ2 ) do not appear (adddelete transactions), thus, the transactions still conflict.
Snapshots need to be created (for reads by other transactions) whenever an OWL
data item diOWL
gets committed as deleted by a transaction T and there exist other
ψ
active transactions that started before T started. These transactions must still be able to
read diOWL
. In other words, a snapshot of a deleted data item diOWL
can be discarded as
ψ
ψ
soon as there are no more active transactions in the system that have a start timestamp
smaller than the delete-commit timestamp of diOWL
. Analogously, when a transaction
ψ
T commits successfully its change set δ(T) needs to be kept if there are other active
transactions T1 . . . Tn in the system because δ(T) is required for conflict analysis against
the change sets of T1 . . . Tn to determine whether they are permitted to commit.
Testing for overlapping change sets can also be done more promptly (as opposed to
doing it at the end). An algorithm for the read/write model called first updater wins that
acts this way has been described in [FOO04]. Transferring this algorithm to our model
is straightforward: The first active transaction T1 to add/delete a data item diOWL
is
ψ
granted to execute the operation. If T1 goes on to commit, any other active transaction
T1
2
that has updated diOWL
immediately aborts. An active transaction T2 with tT
s < tc
ψ
that attempts to update diOWL
after T1 has committed aborts upon that attempt.
ψ

6.2.6

Higher Level Conflicts

The notion of conflicting transactions, defined for our SI-based protocol in terms of disjointness of sets is the basis to coordinate concurrent access to OWL knowledge bases.
In addition, there are two higher level types of situations that can impair correctness.
In short, they are owing to syntactic redundancies in OWL and its DL-based semantics. The first indirectly represents a transaction conflict that can be detected only by
taking into account the higher semantic level of OWL syntactic instances. By handling
the second type of conflict one can ensure that satisfiability of a KB is preserved for interleaved transactions. We call them Expression Conflict (E) and Satisfiability Conflict (S).
The conflict of operations as defined by Definition 6.4 shall be (O) in this categorization.
It is important to understand that E and S conflicts are a consequence of the specifics
of OWL, not the specifics of the SI-based CC protocol. Therefore, they have to be considered independent of the actual CC protocol used.
What is more, E and S conflicts cannot occur, in general, for reads and updates on
annotations and entity declarations. The reason is that both are outside the underlying
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DL theory nor are there syntactic redundancies on either of them. Consequently, we do
not need to pay attention to them subsequently.
Expression Conflict
There can be situations where two transactions operate on OWL syntactic instances, say
ψ1 , ψ2 , which are structurally different but which are semantically (logically) equivalent.
OWL one cannot generally conIn other words, given two distinct data items diOWL
ψ1 , diψ2
clude that the syntactic instances ψ1 , ψ2 are not logically equivalent. Formally, there can
be cases in which
ψ1 ⇔ ψ2 while diOWL
6= diOWL
ψ1
ψ2
and where ⇔ stands for logical equivalence. With the machinery introduced thus far,
these transactions would not O-conflict because their OWL data items are distinct. The
semantic equivalence of ψ1 , ψ2 , however, implies the need to treat them as the same.
Such equivalences can exist for syntactic sugar constructs available in OWL, which are
motivated by the wish to allow for more concise knowledge descriptions. Also, in OWL
there is redundancy in the set of concept constructors (e.g., the negation constructor
ObjectComplementOf allows to eliminate conjunctions in favor of disjunctions by using
negation). Example 6.3 illustrates these semantic equivalencies for different types of
axioms, assertions, and concept expressions.
Example 6.3
(a) The following axiom
ψ1 = DisjointUnion(:Parent :Mother :Father)
and the axioms
ψ2 = EquivalentClasses(:Parent ObjectUnionO f (:Mother :Father))
ψ3 = DisjointClasses(:Mother :Father)
are clearly structurally different. Hence, they have distinct OWL data items and
two transactions can never O-conflict. However, at the higher semantic level ψ1 is
equivalent to ψ2 , ψ3 because ψ1 is a syntactic shortcut expressing the same knowledge than ψ2 , ψ3 together.
(b) This is analogously the case for the individual assertions
ψ4 = Di f f erentIndividuals(:OSIRIS :ISIS :HORUS)
ψ5 = Di f f erentIndividuals(:OSIRIS :ISIS)
ψ6 = Di f f erentIndividuals(:ISIS :HORUS) .
ψ4 is again a concise form of ψ5 , ψ6 .
(c) The following concept expressions are logically equivalent (De Morgan’s law).
ψ7 = ObjectComplementO f (ObjectIntersectionO f ( A B))
ψ8 = ObjectUnionO f (ObjectComplementO f ( A) ObjectComplementO f ( B))
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Again, ψ7 , ψ8 are not structurally equivalent, thus, would have distinct OWL data
items. This can analogously occur for universally and existentially quantified concept restrictions (ObjectAllValuesFrom, ObjectSomeValuesFrom) or cardinality concept expressions, e.g., an exact cardinality restriction is a shortcut of a minimum
and maximum cardinality restriction.

An E-conflict can be detected by pre-processing OWL syntactic instances that are
parameters of the basic operations and transforming them into a syntactic normal form.
The normalized forms are then used for standard O-conflict analysis while retaining, of
course, the actual operation. This leads us to the following formal definition of expression conflicts between operations in a schedule.
Definition 6.6 (Expression Conflict). Let o1 (ψ1 ), o2 (ψ2 ) be two operations in a history H that
would O-conflict according to Definition 6.4 if ψ1 , ψ2 were structurally equivalent. Let Nf be a
normalization procedure that transforms an OWL syntactic instance ψ into its normalized form
Nf (ψ) and that preserves logical equivalence (ψ ⇔ Nf (ψ)). Then, o1 , o2 E-conflict w.r.t. H iff
o1 (Nf (ψ1 )), o2 (Nf (ψ2 )) O-conflict w.r.t. H.
Notice herein that we assume every pair of operations within a transaction not to Econflict, which is a reasonable sanity assumption that one would want to make anyway
on applications that generate transactions.
From Definition 6.6 we can easily derive the criterion for an E-conflict under the SI
protocol.
Definition 6.7 (SI Expression Conflict). Let T1 , T2 be two transactions and δ(T1 ), δ(T2 )
their change sets, respectively. Let Nf be a normalization procedure that transforms a change set
δ(T) into a normalized change set δNf (T) such that each OWL syntactic instance ψ occurring
in δ(T) is substituted by its normalized form Nf (ψ) in δNf (T). Then, T1 , T2 E-conflict iff their
normalized change sets are not disjoint δNf (T1 ) ∩ δNf (T2 ) 6= ∅.
There are several types of normal forms of which some of them can be used only
for a subset of OWL. Concept expressions (using Boolean connectives, cardinality restrictions, or existential/universal quantifiers) can be normalized to Negation Normal
Form (NNF). More precisely, a complex concept is in NNF iff negation (¬) occurs only
in front of atomic concepts. NNF is obtained by applying De Morgan laws to push ¬
inward (e.g., ¬(C u D ) ⇔ ¬C t ¬ D). Other candidates for concept expressions are the
Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF), the Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF), or the Prenex
Normal Form. A role is in Inverse Normal Form iff inverse applies only to the role name;
that is, ( R− )− is transformed to R. Finally, normalization of syntactic sugar constructs
(e.g., Example 6.3 (a) and (b)) is a simple rule-based rewriting function systematically
transforming them into a set of equivalents. These rules can easily be derived from
OWL’s structural specification [MPSP09].
Normalization is rather cheap in terms of computational time complexity. For instance, NNF is linear in the size (number of terms) of concept expressions [HNSS90]. On
the other hand, some normal forms can grow exponential in space. CNF and DNF may
increase a concept expression of n terms in worst-case to 2n terms due to the distributive
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law.6 Normalization for some n-ary syntactic sugar constructs (e.g., DifferentIndividuals,
DisjointClasses) is polynomial in space, otherwise it is linear (e.g., SameIndividuals, EquivalentClasses). Conversely, normalization can also involve simplifications, for instance,
factoring out tautologies.
Satisfiability Conflict
In general, if contradictory knowledge is added to a KB K then it becomes unsatisfiable;
that is, there exists no model I that satisfies all axioms in the TBox and assertions in the
ABox (see Definition 3.6). Recap, reasoning is no longer meaningful in this case because
one can conclude anything from false premises. This is a general concern regardless of
whether K is updated concurrently or not. It can be avoided by a guard mechanism
that analyzes and rejects updates which would result in an unsatisfiable KB (see Section 3.1.5). In other words, this mechanism preserves consistency at DL level. In case
of concurrent access, however, it is no longer sufficient to analyze updates made by an
application in isolation; that is to say, concurrent access necessitates combined analysis
of concurrent transactions. Example 6.4 illustrates this.
Example 6.4
Given an OWL KB W and its core KB K, consider the transactions
T1 = a( DisjointClasses(:A :B)) c and
T2 = a(ClassAssertion(:I1 :A)) a(ClassAssertion(:I1 :B)) c .
It is assumed that K is initially consistent, that T1 , T2 start from the same state (snapshot) of W , and that :A and :B are already declared as concepts in W . Then, T1 , T2 do
neither O-conflict nor E-conflict because syntactic instances are normalized and structurally different; hence, both can commit. If both commit then K becomes inconsistent
at DL level afterwards: the individual named :I1 cannot be both an instance of :A and :B
since the concepts were declared to be disjoint. This is due to the fact that the knowledge
represented by the updates of T1 , T2 contradicts each other.
An S-conflict is consequently the situation where the execution of two or more operations of different transactions leads to inconsistency of the KB, which is formally
expressed by the following definition.
Definition 6.8 (Satisfiability Conflict). Let o1 , . . . , on , n ≥ 2 be each either an add or a delete
operation in a history H. Then o1 , . . . , on S-conflict w.r.t. H iff the operations are from at least
two different transactions T1 , T2 that are interleaved in H and commit of T1 , T2 leads to an
unsatisfiable KB.
A similar assumption to E-conflicts is made here: within a transaction there is no
S-conflict. It is equally reasonable to assume that a transaction T generated by an application is itself consistent, meaning that if KT is the result of executing T on the empty
KB then KT is satisfiable (consistent).
6 For

example, the following non-DNF concept expression having 2 terms is normalized in DNF to a
concept expression having 4 terms: (C1 t C2 ) u (C3 t C4 ) ⇔ (C1 u C3 ) t (C1 u C4 ) t (C2 u C3 ) t (C2 u C4 ).
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Also, note that in case of OWL an S-conflict can only occur when new syntactic instances are added but not for deletion. This is a consequence of the fact that the DL
SROIQ(D) underlying OWL 2 (and also any sublanguage such as the DLs underlying the profiles EL, QL, RL) is monotonic (see Observation 3.1). We could therefore
safely drop the delete operation from Definition 6.8. In other words, Definition 6.8 is a
generalization including non-monotonic DLs.
An S-conflict can be detected under the SI protocol by extending the guard mechanism to take into account local changes of a transaction T and the updates of meanwhile
committed transactions, which essentially means to analyze changesets.
Definition 6.9 (SI Satisfiability Conflict). Let T1 be a transaction assigned with a start timesT1
1
tamp tT
s and a commit timestamp tc . Let S be the initial set of syntactic instances in an OWL
KB W visible at the time when T1 starts (snapshot of T1 ) and whose core KB K is satisfiable.
Let AT1 be the set of syntactic instances added by T1 . Let T2 be a transaction that committed
1 T1
in the interval [tT
s , tc ] and AT2 (DT2 ) the set of syntactic instances that were added to (deleted
from) W by T2 . Then, T1 S-conflicts with T2 iff the resulting set S0 = (S \ DT2 ) ∪ AT2 ∪ AT1
represents an OWL KB W 0 whose core KB K 0 is not satisfiable.
If DL consistency needs to be preserved then T1 commits successfully only if the
updated core KB K 0 is satisfiable. In the general case there might be any amount of
S
transactions Ti (i ≥ 0) which committed in the interval [tsT1 , tcT1 ]. Let A = ATi and
S
D = DTi be the set of added/deleted syntactic instances by these transactions in this
interval. Then, T1 commits successfully only if (S \ D) ∪ A ∪ AT1 represents an OWL
KB W 0 whose core KB K 0 is satisfiable.
Depending on the expressivity used in K, satisfiability checking has worst-case polynomial complexity for tractable OWL profiles EL, QL, RL, exponential complexity for
highly expressive OWL DL, up to the point – OWL Full – where it is undecidable in general (see Section 3.3.3). Checking for satisfiability conflicts can, therefore, be expensive
compared to the other two types of conflicts.

6.2.7

Extended Commit Protocol

Jointly addressing E, S, and O conflicts requires an extension of the commit rule of the
SI-based CC protocol, see Section 6.2.5. From an algorithmic point of view, this involves
essentially a sequence of three phases before a transaction is permitted to commit. We
call this the commit pipe, depicted in Figure 6.2. It works as follows.
For each transaction T, phase one starts with transaction begin (tT
s ) and lasts until T
is ready to commit. Updates (add and delete operations) submitted by T are normalized
at their commencement and the normal form is kept in T’s changeset.
Phase two starts when a transaction T is ready to commit. A new commit timestamp
T
tc is assigned and its normalized change set is checked for disjointness against the norT
malized change sets of all transactions that committed in its lifetime interval [tT
s , tc ]. If
there is no O-conflict then this implies that there is also no E-conflict because of preceding normalization. Phase 3 can be started in this case. Otherwise, the T will be aborted.
In phase 3 the change set is checked for S-conflicts according to Definition 6.9. This
requires the use of a reasoning engine that is able to determine if applying the updates
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Figure 6.2: Commit Pipe for OWL Concurrency Control.
preserves satisfiability. Only if phase 3 also succeeds updates are sent irrevocably to
the underlying storage layer to be made permanent. Otherwise, the system rejects the
transaction and might return an appropriate error code to the application.
A change set of a committed transaction Tc needs to be kept as long as there is an
Tc
active transaction T in the system which started earlier than the commit of Tc (tT
s < tc ).
Phase 3 is done at last because it can be much more expensive than phase 1 and 2
together. This is a performance optimization and is otherwise not conceptually presupposed. Phase 1 and 3 can, in fact, be optional depending on the consistency requirements of applications. Amongst other aspects, this is discussed in the next section.

6.2.8

Correctness of the Protocol

SI is known to guarantee the absence of a number of concurrency phenomena and
anomalies, namely dirty reads and writes, lost updates, non-repeatable reads, and read
skews [BBG+ 95]. Moreover, SI is known to generate recoverable schedules that are also
strict [NØ10] (i.e., the class of schedules generated by SI are a proper subset of the class
of schedules that are recoverable and avoid cascading aborts). These results can be
transferred from the read/write model to our model because, based on commutativity
properties of operations, we apply the standard SI commit rule. Since there can also
be indirect conflicts owing to syntactic redundancies in OWL (i.e., data items that are
distinct though the corresponding syntactic instances are logically equivalent), we take
normalized change sets for conflict analysis, thereby ensuring that we do not miss such
indirect conflicts.
It is well known, however, that using standard SI data is unprotected from so-called
write skews. In essence, a write skew is the violation of an integrity constraint IC that
exists between two or more data items (i.e., an invariant that is per definition or natural
law). More precisely, a write skew is the situation in which the sum of the outcomes of
two transactions lead to violation of IC, though each of them when viewed in isolation
respects IC. The existence of this anomaly is plausible bearing in mind that transactions
in a multiversion system each operate on their own snapshot; hence, they are isolated
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from each other to the extent of being “blind” to what other transactions running in
parallel do. The consequence of this anomaly is that SI permits schedules that would not
occur for a serial execution, which means that SI does not comply with the ANSI/ISO
SQL isolation level serializable.
Probably the most important observation concerning the write skew anomaly is the
cooccurrence of two specifics:
1. A domain-specific integrity constraint is violated (as opposed to “core” integrity
constraints such as referential and entity integrity).
2. More importantly, only multiple transactions, each of them being correct in the
sense that each meets the integrity constraint on its own, can lead to violation of
the integrity constraint, not a single one.
The prominent example of such a domain-specific integrity constraint (used to illustrate a write skew in [BBG+ 95, CRF09]) is that of two bank accounts x, y whose total
balance must remain non-negative IC := x + y ≥ 0. Write skews can analogously occur
in case of add and delete operations on OWL data items because domain integrity constraints do obviously not disappear just because the domain is represented by means of
an OWL KB, see Example 6.5.
Example 6.5
Suppose there is a domain-specific integrity constraint IC (ψ1 , ψ2 ): either of ψ1 , ψ2 may
exist but not both together. Also suppose that neither of them is initially contained in a
KB K being accessed. Then the transactions
T1 = r (ψ1 ) r (ψ2 ) a(ψ2 ) c
T2 = r (ψ1 ) r (ψ2 ) a(ψ1 ) c

and

produce a write skew if both are executed on the same state of K and both commit
because IC is violated then. Observe that they do not O-conflict; we shall further assume
that they neither E- nor S-conflict. The two transactions might be submitted by two
programs that first test whether ψ1 , ψ2 already exist. Since this is not the case both
conclude that they can add either of them; by doing so IC is not violated from their
isolated perspective. Since T2 happens to add ψ1 and T1 happens to add ψ2 they cause
IC to become violated.
Using our protocol in this form therefore means that write skews can be avoided
only if considered at application level; that is, applications that access a KB would need
to ensure to generate “safe” transactions (by careful programming) that do not provoke
write skews. This is, of course, not ideal since enforcing correct access (by transparent
handling of these kind of conflicts) should be a matter of the KBMS. However, there are
several approaches known in the literature that establish the serializability property for
SI. A general approach with low overhead has been proposed in [CRF09]. Equally important, this approach preserves the property that reads are non-blocking. Serializability of transactions is analyzed at runtime (rather than statically at development time) by
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Figure 6.3: CC model levels for RDF triple store integration. Transactions consisting of
operations over OWL syntactic instances result in operations over disjoint sets of RDF
triples at lowest level.

extending conflict analysis with checks for distinctive non-serializable access patterns.
These checks are essentially done based on an adapted multiversion serialization graph
testing technique [Ady99, FLO+ 05]. However, the approach also has a downside: two
transactions might be wrongly suspected to conflict when they actually do not (i.e., it
produces false positives). Though the approach is transferable to our model, we have
found that there is also a completely different approach that is devoid of false positives
and therefore seems worth being explored, the basic idea of which will be sketched later
on in the discussion Section 6.6.1.

6.3

RDF Triple Store Integration

Applying CC at the level of OWL syntactic instances is compatible with their representation and storage as RDF triples. This means that our approach can be used to
build (or extend existing) RDF triple stores to provide correct concurrent access to OWL
knowledge bases if they should be represented as RDF triples. This relies on one main
observation: Structurally different OWL syntactic instances are always mapped by the
OWL-to-RDF mapping (see Section 3.3.4) into disjoint sets of RDF triples. This implies
that it cannot happen that two update operations (add or delete) that operate over distinct OWL data items overlap/interfere at the level of RDF triples. Consequently, operations at the level of RDF triples are uniquely determined by the higher level operations
over OWL data items. This results in the layered approach depicted in Figure 6.3.
We use the notion of RDF data items as an ancillary tool to show that the sets of RDF
triples resulting from the OWL-to-RDF mapping are mutually disjoint whenever they
result from structurally different OWL syntactic instances. It should be mentioned that
they would not find their way into an RDF triple store.
Given an OWL syntactic instance ψ, we denote its corresponding RDF data item
with diRDF
ψ . The RDF data item contains the transitive closure over blank subject nodes
(a.k.a. blank node closure) of T (ψ) (see Section 3.3.4). This owes to the fact that OWL syntactic instances can be nested and triples resulting from the mapping of inner syntactic
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Figure 6.4: Data items at OWL and RDL level illustrated using a fictitious OWL syntactic
instance.

instances need to be included if the inner syntactic instances are anonymous. The blank
node closure (BNC) is recursively defined as follows. Let t = hs p o i be a triple in an
RDF graph G where the subject node s is a resource (IRI) or a blank node. The blank
node closure bnc(t, G) of t in G is the smallest set containing (i) the triple t itself and (ii)
bnc(u, G) where u ∈ G is a triple matching the pattern ho ∗ ∗i, o is a blank node, and ∗
denotes any predicate and object node, respectively.7 Then, an RDF data item is
diRDF
=
ψ

[

bnc(t, G)

(6.2)

t∈ T (ψ)

where G is the RDF graph obtained from recursively mapping all syntactic instances
contained in an OWL KB. Only if ψ is not nested, or if directly nested syntactic instances
are non-anonymous, then the RDF data item encompasses exactly the set of triples to
which it is mapped; diRDF
= T (ψ) in theses cases.
ψ
It is easy to see that the number of triples contained in an RDF data item is not fix but
varies depending on the actual syntactic instance ψ (cf. Table 3.4). Figure 6.4 illustrates
how an RDF data item is determined by a nested OWL syntactic instance whose inner
instance is anonymous.
Theorem 6.10 (Disjointness of RDF Data Items). Given an OWL KB W containing two
structurally different OWL syntactic instances ψ1 , ψ2 , represented by the RDF data items diRDF
ψ1
RDF
RDF
RDF
and diψ2 being subsets of an RDF graph G = T (W ) then diψ1 ∩ diψ2 = ∅.
Proof. First, empty RDF data items which contain an empty set of RDF triples do not
exist because there is no empty OWL syntactic instance. If two RDF data items diRDF
ψ1 ,
RDF
diψ2 contain just one triple then they are trivially distinct as long as the triples are
RDF
distinct according to the RDF specification (otherwise they are the same diRDF
ψ1 = diψ2 ).
7 Note

that the BNC is a subset of the so called concise bounded description [Pat05].
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RDF
In any other case T (ψ1 ) ⊆ diRDF
ψ1 and T ( ψ2 ) ⊆ diψ2 are disjoint since the mapping T
is unique. Finally, for all triples t ∈ T (ψ1 ) and u ∈ T (ψ2 ), bnc(t, G) and bnc(u, G) are
mutually disjoint, also following from the uniqueness of T. T does create new blank
nodes whenever necessary.


The layered approach over OWL and RDF data items can be regarded as partly related to the concept of Predicate Locks (PL) [EGLT76]. This is justified by the fact that the
definition of an RDF data item (see Equation (6.2)) can also be understood as a definition
of a predicate satisfying exactly the set of triples that represent a given OWL syntactic
instance.
Finally, we would like to point out that jointly addressing O, E, and S conflicts directly at the level of RDF triples is complicated if not infeasible in practice as it would
introduce a considerable overhead: In order to check for E and S conflicts, one would
inevitably need to reconstruct the semantics of OWL syntactic instances from triples
first, for instance, by applying the inverse mapping T −1 from RDF to OWL.

6.4

Integration of Inferencing Engines

Integration with DL-based inferencing engines builds on the common ideas of (i) separating explicit from implicit knowledge and (ii) dynamic computation of implicit
knowledge at query answering time versus materialization of implicit knowledge (precomputation). We consider two types of system architectures depicted by Figure 6.5.
Both have in common that explicit knowledge is maintained by a data store (which
might be an RDF triple store) providing CC as discussed in Section 6.2. When materialization is used we propose, however, to internally partition the data store. This is
done for performance reasons and to prevent the need for a more complex distributed
transaction management. Altogether both architectures share the following properties:
1. Under concurrent updates it is important that inferencing engines see only the
results of committed update transactions. This can be ensured by SI-based CC in
general, no matter whether it is applied at the level of OWL syntactic instances or
at the level of RDF triples.
2. The fact that reads to the data store are never delayed (by update transactions running in parallel) provides scalability only bounded by the technical access limits
of the data store. More interestingly, it is even possible to use multiple inferencing
engines in parallel. This allows for better scalability by concurrent query answering distributed over multiple inferencing engines.
3. The architectures are independent of the different types of reasoning algorithms that exist; notably, rule-based forward/backward chaining (e.g.,
OWLIM [KOM05]), Datalog engines (e.g., KAON2 [Mot06]), and tableau-based
(e.g., Pellet [SPG+ 07], HermiT [MSH09], RacerPro [HM01b]).

6.4 Integration of Inferencing Engines
Client Applications
Concurrent Updates
Concurrent Queries

Data Store
explicit axioms
and assertions

(r)

Inferencing Engine
Inferencing Engine
Inferencing Engine

(u)

(r) reads as part of query answering
(u) update notifications (optional)

(a) online inferencing
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Client Applications
Concurrent Updates
Concurrent Queries

Data Store

explicit implicit
facts
facts
partition partition

(r)

Inferencing Engine
Inferencing Engine
Inferencing Engine

(u)

(r) updates to implicit facts partition
(u) update notifications from explicit
facts partition

(b) materialization of implicit facts

Figure 6.5: System Architecture Types for Integration of an OWL Data Store with Inferencing Engines.

6.4.1

Online Computation of Implicit Knowledge

The first type depicted by Figure 6.5 (a) considers inferences to be computed online as
part of query answering requests. It is intended to be used when update frequency can
become very high and computational complexity of reasoning is rather low, e.g., when
a tractable OWL 2 profile is used (EL, QL, or RL).
Every update will be made directly to the data store and query answering (reads)
will be generally handled via inferencing engines, assuming that an appropriate query
interface is provided either directly by them or layered on top. Consequently, inferencing engines need to read from the data store in order to provide complete query answering over explicit and dynamically computed implicit knowledge. However, reasoning
engines are purely read-only regarding the data store (i.e., they never need to update
the data store). Since SI is used, they can read without additional delays and multiple
instances can be used in parallel to distribute the load of concurrent query answering
requests.
According to this architecture blueprint, an optional update notification mechanism
exists from the data store directed towards inferencing engines. This is motivated by
utilizing incremental reasoning capabilities provided by several inferencing engines.
Whenever an update commits, its change set (added and deleted triples) would be propagated to inferencing engines. This allows them to keep internal caches up to date with
changes to the data store. Finally, we note that with such a notification mechanism it
would also make sense – for performance reasons of reasoning – to actually restrict the
data store to maintain only the (possibly large) ABox and assume that the TBox and
RBox is maintained internally by the inferencing engines.

6.4.2

Materialization of Implicit Knowledge

The second type of architecture blueprint addresses cases where update frequency is
moderate and query requests (vastly) outnumber updates. In such cases it is often beneficial to precompute and materialize implicit knowledge and keep it in sync with up-
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dates to the explicit knowledge. However, materialization is generally possible only if
the expressivity of the underlying DL has the finite model property8 ; that is, if there cannot
be cases in which one can infer an infinite number of axioms and/or assertions.
One might be tempted to directly apply a separation of explicit and implicit knowledge by using two independent data store instances. However, this imposes more complex CC in order to guarantee correct data access at a global level such that consistency
spans both data stores. The reason is that in this case one has to apply distributed transaction management which would require dedicated coordination mechanisms between
data stores to ensure atomicity (e.g., Paxos, Two-Phase Commit, or Commit Ordering).
Our proposal still supports the separation of implicit and explicit facts and also the ability to distribute the load of inferencing to multiple engines. This is achieved, first, by
using one data store which is internally partitioned in one for explicit and another for
implicit knowledge. Second, by extending transactions such that updates to implicit
knowledge caused by updates to explicit knowledge are committed all at once (or not
at all), essentially making updates spanning both partitions atomic by combining them
into one transaction. The partitioning also has the advantage that all implicit knowledge
can be easily discarded (by clearing the partition).
We illustrate the need for combining updates to either of the partitions into one
transaction using the following example.

Example 6.6
Imagine a transaction Te making updates in the partition for explicit knowledge, i.e.,
that has a nonempty changeset δ(Te ). Furthermore, we assume that Te does not conflict
with another transaction. The successful commit of Te implies updates in the partition
for implicit knowledge, computed by an inferencing engine after Te commits. Let us
assume that these updates were applied to the partition for implicit knowledge by a
transaction Ti having the nonempty changeset δ(Ti ). Consequently, Ti does not start
before Te commits. In practice there would be a time interval between commit of Te
and commit of Ti in which another read-only transaction Tr might be executed. In
this interval Tr sees the update δ(Te ) but not yet δ(Ti ); that is, not the entailments of
the update to the explicit knowledge. Obviously, this would be unsound w.r.t. to the
underlying DL.

The missing knowledge anomaly described in Example 6.6 can be avoided if Te and
Ti are combined into one transaction, essentially making application of explicit and
implicit updates atomic. Since both updates become visible all at once in both partitions
other transactions cannot see partial updates. This implies, of course, that the change
sets δ(Te ), δ(Ti ) need to be joined for conflict analysis against other active transactions.
8 For

instance, SHOQ is a rather expressive DL that has the finite model property.
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At the beginning of this chapter we have explained when semantic service execution
requires read and update queries to be executed on shared KB (cf. Figure 6.1). In this
respect, there are two important aspects to consider:
1. Temporal happened-before relations over changes in the domain need to reflected
accordingly in the KB. That is, a strict precedence in the control flow must be
reflected exactly in the order in which updates made on the KB become visible. In
contrast, a partial precedence should be reflected in a best effort manner, at least,
meaning that the order in which changes are observed versus become visible may
be different.
2. Since the KB is used for decision making, promptly updating it to changes in the
domain and promptly checking whether required conditions hold is important
insofar as it reduces the probability of suboptimal or even wrong decisions due to
tardiness.
Let us begin with the second aspect. The point at which queries are issued (cf. Figure 6.1) naturally follows the aim of promptness: given the disposition of the service
model, preconditions are checked as late as possible while effects are applied as early
as possible. The concurrency control protocol that has been described in this chapter is
applied to this in an equally natural way: precondition queries prior to invocation and
effect update queries upon completion are encapsulated, respectively, by one transaction as depicted in Figure 6.6. More precisely, precondition checking is encapsulated by
one read-only transaction TP possibly comprising multiple queries depending on how
many preconditions a service has. This ensures reading the same state of the KB for each
precondition. Effects are applied upon successful completion in one update transaction
TE possibly comprising multiple add, delete operations depending on the number of
effects a service has. This ensures that effects are applied atomically.
The transactional model is thereby one with multiple transactions per service instance. This raises the question whether combining these transactions along the lines
of multilevel transactions is worthwhile or even implied. More specifically, whether a
model is used in which the execution of a service corresponds to a top-level transaction that encapsulates the transactions for precondition checking and effect updates as
direct sub transactions (i.e., two transaction levels). We can immediately conclude that
the concept of closed nested transactions [Mos85] is not appropriate. The reason is that
the effects applied by update transactions would be made visible to other transactions
only upon commit of the top-level transaction since commit of nested transactions is deferred until the commit of the top-level transactions. Hence, representation of changes
in the domain is (more or less) delayed – a property that is clearly conflicting with the
aim of prompt representation. The concepts of open nested transactions [WS92] and
composite transactions [ABFS97] were introduced to overcome exactly this restriction,
the latter of which being a generalization of the former. Both models are in principle capable of incorporating the two requirements made above. The commit of sub
transactions is not deferred and the precedence order given by the control flow can
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Figure 6.6: Mapping of read and update queries (see Figure 6.1) for service execution to
read/update transactions and example operations over OWL syntactic instances.

be correctly enforced. Yet the main potential of these models lies in defining transactional semantics for services to enable reasoning about their transactional correctness,
namely atomicity and isolation. In this regard, it is important to make a distinction
between two related but different aspects: In this section we are concerned with coordinating access to a shared KB that is (primarily) used for representing the world
state as it evolves. This should not be mixed up with the problem of how to meaningful define and provide transactional semantics for the execution of services themselves.
More specifically, advanced transaction models such as the concept of flexible transactions [ZNBB94], Sagas [GMS87, GGK+ 91], or transactional processes [SABS02] provide
generalized notions of atomicity that guarantee termination in a well-defined state over
a services’ sub processes executed in the underlying sub systems. This aspect is not the
subject of this section and has been discussed in Section 5.5.
Coming back to the first requirement stated above, correctly representing temporal happened-before relationships involves enforcing the temporal succession as specified by the control flow over the precondition checking and effect creation transactions. A strict precedence in the control flow therefore implies a strict precedence over
the commit order of corresponding transactions. More precisely, if t1 , t2 are two ordinary transitions of some control flow such that t1 strictly precedes t2 (which is the
case if there is a path W such that t1 is the first and t2 is the last element on W) then
TP t1 < TE t1 < TP t2 < TE t2 where < denotes the commit order.
If the SI protocol is applied for CC then precondition checking sees a snapshot of the
latest domain state committed at this instant in time without being blocked nor blocking any other active transaction, which makes the protocol particularly suitable. Effects
become visible in an atomic way all at once upon completion of each operation. Effects,
however, do not necessarily have to be applied atomically all at once per operation. This
actually owes to the service model with indivisible request-reply style invocation of op-
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erations. Considering an advanced service model where effects of (very) long running
operations can emerge any time during execution, it would be more appropriate to submit update transactions promptly with emergence of each single effect; thus, achieving
an even more fine grained and prompt representation of effects in the knowledge base.

6.6

Discussion

What makes our approach that considers the non-blocking SI protocol particularly suitable for applying it as a concurrency control means to knowledge bases rather than the
conventional read/write model or a locking-based protocol such as S2PL? To discuss
this question we shall consider both the qualitative level along serializability properties (i.e., which isolation levels are guaranteed) and the quantitative level along runtime
performance properties.

6.6.1

Correctness

A discussion of correctness properties should, first and foremost, ask the question which
isolation level would be sufficient from an application point of view.That said, we have
to accept that the required isolation level is completely determined by the concrete domain of application. Therefore, the pat answer is that there is no single answer. This is
basically the same result that we get for classic database management. The one law that
seems apparent here is that the larger the domain gets, the more likely it is that a relaxed
correctness is the only feasible solution on the large scale (enforced by a protocol such as
SI or one that provides eventual consistency [Vog09]), whereas a strict correctness notion
such as serializability is required on the small scale (i.e., in subdomains).
Having discussed the isolation level currently provided by our protocol already in
Section 6.2.8, we sketch the basic idea of a completely different correctness notion to
conventional serializability that is purely integrity constraint based. We call it Integrity
Isolation (I2 ). The basic idea originates from the observation on write skews described
in Section 6.2.8. In fact, it can be seen as a generalization of S-conflict checking.
Recap, the leakage line impeding correctness is essentially the cooccurrence of an
integrity constraint IC that gets violated only by the sum of the updates of multiple
transactions. This gives raise to the idea of making IC known to the KBMS (or DBMS).
If the KBMS is aware of IC and if IC is decidable then it could, in principle, transparently verify whether interleaved transactions conflict w.r.t. IC. Regarding the SI-based
protocol this means that the change set of a transaction T that is ready to commit is
checked regarding IC with the change set of every transaction that committed in its lifeT
time [tT
s , tc ]. If IC is not violated (and there is also neither of an OES conflict) then T
commits. Abstracting from the protocol, Integrity Isolation is defined as follows.
Definition 6.11 (Integrity Isolation). Let S be a schedule, S0 its commit-projection, and let C
be a finite set of integrity constraints. The non-aborted transactions in S are integrity isolated
w.r.t. C if neither of them reads data that violates any of the constraints in C nor does the commit
of transactions in S0 leads to violation of any of the constraints in C.
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Algorithmically, integrity constraint checking can be integrated in the SI-based access protocol by proceeding in the same way as for S-conflict checking.9 Likewise, Sconflict checking is a special case of Integrity Isolation because satisfiability can be seen
as an integrity constraint.
Observe that Integrity Isolation is not equivalent to serializability in general since C
might be incomplete (i.e., there might be integrity constraints in the domain that are not
in C, whatever the reason for this may be).
OWL itself would be one candidate for specifying integrity constraints, especially
as the use of OWL as an integrity constraint specification language has already been
proposed and discussed [MHS09, TSBM10]. This appears attractive since the same formalism is homogeneously used. On the other hand, it is not possible to express all kind
of integrity constraints in OWL. For example, one cannot express the prominent write
skew example from the finance domain (x + y ≥ 0, see Page 163) because addition does
not exist in OWL. Therefore, one question that needs to be further explored for this
approach is what would be practicable and sufficiently expressive integrity constraint
specification languages/formalism. It seems evident that a Turing-complete language
is required in order to be general enough. One possibility that comes to mind is to
formulate integrity constraints directly as a Boolean query using, for instance, SPARQL.
Another question regarding Integrity Isolation concerns consequences on the runtime performance due to the fact that integrity constraint checking becomes part of
transaction processing. The runtime performance change is presumably dominated by
the computational complexity induced by the actual formalism used. What is more, the
approach also comes at the cost of additional efforts at design time for modeling the
constraints. The latter, on the other hand, might be desired anyway as it could be used,
in addition, for checking soundness of the modeled domain at design time.
To the best of our knowledge, the idea of making integrity constraints explicit and
integrating them for isolation reasoning has not been described nor implemented yet,
though integrity constraint checking within single transactions is a standard and long
standing part of database technology.

6.6.2

Performance

Contrasting our approach with the read/write model and other access protocols, particularly those that are blocking, we argument in the following pro (+) and contra (−) our
approach on performance related concerns. There is one more point, which is inherent
in the model rather than the access protocol, that seems disadvantageous at first sight
but which can be eliminated by optimization (±).

+ Reads are never delayed nor do they delay concurrent update transaction. They
can be done in parallel by virtually any number of clients at the technical scalability limits of the system. Non-blocking reads are especially worthwhile for query
9 It

should be noted, in this context, that “integrity constraints have two flavours – static and dynamic" [Rei88]. Enforcement of the former does not involve taking previous states of a KB into account
whereas this is the case for the latter. The example of a dynamic constraint mentioned in [Rei88] is that of
employment salaries that must never decrease, which requires reading the previous value and comparing
it with the new value in order to determine whether an update adheres to the constraint.
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answering that involves possibly long-running reasoning. The time required to
answer a read query does not has an impact on concurrent update transaction processing (i.e., both are completely decoupled). In contrast, the duration for which
read locks need to be held in a blocking protocol directly affects the performance of
concurrent update transactions in case they need to wait unless a lock is released.

− The longer a (read-only) transaction lasts in time, the more likely it is that its snapshot becomes outdated, provided that there is a considerable amount of updates
taking place concurrently in this time. This becomes especially relevant to the
case of representing a world state in the KB. It seems obvious that relying on an
outdated world state can lead to problems (e.g., a decision made based on an outdated state that would not have been made based on the most recent state). On
the other hand, considering a blocking protocol, the longer a transaction lasts the
more likely it gets blocked because a data item that is to be read/updated has been
accessed by another transaction. Therefore, it is more relevant to the case of world
state representation not to let the proportion of transactions length and update
frequency diverge to much; that is,
global number of updates during length(T)
length(T)
should not grow too large (length(T) is the duration of T in time).

+ Snapshot management of immutable data items is simpler compared to mutable
data items because the former have a binary lifecycle (they can either exist or not)
as opposed to the need of managing versions in case of mutable data items.
− Snapshot management of immutable data items can lead to higher space consumption because they are entirely deleted and added as opposed to mutable data
items where usually just a fraction is updated (e.g., a record of which a single field
is updated).
± Direct (naive) implementation of the add and delete operation leads to two accesses to (stable) memory for what is an update, as opposed to just one access in
the read/write model. To illustrate this, let us come back to Example 6.2. Updating
the balance of the bank account :ACC1 by transaction Twd is achieved by a delete
of the obsolete assertion followed by an add of the current assertion (d(ψ1 ) a(ψ3 )).
If they are directly executed on memory then this would result in two accesses: (i)
return the space allocated by ψ1 to free memory; (ii) allocate space for ψ3 and store
ψ3 in it. Considering the fact that ψ1 and ψ3 differ only in the number value (i.e.,
the subject in RDF terms), we can replace this by one memory access that writes
ψ3 to the memory space that stores ψ1 (as it would be the case in the read/write
model). In order to implement this optimization, we must be able to identify soassociated delete-add operation pairs, which can be achieved in two ways. Either
the KBMS is explicitly told as an additional part of a transaction what are associated delete-add operations; hence, the application needs to provide this information, which is easily conceivable. Otherwise, the KBMS itself analyzes each transaction and checks whether there are pairs of operations that can be optimized this
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way. The former appears favourable because it does not induce additional work
in the KBMS, though it requires extension of applications and the transactional
interface of the KBMS.

+ Integration of reasoning engines is simple, scalable, and (i) online computation
of implicit knowledge at query answering time vs. (ii) materialization of implicit
knowledge is supported (provided that an OWL profile is used which has the
finite model property).
Among the different types of conflicts, S-conflict checking does certainly has the potential of dominating the overall performance as its complexity is determined by the
complexity of basic satisfiability reasoning in the underlying DL actually used. On the
other hand, S-conflict checking can be deactivated if (i) logical consistency is not a prerequisite for reasoning (e.g., paraconsistent reasoning) or if (ii) it is known that client
applications behave such that they cannot create such update conflicts. Consequently,
it should be seen as an optional feature that one might want to turn off deliberately.
What is more, the presence of an S-conflict not necessarily requires rejection (abort)
of one transaction. It is also possible to try to resolve the conflict. In fact, resolving an
S-conflict corresponds to the belief revision/update problems (see Section 3.1.5 and Section 4.2.2). This means that a conflicting transaction would be extended by additional
delete and/or add operations which resolve the conflict.
Likewise, E-conflict checking is not required if all clients agree on submitting transactions in which syntactic instances are always in the same normal form. On the other
hand, the overhead induced by normalization might not be wasted. Reasoning engines
usually require pre-processing and normalization anyways. Consequently, they can
take advantage by directly reusing the normalized forms, provided that a normal form
is used that is the same as the one used by a reasoning engine. Whether this suggests
storing normalized forms rather than (possibly more concise) unnormalized originals is
an aspect beyond the scope of this thesis.

6.7

Summary

Taking OWL syntactic instances as first class citizens for applying concurrency control
directly on them is the basic principle that allows for combining the notion of data consistency with the higher level notion of logical consistency for coordinating concurrent
access to OWL knowledge bases. This idea can in principle be transferred to other
axiomatic knowledge representation formalisms in which axioms are immutable (i.e.,
when revising/updating knowledge is accomplished by removing obsolete axioms and
adding current axioms). As we have seen, the basic principle includes a departure from
the prevalent database read/write model with the basic read and write operations towards a model in which the basic operations are read, add, and delete. We have shown
how CC is applied in this model. It turned out that the paradigm shift is almost straightforward. Applying this model generally appears natural to us whenever data items are
immutable.
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Moreover, the basic principle of read/add/delete operations over OWL syntactic
instances can be used regardless of the actual CC protocol, provided that the protocol
relies on the notion of commutativity for determining whether a transaction is permitted to commit. Likewise, the specifics of OWL necessitates E- and S-conflict checking
irrespective of the CC protocol used. In fact, this observation can also be generalized:
every (axiomatic) knowledge representation framework that comes with syntactic redundancies and in which a notion of consistency exits as a prerequisite for reasoning
procedures necessitates E- and S-conflict checking for concurrent access on a shared
knowledge base. We therefore expect these to become standard parts of future KBMSs.
Motivated by the specifics of practical applications that rely on OWL as their information representation framework, we have chosen to adopt the non-blocking SI protocol rather than a classical locking-based protocol such as S2PL, even though “standard”
SI is known to be not serializable in general. As we have discussed, we expect better
performance for read-dominated workloads and if satisfiability checking is activated.
The choice for SI is also not problematic bearing in mind that several techniques have
been reported that enforce serializability. Yet this remains to be integrated in the overall
approach.
Finally, we have also shown that the method is independent of the (physical) representation of OWL syntactic instances provided that (physical) data items are distinct
whenever their corresponding OWL syntactic instances are distinct. As a result, one
can use representation formats other than OWL’s abstract syntax. In particular, it is
possible to use RDF triple stores underneath. An implementation of the method will be
described in Chapter 7 and results of a quantitative evaluation follow in Chapter 8.

7
Implementation

T

focuses on the software developed as part of this thesis.
Our contribution is threefold. First, we describe OSIRIS N EXT – an infrastructure
for peer-to-peer style service execution in which CFI introduced in Chapter 5 has been
prototyped. OSIRIS N EXT works with OWL-S as the service description and process
specification language, which implies that the underlying knowledge representation is
based on OWL. OSIRIS N EXT further includes an execution strategy that allows for ondemand migration of ongoing service executions among remote peers. We explain the
basic principle and how it is implemented. Afterwards, we describe two performance
optimization techniques that have been implemented to speed up sub-tasks that may
recur frequently for service execution using semantic services. While we use these techniques in the context of service execution, they are not limited to this use case, and are
applicable in general whenever the same parts of a KB are frequently accessed/queried.
Third, we describe an OWL store that implements the CC method introduced in Chapter 6. This chapter is correspondingly divided into three sections. Finally, it should be
mentioned that all software is written in Java.
HIS TECHNICAL CHAPTER

7.1

OSIRIS N EXT

We have developed OSIRIS N EXT1 as a prototype to implement our view of a distributed, modular, and semantic-aware service execution infrastructure. It combines a
rich set of features from Distributed Systems, Database Technology, Process Management, and Semantic Technologies. It also provides the basis on which our method for
flexible failure handling introduced in Chapter 5 has been implemented and evaluated.
OSIRIS N EXT builds upon two lines of previous work. First, the Open Service Infrastructure for Reliable and Integrated process Support (OSIRIS) that has been originally
developed at ETH Zurich [SWSS03, SWSS04, SST+ 05]. Second, OSIRIS-SE (Stream Enabled) – a successor that has been developed in the context of research work on reliable
1 Available

Open Source (LGPL) at http://on.cs.unibas.ch.
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data stream processing at University of Basel [BS07, BS11].2 While the commonality between these three systems is that they feature distributed and decentralized execution,
the execution system implemented in OSIRIS N EXT has been developed independently
of the original OSIRIS process execution system (which is also used in OSIRIS-SE). In
fact, both are different regarding the way in which execution is distributed, which is
further explained in the next section and Section 7.1.2.

7.1.1

Architectural Overview

At its bottom layer, OSIRIS N EXT is essentially a component-based and messageoriented middleware that supports reliable point-to-point (e.g., one-way, request-reply)
as well as publish/subscribe message exchange patterns. At the higher level, application services as well as system services can be deployed. The latter provide basic infrastructure-related services, and they may also be used by application services. Much of
the design at these two levels goes back to the original OSIRIS system and is conceptually still the same, though its has been extensively refactored and streamlined.
Application services are either standard Web Services accessible via SOAP or native
application services, which differ from the former in that they are accessible via OSIRIS
N EXT-specific messaging. Both system and native application services are designed at
programming level as managed components that undergo a basic lifecycle. The execution engine implemented in OSIRIS N EXT is realized as one such component.
Distributed System Organization
The underlying distributed system model considers a set of peers (which may be synonymously called nodes).3 Peers can reliably exchange messages (i.e., FIFO, no duplicates,
eventual delivery) in both an asynchronous and synchronous way.4 Publish/subscribe
message exchange is available in addition and is implemented as a system service on top
of the point-to-point message exchange primitive. The set of peers is not static, meaning
that peers can join and leave at any time (i.e., peers may become disconnected).
Figure 7.1 provides a high level organizational overview of OSIRIS N EXT. The main
property is that there is no hierarchy; hence, it can be seen as a peer-to-peer structure.
Execution engines are deployed at peers. Our design considers at most one execution
engine instance per peer, which is not a limitation since each engine is designed to allow for concurrent execution of multiple service instances. Execution engines interact
with each other in order to execute composite services in a distributed way. More precisely, distributed execution in OSIRIS N EXT means that multiple peers may be involved,
2 Apart

from the data stream processing unique to OSIRIS-SE, it is a reimplementation of major parts
of OSIRIS in Java, whereas OSIRIS is written in Microsoft C++ and is thus runnable on this platform only
– a drawback resolved by the Java implementation.
3 The system supports a one-to-many relationship between physical machines (hosts) and peers, meaning that a host may run multiple peers in parallel. This implies that peers are not necessarily remote in
the sense that they run on different hosts. Peers running on the same host are, however, in different JVM
instances, which in turn means that messages go through a local network layer.
4 Asynchronous versus synchronous message sending is not to be confused with an asynchronous
versus synchronous model of time, see also Footnote 1 at Page 99.
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Figure 7.1: High level organization of service execution engines, application services,
and client applications, and the main interactions between them.
but not concurrently.5 Control is consequently not distributed at the same time for a
concurrent process; hence, there is no need for a distributed synchronization protocol.
Application services are either deployed outside of the OSIRIS N EXT network or on
peers within the network. The former are invoked by execution engines via their standard protocols (e.g., SOAP) whereas the latter are invoked via OSIRIS N EXT-specific
message sending. For this, we have specified an additional OWL-S grounding, see the
subsection on grounding service operations below.
Active engines wait for execution requests sent by client applications. These requests
are either self-contained, meaning that a request includes (i) the service specification (in
OWL-S) and (ii) required input values. In addition, we have implemented a service
specification repository (not depicted in Figure 7.1) by means of which clients can request the execution of a service that has been uploaded to a repository.
General Peer Architecture
The internal design and the functional decomposition of a peer is depicted in Figure 7.2.
In short, the design is comparable to the staged event-driven architecture (SEDA) [WCB01].
Incoming and outgoing message processing is divided into stages that are connected by
FIFO queues. Queues can be configured to be backed by a persistent store; hence, being
crash-failure safe.
5

From a conceptual point of view, distributed execution is understood herein as follows. Let Q be
the maximum degree of parallelism within the control flow of a service Sc (see Equation (4.21)), let [ti , t j ]
•
(i < j) be the interval between execution start and end of an instance Sc, and let Pk be the set of peers
at which the S
locus of control dwells at some moment in time ti ≤ tk ≤ t j . Then, distributed execution
means that | i≤k≤ j Pk | is not limited to 1 and that ∀tk : | Pk | ≤ Q (i.e., the possibility that control spreads
over multiple peers, not necessarily at the same time, and never over more peers at the same time than
the maximum degree of parallelism). As a counterexample, a client-server system in which one server
(peer) executes a service on behalf of a client does not perform distributed execution, even if operations
are invoked remotely. In case of OSIRIS N EXT it holds that ∀tk : | Pk | = 1 irrespective of Q. In case of the
original OSIRIS system it holds that ∃tk : | Pk | = Q.
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Figure 7.2: Internal design and functional decomposition of an OSIRIS N EXT peer.
Each stage is backed by a thread pool in order to allow for concurrent message processing per stage. There are basically two stages: one at front-level for message dispatching and pre- and post-processing, and a rear-level one at which application/system logic is located. They are respectively integrated in the Horus and components. Although the Horus is, from a software-technical point of view, also a component, it is
the central message dispatcher. All incoming and outgoing messages pass through an
incoming and outgoing pipeline, respectively. Both pipelines are a configurable chain
of pipeline handlers, each implementing specific message pre- and post-processing. For
instance, publishing (sending) a message to all subscribers of a certain topic is implemented as a dedicated outgoing pipeline handler. In addition, the Horus manages the
lifecycle of components (i.e., instantiation, initialization, deactivation).
Components are the basic programming abstraction to implement system or application services. A peer may run any number of components in parallel, though components are singletons. Each component, in turn, may run any number of command handler
that implement specific system or application logic. An incoming message is eventually
processed by a command handler, and it may send any number of outgoing messages
in return, or designate the behavior for the next message that it receives.6
A message is structured like a key-value associative array. Values are essentially the
payload containers and may be any serializable Java object. Keys, on the other hand,
are strings that, in addition, may form a tree structure (e.g., the keys “A.B” and “A.C”
form a tree in which “A” is the root and “B”, “C” are leaves). Messages are furthermore
typed. Together with a component’s address, this uniquely determines a command
handler that is responsible for handling an incoming message.
6A

command handler is thus also comparable with the notion of an actor in the actor model [HBS73,
Hew11], which has recently gained interest in the area of massively concurrent computing.
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Global System Services
There are a mainly two global system services available to all peers: the so-called subscriptions repository (SubRep) and the load repository (LoadRep).7 The LoadRep holds
the recent CPU load of active peers. For this, each peer sends its current load whenever there was a change larger than a pre-configured threshold, which avoids sending
a message if the load has not considerably changed.
The SubRep holds meta data and replicates it partially on every peer. Notably, this
includes the current set of subscribers of a particular publish/subscribe topic and the
current set of components (i.e., services) available per peer, the latter of which therefore
establishes a very simple service registry. The SubRep furthermore tracks the current
status of peers that were once known, which we call the peers agency. The algorithm to
detect whether a peer is online or offline has been extended in OSIRIS N EXT. It is based
on periodic “ping” and “pong” messages and outputs a list of peers suspected offline
(which makes it different to heartbeats [KACT97]). More precisely, the interval in which
a ping is sent is successively increased up to a maximum value, and provided that the
status of a peer did not change as a result of the last ping. This gradually reduces the
frequency of messages sent, which is motivated by the observation that peers usually
either have a long uptime (e.g., a server) or a short uptime (e.g., a mobile device). In
other words, the longer the time a peer is known to be online (offline), the more likely it
is that it remains online (offline) for an even longer period. A change of the status from
online to offline, or vice versa, goes along with a reset of the interval to the smallest
value. Also, a peer that starts up (again) registers itself at the peers agency; hence, it
will be promptly marked online rather than at the time when the next ping is sent.
Grounding Service Operations in OSIRIS N EXT
As stated, we have extended OWL-S with a dedicated grounding for OSIRIS N EXT.
The grounding is based upon the following correspondences with the service model:
• A component corresponds to a service.
• A command handler of a component corresponds to an operation.
• A key-value pair of an incoming or outgoing message corresponds to an input and
output, respectively; the key corresponds to the identifier id and the value to the
data value val.
Addressing relies upon the standard mechanism in OSIRIS N EXT. More precisely, the
grounding includes an address (syntactically represented as a URI) that provides all the
necessary details to address a particular command handler of a component.
Related to the grounding is the way how a concrete assignment function σ can be
realized. This is achieved by a programmatic abstraction called OWLTransformator.
The name indicates that it is not only used for this purpose. In fact, an OWLTransformator combines determining representatives with transforming service-specific
7 The original OSIRIS system has additional types of repositories,

N EXT.

but they are not used within OSIRIS
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Java data objects (a.k.a. POJOs) to OWL ABox assertions and vice versa, thereby providing a mechanism conceptually equivalent to data lowering and lifting considered in
SAWSDL.
Automated Semantic Service Description Generation
Another feature that we have implemented is automated generation of semantic service
descriptions in OWL-S. Every deployed application component thus publishes complete service descriptions for every command handler registered, and which is accessible to any peer via standard messaging as well as via HTTP (provided that the Web
server component is deployed). For this, the developer of a component annotates command handlers such that every message element (i.e., every input respectively output)
gets associated with (i) an identifier id, (ii) its type, and optionally a (iii) a human readable short description and (iv) a custom OWLTransformator to be used. The type is
essentially a reference to an OWL concept or data range.

7.1.2

Peer-to-Peer Execution

The execution system implemented in OSIRIS N EXT features composite service execution that is distributed on demand while decentralized, which provides another means
of flexibility in the service execution task.
Distributing the execution of composite services invariably requires means of organizing and coordinating how participating peers share this task. Such means are built
upon three core properties:
• How to partition the composite service into sections that can be executed by different execution peers. Within a section, execution is performed by the same peer.
• A strategy to decide when and where sections are distributed to execution peers.
• A protocol that coordinates control among the participating peers such that correct
execution is guaranteed.
The strategy that has been developed for OSIRIS N EXT is designed particularly for
ad hoc services (which supposably have been composed automatically). As a result,
these kind of services are executed usually a few times only, possibly just once. This
calls for a strategy that involves minimal initial overhead to get all peers prepared that
might later be involved in the execution of a particular service. The strategy is furthermore designed for flexibility in dynamically changing environments. For example, environments with mobile devices on one hand and computing, storage, and other
types of resources delivered as “elastic” services on the other (of which the recent Cloud
Computing shift is a prominent representative). Both objectives – ad hoc services and
dynamic environments – are addressed by the possibility to migrate ongoing executions
between peers. What is more, the decision whether to migrate or not is made dynamically at runtime as opposed to a decision determined in advance (which thus cannot
take dynamics at runtime into account).
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Table 7.1: OWL-S control constructs classified according to whether migration can be
performed immediately versus possibly delayed, and whether migration is possible at
all inside them.
Immediately

Delayed

Indivisible

Any-Order
For-Each
Repeat-While
Repeat-Until
Sequence

Split
Split-Join

Choice
If-Then-Else
Perform
Set
Produce

Sections
The question how a composite service can be partitioned into sections can be answered
by analyzing the different control flow patterns that can be formed in the process model.
With an abstract point of view, however, sections that encompass exactly one ordinary
transition t naturally come to mind, which is at the same time the smallest sensible
granularity. Using sections of this size, a migration becomes possible in principle before
and after t; leaving aside technicalities, at t’s input and output place.
Upon inspection of the control constructs available in OWL-S we have found, however, that additional aspects need to be taken into account. Control constructs in OWLS can actually be classified into three categories: (i) collection and iteration constructs
that can be partitioned into sections and for which migration is permitted without further constraints; (ii) collection constructs that can be partitioned, but where additional
conditions have to be met to permit migration; (iii) constructs that cannot be sensibly
partitioned as they should be considered indivisible. The categories and the constructs
that fall into them are listed in Table 7.1. All constructs in the left column are innocuous
in the sense that a migration inside them can be done without further considerations
as they do not fork concurrent execution threads. This is apparently different for the
constructs in the middle column. A migration of multiple concurrent execution threads
becomes possible only after all threads are in a state in which this is possible, which
means that one has to pause and wait for all threads to be paused. Since a decision to
migrate is made at some point in either thread, the point in time when the migration
can actually be performed is likely delayed. Finally, constructs in the right column are
always executed by one peer since a migration inside them is not sensible. Choice and IfThen-Else are, however, somewhat special in the sense that only the (conditional) choice
is made in an indivisible way, and subsequent constructs are not affected.
Notice, however, that the model of OWL-S has it that control constructs are nested
(rather than chained) to form complex services; hence, a process forms a tree in which
leaves are atomic service/operation invocations. Nesting implies that an outer (higherlevel) Split or Split-Join dominates nested control constructs regarding when migration
becomes possible. As illustrated by Figure 7.3, if a Split-Join encloses two (or more)
control constructs – a Sequence and a Perform in this case – then a migration within the
sequence is temporally governed by the other thread (i.e., it may be delayed until the
point in time when it becomes possible in the other parallel thread).
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Figure 7.3: Emergency Assistance process (see Figure 4.5) depicted as OWL-S constructs
(nesting implies hierarchy). Dotted lines point out stages at which a migration is permitted. As can be seen, there are seven stages altogether. For example, the rightmost
line symbolizes a migration upon completion of t1 , . . . , t4 , but before t5 .
Strategy
Figure 7.4 illustrates the migration strategy on the example of a composite service structured as a sequence of three atomic service invocations (S1 , S2 , S3 ). It is also assumed
that the composite service is split up into sections equal to the atomic services. The
strategy works as follows:
1. The client sends the OWL-S composite service description together with the input
data to one available execution peer, EP1 in this case (step 1 in Figure 7.4).8
2. EP1 parses the service description and instantiates the service by initializing a new
execution state for storing intermediate results and the control flow state.
3. A decision step follows to determine whether execution of the next section should
be made by EP1 or whether the execution should migrate to another peer and continue there. In the example we assume that execution stays at EP1 . Consequently,
it executes the first section which maps to service S1 (2).
4. The decision step is repeated prior to each section.
5. In the example we assume that subsequent to invocation of S2 by EP1 (3) execution
migrates to another peer, say EP2 (4). In short, this is achieved by serializing and
transferring the execution state from EP1 to EP2 .
6. Finally, after invocation of S3 (5) the last section has finished and the result is
returned to the calling client by EP2 (6).
8 The

client uses the SubRep to get a list of available execution peers first and then selects one by itself.
Alternatively, the client can send the execution request as a publish message having a corresponding
“service execution” topic. The infrastructure will then select a peer on its own to which the request is
forwarded.
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Figure 7.4: Execution strategy illustrated for three available execution peers EP1 , EP2 ,
EP3 and a composite service made up of a sequence of three atomic services S1 , S2 , S3 .
Migration from one peer to another comes at the expense of additional communication (compared to no migration) because it is essentially the current execution state that
needs to be transferred to the new peer. A migration therefore becomes beneficial if the
utility of executing the remaining part at another peer outweighs the communication
overhead and the value of staying at the same peer. Having said that, a migration can
even be imperative if the current peer is simply not capable of executing an entire service by itself (e.g., a mobile device whose resources such as storage, bandwidth, battery
charge are not sufficient). Yet another example is offloading ongoing executions from
a peer to newly added peers as a means of scaling out to match an increasing global
workload; analogously possible in the opposite direction as a means of scaling in.
A simple cost model underlies the decision whether a migration is beneficial. Specifically, let P be a finite set of online peers and pc , pn ∈ P, pc 6= pn the current and new
execution peer, respectively; synonymously called source and target peer. We define the
benefit, denoted with B, as the function
B : P×P → R
B( p , p ) = costx (c pc ) − costx (c pn ) − costm ( pc , pn )
c

n

where costx and costm model execution and migration costs, respectively. Execution
costs costx is a function of a context information set c pc (c pn ) representing any kind of information about the environment of the current (new) peer. The context information set
might include various information about (i) the infrastructure or (ii) the application domain. The former includes, for instance, available computation and memory resources,
load, and other runtime related information. Application related information includes
meta data about services such as whether a service is memory, data, or computing intensive. The function costm estimates the costs for migrating execution from pc to pn .
The value of costm mostly depends on the network bandwidth and the overhead to serialize and de-serialize the current execution state. Assuming that costs are positive (i.e.,
cost x > 0 and costm > 0), the result of B can be characterized as follows:
• B < 0: execution is adverse at the new peer;
• B = 0: execution can continue at either peer;
• B > 0: there is a benefit in migrating to the new peer.
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Finding the optimal target peer pn requires calculating the benefit for all online peers:
pn = arg max B( pc , pn ) .
pn ∈ P

Practicability therefore depends mainly on (i) the size of P and (ii) whether the information used by costx and costm is locally available or has to be gathered remotely first.
If P may become large then an incomplete approach that not necessarily finds the optimum may be the only practical approach. Also, reducing the amount of information
exchanged for the calculation to a minimum is clearly valuable. Taking into account the
possibility of replicating information, there are many arrangements conceivable rather
than a general solution. Our implementation therefore does not come with a fixed implementation but allows to plug-in different implementations.
Protocol
The migration-based strategy requires a protocol that guarantees atomic commitment between two peers, meaning that migration happens either completely or not at all, but
avoids duplication (i.e., source and target peer both continue execution the service instance) and loss (i.e., execution abruptly ends as no peer continues). Technically, this
can be achieved based on reliable messaging asserting exactly once message delivery.
There are two more factors that influence the design of the migration protocol. First,
is calculation of the benefit integrated into the protocol and if so does it involve information exchange (because calculation is distributed or involves remote information gathering)? Second, do candidate target peers have the option to refuse a migration request
(versus being obliged to accept a request in any case)? An answer of yes to these questions makes a two-phase migration protocol favourable. Both, information exchange
and obtaining approval, can be achieved then in an opening phase. Otherwise, if information exchange does not take place and target peers neither have the option to refuse a
request then a single-step request/reply message exchange is sufficient and preferable.
In our implementation, we have decided that peers do have the option of refusing a
migration request. What is more, since one can plug-in an implementation of the benefit
function, calculation may or may not involve information exchange depending on how
it is designed. The protocol is therefore divided into two phases. Yet another factor
to this is that a migration involves essentially transferring the service specification and
the execution state. While the former is usually moderate in size, the latter may be
large depending on the size of intermediate results and the part of the local KB that
needs to be transferred.9 A two phase-protocol also avoids transferring the possibly
large amount of data if a target peer refused becoming the new execution peer. The two
phases are as follows.
• Opening Phase: The source peer preselects a set of candidate peers. A peer is
preselected if it is online, runs an execution engine, and its current load is below a
certain threshold.10 The source peer then sends a migration inquiry to all peers in
9 This
10 The

is essentially the ABox and references to ontologies that have been loaded into the TBox.
first two pieces of information are available from the SubRep, the latter from the LoadRep.
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Figure 7.5: Internal structure and main components of an execution peer.
the set. Target peers reply by sending either an accept or refuse message. A negative refuse ends the protocol between the two peers. This happens analogously
if the source peer does not receive a reply after a timeout (i.e., sending a negative
reply is optional, but not replying may increase the delay after which the source
peer considers an inquiry as failed for a particular peer). A positive accept communicates a commitment limited in time, meaning that the target peer will take
over execution of the service, provided that the source peer reacts before the timeout set by the target. The positive accept may additionally contain target-specific
context information that the source peer may use to calculate that value of B for
the replying peer.
• Final Phase: Upon selecting a particular target peer, the source peer sends a final
migration request message to the selected peer that contains intermediate results
and the part of the local KB that needs to be transferred. Provided that this message is received by the target peer before the timeout it resumes execution and
replies with an acknowledge. Otherwise, it can still reply with a negative timeout
passed message informing the source peer about the too large delay. It is therefore
important that the timeout is set sufficiently ahead of time, which might involve
taking latency of the network layer into account in case it cannot be neglected.

7.1.3

Control Flow Intervention

Implementing CFI in the execution engine requires at least built-in procedures to (i) dynamically modify the control flow at execution time, to (ii) find respectively compose
replacements, and (iii) to redirect the data flow. The additionally required procedures
to pause and resume execution are mostly reusable from the implementation of execution migration as they are essentially the same for both. As a natural consequence, the
OSIRIS N EXT execution engine is functionally divided into several modules as depicted
in Figure 7.5.
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The central part is the Process Manager. It mainly acts as an interpreter for OWL-S
and invokes operations, by delegating request and reply processing to implementations
of the different supported grounding types. The process manager further provides a
monitoring interface. A monitor register itself with the process manager and specifies
an event filter that determines the types of events it will get notified about.
Closely integrated with the process manager is the Failure Manager. Failure detectors are, however, part of the process manager and the failure manager is triggered in
the presence of a failure for which it provides recovery support. Specifically, failures
detected by the process manager are handed over to the failure manager and it is responsible for managing the procedure of finding a replacement, modifying the control
flow, and redirecting the data flow. In order to do that it interacts with the Composition
& Matchmaking module. This module, in turn, relies on a service repository to retrieve
available service and operation profiles, which is implemented as another component
not depicted in Figure 7.5. Internally, the service repository is currently realized as an
RDF triple store that can be queried using SPARQL. What is more, the failure manager is
not designed to be restricted to CFI only. One could, for instance, integrate conventional
rollback and/or compensation strategies based on transactional support.
All the functionality required to distribute the execution among peers is implemented by the Distribution Strategy and Distribution Protocol. Finally, the Query & Update component is tightly integrated with the KB. One function is to provide a SPARQL
query interface to the KB integrated with an inference engine for deductive DL based
reasoning.11 Its other function is to realize a concrete precondition and effect system.
Each composite service execution instance has associated its local process state (representing the control state) and a partly shared KB. The KB is initially populated with required domain ontologies, the OWL-S service specification to execute, and pre-existing
assertions about individuals, which represent the world state. The part that is shared
among different execution instances is the TBox. This does not pose a problem regarding correct concurrent access since the TBox is a protected part (see Assumption 5) and
is thus read only at execution time. Each service instance currently has its own ABox.
The extension to a fully shared KB by integrating our KB store implementation that
enforces correct concurrent access (see Section 7.3) has been left as future work.
Each execution peer has, in addition, a background KB that acts as a cache for domain ontologies that have already been used. Ontologies accessed for the first time will
be fetched from the Web and loaded into it. If a domain ontology that already exists in
the background KB needs to be loaded into a local execution KB of a composite service
instance, only a reference needs to be set (i.e., no physical copying is required).

7.2

KB Access Optimization Techniques

In contrast to traditional workflow engines that mainly act as interpreters of the process
specification (expressed in a language such as BPEL [JE07]), service execution using
semantic services is more involved. Illustrated in part by Figure 6.1, it is characterized
11 We

have used the OWL-DL reasoner Pellet [SPG+ 07].
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by recurring sub-tasks that all produce queries to the KB. The main types of read and
update queries are:
• Read the control and data flow constructs from the process specification so that the
engine can interpret and execute them (according to their operational semantics).
• Read inputs for operation invocations from the KB. Write outputs produced by operation invocations (intermediate results) back to the KB so that they are available
for subsequent use.
• Read operation grounding details from the KB in order to prepare service invocation messages and process replies.
• Read preconditions of services from the KB and check if they are satisfied w.r.t. to
the current state of the KB.
• Materialize effects as a result of operation invocations in the KB to correctly represent the current world state.
As a consequence, the KB is interrogated almost permanently and updated frequently.
The overall performance is hence influenced to a large extent by the runtime efficiency
of query answering and reasoning services in the KBMS.
We apply two optimization techniques to the service execution task: prepared queries
and a caching strategy called frame caching. Both are, however, of general utility beyond
this application.
Prepared queries actually transfer a concept well known in database programming
to knowledge base querying. One advantage is that costs for repeated query translation
are reduced. The main value, however, is a reduction of the number of KB updates,
which in turn improves the performance of queries that involve inferencing. The reason is that reasoning engines need to re-classify and re-realize the KB after every update,
though some of them (e.g., Pellet [SPG+ 07]) implement incremental approaches to reduce the effort.
Frame caching, on the other hand, aims at reducing the total number of KB accesses
made for composite services that contain iterative control constructs by keeping materialized views of frequently accessed individuals and data values in data structures that
are similar to frames [Min81]. Frame caching is in fact a technique that can be used for
reducing the conceptually implied overhead if an RDF graph-based data model is used
at the lower level and OWL is used at the higher level.
Both techniques have been implemented in the OWL-S API12 , which is a high level
programming library written in Java that has been initially developed by the Mindswap
research group at University of Maryland [SP04]. Although the OWL-S API has been
designed to support RDF as well as OWL programming frameworks underneath, it is
currently implemented on top of Jena, a prominent Semantic Web programming framework [Jena]. The ground-level programming abstraction is therefore organized as an
RDF graph, which has the consequence that an OWL KB is accessible at the lowest level
as a set of RDF triples (no matter how the backing data store is actually organized).
12 Available

Open Source at http://on.cs.unibas.ch/owls-api.
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7.2.1

Prepared Queries

In our implementation, a prepared query is a re-usable and pre-compiled SPARQL statement that allows late binding of variables at query execution time. Prepared queries are
therefore comparable with prepared statements, a well-known abstraction provided by
programmatic access interfaces to relational DBMS (e.g., JDBC) that aim at similar improvements of efficiency.
Prepared queries are used in our implementation of the OWL-S API to increase efficiency of checking (i) preconditions and (ii) conditions of conditional process control
constructs that are expressed using SWRL [HPB+ 04], which, despite being a quasistandard, has achieved widespread adoption.13 Such a SWRL (pre-)condition, subsequently referred to as a condition for shortness, is a conjunction of SWRL atoms analogous to a conjunctive ABox query. A SWRL atom can be either of the form shown in
Table 7.2 or from a subset of built-ins. SWRL built-ins are binary comparison relations
such as lessThan, greaterThanOrEqual or basic mathematical functions such as add,
multiply over XML datatypes. This results in a precondition system whose expressivity
is between (PS1) and (PS2).14 Analogous to (PS1) and (PS2), a variable either refers to a
representative of a profile parameter or is a existentially quantified solution set variable
(i.e., distinguished), supposed to be referred to by an effect. Finally, a condition q is satisfied (evaluates to true) iff every atom α ∈ q is entailed by the KB (which is equivalent
to Equation (4.8)) and where entailment of single atoms is defined as shown in Table 7.2;
built-ins are not listed here for reasons of space, but their semantics is mostly apparent,
see [HPB+ 04, Section 8]. The empty condition is trivially satisfied.
The approach used to check whether a SWRL condition is satisfied is to translate it
to a SPARQL query, executed thereupon on the current state of the KB.15 This is possible because the formal semantics of a conjunction of SWRL atoms can be preserved
if they are translated to SPARQL basic graph patterns (BGP), and assuming that the
resulting SPARQL query is answered under the OWL 2 Direct Semantics Entailment
Regime [GO10, Section 6]. Table 7.2 shows how SWRL atoms translate to BGPs. For
example, the following condition in abstract syntax
Class( x, InsuredPerson) ∧ Class( x, PhysicalObject)
where x shall refer to a representative of an input, say, an individual named :BOB, and
:InsuredPerson, :PhysicalObject shall be concepts of some domain ontology, translates
to
SELECT *
WHERE { :BOB rdf:type :InsuredPerson ;
rdf:type :PhysicalObject . }
13 Note,

however, that OWL-S does not mandate the use nor support of particular formalisms.
precondition system is more expressive than (PS1) due to built-ins and the two additional types
of atoms to check individual (in)equality, and less expressive than (PS2) mainly because one cannot use
variables in the place of concepts or roles.
15 A condition is thus uniquely satisfied if evaluation of the translated SPARQL query yields exactly one
result, it is not uniquely satisfied if there is more than one result, and it is not satisfied for no result.
14 This
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Table 7.2: SWRL atoms, their semantics, and mapping to SPARQL BGP.
Abstract Syntax

Semantics
SPARQL BGP Triple Form

Class( x, C )

xI ∈ CI
h x, rdf:type, C i

IndividualProperty( x, R, y)

( x I , yI ) ∈ RI
h x, R, yi

DataProperty( x, T, v)

( x I , vD ) ∈ T I
h x, T, vi

SameIndividual( x, y)

x I = yI
h x, owl:sameAs, yi

DifferentIndividuals( x, y)

x I 6= yI
h x, owl:differentFrom, yi

Using standard interpretation I = (∆I , ∆D , ·I ); C a concept; R an abstract role; x, y an individual or individual variable; T a concrete role;
v a data value (lexical form) or data variable.

In this case, the condition is satisfied if the query has an empty result (which is not to
be confused with no result) as there is no variable to project to (i.e., there is no distinguished variable).
The simple and rather naive approach to condition checking starts with replacing
each atom that contains variables that refer to inputs with a new atom in which these
variables have been substituted by the corresponding value. Since conditions are in the
majority of cases expressed using input variables, this implies additional work in all of
these cases; nota bene an insertion of new axioms in the KB (triples in case the KB is
represented in RDF), which is required for the subsequent translation to a query. The
insertion is also a result of the fact that SWRL conditions are part of the service description; hence, they are also stored in the KB. While these insertions are fairly cheap from a
data management point of view, they have severe consequences if an reasoning engine
is attached to the KB, which is almost always the case since reasoning is a primal feature.
Unfortunately, today’s reasoning engines do not yet perform well under (frequent) KB
updates since they need to exhaustively re-perform consistency checks, classifications,
and realizations. The consequence is that such updates to the KB provoke (more or less)
high delays for subsequent queries; thus, reducing the overall performance.
Yet there is another weakness when it comes to repeated checking of the same condition; for instance, if a conditional control construct in a composite service is executed
multiple times (e.g., as part of a loop). As shown in the evaluation chapter, a considerable amount of time is spent just for the creation of the SPARQL query from a SWRL
condition (creation of ground atoms and translation to SPARQL). This can result in cases
in which creation time exceeds query execution time by a factor greater than two, which
calls for an optimization.
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of (pre-) condition evaluation procedure for conventional and
optimized approach using prepared queries.
Optimizing SWRL condition checking thus has to address these problems by factoring out the overhead induced by the query creation process. The proposed prepared
queries simplify and optimize the process of condition checking by avoiding the creation of new ground atoms in the KB. This is achieved by three changes. First, provide
the possibility of translating the original SWRL condition directly to a SPARQL query.
Second, allow for late binding of variables occurring in the query at query execution
time. Third, having late binding of variables enables reusing queries. A condition must
therefore be translated only once and can be executed as often as needed thereby also
supporting conditions that need to be checked multiple times.
This results in a simplified procedure for SWRL (pre-)condition evaluation, which is
depicted in Figure 7.6. Yet its most important advantage is that insertion of additional
ground atoms in the KB is eliminated; thus, preventing that reasoning engines need to
(exhaustively) re-check consistency, re-classify, and re-realize the KB.

7.2.2

Frame Caching

Frame caching is used in the context of the OWL-S API to gain rapid access to the process specification (i.e., the control and data flow) and to operation grounding information stored in the KB as part of the overall service description/specification. The basic
idea is to exploit locality in repeated KB read accesses whose results match and can be
cached in frame-like data structures. Caching these information improves the performance for repeated execution of the same service as well as the execution of loop control
constructs such as Repeat-Until and For-Each16 that iterate over their body. Otherwise,
16 It should be noted that OWL-S specifies two control constructs – Any-Order and Repeat-While – that are

not covered by the process model presented in Section 4.3. There are furthermore two control constructs
– Produce and Set – that are actually constructs for controlling the flow of data rather than the flow of
control. Since the OWL-S API aims at being a complete implementation of the OWL-S framework, they
are included here.
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an execution engine has to fetch information repeatedly from the KB (by submitting the
same queries over and over again). The same performance gain is achieved for groundings if services are repeatedly invoked.
However, finding an appropriate caching solution is not straightforward as it has to
take into account the following aspects:
• Location where cached data is stored: Either close to the KB store (probably inside
the KB store) versus close to the application, which acts as client to the KB and
which uses the query results.
• Granularity of cached data: Limiting the amount of cached data to exactly the
query result versus more advanced look-ahead strategies where data that is likely
to be read in the future is pre-fetched and cached in advance.
• Representation of cached data: Graph-based, essentially in the same representation
as stored in the KB versus a differently structured representation that fits more
closely with the access patterns of the client application.
• Cache coherence: Invalidation of cached data in the presence of updates to the original data in the KB due to concurrent access by multiple clients.
• Implicit information inferred by reasoning engines on the fly at query execution
time.
The frame caching approach we have developed addresses all the aspects summarized above. This is achieved by combining: (i) materialized views of proximate triples
that form sub graphs of a KB, using (ii) frame-based data structures, which, at the same
time, (iii) realize a simple form of a look-ahead cache, (iv) local to the place where they
are used, and (v) possibly contain inferred information.
The notion of a frame was introduced in frame-based systems [Min81] as an alternative to logic-oriented knowledge representation systems. More formally, a frame F
contains a finite set of slots, similar to entries in a record. A slot filler is the value of a
slot and can be a data value or again a frame, thereby allowing nested frames. Now,
the basic idea of frame caching is to use a frame to provide a record-like view of triples
hs, ∗ p , ∗o i in the KB. The subject s corresponds to the frame F, a property ∗ p corresponds
to a slot of F, and an object ∗o is the filler of the corresponding slot ∗ p . If a filler is again
a frame, one can represent tree-like sub graphs by nested frames. A frame will always
be created (successively) from the results returned by KB read queries. Using objectoriented languages, frames can be represented one-to-one as objects. In doing so, one
gets rapid access to the fillers of a frame. Consequently, one gets rapid access to (all)
objects of some subject once a corresponding frame was filled.
Frames may include inferred information which thus does not need to be recomputed on every access. Creation (filling) of frames is very cheap as it essentially amounts
to allocating an object instance in memory and assigning references. Frames can be implemented with moderate additional memory requirements provided that slots can be
implemented as direct references. This is possible anyway if the filler is again a frame.
Otherwise, a close integration with the KB store is required such that slots are references
to the values in the KB store.
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Finally, in our execution engine implementation, we apply frame caching for
grounding information and the process specification only. The reason is that only these
are the parts that may be repeatedly accessed. Specifically, each operation grounding is
cached by one frame and the entire process specification (which essentially includes the
control and data flow) is cached by a single nested frame.
Cache Coherence
As with any caching strategy that is supposed to provide cache coherence, there is one
reason that causes (partly) invalidating a cache: if data in the backing data store has
(partly) changed as the result of a write performed by another application in the background. If the backing data store is however not concurrently accessed (i.e., if it is not
shared) then only an update of the accessing client needs to be handled correctly, which
can be done in the usual way either by a write-through or write-back strategy.
Since we apply frame caching in our execution engine for the grounding information
and the process specification only, we can use the following approach that does not
require a cache coherence protocol. Every service execution instance has its private
cache being a set of possibly nested frames. Among these, the process frame does not
need to be invalidated as long as the process is not subject to dynamic modifications at
execution time since the process specification does otherwise not change. However, a
dynamic change as part of a successful CFI cycle has the consequence that obsolete parts
of the frame are invalidated. This is sufficient because the change is service instance
local. The first access to parts of the replacement not yet in the cache induces fetching
the information from the KB into new sub frames of the process frame.
Intergration with Snapshot Isolation Data Store
We finally discuss, how the caching technique integrates with a data store, such as the
one described in Section 7.3, that offers a transactional interface together with Snapshot
Isolation. To answer this, we need to clarify first whether the cache is transaction-local,
meaning that every transaction has its private cache, or whether it has a broader scope.
In the former case, the situation is simple. Cached data never has to be invalidated
within a transaction since it operates on its own snapshot. An update to data in the
cache by the transaction can be handled by a write-back strategy integrated into transaction processing: an update writes to the cache first and is written back if the transaction is permitted to commit. The downside is that it is not decidable right away whether
the cache can be retained beyond the transaction end for a subsequent transaction. This
requires information whether the cached data was updated in the backing store meanwhile by another transaction, which calls for an synchronization strategy that could be
based on an active notification mechanism.
The situation is different if the cache scope spans multiple concurrent transactions.
Since every transaction needs to see its own snapshot, one would need to ensure that
also the cache correctly reflects this, which means that one would need to implement a
snapshot management also for the cache. This makes its implementation considerably
more complex.

7.3 Snapshot Isolation OWL Data Store
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Snapshot Isolation OWL Data Store

We have implemented a prototype of our SI-based concurrency control approach as a
main memory (hence, transient) OWL 2 store. It comes as an alternative data binding
for the OWL API [HB09]. We first address how the OWL store interfaces with the OWL
API, which requires providing some basic background information. Afterwards the
implementation of the data store itself is detailed.

7.3.1

Interfacing with the OWL API

In short, the OWL API is an Open Source library written in Java that “includes first
class change support, general purpose reasoner interfaces, validators for the various OWL 2 profiles, and support for parsing and serialising ontologies in a variety
of syntaxes” [HB09]. It is considered a reference implementation for OWL 2, designed in close correspondence with the OWL standard, used by prominent applications (e.g., Protégé-OWL Editor [HT06]), and is supported by major reasoning engines
such as FaCT++ [TH06], HermiT [MSH09], Pellet [SPG+ 07], Racer Pro [HM01b], or
TrOWL [TPR10].
The flexible design of the OWL API includes a service provider interface, named
Internals, by means of which it can be extended with third-party storage mechanisms. This provides a clean programming abstraction that our data store implements.
Since the OWL API, however, lacks a transaction programming abstraction, we had to
extend it with programmatic means for transaction end demarcation (commit, rollback).
Transaction begin demarcation, on the other hand, is implicit with the first change or
read (after a rollback or commit).
At its core, the Java object model of the OWL API is a structured set of Java interfaces
whose names are aligned with the names of syntactic constructs in the OWL 2 structural
specification [MPSP09] (i.e., the different types of axioms, assertions, and annotations).
The resulting one-to-one abstraction of OWL syntactic instances as Java objects, rather
than an RDF-centric abstraction, is ideal from the perspective of our concurrency control
model. First, these Java objects become the unit of concurrency control. Second, these
Java objects are immutable by design; that is, they can be created using factories only
and do not provide object state mutating methods. In addition, the OWL API has builtin support for determining structural equivalence of syntactic instances and implements
transformation to NNF, which we use for O- and E-conflict checking. The latter means
that a transaction’s change set contains OWL concept expressions (if any) that have been
brought to NNF.
The fact that Java objects representing OWL syntactic instances are immutable
implies that an OWLOntology17 can be modified only through applying add and
remove changes, which correspond to the basic add and delete operations. More
precisely, changes are applied via an OWLOntologyManager associated with each
OWLOntology, which also manages the lifecycle of a set of OWLOntology objects.
17 OWLOntology

is the basic Java abstraction of an OWL 2 ontology in the API, which is comparable
with the notion of an OWL knowledge base, see Definition 3.16.
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Implementation

Data Structures and Snapshot Management

The main (global) data structures of the store are concurrent sets and multi-maps. The
latter are used as index structures for fast lookup tables to answer simple queries. For
example, one can get the set of named individuals (VI ) directly from one of the maps
(key set) and all assertions about some individual (value set per key). Both sets and
maps are implemented using hash functions for fast lookup. The hash function maps
two syntactic instances to the same hash value if they are structurally equivalent. Collisions are resolved in the obvious way by falling back to more costly checking for structural equivalence.
The main set and map data structures are thread-safe, meaning that all public methods that they provide can be invoked safely by multiple threads in parallel. In addition,
they provide snapshot and transaction management. Snapshot management is implemented in a transparent and fully hidden way, meaning that the interface for programmatic access does not contain any methods by means of which one becomes aware nor
has control over snapshot management internals. Snapshot management is internally
based on a special set data structure, which we call StatusSet. In short, it is a standard set in which each element – a Java object representing a syntactic instance – is
additionally associated with either of two types of timestamps. A committing transaction associates added objects with a timestamp of type current and deleted objects with
a timestamp of type obsolete. This is sufficient for determining whether an object is visible to (can be read by) a transaction or not. Recap, the SI protocol has it that an object
is visible to a transaction T if it existed at tT
s . Obsolete objects can be discarded if there
are no more active transactions in the system that started earlier than the obsolete timestamp. Cleanup of discardable objects is done automatically by a garbage-collection like
background thread. In order to make cleanup an operation of O(n) complexity where
n is the number of discardable objects rather than the overall number of objects in a
StatusSet, we use an inverse lookup table: a timestamp of type obsolete maps to all
objects that are associated with this timestamp to allow for fast collection.

7.3.3

Transactions and Conflict Checking

Transactions are represented implicitly by a start timestamp. Timestamps are essentially
64-bit integers and are assigned in strictly monotonic order.18 Transactions are threadconfined; that is, each thread can have at most one active transaction at a time. Updates
made by a transaction are kept entirely thread-local until a transaction commits. This
has two advantages: (i) additional synchronization means are not needed when transactions make updates since they are not accessed concurrently, (ii) they can be used at the
same time for representation of the change set. Only if a transaction does not conflict,
thread-local changes are applied irrevocably to the global data structures. Otherwise,
all thread-local changes can be discarded at almost no cost.
Conflict analysis takes place as described in Section 6.2.7. More precisely, the normalized change set is updated instantly with every add and delete, but OES-conflict
18 A

rough calculation shows that even for a quite high and constant transaction rate of 50000 Tx/sec a
system can run for about 5.8 M years until an overflow occurs.
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checking is performed finally at transaction end, as opposed to incremental checks performed instantly on each new operation submitted (which is done by the first updater
wins strategy [FOO04]). One reason is that the incremental strategy requires a larger
number of checks if there are no conflicts, which is made clear by Example 7.1.
Example 7.1
Imagine two transactions Tm , Tn that consist of m, n > 1 add/delete operations, respectively, such that the corresponding change sets have |δ(Tm )| = m, |δ(Tn )| = n
elements. Assume change sets are implemented as hash sets, with containment checking complexity usually O(1). As long as change sets are disjoint, incremental while
instant disjointness checking amounts to m + n containment checks in total: a check is
performed whenever an update operation is submitted. It is not difficult to see that if
disjointness checking is done once at the end then only min{m, n} checks are needed.
From Example 7.1 we conclude that the incremental strategy is favourable only for
high conflict rates (because there is a higher chance that less checks are actually done in
case a conflict is detected early), whereas the once-only strategy is favourable for low
conflict rates and for large transactions.
A similar effect is achieved for S-conflict checking. Bearing in mind the possibly
high computational cost of satisfiability reasoning, and unless the actual reasoner used
provides an incremental satisfiability feature (e.g., [HPS06, GHKS10]), it is cheaper to
check satisfiability once only at the end instead of repeatedly after each update operation. S-conflict checking is implemented currently in a primitive way: (i) apply the
changes tentatively first, (ii) check whether the KB is still satisfiable, and (iii) revoke the
changes in case the result was negative.
Finally, we have implemented a strategy that allows non-conflicting transactions to
commit concurrently while ensuring commit atomicity (recap, updates of a committing
transaction must become visible globally all at once). The former is desired for performance reasons while the latter is necessary also because a non-trivial commit requires
making changes to multiple of the global data structures thereby inducing a set of sub
operations that must be observed from the outside in a non-divisible and atomic way.
The basic idea is to synchronize commit with creation of start timestamps: a new start
timestamp can be created at any time unless a commit is going on. Hence, a new transaction cannot start unless a commit has completed, which avoids that a new transaction
reads partial results. Finally, since all global data structures are thread-safe by themselves, concurrently executing commits is not a problem and relies on the correctness of
the data structures.

8
Experimental Results

D

IFFERENT EXPERIMENTS have been conducted to evaluate the practical utility of the

methods introduced throughout previous chapters. The results of these experiments are presented in this chapter. For the most part, the objective in the experiments
was to demonstrate feasibility in practice on problems of a realistic size and to verify
that the qualitative gain of the methods comes at an acceptable expense.
In order to consider the different factors separately, the experiments are divided into
four groups that correspond to main methods presented: CFI, the execution engine implemented in OSIRIS N EXT, the KB access optimization techniques, and the Snapshot
Isolation OWL data store. The subsequent presentation is ordered accordingly.

8.1

Control Flow Intervention

Evaluation of CFI is targeted to investigate the time it takes (i) to search for a replacement and (ii) to perform the substitution of a failed subflow by its replacement. This has
been combined with different experiments that further aim at investigating the impact
of the following parameters: (i) the size of profiles, (ii) the amount of advertised profiles
that exist, and (iii) the fraction of profiles that are semantically equivalent.
The evaluation is focused on 1:1 replacements using the matchmaking-based technique (i.e., structure-aware replacements). An evaluation of the planning-based approach for structure-nescient replacements has been left as future work. Our main goal
in this regard was it to formulate how planning methods can be applied and seamlessly
integrated into the overall approach. Different aspects regarding its practicability have
been discussed however in Section 5.7. For the matchmaking-based technique, we can
show that, with the commodity hardware used, search time remains sufficiently small to
realize the approach by an interactive human-computer interface1 up to approximately
3000 advertised services. Furthermore, the cost of substitution is almost negligible compared to search and grows linearly at a flat increase.
1 The

common rule of thumb is that humans tolerate approximately 3 to 10 seconds of delay in the
system response to keep their attention focused on the dialogue [Nie94].
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8.1.1

Experimental Results

Experimental Setup

Rather than conducting the experiments in a production environment, we have created
a dedicated testbed based on the emergency assistance composite service. Required
services were implemented as native services deployed on OSIRIS N EXT peers (i.e.,
invocation is done via the OSIRIS N EXT messaging system). Services are decidedly
mockups that do nothing more than creating synthetic outputs and thus have almost
zero reply time. This allows to disregard their execution times and to focus exclusively
on the CFI cycle. Service failures are simulated by message timeouts (i.e., the execution
engine fails to invoke a service).
All experiments were conducted on the hardware mentioned in Section 8.3.1. Descriptions of advertised services have been uploaded to our simple service repository implementation, which is essentially a main memory RDF triple store based on
Jena [Jena] that provides a SPARQL query interface for retrieval and has the Pellet reasoner [SPG+ 07] attached. The repository and the execution engine were deployed at the
same peer.
A randomized generator has been implemented that is used throughout the experiments to generate synthetic OWL-S service descriptions. The generation process is
parametrized in three ways. First, one can specify a set of domain ontologies, the concepts and data ranges (if any) of which are selected randomly (with a uniform distribution) as the type of inputs and outputs in generated profiles. Second, the number of
inputs/outputs generated per profile can be controlled in two ways: uniform number
of inputs/outputs versus a random number limited by an upper bound. Third, one
can control whether generated descriptions are placed each in its own ontology or all
into one. Finally, generated service descriptions are complete in the sense that they describe an atomic service grounded to a WSDL Web service; its implementation being
nonexistent, though.

8.1.2

Results

Minimal Setting
In the first experiment the emergency assistance composite service has been executed
40 times with a simulated service failure in a “minimal setting”. This means that the KB
is reduced to that knowledge required minimally, which amounts to 11 domain ontologies representing concepts used by the services and 10+4 OWL-S ontologies in this case.
There was also just one semantically equivalent service stored in the service repository.
The average execution time without a failure was measured with 114 ms. When simulating a failure, the execution time was 250 ms on average.2 The increase induced by CFI
breaks down to 133 ms for querying the service repository (“search”) and 4 ms for modifying the control and data flow (“substitution”). The significant difference indicates
that the runtime performance of CFI is dominated largely by the query and reasoning
performance (search), which is supported also by subsequent results.
2 The

value is adjusted for an additional delay caused by a constant timeout for failure detection.
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Table 8.1: Search and substitution times for service profiles of different size (varying
number of inputs, outputs)
Inputs+Outputs in Profile (No. of concepts, data ranges)
Search time [ms]
Substitution time [ms]
(1,1)
111
1.6

(2,0)
105
1.5

(1,2)
107
2.2

(2,1)
128
2.5

(3,1)
133
4.0

(4,2)
188
5.2

(5,3)
370
6.1

(6,4) (6,6)
837 1171
7.9
9.1

Increasing Profile Size
In a second experiment we have analyzed to what extent search performance depends
on the size of a service profile for which an equivalent service is to be found. Table 8.1
compares results for a selection of different service profiles, varying in their number of
inputs and outputs and whether they are typed to a concept or a data range. The results
show that (i) search time is more bound to the number of concepts than data ranges and
that (ii) substitution time is comparably small with an almost negligible increase.
Increasing Number of Available Services
Finally, we measured search and substitution times as a function of the number of available services in the services repository. In the first experiment, synthetically generated
service specifications have been uploaded to the repository that are ensured to be nonequivalent to any sub service of the initial emergency assistance service. Each of the
generated service profiles has two inputs and two outputs, each typed to a randomly
selected concept of the LUBM ontology [GPH05]. Results are shown in Figure 8.1a. The
second experiment considers synthetically generated service specifications that are all
ensured to be equivalent to a failed service, see Figure 8.1b. The results show a linear
increase of search for non-equivalent services. On the contrary, search in case of equivalent services takes slightly more time, but remains almost constant up to approximately
200 equivalent services. The subsequent increase appear to be caused by the reasoning
involved in query answering.
In order to determine whether the increase of search is dominated solely by SPARQL
query processing or by reasoning, both experiments have been repeated in a slightly
modified setting: domain ontologies were extended by explicit concept equivalence assertions that would have been deduced by the reasoner otherwise (when evaluating a
query); thus, making it possible to deactivate the reasoner. The results are depicted by
the Search No Reasoning curves in Figure 8.1. Compared to the search with activated
reasoner, this gives a performance gain by a factor of ≈3 for non-equivalent services,
which shows that the increase of search is due to SPARQL query processing in this case.
However, in case of equivalent services, this results in a constant search time, which
can be explained by the fact that the query is limited to select the first matching service
found.
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Figure 8.1: Search and substitution times for increasing number of available services.

8.2

Execution Engine

Evaluation of the execution engine that runs on peers was done with the objective of
examining the characteristics of the internal queued and multi-threaded architecture as
a function of increasing local load, generated by an increasing number of concurrent
execution requests. We show that the internal architecture scales well until a resourcedetermined saturation point is reached.

8.2.1

Experimental Setup

Again, all experiments were conducted on the hardware mentioned in Section 8.3.1.
Live Web services deployed in the Internet have been applied to this evaluation in order to include practical influences. For this, an exemplary composite service called DictionaryTranslator has been used, built upon a sequence of three real SOAP-based Web
services: First, an input term is translated to English from another language. Afterwards, the translated term is looked up via an online English dictionary service returning a short definition of the term. Finally, the definition is translated back to the original
language using the translator service again.
A client peer that runs 1 up to 40 threads (step size 5) issued the requests containing
the service specification together with varying input terms to the execution peer. Each
group was repeated ten times. Migration has been suppressed as this is apparently not
relevant for this particular evaluation.

8.2.2

Results

Figure 8.2 shows the tendency and dispersion in total execution time under increasing local load. The median value shows that the engine nearly scales ideally until a
saturation point is reached, which is around 35 concurrent executions. The increase afterwards is not necessarily caused by exhausted CPU resources on the execution peer,
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Figure 8.2: Fife-number summary of total execution time for Dictionary service as a
function of increasing number of concurrent execution requests per peer.
but can also be a matter of the network and/or the Web services used. The visible outliers and skews, even for this moderate composite service, are a matter of the dynamics
of the Internet environment and the rather low number of measurements per group.

8.3

KB Access Optimization Techniques

The main objective in the evaluation of the two KB access optimization techniques –
Prepared Queries and Frame Caching – was to measure the speedup3 in the execution
as a function of (i) the types of services used and (ii) the size and shape of the KB.
The latter has been made to confirm the presumption that execution performance using
frame caching is independent of the KB size and its structure. In addition, we have
verified the presumption that the overhead of filling frames of typical size is negligible.

8.3.1

Experimental Setup

In order to quantify the performance gain of Prepared Queries and Frame Caching for
service execution, we have implemented them in the OWL-S API such that they can be
turned on and off; subsequently we will refer to this as optimized (on) versus conventional
(off) configuration. This provides the flexibility to easily compare any constellation (i.e.,
for any kind of invokable service and using differently sized and shaped KBs).
Various service specifications have been created that are designed specifically for
testing and benchmarking purposes. The intention in the design was to cover a wide
range of possible OWL-S process models and types of (pre-)conditions. As a result,
they simulate different characteristic cases such as short running services or services
3 The

factor k to which an optimized procedure is faster than an unoptimized one, given a particular
load or problem; that is, k = tu /to where tu and to are the execution times of the unoptimized and
optimized procedure, respectively.
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Table 8.2: Exemplary services used for evaluation purposes.

Name

Short Description

Any-Order

Composite service that uses an Any-Order control construct consisting of three elements, each being the same atomic service that
logs the value of one out of three inputs. Has no preconditions.

For-Each

Composite service that uses a For-Each control construct whose
loop body is an atomic service that plays a given MIDI note. This
is combined such that one can play an input list of MIDI notes.
Uses an SWRL precondition that verifies that each note can actually be played.

If-Then-Else (1, 2)

Two composite services, each consisting of an If-Then-Else control construct with different SWRL branching conditions (builtin less-than and class atom).

MathPow

Atomic service that calculates the power of two numbers, both
provided as inputs. Has no precondition.

Repeat-While

Composite service that uses a Repeat-While control construct
whose loop condition is expressed in SWRL. The loop body is
an atomic service incrementing a given input number. The while
loop ends if a target value is reached.

Translator

Atomic service realizing language translation of words provided
as an input. Uses an SWRL precondition asserting that the
source and target language are supported.

with many iteration cycles. Some of these services are listed and briefly described in
Table 8.2.4
All experiments started from a completely populated KB, meaning that it contains
the service specification under evaluation and required domain ontologies. Furthermore, a consistency check, classification, and realization was initially done on the KB.
We used Pellet [SPG+ 07] as the reasoner attached to the KB. Note that KB was always
kept entirely in main memory.
Finally, all experiments were conducted on commodity hardware: Win XP; x86
Hyper-Threading CPU, 32 bit, 3.4 GHz; 2 GB RAM; 1 Gb/s Ethernet network connection;
Java 6, maximum heap size ≈1.5 GB.

8.3.2

Results

Speedup as a Function of Service Structure and Conditions
In the first round of experiments, an evaluation run for each service has been performed
in the conventional and the optimized configuration to measure the difference in execu4 The

services including those not listed in Table 8.2 are available at the OSIRIS N EXT Web site.
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Table 8.3: Execution speedup of exemplary services.
Test Case
Any-Order
For-Each
If-Then-Else 1
If-Then-Else 2
MathPow
Repeat-While
Translator

Conventional

Optimized

Speedup

40 ms
5410 ms
180 ms
27 ms
502 µs
2821 ms
6625 ms

39 ms
448 ms
33 ms
3 ms
42 µs
828 ms
3631 ms

1.02
12.08
5.45
12.33
11.96
3.41
1.82

tion times and calculate the speedup. An evaluation run is the execution of each service
at least ten times, with arbitrary breaks between, and the average time was taken. Table 8.3 shows the results. Unlike the second round of experiments, the KB is always
“minimal”, meaning that it contains not more information than ultimately required.
The execution time of the Any-Order service cannot be improved because it neither
has a precondition nor is any part of the process model accessed more than once; hence,
also frame caching has no effect. This service was included in order to analyze whether
creation of frame cache objects introduces a considerable overhead. As the values show,
the execution times differ in what is seemingly a measurement inaccuracy. A more fine
grained analysis showed that creation of the frame that represents the entire grounding
(having 8 slots) takes 80 ns on average. This confirms that creating and filling a frame
is time-wise cheap and therefore negligible. Memory-wise, the overhead of a frame is
estimated analytically as
Memory overhead per frame ≈ 8 bytes + (n × [rsize|dsize])
where n is the number of slots, rsize is the number of bytes for an object reference on the
CPU architecture used, dsize is the number of bytes taken by a data value (e.g., an int,
double, String), and the leading 8 bytes is the size of an Java object header. This is
explained by the fact that a frame is represented as a Java object, and every slot is either
a data value or an object reference.
The For-Each service is interesting insofar as the speedup is mostly due to the optimized condition evaluation process; that is, the elimination of additional KB inserts.
In the conventional setting, the execution time is dominated by the need of repeated
classification and realization by the reasoner after a KB update.
The evaluation run of the MathPow service is actually different. It is executed 3000
times in succession thereby mimicking frequent re-execution of the same service. Table 8.3 lists the average value for one execution. The speedup here is solely due to frame
caching since the service has been deliberately designed not to involve reasoning.
Execution of the Repeat-While service benefits from both techniques because of the
while loop condition and the repeated execution of the loop body. Figure 8.3b further
details the values listed in Table 8.3 in the fraction measured for (i) condition evaluation
and (ii) the execution itself. Apart from the reduction of execution time due to frame
caching, the numbers for condition evaluation show that by activating prepared queries
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Figure 8.3: Repeat-Until service executed with different configurations (PQ = Prepared
Queries on; FC = Frame Caching on).
the overhead of repeated translation from SWRL atoms to queries is almost eliminated,
cf. Figure 8.3a.
Finally, the values listed for the Translator service are filtered measurements of precondition evaluation not including execution time. The reason is that frame caching has
no effect since neither the process specification nor the grounding is accessed more than
once.
Speedup as a Function of KB Size and Shape
In the second round we repeated the MathPow evaluation run, but with an incrementally growing ABox of the KB. The KB has been enlarged in two ways. First, by adding
synthetic OWL-S service descriptions. For this, we have implemented a randomized
generator that is parametrized in several ways to control the complexity of generated
service descriptions; more details about it can be found in Section 8.1.1. Second, by
adding randomly generated individuals and assertions about them using concepts and
roles of the LUBM ontology [GPH05]. In case of adding more OWL-S services, the KB
is enlarged by adding new assertions about new individuals. Specifically, the number of
triples |hs, ∗ p , ∗o i| for any subject s remains constant. In the second case, however, the
KB is enlarged by adding new assertions about existing individuals, which means that
|hs, ∗ p , ∗o i| is proportional to the KB increase for those subjects s about which new assertions are added. As a result, the shape of the KB significantly differs in the maximum
branching factor (i.e., the maximum number of assertions about individuals). It should
also be noted that in this round execution times are not distorted by reasoning because
the MathPow service has neither (pre-)conditions nor effects; hence, its execution does
not involve query answering nor updates.
Figure 8.4a and Figure 8.4b show that execution times remain constant when using
frame caching, no matter what the size of the KB is. In contrast, the numbers for the
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Figure 8.4: Total execution time as a function of KB size for conventional and optimized
configuration.
configuration in which caching is deactivated feature significant differences. Whereas
Figure 8.4a shows that execution times also remain constant in case of adding new service descriptions, but at a significantly higher level compared to the cached case, times
increase linearly with the KB size when new individuals and assertions are added (Figure 8.4b). This difference is exactly a result of the shape of the KB. It can be explained
by looking at how indexing is designed for graph-based data structures in the underlying Jena graph implementation. In fact, the two cases decidedly model the best and
worst case regarding the index structure. In the former case, access takes advantage of
the index whereas in the latter case sequential scans are performed in addition, which
explains the linear increase.
To conclude, both techniques show considerable performance gain even though
the KB is maintained in main-memory. Since both techniques aim at avoiding repeatedly performing the same tasks, the increase is in every way determined by the actual
case, which is also evident in the results. Generally, the advantage especially of Frame
Caching becomes the larger the higher the latency of direct KB accesses becomes.
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The evaluation of the SI-based concurrency control method is targeted to measure transaction execution times and transactions per second for different benchmarking workloads. The evaluation is centered around comparing results of our implementation with
two contestants in order to demonstrate its competitiveness. Another important aspect
that has been investigated is how the contestants behave under an increasing amount
of concurrency. Finally, a brief investigation on the time-wise overhead of normalization (induced by E-conflict checking) confirms the presumption that normalization adds
little to overall costs.
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Table 8.4: Workloads used for the performance analysis and their characteristics.
Workload

#Tx1 Min/Max2 R/W3 A/D4 C/R5

Base Transactions
100
Mixed Transactions
100
Many Transactions
1000
Few Transactions
10
Large Transactions
100
Small Transactions
100
Read-Centered
100
Write-Centered
100
Add-Centered
100
Delete-Centered
100
Medial Commit Ratio
100
Rollback-Centered
100

50/100
5/500
50/100
50/100
250/500
5/15
50/100
50/100
50/100
50/100
50/100
50/100

1
10
1
1
1
1
100
0.01
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
100
0.01
1
1

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
1
0.01

1 Number

of transactions per thread. 2 Minimum/maximum number of
application operations per transaction. 3 Read/write ratio per transaction.
4 Add/delete ratio per transaction. 5 Commit/rollback ratio per transaction.

8.4.1

Experimental Setup

Benchmark Workloads
As there is no established benchmark for OWL updates, we have designed a benchmark
ourselves. It consists of several workloads and aims at exposing candidates to diverse
access patterns. These workloads imitate typical application scenarios such as low up
to moderate update ratios, bulk loading in which add transactions dominate, and erroneous environments with frequent aborts. We also drive parameters towards corner
cases such as large transactions, high abort rates, and update-only transactions in order
to analyze whether runtime properties considerably change in these cases. Table 8.4
lists the different workloads and provides an overview on how parameters are set.
Each workload consists of fixed sequences of transactions that are generated in advance for each thread (i.e., one sequence per thread) according to the parameters in Table 8.4. This ensures that for each workload each competitor receives exactly the same
transactions arriving in the same order. Transaction length is evenly distributed in the
given interval. All ratios are average values. For instance, a commit/rollback ratio of
100 means that 1 out of 100 transactions aborts on average.
Dataset, Update & Read Queries
A run of any workload starts from a populated KB containing initially (i) the LUBM
benchmark ontology [GPH05] and (ii) approximately 10000 axioms and assertions created with its data generator. Updates are made more frequently to the ABox than to the
TBox. Irrespective of the workload characteristics, this induces bias towards the ABox
(i.e., accesses are not evenly distributed over the KB). Updates add or delete concept
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expressions, data ranges, properties, concept (property) inclusion axioms, individual
declarations, assertions about individuals, or individual (in)equalities. Reads are in fact
simple queries that may have large result sets such as getting all class assertions, all
object property assertions, all axioms in the TBox, or getting particular entities. The
number of operations per transaction listed in Table 8.4 thus corresponds to typical application operations, but not to the basic add, delete, and read operations introduced
in Section 6.2.2. Except for the delete-centered and read-centered workloads, all other
workloads imitate a growth of the KB, which is natural in many application domains.
Competitors
We ran each workload with our (i) implementation, (ii) a base line, and (iii) under
multiple-reader/single-writer locking, subsequently called SICC, Base, and MRSW, respectively. Base does not provide any correctness guarantees because basic add/delete operations are executed at their commencement. However, Base uses locking at the level
of global set and multi-map data structures in order to make the basic add/delete operations atomic. MRSW is enforced by a shared read-write lock, thus, update transactions are exclusive while read-only transactions can execute concurrently. We have also
experimented with OWLDB [HKGB09], which was configured to use an in-memory
RDBMS (H2 and HSQLDB). Unfortunately, we encountered significant performance
limitations probably due to the object-relational mapping. The tests using OWLDB also
suffered from runtime exceptions causing workload runs to end prematurely.
Other Settings
All benchmark runs have been repeated at least three times and the average runtime
has been taken. Transaction think time is generally short, starting from 20 µs up to
2.5 ms. We generally did not attach a reasoning engine in order not to disturb results by
reasoning that takes place in the background. This also implies that S-conflict checking
is not performed throughout the experiments, as this would be more of an evaluation
of the particular reasoning engine used.
An initial ramp-up phase in which the Base Transactions workload is executed precedes every benchmark run in order to make sure that the Java just-in-time compiler
threshold is exceeded so that compiled code is executed rather than byte code in the
slower interpreted mode.
Finally, all tests have been conducted on a standard server machine: x86-64 dual
QuadCore CPU (16 cores are reported to the OS), 2.26 GHz; 12 GB RAM; Linux.

8.4.2

Results

The comparison between the three competitors Base, MRSW, and SICC is shown in
Figure 8.5 and 8.6 for every workload. SICC performs nearly as good as Base on most
workloads. In some cases SICC is even faster when transaction think time is short; see
Base, Small Transactions, and Add-Centered workload. The reason could be that keeping all changes thread-local until they are applied all at once to the global data structures
(in case of a commit) results in lower memory contention than performing every change
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Table 8.5: Average time to normalize n-ary axioms/assertions (2 ≤ n ≤ 10).
Axiom/Assertion
DifferentIndividuals
DisjointClasses
DisjointUnion
EquivalentClasses
SameIndividuals

Time [µs]
96
98
115
30
31

directly on the thread-safe global data structures as it is done in the Base implementation. Low level profiling would be needed to further evidence this, which is seemingly
difficult because of the small time scale that makes it prone to inaccuracy due to instrumentation that is required. The global locking of MRSW shows the expected strong
increase for increasing transaction think time due to increasing lock hold time. On the
other hand, SICC is about 0.8s slower than Base for the Read-Centered workload, see
Figure 8.5c. This result is furthermore independent of the amount of concurrency, see
Table 8.6. More detailed analysis revealed that there is an implementation specific extra
cost of filtering obsolete data items, which can probably be further optimized.
The Many Transactions workload (see Figure 8.6c) is interesting insofar as the
competitors are exposed to a constant load for a rather long time (compared to the
other workloads). We included this workload with the original intention of analyzing whether runtime properties are subject to drifts over time. Because of the side effect
that the size of the KB is considerably enlarged, we realized that this workload should
rather be considered an evaluation of scalability in KB size.
The results in Figure 8.6d to 8.6f are for the rather academic workloads of short system up time (Few Transactions), high frequency of delete operations (Delete-Centered)
and high frequency of aborts (Rollback-Centered). These results support the results of
other workloads. The overall runtime behavior does not change substantially in these
cases.
We have repeated each workload run under an increasing amount of concurrency.
This is done by doubling the number of concurrent threads from 4 up to 32. In addition, transaction think time was evenly distributed in the interval from 20 µs to 500 µs
for Many, Large, and Mixed Transactions workloads and 100 µs to 2.5 ms for all other
workloads. Results are shown in Table 8.6. As the load increases, SICC is often faster
than Base (starting from 16 threads, in 7 out of 12 workloads). For high load with 32
threads, SICC is even up to 2 times faster for the Small, Base, and Add-Centered workload. Since these are the workloads where SICC also performs better for small transaction think time, we attribute this again to lower contention due to keeping changes
thread-local until they are committed.
Finally, we have measured the overhead induced by normalization for frequently
used n-ary axioms and assertions, with a range of values for n that appears most likely
in practice. The results shown in Table 8.5 suggest that normalization introduces only a
small delay in the range of microseconds.
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Table 8.6: Comparison of execution time tex in seconds and transactions per second Tx/s
metrics among the competitors as a function of increasing concurrency and workload
patterns. Final number of OWL axioms, assertions and entity declarations in the KB at
the end of each workload run is also listed.

Base Transactions

Base
MRSW
SICC
Number of Data Items

Mixed Transactions

Base
MRSW
SICC
Number of Data Items

Many Transactions

Base
MRSW
SICC
Number of Data Items

Few Transactions

Base
MRSW
SICC
Number of Data Items

Large Transactions

Base
MRSW
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Number of Data Items

Small Transactions
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Number of Data Items

Read-Centered
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4 Threads
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tex
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12
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15
57
15

33
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294
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33.3
13.3
30.8

26368
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17.4
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42308

30.0
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21245
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16.0
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14.1
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Related Work

T

reviews related work in three different areas. First, CFI introduced
in Chapter 5 relates to adaptation and exception handling in the field of workflow
management and process-aware information systems. Second, the peer-to-peer style
execution realized in OSIRIS N EXT and introduced in Chapter 7 relates to distributed
execution of workflows and processes. Finally, the knowledge base concurrency control
model and protocol introduced in Chapter 6 relates to transaction theory and management in the field of databases.
HIS CHAPTER

9.1

Adaptation and Exception Handling

The field of workflow, process, or service adaptation as a means to flexibility and exception handling is too broad to be discussed here in general. This is illustrated further by
different taxonomies that have been proposed (e.g., [SMR+ 08, BHB+ 10]) with the aim
of better understanding the different dimensions. For instance, the taxonomy proposed
in [SMR+ 08] identifies four ways of achieving flexibility, namely by:
• Design – anticipated changes in the operating environment are handled by strategies that are defined at design-time.
• Deviation – unforeseen changes in the operating environment are handled by deviating from the expected behaviour such that differences are minimal (e.g., reordering of activities).
• Underspecification – anticipated changes in the operating environment are handled
by strategies that cannot be defined at design-time, because the final strategy is not
known in advance or is not generally applicable (e.g., late modeling or late binding).
• Change – unforeseen changes in the operating environment are handled by modifying the process specification at execution time.
CFI falls into the last category; notice its difference from flexibility by deviation due
to the fact that parts of the control flow are replaced. We therefore concentrate in the
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following on approaches that also belong to this category. For instance, we do not take
account of approaches to flexibility and exception handling realized in systems such as
FLOWer [AWG05] and YAWL [AHAE07] as they focus on flexibility by deviation respectively by design and underspecification. The authors of [SMR+ 08] further point
out variability in the effect of change and the moment when changes are allowed. The
former defines whether a change is performed on an instance or on the specification,
thereby affecting all new instances. These two types are correspondingly called momentary and evolutionary change in [SMR+ 08]. The moment at which a change is introduced
is either at entry time or on the fly, meaning either at instantiation time or in the midst of
execution. CFI is thus further classified as momentary and on the fly.
Research around the ADEPT1 system [RD98, HRRD03] covers the topic of workflow
adaptation at various levels, including runtime deviation (e.g., move an activity for
the purpose of reordering or postponement), workflow schema evolution, and ad hoc
changes (e.g., insert, delete an activity). The latter has been considered particularly for
the purpose of exception handling at runtime in case of process activity failures [RBR06].
These works differ from CFI in that they focus on (i) identifying conditions that need to
be satisfied in order to apply a change, (ii) factors that influence the choice of changes,
and (iii) how to correctly perform a change operation. However, they do not target automating the search for semantically equivalent or similar replacements. The methods
presented therein and in subsequent works [LRD06, LRD08] consider the semantic aspect to the extent of describing application-specific mutual exclusion and dependency
constraints among activities, which therefore make them more related to the declarative paradigm of constraint-based workflow specification [PSSA07]. Research along
correctness and reasoning about workflow adaptation is continued in the successor system ADEPT2 [RRD09] (and its commercial offshoot AristaFlow). While research in the
context of ADEPT1 focused on the control flow perspective, a relaxed notion of correctness for workflow instance changes that additionally takes the data flow into account is
presented in [RRW08].
The declarative workflow system DECLARE [PA06, PSSA07] also features momentary and on the fly workflow change. The fundamentally different principle of defining
a workflow as a set of activities together with a set of constraints over them (as opposed to an explicit specification of the control and data flow in the prevalent while
imperative paradigm) greatly facilitates flexibility since all kinds of executions are anyway admitted that satisfy the constraints (i.e., a set of activities and an empty set of
precedence-implying constraints admits any sequential and/or parallel combination).
The major difference of CFI to the methods of change realized in DECLARE as well
as both versions of ADEPT is that their objective does not lie in finding respectively composing failure handling means on demand depending on what has failed. Their focus
lies rather on investigating conditions under which a process instance can be modified
such that it complies with its changed schema. The important assumption is that the
change (i.e., what and how) is determined externally usually by humans, not by the
system itself. All these works should therefore be considered complementary.
Probably the closest relative to the techniques introduced with CFI has been presented in [VWS08, WVKS08]. The authors introduce replace-by recovery actions to recover from a failure in the execution of a service in a forward-oriented way, which
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is virtually the same idea that underlies CFI. The authors also consider exploiting semantic service descriptions (which is based on OWL-S) in order to search for recovery
actions. However, these works stay at a coarse level of detail, do neither describe an
implementation nor an evaluation.
Another close relative is [FFM+ 10]. The authors propose an approach to handle
exceptions at execution time by repair plans. Generation of a repair plan takes into account constraints posed by the process structure, dependencies among data, and available repair actions. A model based theory is used to reason about these three elements.
Generation of a plan is formulated as a planning problem and the search is based on
disjunctive logic programming. The authors also discuss the notion of repairability as a
property of a composite service that should be verifiable at design time. The important
assumption in this work is that repair actions are defined at design time together with
rules for applying them. This assumption is the basis that makes repairability analysis
possible at design time.
Finally, the idea of applying AI planning as a means to adaptivity and exception handling in workflow systems and service-oriented architectures is not new.
An early work in this direction is [JMS+ 99]. Among subsequent and similar works
are [GMM+ 05, FF06, DBCO07, MMR11]. The single overarching principle in all these
works including the planning-based technique put forward by this work is that execution and planning is interleaved along the lines of dynamic planning. However, what
distinguishes our framework from these works is that we consider a DL-based world
state representation and change semantics that corresponds to a query answering respectively a belief update problem.

9.2

Distributed Execution

Before discussing related work in this field, we identify key classifying characteristics
that can be used to compare execution systems. Most of all, the essential criterion required of an execution system to qualify as distributed is that the locus of control may be
distributed at execution time in location and time as detailed in Footnote 5 at Page 179.
The subsequent discussion concentrates on systems that meet this criterion. Yet the selection is representative rather than exhaustive as there are numerous proposals in the
literature. Other classifying features related to distributed execution are:
• Close versus remote coupling of execution nodes and atomic services/operations:
the former allows for local invocations whereas the latter necessitates remote invocations.
• Direct forward of data being processed between execution engines versus indirect
via overlay networks or (centralized) middleware components (e.g., via a broker
or queueing system).
• Static versus dynamic decision how control is forwarded between nodes. Static
means that all decisions are made prior to execution and can thus not be changed
at execution time, whereas dynamic means that decisions are made on the fly (e.g.,
to allow for late binding).
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Historically, research on system support for distributed workflows and the distributed execution thereof started in the 1990s, mainly as a means to serve the, at that
time, increasing interest in availability, reliability, and scalability. Among these works
are [BMR94, AMG+ 95, WWWD96, BD97, BD00]. Except for [WWWD96] they all share
the property of close coupling.
The INCAS system [BMR94] considers workflows that execute under the control
of autonomous nodes and presents a computational model that already considers (i)
dynamics in the workflow (i.e., the control and data flow may change at execution time),
(ii) partial automation (i.e., some activities in a workflow may be manual), and (iii)
partial connectivity (i.e., nodes may be transiently disconnected). Distributed execution
is coordinated based on so-called information carriers, which are essentially objects that
carry information relevant for (i) the local execution by a node and (ii) routing of control
between the nodes involved in a workflow. Information carriers are forwarded directly
(end-to-end) between nodes. Another specific property of INCAS is that the forward
of control as well as the data flow is encoded by means of event-condition-action rules,
which means that every decision that is to be made in the course of execution needs
to be representable in this scheme. Rules of this kind are similarly used in the EVE
system [GT98].
The Exotica/FMQM architecture [AMG+ 95] belongs to the fist proposals in which
complete distribution of execution on individual nodes is considered on one hand, and
in which the authors deal with the aspect of failure-resilience; to be precise, the crash of
single nodes. The latter is achieved by means of persistent and transactional messaging
between nodes. Messages are therefore exchanged indirectly via messaging middleware. The approach requires all activities within a workflow to be reentrant (i.e., they
can be safely restarted after a crash) and assumes no inter-workflow dependencies. The
authors also do not discuss whether control forwarding decisions are static or not.
The execution system presented in [BD97, BD00] is conceptually similar to OSIRIS
N EXT in that it also considers the migration of ongoing execution instances between
nodes (which may have been added as a result of a growing overall load). The difference
is, however, that the authors focus on optimizing communication costs only. A later
paper in this line of work analyzed the aspect whether dynamic migration of execution
state from one node to another justifies the additional (communication) effort that it
creates [BR04]. It is shown that it is not reasonable as a reaction to an overload of the
communication system and/or the current node since it would add even more load to
them.
In [NCS04], the authors present a compiler-inspired analytical optimization technique. Based on a cost model that analyzes the dependencies in the control and data
flow, a composite service (specified in BPEL) is partitioned into sections that can be executed independently. The goal is to minimize communication costs while maximizing
the throughput of multiple concurrently executed service instances, which is achieved
by reordering sections. The underlying assumption is therefore frequent re-execution
of services, which makes it different from the objective of OSIRIS N EXT that targets ad
hoc services.
While the objective of the OSIRIS system [SWSS03, SWSS04, SST+ 05] is a true decentralized peer-to-peer approach in which no central components exist, its design also
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makes it well suited for frequent re-execution, which is mainly due to close coupling
and an approach similar to [AMG+ 95]. Specifically, the process is partitioned into sections equal to the activities, which are mapped to atomic services. The architecture
considers that nodes at which atomic services are deployed are equipped with an additional so-called hyperdatabase layer, which can be understood as a local execution engine.
Prior to execution of a process, a node that provides a service within the process needs
to be prepared by providing it with all information necessary to locally forward control
and data to subsequent nodes according to the process’ control flow. The initial distribution of this information is insignificant if the process is executed many times (since
it is done once only). However, it turns out to be an overhead for ad hoc processes (ad
hoc composite services) that are executed a few times only, possibly just once; which is
the reason why OSIRIS N EXT is designed not to involve such an initial step.
Execution of ad hoc composite services has also been addressed in the AMOR system [BCF+ 06]. Similarly to OSIRIS, its architecture also relies on meta data repositories,
but it follows a mobile agent approach, meaning that a process instance is organized
as a mobile agent that moves directly between peers (end-to-end) at which services are
deployed. This approach therefore also assumes close coupling, and requires an agent
runtime layer at service provider peers.
Finally, another agent-based approach has been realized in the NIÑOS architecture [LMJ10]. One of its main characteristics is that it relies on publish/subscribe message exchange. Specifically, peers communicate indirectly via a message broker overlay
network. The control flow of a process is deployed indirectly to so-called activity agents
by establishing a set of subscriptions. More precisely, in order to represent a precedence
relation between two activity agents A < B (i.e., A precedes B), agent A defines a topic
to which agent B subscribes. If A completes execution it sends a message to the topic
which is then received by B, thereby handing over control to B. Messages sent are furthermore used to forward data according to the data flow. This shows that the approach
also involves an initial deployment phase, which therefore makes it inappropriate for
ad hoc composite services.

9.3

Concurrent Access to Knowledge Bases

While research in database concurrency control has been around nearly as long as
database research (with the result that the topic is well understood today and backed
by thorough theory), the study of correctness in concurrent access to shared axiomatic
knowledge bases by developing an analogous transaction theory is in its infancy. Not
surprisingly therefore, the literature on the topic is rare, at best. One reason is perhaps the practice “to use a database system to store the information in a DL knowledge
base representation system [. . . ] so as to piggyback on the facilities for concurrent access provided by the database system” [BCM+ 07, Section 7.3.3]. One example in this
direction is [HKGB09] in which the authors consider the use of a relational DBMS together with an object-relational mapping framework as the underlying data store for
the OWL API. Other examples that are all backed by relational database technology
are [BHT05, ZML+ 06, AJPS10, CGL+ 11b]. These works, however, are more focused on
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efficient mappings between OWL and the relational model as well as efficient query
answering. The aspect of concurrent updates and reads is barely discussed explicitly.
In some cases the rather restrictive policy of multiple-reader/single-writer (MRSW) is
assumed.
However, the consequence of using conventional database technology is that the
notion of consistency is restricted to the data level. The higher level notion of consistency at the semantic (logical) level is not considered. Jointly addressing both notions
by transaction processing has, to the best of our knowledge, not yet been described in
the context of axiomatic knowledge representation.
The picture of concurrency control is similar when it comes to RDF triple stores.
While one direction also considers the use of relational database technology underneath, there are also “native” RDF triple stores that are designed particularly for RDF’s
graph based data model. The x-RDF-3X system [NW10] is one example in this regard
in which the access protocol is tailored for RDF specifics. The authors consider the use
of Snapshot Isolation combined with predicate-locking for updates to circumvent the
overhead of fine-grained locking over RDF triples. Other native triple stores such as
Bigdata [SYS09] and AllegroGraph1 [Fra] essentially use Snapshot Isolation, but it is not
clear from the documentation whether they implement additional means to avoid write
skews. The Jena Tuple Database (TDB) [Jenb] started out with the limited MRSW access
policy. Only recently the authors have extended it with transactional means providing
serializable access through the use of a still rather limited policy of single writer plus
multiple reader, which should not be confused with MRSW that is defined as single
writer xor multiple reader.
Concerning the transactional model, close relatives to our work are the unified transaction model with semantically rich operations [VHBS98] and the concept of multilevel
(or nested) transactions [Mos85] and later generalizations. In fact, our work draws from
the theory established by these works, particularly [VHBS98]. Multilevel transactions,
on the other hand, consider transaction management at different levels of abstraction
independently, albeit not separately. Data items at a higher level are subject to a 1:n
mapping to the next lower level (e.g., the mapping from diOWL
to diRDF
ψ ). Similarly, a
ψ
higher level operation is implemented as a sub transaction, by a sequence of lower level
operations. Whenever a conflict is detected and handled at a higher level, this needs to
be handled accordingly at the next lower level; thus, making sure that an execution at
lower level does not violate a scheduling decision that has been made further up. Several such approaches exist that differ in the degree of parallelism that can be achieved.
Closed nested transactions [Mos85] restrict the visibility of each sub transaction completely to the scope spanned by its top-level transaction, which severely impacts the degree of concurrency. In open nested transactions [WS92], in turn, sub transactions are allowed to commit prior to the commit of the associated top-level transaction, which leads
to an increased level of concurrency. The composite systems theory, finally, [ABFS97]
considers conflicts at lower levels at finer granularity and even allows to execute conflicting higher level operations concurrently at the next lower level.
Works on concurrency control in the context of deductive databases and Framebased knowledge representation are furthermore worth noting. In [CM95], a locking1 Version
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based protocol called Dynamic Directed Graph policy has been presented and analyzed
which supports graph-based KBs that contain cycles. In the area of Frame-based KBs,
an optimistic concurrency control algorithm has been presented in [KCP99]. An approach similar to multi-granularity locking with enhanced lock modes capturing the
abstraction relationships’ semantics has been presented in [RH95]. None of these approaches is generally blocking-free for reads because they use locking-based protocols.
Finally, somewhat further away are works on collaborative while concurrent
ontology development, which is especially relevant for large ontologies such as
SNOMED CT [Int] that are developed and maintained in larger teams. A recent proposal to this has been made in [EGHB11]. The authors adapt concurrent versioning
techniques that are usually used in software engineering. Furthermore, the authors
have defined notions of structural equivalence and difference between different states
of an ontology. They are used to enable tool-based resolving of structural as well as
semantic (logical) conflicts.

10
Conclusions and Future Work

A

in the lifecycle of service-oriented applications, service execution, as it has been viewed in this thesis, is of equal standing to its siblings service
discovery and composition. In fact, the means of flexibility investigated herein involved
an interwoven treatment of the three of them. There is no doubt that the increased flexibility comes at a price: an additional layer of complexity. In this concluding chapter, we
recapitulate the main contributions vis-á-vis the additional complexity and point out
research directions that can extend and improve our work.
MONG THE TASKS

10.1

Summary

In this thesis, we have extended the computational basis of automated service execution
support in two ways: First and foremost, we have presented a complete framework to
deal with runtime failures in an optimistic and forward-oriented way that spares one the
effort of anticipating and pre-defining recovery means. Second, we have put forward a
method for distributed and decentralized composite service execution. These two features bring about two dimensions of flexibility that account for challenges which we
have identified in new application domains that adopt the service-oriented computing
paradigm, namely: ad hoc composed services, distributed setting, variety of devices
(mobile, stationary, embedded), and possibly large amount of semantically related services out of which composite services can be synthesized.
As an inceptive step, we have laid the basis by setting up a formal system model that
views service execution as a discrete process and that incorporates those dimensions of
service semantics that are relevant to our objectives. While the overall strategy of modeling service semantics follows prior work on semantic services in a number of respects,
we were able to generalize and extend it as well as to combine the different dimensions
of service semantics in a coherent way. Namely, the immanent relationship between
change and execution semantics has been combined seamlessly and in a general way
through the notion of an execution state and its advancement as determined by the concrete precondition and effect system used. The possibility to instantiate the system with
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different precondition and effect systems provides a way to vary the tradeoff between
expressivity and computational complexity depending on practical needs.
For the failure recovery framework, the essential step was to formulate a notion of
semantically equivalent execution that reflects the intuition of humans. Specifically, we
have formulated two notions of functionally equivalent execution, which are reduced
respectively to a matchmaking and a planning problem. The reason to formulate two
rather than a single notion is motivated both technically and with application domains
in mind. The matchmaking-based replacement search technique trades narrower scope
of practical applicability for lower algorithmic complexity. The planning-based technique, on the other hand, is strictly more general since it abstracts from the control flow,
but comes at a higher algorithmic complexity.
The planning-based replacement composition technique that we have presented
builds directly upon the DL knowledge base part of the execution state, which is motivated precisely by getting to the aforementioned seamlessness. The consequence is
that a translation into a propositional planning framework such as STRIPS is not generally given, depending on the concrete precondition and effect system used. Other
researchers may prefer translatability into a propositional planning framework in order
to reduce implementation efforts by using off-the-shelf planning tools.
We have furthermore described a way how the planning-based notion of equivalence can be broadened towards similarity as well as to take into account the nonfunctional dimension. This follows essentially the shift from viewing goals as mandatory towards viewing them as desired and formulating preferences over goals. The
consequence of this extension is however that combinatorial search performed during
planning is extended by an optimization problem.
The central concept in the system model – the use of the symbolic approach based
on Description Logics to represent and reason about semantics – implies that reasoning in the notions of equivalence that we have defined essentially reduces to the basic
deductive subsumption inference. After pondering over the usefulness of relying on
subsumption, it turned out that a sufficiently accurate conceptualization of the domain
is more important in order to avoid ambiguities in profiles. Yet it is precisely this accuracy that is often hard to achieve – developing an accurate and consistent domain
conceptualization is still time-intensive expert work. The problem is also due to the fact
that humans are subject to beliefs. Beliefs may change over time and different people
may have different beliefs. This calls for future improvements and we will come back
to this aspect below.
Regarding the way how execution is organized, we have presented a self-contained
strategy that is distributed, decentralized, and that is designed particularly for ad hoc
services and devices of a diverse range of computing, memory, and network resources.
As the use of semantic services involves frequent access to a KB at execution time, regardless of how it is organized, we have also presented two optimization techniques
geared towards reducing the number of accesses, avoiding unnecessary updates, and
simplifying query evaluation. Both techniques can greatly improve performance and
are furthermore applicable generally beyond the service execution task.
Another problem investigated in this thesis is coordinating concurrent access to
shared knowledge bases such that incorrect inferences are avoided. This is a problem of
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general relevance to shared knowledge management. It occurs in our system model due
to the fact that we allow for concurrent execution of multiple service instances. Specifically, we have considered the axiomatic knowledge representation paradigm that comes
with a higher level semantic (logical) notion of consistency as a prerequisite to reasoning over knowledge. The approach presented is the first to combine the conventional
notion of consistency at the data that represents the knowledge with the higher level
semantic notion of consistency. This is achieved by taking axioms (syntactic instances,
as we also call them) as the unit of concurrency control. Since they are furthermore
immutable, it appeared natural to us to depart from the prevalent read/write model
towards a model in which the basic operations are add, delete, and read. The access
protocol is essentially Snapshot Isolation with a simple algorithmic extension. Though
Snapshot Isolation does not satisfy the correctness notion of serializability, it has been
chosen mainly because query answering might involve intractable reasoning, which
does not pose a problem as reads are non-blocking in this protocol. We have finally
proposed an alternative notion of correctness that is exclusively based on integrity constraints and sketched a way how it could be realized for Snapshot Isolation.
Finally, the conclusion from the implementation and the quantitative evaluation is
that the different methods present an ensemble capable of handling practical problems
of a realistic size, thereby demonstrating the potential of the overall approach.

10.2

Future Work

Not looking through a researcher’s eyes for a moment, perhaps the premier question a
practitioner might raise is what are the costs of implementing the approach in practice
and what are its risks. While the results obtained from our quantitative evaluation
demonstrate the basic feasibility, a thorough study in a real practical setting is needed.
Setting off such a study is still difficult because a key element in the overall approach
– the use of profiles describing the semantics of services and their operations – turns
out to be still critical in this regard: the until now unresolved cold start problem of
semantic services [BB10]. To date, it is by far not standard that profiles are available for
real existing services. Part of the problem is also due to the fact that developing domain
conceptualizations is expensive expert work. The biggest challenge is therefore to make
the process of creating these annotating profiles less costly while retaining accuracy.
In fact, we believe that the success of semantic services in general depends strongly
on automation support for this process. What is needed at least is tool support that
makes the process easier for humans and faster in total. Perhaps it is also necessary to
become rewarding for service providers. Ideally, the process is automated to an extent
that humans will be in the position of final assessment and revision of profile proposals
created by computers. Approaches that seem most potential to this are (statistic-driven)
machine learning methods. Though this problem is related it has a direct influence on
the future success of the work presented herein.
Coming back to the research perspective, there are several directions in which our
work can be further extended and improved, some of which are connected with related
areas.
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Two topics for future work are readily visible from the simplifying assumptions (A2),
(A8) that we have made. Transferring optimistic failure-handling to data stream processing services yields questions about how to represent and reason about the semantics
of data streams and processing operators. Approaches might, however, build upon theoretical and technical groundwork for handling operator failures presented in [BS11].
Relaxing the assumption on the failure behavior is closely related to the extension of the
service and process model towards prompt representation of effects. The current model
has it that application of effects to the world state representation in the KB is considered
to be made at once upon completion of operation invocation. This is the less appropriate the longer an operation runs. One could therefore further investigate a paradigm
shift towards a model in which effects might occur any time during the invocation of
an operation and are immediately applied to the KB rather than upon completion. We
see such an extension involved both on the theoretical side and on the technical side.
What is required technically is that operations need to be either inspectable so that they
can be observed for their effects (i.e., monitoring), or provide an event mechanism for
instant notification about creation of effects (i.e., callbacks).
Another interesting question is how to extended CFI to include ad hoc defined rollback and compensation. In other words, how can the vacant quadrant in Figure 5.1 be
filled. While we have outlined different possibilities already in Section 5.5.2, a formal
underpinning is certainly left to be done that particularly includes an investigation of
the property of guaranteed termination. More generally, a framework defining a notion of recoverability and means to reason about it such that it can be verified prior to
execution is worth being developed.
Finally, Integrity Isolation, the alternative notion of correctness for concurrent transactions discussed in Section 6.6.1 is worth being further investigated. Since the allimportant part in this approach is identification of integrity constraints in practical domains and whether their quantity is manageable, the next logical step before further
technical considerations should be an investigation whether identification is reasonably
possible.

Appendix
A.1

Effect System Algorithms

The following two algorithms are based on [CKNZ10] and have been extended to accommodate the additional features of the DL considered by the Effect System (ES1).
Given a TBox T , let cl (T ) = {φ | T |= φ} be the deductive closure of T (i.e., all TBox
axioms entailed by T ). Analogously, let clT (A) be the deductive closure of A ∪ T . Algorithm FastEvol takes as its input a KB K. Furthermore, given a primal update Up , it
takes the set A+ = {φ | (K + φ) ∈ Up } (i.e., the assertions added by Up ) and the set
A− = {φ | (K − φ) ∈ Up } (i.e., the assertions deleted by Up ). FastEvol computes the
set of all conflicting assertions D. Algorithm Weeding takes the KB K and the set D and
deletes every assertion φ ∈ D if φ ∈ A (i.e., if it is explicitly asserted). Otherwise, it
deletes all assertions from A that T -entail φ.
Input: consistent KB K = (T , A), set of assertions D to be deleted from A
Output: concomitant update Uc
1: Uc : = ∅
2: for each C1 (c) ∈ D do
// first, pick concept assertions
3:
if C1 (c) ∈ A then Uc := Uc ∪ {K − C1 (c)} end if
4:
for each B v C1 ∈ cl (T ) do
5:
if B(c) ∈ A then Uc := Uc ∪ {K − B(c)} end if
6:
if B equals ∃ R.C2 then
7:
for each R(c, d) ∈ clT (A) do
8:
if C2 (d) ∈ clT (A) then D := D ∪ { R(c, d)} end if
9:
end for
10:
end if
11:
end for
12: end for
13: for each ¬C1 (c ) ∈ D do
// second, pick negated concept assertions
14:
if ¬C1 (c) ∈ A then Uc := Uc ∪ {K − ¬C1 (c)} end if
15:
for each B v ¬C1 ∈ cl (T ) do
16:
if B(c) ∈ A then Uc := Uc ∪ {K − B(c)} end if
17:
if B equals ∃ R.C2 then
18:
for each R(c, d) ∈ clT (A) do
19:
if C2 (d) ∈ clT (A) then D := D ∪ { R(c, d)} end if
20:
end for
21:
end if
22:
end for
23: end for
Algorithm 2, Part 1 of 2: Weeding(K, D )
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24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:

for each R1 ( a, b) ∈ D do
// third, pick role assertions
if R1 ( a, b) ∈ A then Uc := Uc ∪ {K − R1 ( a, b)} end if
for each R2 v R1 ∈ cl (T ) do
if R2 ( a, b) ∈ A then Uc := Uc ∪ {K − R2 ( a, b)} end if
end for
end for
for each ¬ R2 ( a, b) ∈ D do
// finally, pick negated role assertions
if ¬ R2 ( a, b) ∈ A then Uc := Uc ∪ {K − ¬ R2 ( a, b)} end if
for each R2 v R1 ∈ cl (T ) do
if ¬ R1 ( a, b) ∈ A then Uc := Uc ∪ {K − ¬ R1 ( a, b)} end if
end for
end for
Algorithm 2, Part 2 of 2: Weeding(K, D )

Input: consistent KB K = (T , A), ABox A+ consistent with T , ABox A−
Output: concomitant update Uc
1: A0 : = clT (A \ A− ) ∪ clT (A+ ), A+ := clT (A+ ), D : = ∅
2: for each C ( a ) ∈ A+ do
3:
if ¬C ( a) ∈ clT (A) then
4:
D := D ∪ {¬C ( a)}
5:
end if
6: end for
7: for each R occurring in T do
8:
if { R( a, b), ¬ R( a, b)} ⊆ A0 then
9:
if R( a, b) ∈ A+ then D := D ∪ {¬ R( a, b)}
10:
else D := D ∪ { R( a, b)} end if
11:
end if
12: end for
13: for each R− occurring in T do
14:
if { R( a, b), ¬ R− (b, a)} ⊆ A0 then
15:
if R( a, b) ∈ A+ then D := D ∪ {¬ R− (b, a)}
16:
else D := D ∪ { R( a, b)} end if
17:
end if
18:
if { R− ( a, b), ¬ R(b, a)} ⊆ A0 then
19:
if R− ( a, b) ∈ A+ then D := D ∪ {¬ R(b, a)}
20:
else D := D ∪ { R− ( a, b)} end if
21:
end if
22: end for
Algorithm 3, Part 1 of 2: FastEvol (K, A+ , A− )
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23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:

for each Dis(C1 , C2 ) ∈ cl (T ) do
if {C1 ( a), C2 ( a)} ⊆ A0 then
if C1 ( a) ∈ A+ then D := D ∪ {C2 ( a)}
else D := D ∪ {C1 ( a)} end if
end if
end for
for each Dis( R1 , R2 ) ∈ cl (T ) do
if { R1 ( a, b), R2 ( a, b)} ⊆ A0 then
if R1 ( a, b) ∈ A+ then D := D ∪ { R2 ( a, b)}
else D := D ∪ { R1 ( a, b)} end if
end if
end for
for each Fun( R) ∈ cl (T ) do
if { R1 ( a, b), R2 ( a, c)} ⊆ A0 then
if R1 ( a, b) ∈ A+ then D := D ∪ { R2 ( a, c)}
else D := D ∪ { R1 ( a, b)} end if
end if
end for
for each Asy( R) ∈ cl (T ) do
if { R1 ( a, b), R2 (b, a)} ⊆ A0 then
if R1 ( a, b) ∈ A+ then D := D ∪ { R2 (b, a)}
else D := D ∪ { R1 ( a, b)} end if
end if
end for
for each Sym( R) ∈ cl (T ) do
if { R1 ( a, b), ¬ R2 (b, a)} ⊆ A0 then
if R1 ( a, b) ∈ A+ then D := D ∪ {¬ R2 (b, a)}
else D := D ∪ { R1 ( a, b)} end if
end if
end for
Uc := Weeding(K, D )
Algorithm 3, Part 2 of 2: FastEvol (K, A+ , A− )
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A.2

Conditional Choice for Control Flow Graphs

One way of extending the notion of a control flow graph to also model processes in
which deterministic choices are made based on service-specific conditions is as follows.1 Given a control flow graph Gcf = (P, T, F, M0 , f u), let Fsplit = {( p, t) |
p a split place and t ∈ p•} be the set of all output edges of split places in Gcf . Let L
be a formal condition expression language where a condition γ ∈ L is understood as a
Boolean-valued function (i.e., it is either true or false). First, a partial mapping
cond : Fsplit → L
is introduced that assigns a condition γ ∈ L to a pair ( psplit , t) ∈ Fsplit (i.e., only an
outgoing edge of split place can have a condition assigned). Notice that cond is partial;
hence, a condition is possibly assigned but not necessarily. Conditioning transition enabling merely on the evaluation of conditions is therefore not sufficient to ensure that
at most one output transition t of a split place psplit becomes enabled because (i) the
edge ( psplit , t) might not be associated with a condition and (ii) there can be multiple
edges ( psplit , ti ) whose associated condition is true. Consequently, additional means are
required that enforce this property. There are two ways to achieve this:
1. For every split place psplit ∈ P the conditions possibly assigned to its outgoing
edges are required to be mutually exclusively true and every split place has at
most one outgoing edge that does not has a condition assigned. Then, a transition
t ∈ T is enabled iff Item (1) and Item (2) of Definition 4.13 hold and, in addition,
(

∀ psplit ∈ P : psplit ∈ •t and

cond( psplit , t) = γ
implies γ is true
cond( psplit , t) = undefined implies

∀t0 ∈ psplit • and t 6= t0 : cond( psplit , t0 ) is false.
This rule says that if t is the output transition of a split place psplit then t is enabled either if the condition on the edge ( psplit , t) is the one that is true among all
the conditions on outgoing edges of psplit , or if there is no condition assigned to
( psplit , t) then the conditions on all other outgoing edges of psplit are false.
2. For each split place psplit ∈ P a priority mapping prty psplit is introduced that defines a precedence order on its output transitions. Formally,
prty psplit : {t | t ∈ psplit •} → {1, . . . , | psplit •|}
such that prty psplit is a bijection and the value 1 is interpreted with highest and
| psplit • | with lowest priority. The priority is employed by the transition-enabling
rule such that it uniquely determines one transition out of the output transitions
of psplit in cases where the condition on more than one outgoing edge of psplit is
true or where more than one outgoing edge does not has a condition associated.
1 There

are also alternative ways to achieve the same based on coloured PNs.
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Formally, a transition t ∈ T is enabled iff Item (1) and Item (2) of Definition 4.13
hold and, in addition,

∀ psplit ∈ P : psplit ∈ •t and
cond( psplit , t) is undefined or true implies t = arg min prty psplit (t0 )
t0 ∈ psplit •

where arg min denotes the argument of the minimum; that is, in this case, the transition t0 ∈ psplit • for which prty psplit (t0 ) is minimal.

A.3

Properties of Read and Update Operations

In the following, we explain the commutativity and set-preservation results given in
Table 6.1 for those combinations which do not commute and are not set-preserving in
general. Let S be the initial set of syntactic instances in an OWL knowledge base W , let
S0 be the resulting set after any combination of two read, add, or delete operations has
been applied to W , and ψ a OWL syntactic instance. The return value of an operation
is indicated as follows. a(ψ) = t, a(ψ) = f shall denote that adding ψ returned true
or false, respectively. Indices 1, 2 are used if necessary to distinguish among different
invocations of the same operation.
It is plainly apparent that the read/read combination is commutative and setpreserving. The return value is the same regardless of the execution order and neither
of the reads causes a change of W (S = S0 ). Consequently, it does not matter which read
is executed first.
For all other combinations two cases need to be considered: ψ ∈ S and ψ 6∈ S.
Depending on these cases and the actual combination either add and/or delete may be
futile or the read may return null as shown in the following:
Read/Add

ψ ∈ S:
ψ 6∈ S :

Read/Delete

ψ ∈ S:
ψ 6∈ S :

Read/Delete

ψ ∈ S:
ψ 6∈ S :

r (ψ) = ψ,

a(ψ) = f

S0 = S

a(ψ) = f,

r (ψ) = ψ

S0 = S

r (ψ) = null, a(ψ) = t

S0 = S ∪ ψ

a(ψ) = t,

r (ψ) = ψ

S0 = S ∪ ψ

r (ψ) = ψ,

d(ψ) = t

S0 = S \ ψ

d(ψ) = t,

r (ψ) = null

S0 = S \ ψ

r (ψ) = null, d(ψ) = f

S0 = S

d(ψ) = f,

r (ψ) = null

S0 = S

r (ψ) = ψ,

d(ψ) = t

S0 = S \ ψ

d(ψ) = t,

r (ψ) = null

S0 = S \ ψ

r (ψ) = null, d(ψ) = f

S0 = S

d(ψ) = f,

S0 = S

r (ψ) = null
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Add/Add

ψ ∈ S:
ψ 6∈ S :

Delete/Delete

ψ ∈ S:
ψ 6∈ S :

Add/Delete

ψ ∈ S:
ψ 6∈ S :

a1 (ψ) = f,

a2 ( ψ ) = f

S0 = S

a2 (ψ) = f,

a1 ( ψ ) = f

S0 = S

a1 (ψ) = t,

a2 ( ψ ) = f

S0 = S ∪ ψ

a2 (ψ) = t,

a1 ( ψ ) = f

S0 = S ∪ ψ

d1 (ψ) = t,

d2 ( ψ ) = f

S0 = S \ ψ

d2 (ψ) = t,

d1 ( ψ ) = f

S0 = S \ ψ

d1 (ψ) = f,

d2 ( ψ ) = f

S0 = S

d2 (ψ) = f,

d1 ( ψ ) = f

S0 = S

a(ψ) = f,

d(ψ) = t

S0 = S \ ψ

d(ψ) = t,

a(ψ) = t

S0 = S

a(ψ) = t,

d(ψ) = t

S0 = S

d(ψ) = f,

a(ψ) = t

S0 = S ∪ ψ

Clearly, these combinations do neither commute nor are they set-preserving in general.
However, some of them state-dependently commute [VHBS98], meaning that they commute depending on the initial state; that is, depending on whether ψ ∈ S or not. Read/add and add/add commute for ψ ∈ S (but not for ψ 6∈ S); if the add operation is futile
because the syntactic instance ψ is in W anyway already. Analogously, read/delete and
delete/delete commute for ψ 6∈ S; if the delete operation is futile because ψ is not in W .
This raises the question whether it is worth the extra effort of optimizing for statedependent commutativity. The main motivation is that if the change set of concurrent
transactions are additionally checked whether they contain such combinations then the
number of conflicts that lead to aborts might be reduced. It seems to be evident that
the decision pro or against spending the effort depends on the workloads. More specifically, it depends on the absolute occurrence frequency of state-dependently commuting combinations in a workload and, more importantly, on the relative frequency of
cases where a transaction would conflict under “standard” commutativity (1) whereas
it would not conflict under state-dependent commutativity (2). The higher the ratio between (1) and (2) the more worthwhile the additional effort becomes. However, we believe that optimizing for state-dependent commutativity is forlorn hope because cases of
state-dependent commuting operations are rare in most workloads. What is more, considering applications that are “conscious”, meaning that they try to avoid futile read,
add, and delete operations anyway (since it is natural to avoid doing futile things), the
frequency of state-commuting cases becomes fairly small.
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abstract operation, 46
abstract role, 18
action, 45, 111
information-providing, 116
parametrized, 113
acyclic, see Petri net
acyclic TBox, 20
add operation, see update operation
ALC , 18
annotation, see OWL annotation
annotation property, 36
answer set variable, see distinguished
variable
assertion, 16, 20
assertional knowledge, 20
assumption
determinism (A1), 43
discrete data (A2), 44
effect consistency (A6), 69
fail-safe operation (A8), 102
failure detector, reliable messaging (A7), 99
service description (A4), 51
stateless operation (A3), 45
TBox protected (A5), 57
atomic service, 75
atomicity, 153
axiom, 16
axiom pinpointing, 73
B
backward recovery, 4
belief revision, 32
belief update, 32, 59
binding, 46
blank node closure, 165
business process, 3
C
changeset, 154

choreography, 50
class, see concept
classification task, 29
closed world assumption, 23, 58
commit pipe, 161
commit-projection, 155
commutativity, 152
compensatable, 136
complex service, 75
composite service, 75
concept, 16, 18
atomic, 18
complex, 18
defined, 19
primitive, 19
concept assertion, 20
concept constructor, 18
concomitant update, 63
concrete domain, 24
concrete parameter, see profile parameter
concrete role, 26
concurrency control, 147
conditional effect, 60, 68
conflict
update operation, 154
conjunctive ABox query, 29, 190
conjunctive normal form, 159
consistency
knowledge base, 21
continuous operation mode, see operation mode
control flow, 49
patterns, 83
control flow graph, 75, 79
interface, see Petri net interface
sound, 84
subflow, 80
unfolding, 79
control state, 81
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cut-and-replace process modification,
103
cyclic TBox, 20
D
data flow, 49
divide, fork, merge, 86
data flow graph, 75, 89
data item, 150
OWL, 150
data property, see concrete role
data range, 26
datatype, 25
datatype map, 25
default graph, see RDF dataset
defined concept/role, 19
degree of match, 107, 108
delete operation, see update operation
description logic, 15
direct KB update, 33
discrete operation mode, see operation
mode
disjoint match, 108
disjunctive normal form, 159
distinguished variable, 30
distributed execution, 178
divide operator, 86
DL-Lite, 68
domain constraint, 57
dry-run, 82
E
effect, 48, 59
conditional, see conditional effect
forward, see forward effect
information-providing, see knowledge effect
effect system, 59
empty profile, 73
entity, see OWL entity
equivalent execution, 121
structure-aware, 122
structure-nescient, 124
exact match, 108
execution engine, 3, 98
execution failure, 101
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execution state, 81, 128
initial, 85
expression conflict, 159
external nondeterminism, 44
F
facet expression, 26
failure recovery path, 137
filler, see role filler
final marking, 82
final place, 77, 78
finite model property, 23
first committer wins, 155
first updater wins, 157
flow relation, see Petri net
forward effect, 127, 130
forward recovery, 4
frame, 193
frame caching, 189
functional unit, 43
compensatable, retriable, pivot, 136
G
general concept inclusion axiom, 19
general parameter, see profile parameter
general TBox, see cyclic TBox
goal, 112, 124, 127
state, 114
temporally extended, 114
grounding, 46
H
hard goal, 115, 134
heartbeat, 181
history, 154
I
implementation of an operation, 46
implication, 19, 38
individual, 16
individual equality, 20
individual inequality, 20
initial marking, 78
initial place, 77, 78
input, 47
input node, 77
integrity constraint, 22, 162, 171
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Integrity Isolation, 171
internal nondeterminism, 44, 83
intersection match, 108
inverse role, 17
invocation failure, 101
isolation, 153
J
join node, 79, 86
K
knowledge base, 21
direct update, 33
update problem, see belief update
knowledge effect, 126
L
lexical space, 25
literal, see RDF literal
logical update, 62
M
marked Petri net, 78
marking, see Petri net
matchmaking, 106
domain, 106
preference-based, 107
problem, 106
maximum degree of parallelism, 83, 179
merge operator, 86
model-theoretic semantics, 21, 50, 53
monolithic matchmaking, 108
monotonicity
DL, 28
N
named graph, see RDF dataset
negation normal form, 159
no-op operation, 75
node
Petri net, 77
RDF graph, 34
notational conventions, 18
O
object, see RDF triple
object property, see abstract role
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occlusion, 61
W , 36
ontology, see OWL ontology
open world assumption, 23, 58
operation, 45, 74
operation mode, 44
operator, see parametrized action
orchestration, 50
ordinary node, 79
output, 47
output node, 77
OWL, 35
annotation, 36
DL, 37
EL, 37
entity, 36
Full, 37
import closure, 36
knowledge base, see W
mapping to RDF, 38
ontology, 35
profiles, 37
QL, 38, 68
RL, 38
syntactic instance closure, 36
OWL data item, see data item
P
parameter, see profile parameter
parameter names assumption, 22
parametrized action, 113
path, see Petri net
elementary, 77
PDDL, 114
Petri net, 77
acyclic, 77
flow relation, 77
free choice, 77
interface, 77
marking, 78
path, 77
place, 77
strongly connected, 77
token, 78
transition, 77
pivot, 136
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place
final, see final place
initial, see initial place
place node, see Petri net
plan, 112
optimal, 112
plan checking, 112
plan existence problem, 112
planning
classic, 113
complete, sound, 112
contingency, 116
dynamic, 116
static, 116
planning domain, 112
planning problem, 112
plug-in match, 87, 108
strict, see strict plug-in/subsume
match
weak, see weak plug-in/subsume
match
possible models approach, 60
possible worlds approach, 60
post-set, 77
pre-set, 77
precondition, 47, 58
precondition system, 58
predicate, see RDF triple
predicate lock, 166
prenex normal form, 159
prepared query, 189
primal update, 63
primitive concept/role, 19
process, 49
deterministic, 83
transactional, see transactional process
profile, 47, 73
profile parameter, 51, 52
assignment function, 54, 181
link to precondition, effect variable,
57, 66
property, see role
protected part, 57
prudence principle, 58, 66
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Q
qualification problem, 102
query answering problem, 30
query entailment problem, 30
query subsumption, 30
R
RBox, 19
RDF, 34
dataset, 35
graph, 34
literal, 34
merge, 35
triple, 34
read operation, 152
read/write model, 150
realization task, 29
replacement, 103
resource, 34
Resource Description Framework, see
RDF
retriable, 136
rigid relation, 61
role, 16, 17
defined, 19
filler, 20
primitive, 19
role assertion, 20
role constructor, 18
role inclusion axiom, 17
rule, 38
S
satisfiability, 28
satisfiability conflict, 160
schedule, 154
serializability, 154
server, 98
service, 47, 75
application, 178
description, 50
instance, 47
native, 178
system, 178
volatile, 49
SHOIN

INDEX
semantics, 21
syntax, 17
simple role, 17
simple service, 75
sink, 86
Snapshot Isolation, 155
soft goal, 115, 134
solution set variable, see distinguished
variable
source, 86
spare input, 109
spare output, 108
split node, 79, 86
SROIQ, 23
standard names assumption, 22, 113
state trajectory, 114, 135
stateless operation, 45
strict plug-in/subsume match, 110
STRIPS, 113
strongly connected, see Petri net
structural substitution, 103
structured matchmaking, 107
sub process, 98
sub service, 75
subflow, see control flow graph
subject, see RDF triple
sublanguage, 18
subsume match, 87, 108
syntactic construct, 21
syntactic instance, 21, 36
T
task, 45
TBox, 19
acyclic, see acyclic TBox
cyclic, see cyclic TBox
terminological knowledge, 19
token, see Petri net
transaction, 153
active, 155
transactional process, 135
transition node, 77
transitive role, 17
triple, see RDF triple
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U
undistinguished variable, 30
unfolding, see control flow graph
unique name assumption, 20, 22, 68
update operation, 32, 152
add, 152
commutativity, 152
conflict, 154
delete, 152
update transaction, see transaction
V
value space, 25
vocabulary, 16, 36
volatile service/operation, 49
W
weak plug-in/subsume match, 110
Web Ontology Language, see OWL
well-handled Petri net, 78
well-structured WorkFlow net, 78
workflow, 3
WorkFlow net, 78
bounded, 84
live, 84
world state, 56, 81
write skew, 163
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